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Abstract

The use of multiple robots for exploration holds the promise of improved performance

over single robot systems. To exploit effectively the advantage of having several robots,

the robots must be co-ordinated which requires communication. Previous research

relies on a fixed communication network topology, a single lead explorer, and flat

communication. This thesis presents a novel architecture to keep a group of robots

as a single connected and adaptable communication network to explore and map the

environment. This architecture, BERODE (BEhavioural ROle DEcentralized), aims to

be robust, efficient and scalable to large numbers of robots. The network is adaptable,

the number of explorers variable, and communications hierarchical (local/global).

The network is kept connected by an MST (Minimum Spanning Tree) control net-

work, a subnetwork containing only the minimum necessary links to be a fully con-

nected network. As the robots explore, the MST control network is updated either

partially (local network) or globally to improve signal quality. The local network for

a robot is formed by the robots that are within a certain retransmission distance in the

MST control network. BERODE implements a hierarchic approach to distributing in-

formation to improve scalability with respect to the number of robots. The robots share

information at two levels: frequently within their local network and less frequently to

the entire robot network.

The robots coordinate by assuming behaviours depending on their connections in

the MST control network. The behavioural roles balance between the tasks of explo-

ration and network maintenance where the Explorer role is the most focused on the

exploration task. This improves efficiency by allowing varying number of robots to

take the Explorer role depending on circumstances. The roles generate reactive plans

that ensure the connectivity of the network. These plans are based on the imposition

of heterogeneous virtualspring forces.

Our simulations show that BERODE is more efficient, scalable and robust with

respect to communications than the previous approaches that rely on fixed control net-

works. BERODE is more efficient because it required less time to build a complete

map of the environment than the fixed control networks. BERODE is more scalable

because it keeps the robots as a single connected network for more time than the fixed

control networks. BERODE is more robust because it has a better success rate at fin-

ishing the exploration.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

One of the important goals in robotics is the use of robots in hazardous environments.

These scenarios are typically partially or completely unknown. Robots working in

these scenarios need to build a representation of the environment as they explore it

looking for potential hazards (e.g. mine removal, search and rescue, surveillance, etc.).

In recent years, the use of teams of robots in these scenarios has attracted the in-

terest of the research community. The use of multiple robots has several advantages

(Burgard et al., 2002); first, the potential to complete the task faster than a single

robot. Furthermore, teams of robots are more fault tolerant than a single robot. Fi-

nally, overlapping sensory information can reduce uncertainty and make feasible the

use of cheaper and noisier sensors than could be tolerated in a single robot. More-

over, in the last five years there has been a growing interest in the development of

distributed sensing systems using wireless networks with low power short communi-

cation range and the integration of this with robotic platforms. This thesis presents a

novel distributed architecture called BERODE (BEhavioural ROle DEcentralized) for

incorporating these new technologies in multi-robot exploration tasks.

Important engineering questions arise in the design of a multirobot architecture.

From an engineering view point the architecture should be efficient and scalable to

large populations of robots. From a more general viewpoint we shall explore the ben-

efits of the application of short range communication technologies to multi-robot sce-

narios.

The BERODE architecture has been tested in simulation. To improve the realism

of our simulations we have measured relevant aspects of the robot sensors and com-

munication devices. Our experiments (Chapter 7) show that the simulated sensor and

communication models are reasonable and conservative approximations to the exper-

1
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imental data obtained from the hardware devices. We have built and validated alow

costplatform that uses sonar and infrared sensors. Our simulated robots are based on

this platform. The simulated robots use inexpensive sensors (e.g. sonars, infrared) and

have a low power short range communication system.

We tested the BERODE architecture in simulation forRF (Radio Frequency) and

LOStechnologies. Most of the current wireless technologies (e.g. Ethernet, Bluetooth)

are based onRF technologies. The simulatedLOS andRF communication models

model the delays caused by retransmissions in theMANET (Mobile ad hocnetwork)

and the effect of interference. The simulatedRF model allows some transparency in

certain obstacles (e.g. desks, wooden boxes, etc). Part of the signal is absorbed by the

obstacles. The attenuation of theRF signal for different materials was obtained from

experiments with a Bluetooth hardware device and from tables provided by manufac-

turers of wireless cards at 2.45 GHz (MaxStream, 2003). The effects of multi path

reflections are modelled by adding Gaussian Noise (with mean zero) when there is no

LOSbetween transmitter and receiver. For radio communication, this model is more

realistic than line of sight, but still conservative; e.g. it predicts more limited commu-

nication than in general will occur in reality. In the simulatedLOSmodel any obstacle

in the direct path of the signal blocks the entire signal. TheLOS implementation is

suitable for infrared communication. Several small robot platforms (e.g. swarmbots

(McLurkin and Smiths, 2004)) implement this type of technology to exchange infor-

mation. For this reason, we consider it was important to test our architecture forLOS

technologies as well asRF.

This introductory chapter gives a perspective of the presented work relative to the

field of multi-robot coordination. Section 1.1 discusses the benefits of having cooper-

ative robots. Section 1.2 presents the motivation for extending existing research in the

area of multirobot exploration. Section 1.3 defines formally the problem of exploring

an initially unknown environment using a group of robots with short communication

range devices. Section 1.4 presents a general overview of the proposed BERODE ar-

chitecture to explore environments in a decentralized fashion (Chapter 4 presents the

approach in detail).

Section 1.5 presents the goals of this research. The main goal is to present a de-

centralized architecture for exploration tasks using teams of mobile robots with local

communication capabilities which is efficient, robust, potentially scalable to large pop-

ulations of robots, and suitable for implementation inlow costrobots. The BERODE

architecture is based on behavioural roles that reactively adapt to the dynamic con-
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ditions of the communication network formed by the robots. Section 1.6 presents a

summary of the contributions of this thesis. The main contribution is the adaptive con-

trol network used in the BERODE architecture. Previous approaches rely ona priori

fixed leader-follower control relations (fixed control networks) whereas in BERODE

the control network relations between pairs of robots are modified over time. Our

comparisons in simulation of BERODE with previous fixed control networks showed

BERODE to be more efficient, scalable and robust with respect to communications.

Section 1.7 presents the structure of the thesis.

1.1 The Benefits of Cooperative Robots

The field of cooperative robotics is a relatively new research area, with origins in the

1980s, when researchers began to investigate issues in multiple robot systems (Parker,

2000). Prior to this time, research had concentrated on single robot systems with a

variety of sensors (Yamauchi et al., 1998; Thrun et al., 1998b).

The research in multiple robots naturally extends research on single robot systems,

but is a distinct topic in its own right due to the complexity of multiple robot inter-

action and new constraints on robot behaviour derived from this. Distributed systems

such as chemical plants or nuclear reactors deal with the real world, but operate under

well-known constraints. Multiple robot systems are more complex than these systems

because the robots may have to navigate in a largely unknown and often unpredictably

dynamic world.

Multiple robots cooperating hold the promise of improved performance and fault

tolerance for large-scale problems. Nevertheless, it is difficult to compare the per-

formance of multi-robot architectures because, as is so often the case in robotics, the

hardware or the experimental scenario is different. Even more important is the fact that

the concept of performance is ambiguous and depends on the particular viewpoint of

the designer. Due to the recency of the area, a formal architecture or general principles

has not yet been established and all the research done so far is state of art and designed

for some specific domain.

However, the researchers have been able to analyze the benefits of multi-robot

teams in specific aspects of the task; for instance Jennings et al. (1994) analyzed the

equivalence of different types of sensing, communication and amount of communica-

tion needed to cooperate in a tightly coupled task.

One of the main goals of our research is to achieve the efficient exploration of
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the environment using a team of robots. For this reason in our research the efficiency

is measured in terms of the time that the robots require to build a complete map of

the environment. In our architecture each robot builds its own feature map of the

environment. The robots’ maps incorporate observations from all the robots. The

feature map is projected into a probabilistic grid map to find unexplored areas. An

unexplored area is an area for which there no evidence. The map is considered as

completed when the size of the unexplored areas is below a user defined threshold.

The exploration process stops once any one robot in the network considers that its map

is complete. Communications ensures that the general topology of the robots’ maps is

the same; however the maps usually have small metric differences due to such things

as rounding errors.

1.2 Motivation of the Research

There has been some research in recent years to develop efficient strategies for explo-

ration purposes; most of the approaches are centralized architectures, obtaining solu-

tions close to the optimal; some other approaches are distributed, obtaining suboptimal

solutions, but with the advantages of robustness and flexibility.

Efficient strategies minimize task overlapping which can only be achieved by

means of coordination. To coordinate a team of robots, implicit or explicit commu-

nication is required. Implicit communication occurs through sensing of the world

and is usually a side effect of other actions. Explicit communication occurs directly,

usually through a wireless medium (e.g. radio frequency, infrared). For instance

Mataric (1998) has shown the advantages of explicit communication in improving

group behaviour in multi-robot learning.

Previous research in coordination has assumed that robots are able to communicate

either with a central system (centralized coordination) or with the rest of the robots in

the team at any time in any location without taking in account the range of the signal.

In real environments it is important to consider signal limitations. There are advantages

of economy in power and size in low power communications. For instance, low power

short range communications can ameliorate the interference problem.

The research on multi-robot teams has been concentrated on small teams of robots;

another important aspect that has been ignored in exploration tasks is the fact that

global communication may not be suitable for larger teams of robots. As the number

of robots in a team increases the communication bandwidth becomes a bottleneck for
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the system.

In recent years researchers have been developing new robot platforms like Robo-

Mote (Sibley et al., 2002) and Millibots (Navarro-Serment et al., 1999) which are

intended to have characteristics of low power consumption, basic sensing capabilities

(infrared), small communication range, very small size (47 cm3), and very low cost

(approximately 150 per unit).

One of the main purposes of these platforms is to form Mobilead hocRobot Net-

works (Antonelli et al., 2005). Anad hocrobot network has to remain connected to

achieve coordination between the robots actions.

The main motivation of this research is that our exploration architecture should be

suitable for implementation inlow costrobots (e.g. Millibots). In BERODE the robots

are kept as a single adaptable communication network to minimize task overlapping

and improve coordination. The control relations between pairs of robots are modi-

fied over time rather than relying ina priori fixed leader-follower control relations as

proposed in previous approaches.

Our comparative simulations suggest that BERODE in practical implementations

will be robust to infrequent communication, scalable in terms of communication and

number of robots, and will explore the environment more efficiently than networks that

rely on fixed control networks.

1.3 Exploration Efficiency for a Robot Network

To explore their environment and to coordinate their actions, the robots need to build a

map of the environment as they traverse it. This is a very important aspect in the explo-

ration task since mapping is constantly interleaved with decision making of where to

move next. To map an environment, a robot has to cope with two types of sensor noise:

Noise in perception (e.g., range measurements), and noise in odometry (e.g., wheel en-

coders). Because of the latter, the problem of mapping creates an inherent localization

problem, which is the problem of determining the location of a robot relative to its own

map. This problem is known as the Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM)

problem. In this problem the robots build a map and obtain estimates of their location

in this map. Chapter 3 presents a discussion about the different approaches to solve this

problem and discusses their applicability forlow costrobots. From this discussion it is

concluded that an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF-SLAM) approach is the most suitable

approach forlow costsensor platforms. TheEKF uses a feature representation of the
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environment.

Many strategies can be used to explore an environment using a group of robots. The

robots can be kept as a single group forming a robot network, they can be allowed to

split into subgroups of variable sizes or each robot can act independently (independent

robots).

In previous research in exploration architectures (Section 2.2, page20) two differ-

ent approaches have been taken to achieve exploration efficiency. In the first approach

the robots are kept within communication range to achieve the coordinated exploration

of the environment. The robots’ maps integrate the observations from all the robots. In

the second approach the robots explore the environment independently and exchange

maps when they are within communication range of each other. The efficiency is

achieved through the dispersion of the independent robots in the environment. The

robots try to move away from the other robots. To insure that the robots integrate the

information from other robots about their maps only once they have to keep a history

of the exchanged information for each robot.

Unfortunately to the best of our knowledge there is no research that compares the

exploration efficiency of these two approaches. There are only comparisons about the

benefits of coordination when the communication is assumed to be global (Burgard et

al., 2002).

In a decentralized architecture each robot builds its own map. A team of robots

builds similar1 maps when they each integrate each other’s measurements only once

to their maps. Maps that integrate the same observations (similar maps) are less likely

to contain inconsistencies in their general topology. Map inconsistencies can be re-

moved by means of additional exploration to obtain observations that disambiguate

the inconsistent information.

A group of independent robots can build similar maps by keeping a history of the

observations from all the robots in the team. The robots update their information about

the observations from all the robots when they become within communication range

of another robot. The robots use the new observations to update their map estimates.

Robots that remain as a single connected network can build similar maps by ex-

changing their observed features periodically. A robot does not have to keep a history

of the observations from all the robots in the team. Moreover Losada (Rodriguez-

Losada, 2004b) showed that the appearance of errors in the topology of the map is

1 Similar maps are maps that have the same general topology and contain only small metric differ-
ences.
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related to the maximum uncertainty in orientation that the robot has at some point in

the exploration. The errors in the topology of the map are errors such as the failure

to detect open doors. These errors can prevent a robot from exploring an area or in

the worst case to return to the initial location. Therefore it is important to keep uncer-

tainty as low as possible all the time. The uncertainty in the robot position increases

when a robot traverses areas which contain few features. The detection and removal of

topologic errors can be achieved by means of additional exploration.

Robots that move as a single connected network keep their uncertainty lower than

independent robots in areas with few features because they periodically receive the

observations from all the robots in the team. The uncertainty for independent robots

rises when they are unconnected and in areas with a few features.

In the BERODE architecture we decided to keep the robots in a single network

because:

• Exploration efficiency can be achieved through the minimization of exploration

overlapping. Although robots that act independently could potentially explore

the environment more efficiently they are also more likely to explore areas which

have been already explored by other robots.

• The robots can build similar maps without having to keep an observation history

from all the robots in the network. This is not the case for independent robots.

• The maps are less likely to contain topologic errors because the uncertainty of the

robots’ orientation is kept lower throughout the exploration than for independent

robots.

In terms of exploration efficiency the strategies of keeping a robot network and

having independent robots are good solutions. Nonetheless there are practical benefits

in keeping a robot network such as the integration of observations from other robots

is less expensive in terms of storage and the maps are less likely to contain topologic

errors. This is very important for an exploration architecture that is designed to be

implemented on large numbers oflow costrobots such as BERODE.

1.4 Problem Statement and Proposed Solution

The problem is to explore and map an initially unknown environment efficiently using

a group of robots which have local communication capabilities and maintain anad hoc
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network.

In our problem we have assumed that the robots know their initial relative posi-

tions. This was assumed because our architecture contemplates a scenario in which

the network of robots is deployed from a single drop off point. This assumption avoids

the problem of map merging with relative unknown positions which currently is an

ongoing research area.

Our approach tries to improve exploration efficiency through coordination by mini-

mizing task overlapping. We propose to generate coordinated behaviours for the group

of robots that allow them to explore the environment while keeping the communica-

tion network as a single connected network. The exploratory behaviour of the network

emerges from the interaction of the individual behaviours of the robots. The main ideas

of our architecture are:

1. Each robot builds and updates its own feature map representation of the environ-

ment. The robots’ maps incorporate the features observed by all the robots in the

network. The feature map is updated using an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF)

(Smith et al., 1988). TheEKF produces an estimate (along with its uncertainty)

of the position of the features and the robot. The positions of robot and the fea-

tures are referred to the datum (origin) of a global Cartesian system, which is

the initial position of the robot with the smallest ID2 number. The robots extract

features from their sensor measurements. The extracted features are used to up-

date the feature map. The robots periodically transmit their feature observations.

Robots incorporate feature observations of other robots with the same process as

for locally extracted features because they share the same global Cartesian frame

of reference.

2. The robots are kept as a single adaptable communication network. The commu-

nication network is kept connected by building and updating a MST (minimum

spanning tree) control network (Cormen et al., 1990). The communication net-

work is kept connected by imposing virtual forces for the connections in the

MST control network. The virtual forces are modelled as heterogeneous spring

forces. We describe the springs as heterogeneous because they are asymmet-

ric3 and their free spring length4 is a range of values rather than a single value.

2 The robots have an ID number that allows them to identify each other in the network.
3 Asymmetric forces are forces that can have different magnitudes and signs in the two directions of

the connection.
4 The free spring length is the length for which the spring exerts a null force.
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The free spring length is a function of the quality of the connection and the be-

havioural roles of the pair of robots that form the connection.

3. The robots adopt behavioural roles according to their internal state and their

connection state in the MST. The behavioural roles balance between the tasks of

exploration and network maintenance.

4. The Robots are attracted to unexplored areas of the environment. Each explor-

ing robot projects its feature map into a probabilistic grid map to find unexplored

areas. An unexplored area is an area for which there no evidence. The attractive-

ness of an unexplored area is a function of its size, its distance, and the predicted

communication quality. According to its behavioural role, a robot exhibits some

interest or none in the exploration task. As a result a number of robots in the net-

work direct the exploration towards unexplored areas while the rest of the robots

ensure the maintenance of communication.

The robots have to operate under the following conditions:

1. Unknown Environment: The workspace is unknowna priori.

2. Limited Communication: The robots have limited communication capabilities.

3. Limited Communication Bandwidth: The robots have to share information

efficiently to reduce the bandwidth required.

4. Limited Sensing: The robots are equipped withlow costsensing devices.

1.5 The design of the BERODE Architecture

The BERODE architecture is motivated by the findings of previous related research

discussed in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 describes the design of the BERODE architecture

in terms of team behaviour. Chapter 4 presents the implementation of the BERODE

architecture in individual robots. In the initial simulations we found problems related

to occasional shortages of exploring robots (Section 8.6, page239). A second imple-

mentation of the architecture called BERODE-2 incorporated role scheduling mecha-

nisms that addressed these problems (Section 8.7, page246). This section presents an

overview of the general design of the BERODE architecture which is the same for the

two implementations.
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BERODE is based on behavioural roles such as Explorer and communication

Maintainer. These roles reactively adapt to the dynamic conditions of the communica-

tion network formed by the robots as they explore an environment. The communication

network is maintained as a fully connected network by creating and updating an MST

(Minimum Spanning Tree) control network (Cormen et al., 1990). The MST control

network is a subnetwork of the communication network containing only the minimum

necessary links to have a fully connected network. Thus the robots do not need to try

to maintain unnecessary communication links.

In BERODE each robot builds and updates its own feature map representation of

the environment using an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) (Smith et al., 1988). The

EKF produces an estimate (along with its uncertainty) of the position of the features

and the robot. The positions of the robot and the features are referred to the datum

(origin) of a global Cartesian system, which is the initial position of the robot with the

smallest ID5 number. The robots extract features from their sensor measurements. The

extracted features are used to update the feature map.

The robots periodically transmit beacon signals and their observed features. The

beacon signals contain the estimated position of the robot and its uncertainty. The

robots use the beacon signals to determine the signal quality. How this is to be mea-

sured depends on the hardware implementation. For instance, in the implementation

for RF technologies we use theRSSL(Received Signal Strength Level) which is an

available value for this technology (measured in dB) as the signal quality value.

Robots incorporate the features extracted by other robots in the network to their

maps using the same process as for locally extracted features because they share same

global Cartesian frame of reference.

The MST control network is built at the beginning of the exploration and modi-

fied throughout the exploration to improve signal quality. The robots select their be-

havioural role according to their internal state and their connection state in the MST

control network. The interaction between the behavioural roles is achieved through the

imposition of virtual forces derived from the connections in the MST control network

The robots exhibit one of the following behavioural roles: Explorer, Maintainer,

Pusher and Recoverer. The Explorer and Maintainer behavioural roles are the basic

behaviours for the robot in the network. The Explorer robots focus on exploration

while the Maintainer robots focus on keeping the communication network connected.

Pusher robots help the exploration task when it becomes problematic because opposing

5 The robots have an ID number that allows them to identify each other in the network.
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exploratory directions halt the global exploration process. Recoverer robots help the

maintenance task when it becomes problematic because of poor connection quality.

The non-Explorer robots keep the communication network connected by gener-

ating plans to move to locations where the energy from the virtual spring forces is

minimized. The magnitude and sign of the spring forces is a function of the quality of

the connection and the behavioural roles of the pair of robots that form the connection.

The Explorer robots are not directly subject to virtual spring forces; instead these

robots monitor the level of safety for their control connection and wait for improvement

if necessary to avoid the risk of becoming disconnected. The Explorer robots guide

the exploration process by generating a plan to move to the safest unexplored area

in terms of communication quality and moving in that direction to the limits of their

communication safety.

Robots reselect their behavioural role once an event has occurred. An event occurs

when the robot has reached its current goal or modified its local network. When a

robot modifies its local network this network is transmitted to the robots inside the

local network. The robots inside the local network update their local network and

reselect their behavioural roles.

The heterogeneous spring forces disperse the robot network in the exploratory di-

rections when there are no Recoverer robots and contract the robot network when there

are Recoverer robots.

The main components of the BERODE approach are briefly introduced in the fol-

lowing subsections; Chapter 4 contains the detailed description.

1.5.1 The Adaptive MST Control Network

Robots with local communication capabilities form mobilead hoccommunication

networks in which the robots are nodes in the network and can act as routers to re-

lay information through the network; the network is dynamic. In BERODE thead

hoccommunication network is kept fully connected by creating and updating an MST

control network. The MST control network is calculated at the start of the exploration,

based on the communication network and signal quality criterion. The signal quality

criterion depends on the implementation; for instance for typical radio frequency (RF)

technologies the received signal strength level (RSSL) between a pair of robots is the

signal quality. The signal quality is used as the link cost in the calculation of the MST

control network. After the initial calculation the robots retain knowledge of their lo-
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cal network. The local network for a robot is the network that contains all the robots

within ak-hopdistance. The effect of the size of the local network on the performance

of BERODE is investigated in Chapters 8 and 9.

The MST control network can be modified or rebuilt by the robots throughout the

exploration. Merging and validation mechanisms are implemented to ensure that the

robots maintain the consistency of the MST control network. Robots periodically re-

evaluate their local network to improve signal quality; if necessary they modify the

local network and inform all the robots within the local network. Additionally, the

MST control network is used by the robots to distribute their information among team

members (Section 5.10, page130). Robots periodically transmit beacon signals to their

direct connections. The robots determine their safety level using the measured signal

quality from the received beacon signals. BERODE implements three levels of safety

with the following decreasing order in safety: safe, precautionary and unsafe. A robot

is on a specific safety level if all of its connections have at least that safety level.

1.5.2 Goals for the Behavioural Roles

The goals for each behavioural role are:

Behavioural Roles

1. Explorer: Move towards unexplored areas while maintaining a safe connection.

2. Maintainer: Move towards the location that minimizes the spring forces for the

control connections.

3. Recoverer: Move towards a location that minimizes the spring forces for the

unsafe control connections. An unsafe control connection is a connection with a

signal quality below the unsafe threshold (Section 4.3, page63).

4. Pusher: Move towards the location that minimizes the spring forces for the con-

trol connection.

The goal for the Maintainer, Pusher and Recoverer behavioural roles is essentially

the same. The difference is in the parameterization of the free spring length values

(Explorers are not affected by virtual spring forces). The free spring length for a spring

connection is a range of values that depends on the behavioural roles of the robots that

form the connection and the quality of the connection. The parameters are set up in

such way that the interaction between the roles generatesleader–follower motions in
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the robot network where the Explorers direct the exploration and the Pushers accelerate

the movement of the robot network in the exploration directions.

The effect of an unsafe connection on the global behaviour is the contraction of the

network until the unsafe connection recovers a high enough quality level to be detected

as precautionary or safe, at which point the robots continue the exploration. When a

pair of robots detects a connection as unsafe they backtrack their most recent move-

ments to return to a position where the level of safety is not unsafe. If the connection

remains as unsafe the robots transition to the Recoverer role and generate a plan to

move towards each other’s last received positions.

1.5.3 Hierarchical Information Distribution

To achieve coordination and build consistent6 maps the robots periodically distribute

their observed features to the rest of the team. In BERODE each robot is in charge of

distributing its information. One of the main goals in BERODE is scalability. To get a

good trade-off between coordination and communication costs BERODE implements

hierarchical approach for information distribution.

When the robots finish the exploration of the environment they should by then have

consistentfeature maps of the environment. However, we argue that it is not necessary

that the robots share consistent feature maps during the whole exploration to achieve

the coordinated exploration of the environment. Instead it is only necessary that the

robots have commoned7 feature maps to achieve coordinated behaviours. Robots that

are close (based on theirk-hopdistance) need to have more in common between their

feature maps than robots that are distant because close robots need to achieve coordi-

nated motion to avoid disconnections. This is not the case for distant robots.

In large networks most robots are distant and communication savings can be made

by having less frequent communication between distant robots. This is achieved in

BERODE with a hierarchic approach of two levels: local and global. The local level

for a robot is formed by the robots inside the local network. The global level is formed

by all the robots in the network. We examine the communication cost in Chapter 9 for

different local/global ratios.

The features that a robot extracts from its sensor measurements are stored for their

6 Consistent maps are maps that have integrated the same information about observed features. These
maps usually have small metric differences, but the general topology of the map is the same.

7 Commoned maps are maps that have integrated a common subset of information about observed
features.
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periodical distribution in a local and a global store. The local and global stores store

the same information about the extracted features. The features in the local store are

distributed at the local level. The features in the global store are distributed at the

global level. The distribution at the local level is more frequent than at the global level

to improve scalability with respect to the numbers of robots.

The features that the robot receives from others at the global level are integrated

to the robots’ maps using the same process as for locally extracted features. This is

possible because the robots share the same global Cartesian frame of reference. The

features that a robot receives at the local level are useful navigational information for

the local robots (robot inside the same local network), but are not used to update the

map because that would cause a double update.

The hierarchic distribution of features allows a reduction in the communication

cost without sacrificing too much exploration efficiency.

The robots distribute other information such as a change in their role on an event

basis. However most of the communication cost is due to periodical transmission of the

beacon signals and feature distribution. Most of the communication is retransmitted

only at the local level avoiding scalability problems as the number of robots increases.

1.6 Thesis Goals

The overall goal of this thesis is to present and assess BERODE, a decentralized archi-

tecture for exploration tasks using teams of mobile robots with local communication

capabilities. BERODE is designed to be efficient, robust, potentially scalable to large

populations of robots, and suitable for implementation inlow costrobots (e.g. Mil-

libots). The efficiency of BERODE is assessed in terms of the time that the robots

require to build a complete map of the environment.

The two most important questions in assessing the usefulness and applicability of

BERODE are as follows:

1. How efficient is a team of robots constrained to maintaining local communica-

tion?

2. What are the trade-offs between the number of robots and the communication

costs?

With respect to the first question research in distributed exploration systems has

tried to keep robots apart in order to avoid exploration overlapping while assuming that
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global communication is available. For local short range communication the design

of the behavioural roles establishes a balance between the exploration and network

maintenance tasks. The exploratory behaviour of the robot network emerges from the

interaction of the individual behavioural roles.

Previous research (Burgard et al., 2002) in multi-robot exploration suggests that

there is a logarithmic decrease in the exploration time with increasing numbers of

robots. In Burgard’s architecture a central agent generated plans for all the robots. In

his experiments the communication was assumed to be global. The scenarios tested

were open spaces and structured environments (office like environments). Unfortu-

nately for robot networks of more than a few robots with local communication, the

performance in realistic conditions is unknown. For instance, Burgard et al. (2006)

limited his experiments to three robots. They conducted simulations for more robots

(up to 20 robots) but their communication model assumed no interference from the

obstacles or environmental structure (Burgard et al., 2006).

One of the important aspects to achieve multirobot coordination is the communi-

cation range. Although having robots with an effectively unlimited communication

range may seem in principle attractive it is undesirable for the purposes of scalability.

The bandwidth required increases as more robots are added to the network. Moreover

when power consumption is a constraint in the system it is desirable to restrict com-

munication to short distances because the amount of power required for transmitting a

signal in free space is a function of the square of the distance. In indoor environments

the situation is much worse because of the structure and the obstacles.

We are particularly interested in determining the performance of BERODE in in-

door environments because they are cluttered and contain structures (rooms, corridors)

inside that complicate the navigation of the robots and block communication. Our sim-

ulations therefore incorporate typical measured aspects of communication (e.g. signal

absorbed by obstacles). Our research is interested in providing more insight about

the performance of the teams of robots with local communication by using simula-

tion models that better approximate the characteristics of signal propagation in indoor

environments.

With respect to the second question, in our BERODE architecture the coordina-

tion of the robot network is achieved by means of the exchange of information. To

get a good trade-off between coordination and communication cost we propose the

hierarchical distribution of information at two levels: local and global. Information

is distributed more frequently at the local level than at the global level to reduce the
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communication cost while keeping exploration efficiency.

To assess the scalability and robustness of BERODE with respect to communica-

tion we analyse the effect on communication cost of varying the size of the local level

and the frequency of the distribution at the local and global levels.

1.7 Contributions

As explained in Section 1.4 we developed two implementations of the BERODE ar-

chitecture. The second implementation of BERODE (called BERODE-2) was used to

assess the properties of the proposed architecture.

The main contribution of this thesis is the description of a new architecture for

multi-robot exploration that is more efficient, scalable and robust with respect to com-

munications than the previous fixed control networks (Section 9.6, page295). In our

comparisons in simulation of BERODE-2 with previous fixed control networks we

found that BERODE took less time to build a complete map of the environment, main-

tained communications better and failed less often.

In our simulations from Section (9.4, page277) we found that the hierarchical (lo-

cal/global) communication approach scales better to larger numbers of robots, than

non-hierarchic communications (Section 9.3, page270and Section 9.4.1, page286).

When non-hierarchic communications are used in large robots networks (n≥ 40) there

is an accelerated increase in the communication bandwidth. When the ratio between

local and global networks is small, there is a linear increase in the bandwidth with

respect to the number of robots. More over, when communications are only local, low

power communications can be used with benefits to power consumption and interfer-

ence. In our simulations (Section 9.5, page289) with the RF model we identified a

communication range threshold above which the exploration efficiency ceases to im-

prove for a robot network. This finding is important because communication can be

restricted to short distances to reduce power consumption without decreasing the ex-

ploration efficiency.

Our simulations confirm the findings of Fenwick et al.’s (2002) that the uncertainty

can be reduced by combining information from multiple robots. This confirms our

suggestion that large teams of expendablelow costrobots can be used to produce maps

which are useful not only for the robots own navigation, but for human use.

We can’t conclude that these properties and findings would necessarily transfer to

a real world implementation, but we have taken steps (Chapter 7) to make our sim-
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ulations as reasonable and conservative in the relevant aspects. Section 11.5 (page

352) discusses details on how the BERODE architecture can be implemented using

real robots. A more detailed assessment of the contributions can be found in the Con-

clusion chapter (page347).

1.8 Structure

This thesis consists of eleven chapters:

• Chapter 1 presents the problem of decentralized coordination, the proposed ap-

proach, the objectives of the thesis and its contributions.

• Chapter 2 presents a review of the state of the art in multi-robot exploration and

sensor networks, discusses their integration in distributed multi-robot architec-

ture, and outlines the problems in terms of computational and communication

costs.

• Chapter 3 presents a review of map building approaches and discusses their

suitability for BERODE. The suitability of an approach is decided on compu-

tational and economic cost that allows the potential scalability to large popula-

tions of robots. AnEKF approach is found to be the most suitable approach for

BERODE.

• Chapter 4 presents the general design of the BERODE architecture in terms of

what the team of robots is expected to accomplish. Several algorithms to cal-

culate the MST control network are proposed. The robots adopt a behavioural

role according to their internal state and their connection state in the MST con-

trol network. The exploratory behaviour of the robot network emerges from the

interaction of the individual behaviours of the robots.

• Chapter 5 presents the implementation of the BERODE architecture in individ-

ual robots. The architecture has been implemented using modules that are se-

quentially executed. The implementation and parameterization of some of the

modules depends on the behavioural role.

• Chapter 6 presents the Map Building Module. The environment is represented

as a set of line and point features. The module implements anEKF to estimate
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the position and uncertainty of the robots and the features. Models for the robot

and the features are described.

• Chapter 7 presents the simulator that we use to test BERODE and describes

the LOSandRF communication models used in our simulations. Experiments

that show that the simulated sensors and communication devices are reasonable

and conservative approximations to the experimental data are presented. The

implementation of the Map Building Module for alow costplatform that uses

infrared and sonar sensors is presented. Investigations to assess thelow cost

platform in a real environment are presented and analyzed.

• Chapter 8 presents the implementation of the approach forLOSandRF technolo-

gies. Initial simulations revealed poor performance in particular conditions be-

cause the exploration temporarily ceased. An improved mechanism for schedul-

ing exploration was added. The simulations show that the improved version

explores the environments faster than the original architecture.

• Chapter 9 presents simulations that analyze the robustness, the scalability and

the efficiency of BERODE. The simulations show that BERODE is robust to

infrequent communication, is scalable in terms of communication and number of

robots, and explores the environment more efficiently than networks with fixed

control networks.

• Chapter 10 presents simulations that analyze the consistency of the maps built

by the robots in BERODE. The simulations show that as more robots are added

to the network the maps become more consistent at the feature, metric and topo-

logic levels of the map. A scalability problem with respect to the amount of map

features in the current implementation is discovered and a solution is investi-

gated.

• Chapter 11 presents the conclusions and contributions of thesis. Future exten-

sions addressing the limitations of the current implementation are described.



Chapter 2

Multi-Robot Exploration Architectures

2.1 Introduction

This chapter presents a review of research relevant to this thesis in the areas of multi-

robot exploration, mobile sensor networks, and communication protocols for mobile

ad hocnetworks.

In recent years several Multi-robot architectures for exploration purposes have been

proposed. These architectures are usually classified as centralized and decentralized

(Section 2.2). Centralized architectures are suitable for a small number of robots.

Decentralized architectures are flexible, scalable and robust, but frequently achieve

this at the cost of suboptimal solutions compared to those of centralized approaches

(Burgard et al., 2002).

Centralized architectures assume global communication while decentralized archi-

tectures assume local communication and can be classified as insensitive or sensitive

(Section 2.2.2). Communication insensitive architectures allow robots to explore the

space on their own, while communication sensitive architectures try to maintain the

robots within communication range.

A team of robots maintaining communication range form a mobilead hoccom-

munication network. The emergent area of mobile sensor networks shares the same

objective as that of mobilead hocnetworks; to maintain all its members within com-

munication range. Their difference is that mobile sensor networks frequently rely on

a fixeda priori placed wireless communication structure or create one. Frequently the

objective of the mobile sensor networks is the deployment of a communication infras-

tructure for service purposes, search and rescue and static deployment. Section 2.3

presents a review of relevant applications in this area and discusses their similarities

19
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with the exploration task.

Mobile sensor networks are based on decentralized control methods designed to

maintain groups of robots within some range by means of simple local interactions. A

variety of approaches such as rigid formations,virtual physicsand potential fields have

been proposed. Section 2.4 presents these approaches and discusses their applicability

for the proposed approach.

In a decentralized approach communication between robots is necessary to achieve

coordination, minimizing task overlapping. In a decentralized approach each robot

is in charge of distributing its information. Within the robot network, information is

distributed to the point where all the robots share a common model of the environment.

Section 2.5 presents a review of communication protocols for mobilead hocnetworks.

The objective of the BERODE (BEhavioural ROle DEcentralized) architecture is

to build a common representation of the environment. Section 2.6 introduces the types

of map representations commonly used in multi-robot exploration. The applicability of

the representations to multi-robot scenarios is briefly discussed in this section. Chapter

3 provides a more detailed discussion about the map representations and their applica-

bility to multi-robot scenarios usinglow costrobots. The localization problem within

these maps in the presence of uncertainty in the sensors is also discussed.

The chapter ends with a summary of the current state of the art in these areas and

the expected contributions of the approach to these areas.

2.2 Exploration Architectures

The problem of exploration of an unknown environment has been extensively studied;

first using single robot systems with a variety of sensors (Moravec and Elfes, 1985;

Shatkay and Kaebling, 1997; Yamauchi, 1998) and later using teams of robots. The

first implementations of multi-robot exploration systems were simple extensions of the

single robot implementations (Yamauchi et al., 1998).

Multi-robot exploration extends the research on single robot systems, but it is also

a topic in itself, because of the complexity of dealing with multiple robots and new

constraints. Multiple robot systems are more complex than other distributed systems

because they have to deal with uncertainties of a real environment.

Multi-robot systems are usually classified as centralized and decentralized; central-

ized systems obtain solutions close to the optimal1 but are computationally intensive

1 For exploration tasks optimality is defined in terms of the time to completely explore an environ-
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and have a single point of failure; on the other hand, decentralized systems are flex-

ible and robust, but frequently achieve considerably sub optimal solutions compared

to those of centralized systems (Burgard et al., 2002). Centralized systems require a

global communication system, while decentralized exploration has been implemented

in systems with local communication.

A review of relevant centralized and decentralized exploration architectures is pre-

sented in the following subsections.

2.2.1 Centralized approaches

Thrun et al. (2000) designed an algorithm using a Monte Carlo localizer2 and maxi-

mum likelihood on grid maps. The maximum likelihood function determines the best

alignment of laser scanned data. A team leader merges the maps and shares the grid

map with the rest of the team. In the experiments the team consisted of two members.

Simmons et al. (2000) implemented an algorithm to merge maps and coordinate

the robots using a central unit. The algorithm tries to maximize the overall utility by

minimizing the potential overlapping of information. Each robot creates a local map,

and sends the information to a central mapper which improves the map by iteratively

combining data from the robots. The global map is used to decide where the robots

should explore in the next time step. The experiments were developed using a team of

three robots.

Burgard et al. (2002) presented a similar approach to Simmons’ approach. In

Burgard’s approach the central system computes the frontier cells based on a utility

value for each location. The utility value is determined by the expected travel cost and

the information gain. The information gain is the estimated number of unknown map

cells within a radius at the location. When one robot is assigned to some location, the

information gain of the location cells is decreased. Based on this approach Solanas

and Garcia (2004) proposed a clustering technique that allows faster partial coverage

of the environment.

Dias (Dias and Stentz, 2001; Dias et al., 2002) proposed a market-based approach.

In this approach each robot establishes a set of goals in areas where little information

is known; based on these goals each robot produces a tour containing several goals.

The tours are auctioned and the robots submit bids based on the distance that they

ment.
2 A Monte Carlo localizer represents the belief by a set of samples, drawn according to the posterior

distribution over robot poses.
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have to travel to cover the tour. The tours are refined through continuous inter-robot

negotiation. Robots periodically send their recently explored area to a central agent.

The central agent merges the areas and creates a global map that is sent to the robots.

Burgard et al. (2006) discovered that frequently a robot would generate a tour for

itself because it was individually the best suited bidder for each area. This could lock

out other robots and lead to an unbalanced assignment of tasks and an increase in the

exploration time.

Centralized approaches try to disperse the robots throughout the environment to

achieve efficiency; robots stay apart minimizing interference (Simmons et al., 2000).

Dispersion is suitable for small teams when global communication is available. In real

environments it is important to consider signal limitations; robots might be unable to

communicate with each other if they disperse without regard to their communication

range.

In all these approaches robots frequently send grid maps to a central agent, relying

strongly on the communication system and having a single point of failure. Moreover,

as the number of robots in a team increases the communication bandwidth becomes a

bottleneck for the system.

2.2.2 Distributed approaches

Previous research in distributed approaches for exploration can be classified as com-

munication insensitive and sensitive. Communication sensitive approaches are those

where the robots try to remain in communication range with at least one robot dur-

ing all the exploration process. Communication insensitive approaches are those

where robots autonomously explore the environment and environmental features are

exchanged when communication is possible.

2.2.2.1 Communication Insensitive

In Yamauchi’s (1998) approach, robots exchange their grid maps and continuously

update their own map, merging the map received with their local maps. The approach

uses frontier-based exploration to direct robots to the areas that are likely to provide the

most new information about the world. A minimal degree of coordination is achieved

since robots only exchange their maps. Multiple robots end up moving to the same

frontiers, which is highly inefficient.

Konolige et al. (2004) proposed an approach where the robots initially explore the
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environment by themselves. When two or more robots come in range of each other

(form an exploration cluster), their maps are merged and a leader robot emerges. The

leader coordinates all the robots, builds a complete map that represents the data col-

lected by all the robots, and broadcasts the map frequently to all the robots in range.

When a robot loses communication with its current exploration cluster it keeps explor-

ing the space in an autonomous fashion. Konolige remarks that maps are built less

efficiently when robots can not communicate.

These authors remark that the benefit of having multiple robots to explore an en-

vironment is maximized if they can coordinate; to achieve coordination robots have to

be able to communicate.

2.2.2.2 Communication Sensitive

Communication sensitive approaches where robots methodically sweep the unknown

environment by advancing in close line formations have been proposed by Singh and

Fujimura (1993), Latimer et al. (2002), Min and Min (1998) and Reikleitis et al.

(2004). Formations are broken and restored when obstacles are encountered. Strategies

where robots keep track of their absolute positions through mutual observation are

proposed by Rekleitis et al. (2000) and Grabowski et al. (1999). While some robots

move, their relative coordinates are calculated by other stationary robots that observe

them.

All of these approaches require very tight coordination among all the robots and

have been tested only in environments with small obstacles or free space environments.

Moreover, methodical sweep techniques are not suitable for structured environments.

Structured environments are full of potential traps for these techniques.

Arkin and Diaz (2002) developed algorithms to maintain line of sight communi-

cations between robots while searching for a hazard with different degrees ofa priori

knowledge of the environment. One robot remains static serving as a base for the rest

of the robots. The exploration area is limited by the total communication range. Robots

move one at a time. As a consequence having several robots to explore an area does

not decrease significantly the time required to find the hazard.

The research of Antonelli et al. (2005), and Pimentel and Montenegro (2002) is

similar to that of Arkin and Diaz but the robots move simultaneously, and a simple

idealisedRF communication model is assumed. In the approach of Pimentel and Mon-

tenegro the robots coordinate by means of predicting other robots locations, while in

Antonelli et al.’s approach an expected signal is predicted for close locations. The envi-
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ronments in both cases contain only a few randomly placed obstacles and the explored

area is limited by the total communication range. Moreover, the idealisedRF com-

munication model assumption is strong and unsuitable for real indoor environments

which are complexRF environments withhot spots3, interference, etc. In our simu-

lations we implement a more realistic communication model which as been validated

through experimentation withRF communication devices (Section 7.3.3, page169).

2.3 Mobile Sensor Networks

In the last five years there has been a growing interest in developing distributed sensing

systems using local wireless networks with a local range of communication. The main

characteristics of these devices are low power consumption, size, and cost which make

them particularly suitable for larger numbers of cheap robots.

Recent platforms such as Millibots (Navarro-Serment et al., 2002) and Robomote

(Sibley et al., 2002) are envisioned as mobile sensor networks. These new platforms

focus on the formation of cooperative large teams and are meant to be deployed in

hazardous unknown scenarios.

Robomote is a test platform for mobile sensing using local communication (Sibley

et al., 2002). Based on this platform, algorithms for incremental sensor deployment

have been developed (Howard et al., 2002a; Howard et al., 2002b). The issue of ex-

ploration has not been addressed yet, but it is one of the final goals of the project.

Research on the Millibots project has been oriented to the cooperative localization

of the robots using a beacon system (Grabowski et al., 1999). The robots explore the

environment following a leap frog sequence to maintain good position estimates while

exploring the environment.

Mobile Sensor Networks have been implemented for two types of communication:

Radio Frequency and Line of Sight. Typically in Radio Frequency technologies sys-

tems theRSSL(Received Signal Strength Level) is available, while in Line of Sight

technologies it is not available.

Research on radio frequency communication models has been addressed by Wag-

ner and Arkin (2003), Powers and Balch (2004), Thibodeau et al. (2004), Ulam and

Arkin (2004), and Kantor et al. (2003).

3 A hot spotis referred to as a local place where the signal strength is considerably larger than at its
surroundings.
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Wagner and Arkin (2003) developed algorithms to cover an area. He identified

trade-offs between area coverage and communication safety concluding that coverage

degrades when plans are communication-focused. Powers and Balch (2004) proposed

a navigation behaviour denominated VBCP (Value-Based Communication Preserva-

tion) to preserve communication while traversing an environment. VBCP calculates

movement vectors using theRSSL(Received Signal Strength Level) from the robots,

the robots’ positions and map-based predictions of theRSSLfor nearby positions to

the robot. Powers and Balch’s experiments on real outdoor scenarios do not entirely

demonstrate that it is feasible to use theRSSLto maintain communication for teams

of robots. In indoor scenariosRF signals may createhot spotsdue to reflections, tem-

porary disturbance, problems which Powers did not consider. Ulam and Arkin (2004)

proposed a reactive approach to recover communication in a surveillance mission. Sev-

eral recovery strategies were proposed. He concluded that there are still remaining

issues to determine the best strategies to recover communications in large-scale teams.

Thibodeau et al. (2004) developed an adaptive topology algorithm for an exploration

task where a leader robot frequently builds an MST control network. Based on this

networkleader-follower relations are imposed on all the robots with the exception of

the leader. As a result the leader directs the exploration task while the rest of the team

follows it. Thibodeau et al. compared his approach against fixed configuration topolo-

gies (e.g. chain, fixed tree). The comparison was based on the time to build a complete

map. Thibodeau et al.’s approach performs better than fixed configurations. Kantor et

al.’s (2003) work focuses on surveillance where navigation is achieved by relying on a

RF network deployeda priori. Navigation was successfully achieved but the authors

remarked that the minimal density of sensors required to achieve optimal navigation

was unclear.

Research on line of sight (LOS) communication models has been addressed by

Nguyen et al. (2004), Pezeshkian et al. (2003), Verma et al. (2002), Carpin and Parker

(2002), Kannan et al. (2003) and Sweeney et al. (2002) wherea priori leader-follower

relations are established. The team of robots forms a column formation. These ap-

proaches are focused on surveillance missions where one robot serves as a base. The

leader robot is in charge of building the environmental representation. All of the pre-

viousLOSapproaches have been implemented with real robots and tested in real envi-

ronments excepting the work of Sweeney et al. In the experiments the teams of robots

were successfully maintained within communication range.

Anderson et al. (2003) developed an algorithm to maintain theLOScommunica-
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tions for a team of robots. The algorithm plans movements for all the robots. The

drawback of this algorithm is that it is centralized and assumes that ana priori map is

available.

Fixed leader-follower relations among team members are not desirable because the

robot network tends to maintain a particular fixed topology; moreover, according to

Thibodeau’s research (op. cit.) fixed topologies are less robust to robot failures than

adaptive topologies. To the best of our knowledge, all the research where robots act as

mobile sensor networks implementsa priori control relations between pairs of robots.

Although communication sensitive architectures have been successfully imple-

mented, with the exception of Thibodeau’s approach (op. cit.) all these architectures

rely on robot leader-follower relations defineda priori. Thibodeau’s approach per-

forms better than fixeda priori leader-follower relations. Thibodeau argued thata

priori relations over constrain the mobility of the network. Thibodeau’s research

was carried out in large open spaces with small obstacles. We believe Thibodeau’s

argument againsta priori relations will hold in real indoor environments; moreover it

is very likely that the constraining effect ofa priori communication relations will be

much worse.

For such reasons, this work proposes that the relations between team members

should be determined in a dynamic fashion to gain flexibility and more efficiently

achieve their common goal of exploration. A pair of robots has a relation if they

have to remain within communication range. Robots only have to maintain certain

relations to ensure that the robot network remains fully connected, and these relations

can change.

As in Thibodeau’s approach (op. cit.) this thesis proposes the calculation of an

MST (Minimum Spanning Tree) control network. Based on the MST control network

relations among pairs of robots are determined. The MST control network is calculated

based on the communication network and a signal quality criterion. For instance for

radio frequency communication systems theRSSL(Received Signal Strength Level) is

used as the signal quality. The MST control network dynamically changes as robots

traverse the environment.

In the previous research on network maintenance there is only one robot that ex-

ecutes the desired task (leader) while the rest of the team (followers) maintain the

network. This type of approach is suitable for surveillance missions or convoy trans-

portation but is highly inefficient for exploration purposes. The benefits of having

multiple robots to complete the exploration are reduced. Robots end up following the
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leader without collaborating in the exploration task. For this reason, this thesis pro-

poses a behavioural role approach where more than one leader may be active at the

same time. The proposed behavioural roles are Explorer, Maintainer, Recoverer and

Pusher. The Explorer role has as its main task the exploration of unknown areas, re-

ferred to in previous research as the leader. The Maintainer role has as its main task

the maintenance of the network, referred to in previous research as the follower. The

Pusher behavioural role helps the exploration task when it becomes problematic; for

instance when two Explorer robots pull the robot network in opposing exploratory di-

rections the exploratory behaviour of the robot network is halted. One of the Explorer

robots gives up its exploration task and transitions to the Pusher behavioural role. The

Pusher robot then induces movement in the robot network by pushing its direct con-

nections away from it. The Recoverer robot helps the communications maintenance

task when it becomes problematic. A robot exhibits this role when the level of safety

is unsafe. The Recoverer role tries to improve the signal quality for its unsafe connec-

tions. A robot determines its behavioural role based on its number of connections on

the MST control network and its internal state.

2.4 Control in Mobile Robot Networks

A variety of approaches such as rigid formations,virtual physicsand potential fields

have been proposed to create global behaviour in a group of mobile robots by means

of local interactions among the robots.

Fredslund and Mataric (2002a; 2000b), Desai et al. (1998) proposed approaches

where robots use other robot(s) as reference and establish a rigid formation. A rigid

formation is a formation in which robots have predetermined neighbours and use them

as references to determine their movements. Robots use only local sensing and min-

imal communication to maintain a geometric shape such as lines, columns, and dia-

monds. A robot is designated as the leader and follows preplanned paths while the

others maintain their relative positions.

Distributed control based onvirtual physicsemulates physical forces such as elec-

tric charges, springs, and gravitational forces among robots. Howard et al. (2002a)

modelled robots as electric charges to generate the uniform deployment of the robots

into an unknown enclosed area. Gordon et al. (1999) proposed a gravitational force

model where robots repulse at close range. McLurkin used a partially connected graph

with a spring model to produce uniform deployment within a limited indoor environ-
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ment (McLurkin and Smith, 2004). Shucker and Bennett (2005) extended McLurkin’s

research adding an acute-angle4 test to achieve a faster dispersion of the robots in the

environment.

The use of social potential fields to achieve distributed control was introduced by

Reif and Wang (1995). Previously potential fields were used for planning purposes.

Potential fields are inspired by collective animal behaviours such as flocking. The con-

cept underlying potential fields is that an agent is influenced by its immediate neigh-

bours. Vector forces represent the influence exerted by an agent’s neighbours. Forces

are either attractive or repulsive depending on the distance between the agents. Yam-

aguchi (1997) generated formations based on potential fields. Balch and Arkin (1998)

developed a behaviour based architecture based on the integration of potential fields

and navigational behaviours to control formations. Dudenhoeffer and Jones (2000)

added the concept of neutral zone to eliminate the backlash effect when a robot ex-

ecutes other behaviours while keeping an appropriate distance from the rest of the

group.

Research on distributed control has demonstrated the feasibility of controlling

robots using local information. Rigid formations successfully control the robots’ rela-

tive positions. This approach is not adequate to keep the robots within communication

range in an exploration task because the maintenance of rigid relative positions tends

to impair the exploration process.

The basic idea behindvirtual physicsand potential fields is the same. Invirtual

physicsa certain physics model is implemented, while in social potential fields the at-

tractive/repulsive forces are user determined functions. These approaches are a useful

tool that combined with navigational behaviours maintains robots connected without

constraining them to achieve rigid relative positions. Robots maintaining anad hoc

network while moving throughout the space face a similar problem to that of static

deployment due to the maintenance of certain neighbourhood relations. With the ex-

ceptions of McLurkin (op. cit.), and Shucker and Bennett (2005) in all the previous

approaches a robot exerts a force on all the robots that are within its influence range;

this over constrains the system and frequently leads to deadlocks.

In virtual physicsapproaches the force model emulates a certain physical force. In

potential fields the attraction/repulse force models are user determined. We propose the

use of avirtual physicsapproach based on the simulation ofspring forces. This model

4 The acute-angle test adds the link between robots A and B to the connectivity graph if for all the
neighbours C of A the interior angle6 ACB is acute.
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has been proved to converge to a stationary state (Volpe and Khosla, 1990). This is

not the case with user determined functions. For this reason this research implements

a virtual physicsmodel based onspring forces. In previous research the free spring

length of thevirtual springswas the same for all thesprings. Our model implements

heterogeneous spring forces. We describe the spring forces as heterogeneous because

they are asymmetric5 and their free spring length6 is a range of values rather than a

single value. The free spring length is a function of the quality of the connection and

the behavioural roles of the pair of robots that form the connection.

This thesis proposes an approach similar to McLurkin’s (McLurkin and Smith,

2004). In McLurkin’s work on partial graphs pairs of robots exert forces on each other

only when their connection is part of the partial graph. The use of partial graphs avoids

over constraining. We propose the use of an MST control network. The MST control

network is a partial graph of the communication network that contains the minimum

necessary links to have a fully connected network. Only the connections that are part

of the MST control network exert forces.

Moreover, in the previous approaches robots exert homogeneous forces between

each other. This research proposes the implementation of heterogeneous forces that

depend on the behavioural roles (explained in the previous section) exhibited by the

pairs of robots. We argue that the use of heterogeneous forces aids the exploration

process. For instance it could be desirable to maintain an Explorer robot at a closer

distance or as explained in Section 1.5 (page9) a Pusher robot can be used to accel-

erate the movement in the exploration directions. This can be easily achieved in a

decentralized fashion with heterogeneous forces.

To the best of our knowledge there is no previous research that implements such

heterogeneous forces. Heterogeneous forces generate aleader–followermotion effect

where robots in the Explorer behavioural role direct the exploration, and the robots in

the Pusher behaviour role accelerate the movement in the exploration directions.

2.5 Communication in Mobile AD HOC Networks

Communication is an important feature in multi-robot systems. Communication is nec-

essary to achieve coordination, minimizing task overlapping. To coordinate a team of

5 Asymmetric forces are forces that can have different magnitudes and signs in the two directions of
the connection.

6 The free spring length is the length for which the spring exerts a null force.
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robots implicit or explicit communication is required. Implicit communication occurs

through sensing of the world, and is usually a side effect of other actions. Explicit com-

munication occurs directly, usually through a wireless medium (e.g. radio frequency,

infrared). Research (Mataric, 1998) has shown the advantages of using explicit com-

munication to improve group behaviour in multi-robot applications.

In previous research it is frequently assumed that global communication among all

the robots is available; this assumption in real world environments is unrealistic. More-

over, global communication may not be suitable for large teams of robots, because as

the number of robots in a team increases the communication bandwidth becomes a

bottleneck for the system.

This research uses local communication systems to coordinate the team of robots.

The robots form a wireless multi-hopad hocnetwork as they explore the environment.

These networks where the locations of the nodes (robots) changes over time have dy-

namic topologies and are referred asMANETs(Mobile ad hocNetwork). Each node

in a MANET functions as both a host and a router, and the control of the network is

distributed among the nodes.

Routing protocols forMANETsare classified astable driven(Perkins and Bhag-

wat, 1994) andsource initiated on demand driven(Perkins and Royer, 1999). In the

table drivenapproaches each node of a network maintains a table that encodes the net-

work topology. Messages contain a destination node identifier as part of the message.

When a node receives a message, it forwards the message to the preferred neighbour

for its destination. The forwarding process continues until the message reaches its des-

tination. The manner in which routing tables are constructed, maintained and updated

differs from one routing method to another. Popular routing methods, however, attempt

to achieve the common objective of routing messages along the optimal path. Nodes

periodically communicate to update the table as the topology changes. In thesource

initiated on demand drivenalgorithms, routes are found as they are required. Each

time a message needs to be sent a new route has to be discovered. The route discovery

process has two stages: a forward path stage and a reverse path stage. These stages

involve several queries and reply messages to establish the route. This query-reply

process is high in terms of communication bandwidth.Source initiated on demand

drivenprotocols are therefore suitable for sporadic communication.

In the proposed decentralized approach robots maintain their direct connections by

periodically sending beacon signals. To achieve coordination robots have to exchange

information. Each robot in the decentralized approach is in charge of distributing its
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information. Asource initiated on demand drivenprotocol is not suitable for our ap-

proach because the robots have to exchange information frequently. ATable driven

routing algorithm is the most adequate way to distribute the information in our ap-

proach.

Researchers in the area ofMANETshave proposed several routing algorithms based

on MSTs. For instance, Cai et al. (2005) proposed a 1-hop leveraging scheme that

reduces unnecessary broadcast transmissions forMSTs. The scheme partitions each

host’s radio broadcast coverage. Based on the partition each node can determine on its

own whether or not to forward a message. A node does not transmit the message when

its 1-hopneighbours can receive the same message from other nodes.

Although in this thesis theTable drivenrouting protocol is not implemented, for

realism in the simulations information fromTable drivenrouting algorithms about the

delays, error rates, etc. was taken into account.

2.6 Building Maps with Multiple Robots

Exploration architectures build a representation of the environment as they traverse

it. Two types of representations are used, grid maps and feature based maps. All of

the reviewed approaches build grid maps for coordination purposes. Grid maps are

convenient to coordinate robots by distributing them among frontier cells. A frontier

cell is defined as an unexplored cell adjacent to a free cell. Frontier cells are evaluated

according to the number of unexplored cells in the surrounding area, their distance to

the current robot position, and in this work the predicted signal quality based on the

current robot positions.

Probabilistic grid maps in real world implementations are often built using laser

sensors, and simulations often assume laser sensing. In probabilistic grid maps the

cells are assumed to be independent. Unfortunately probabilistic grid maps are not

suitable forlow costsensor platforms because the assumption of independence be-

tween cells is less likely to hold. For instance, a sonar measurement covers an entire

cone in the grid map representation, and from a single sonar measurement it is im-

possible to determine the location of the object in the sonar cone. A single sonar

measurement is then associated with a much larger number of cells than in the case

of a laser measurement. Laser sensors are expensive and cannot be carried by small

robotic platforms. Moreover, the frequent exchange of grid maps among large teams

of robots is impractical due to the high communication cost.
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Because of their geometric representation feature maps require less storage space

and have a lower communication cost than grid maps; moreover, feature maps have

been implemented in severallow costsensor platforms (Tardos et al., 2002b; Leonard

et al., 2002; Wijk and Christensen, 2000).

This research does not intend to propose a new solution for the localization problem

in a team of robots; however the assessment of the effects of uncertainty in robot lo-

cations on the coordination process is important to validate the algorithm in real world

scenarios. This problem where the robot has to concurrently deal with uncertainty in

its movements and its sensing has been the focus of extensive research and is referred

as simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM).

Chapter 3 describes the state of the art inSLAM approaches and discusses their

applicability to low costsensor platforms. From this discussion it is concluded that

an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF-SLAM) approach is the most suitable approach for

low costsensor platforms. The approach has been previously implemented inlow

costplatforms and its consistency and convergence properties have been proved. This

thesis implements anEKF-SLAMapproach for the map building management module

of the robots. The robots build a feature map for localization purposes and project

this map into a grid for planning and coordination purposes. Chapter 6 presents the

implemented map building management module.

2.7 Conclusions

In recent years several centralized and decentralized approaches to explore unknown

environments using teams of robots have been proposed. Centralized approaches are

based on global communication to achieve coordination. These approaches have sev-

eral disadvantages (e.g. single point of failure, scalability problems). Decentralized

approaches rely on local communication. These approaches are either sensitive or in-

sensitive to communication maintenance. In communication insensitive approaches

robots tend to overlap tasks which is inefficient. In communication sensitive ap-

proaches robots try to maintain communication links between pairs of robots. Pairs are

establisheda priori and remain static in the exploration process.A priori relations tend

to over constrain the mobility of the network slowing down the exploration task. This

work proposes a novel approach for exploring environments based on a communication

sensitive distributed approach. We have conducted simulations to test our approach.

To improve the realism of the simulations, models for the robot’s sensors, odometry,
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and communication were derived from experiments with hardware devices. Chapter 7

presents these models and their experimental validation with real measurements from

the hardware devices. The approach tries to improve theefficiencyof distributed ap-

proaches, whereefficiencyis the time to build a complete feature map representation.

A feature map is considered to be complete once any one robot has projected it into a

probabilistic grid map and the size of the portions of the environments for which there

is no evidence is below a used defined threshold (Section 8.6, page239).

The proposed solution consists of the imposition of dynamic control links between

pairs of robots. Control links are communication links that pairs of simulated robots

have to maintain. These links form the MST control network. The MST control net-

work is calculated based on the existing communication links and a signal quality crite-

rion. It was hoped that dynamic control links would give more freedom to the mobility

of the simulated robots and the exploration task would be achieved more efficiently.

Our simulations suggest that this is the case.

Decentralized control is based on the local interactions among robots to generate

global behaviour. Based on existing research in this area, we propose a novelvirtual

forcesapproach to maintain the control links within communication range. The ap-

proach weights the forces exerted on each other by pairs of simulated robots according

to their behavioural roles. Similar to McLurkin and Smith’s (2004) work pairs of sim-

ulated robots exert forces on each other only when their connection is part of the MST

control network.

In our approach each simulated robot has to distribute its information. The MST

serves as the basis for the routing protocol to distribute information. The protocol

allows the distribution of information in an intelligent localised fashion reducing the

amount of broadcasted information.

The simulated robots build a feature based representation of the environment. An

EKF-SLAMapproach is used to build the representation. The simulated robots have

a Map Building Module to integrate local and external features. Local features are

extracted from raw sensor data. External features are the extracted features that a

simulated robot receives from the other simulated robots in the network.

The main contributions of the work to the reviewed areas are:

• The dynamic assignation of control links among pairs of robots for network

maintenance purposes. Most of the previous approaches rely ona priori control

relations to keep the network fully connected. The use of dynamic control links
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allows the improvement of the communication network with respect to signal

quality and local geography.

• The novelvirtual forcesapproach for the MST control network. The MST con-

trol network is a subnetwork of the communication network. Most of the pre-

vious approaches imposevirtual forceson the entire existing communication

network thus over constraining robot movement.

• The heterogeneous forces model. The forces are described as heterogeneous

because they are asymmetric7 and their free spring length8 is a range of val-

ues rather than a single value. The forces depend on signal quality and the

behavioural roles of the pair of robots that form the communication link. Het-

erogeneous forces aid the exploration process because they induce a movement

effect towards the unexplored areas of the environment.

7 Asymmetric forces are forces that can have different magnitudes and signs in the two directions of
the connection.

8 The free spring length is the length for which the spring exerts a null force.



Chapter 3

Building Maps in Multi-Robot

Architectures

3.1 Introduction

Over the past two decades, there has been a flurry of work on map building by mobile

robots. The problem of building a map is that as the robot moves through the envi-

ronment it has to concurrently build the representation (map) and localize itself within

this representation. This problem is commonly referred as Simultaneous Localization

and Mapping (SLAM). To solve theSLAMproblem a robot has to obtain information

from sensors. In a typicalSLAMproblem the robot starts with an empty map and the

position of the robot as it moves is defined with respect to the initial robot position.

The difficulty of the problem is to cope with the growing uncertainty due to the noise

in the sensors and approximate mathematical models to estimate the position of the

robot and the features as the robot moves around the environment.

This chapter reviews the current state of the art in solving theSLAMproblem. First

the SLAM problem is introduced and its characteristics are identified (Section 3.2).

Afterwards a description of the types of maps used inSLAMapproaches is presented

(Section 3.3).

In recent years several approaches to solve theSLAMproblem have been proposed

and have achieved exceptional results for single robots. All of these approaches are

based on probabilistic representations and some of them have been extended for multi-

robot scenarios.EKF (Extended Kalman Filters),EM (Expectation Maximization) and

Scan-Matching approaches are the most commonly used. Section 3.4 describes the

fundamentals of these approaches and discusses their advantages and disadvantages.

35
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This thesis implements aSLAMalgorithm in the Map Building Module. The suit-

ability of an approach for a particular implementation depends mainly on the quality

and range of the sensors, the computational cost, and the type of environment. In this

thesis we propose the uselow costrobots for the exploration task.Low costrobots are

robots that use inexpensive sensors such as sonar and infrared sensors. It is argued that

larger teams oflow costrobots may be a more suitable solution for some exploration

tasks than small teams of expensive robots because they are more expendable.

Section 3.5 presents a discussion of the map building approaches implemented in

multi-robot systems. In the case of multi-robot scenarios it is important to determine

what type of information is shared and its communication cost. The suitability of a

particular approach is based on its implementation inlow costrobots. The suitability

is based on the current proofs of convergence, consistency of the approach as well

as the communication costs incurred when the maps or parts of them are exchanged

between the teams of robots.

Section 3.6 presents a discussion aboutlow costsensors for mapping purposes.

Section 3.7 presents a review of implemented mapping systems based onlow cost

sensors. Section 3.8 ends with a summary and discussion of the current state of the art

in SLAMusing low costsensors. The particular difficulties withlow costsensors are

noise and lack of precision, which render some mapping and localisation approaches

unfeasible which are successful with better and more expensive sensors.

3.2 The Problem of Building a Map

The problem of building a map as the robot moves through the environment is a concur-

rent estimation process commonly referred asSLAM. The difficulty of the problem is

to cope with the noise in the sensors (external and internal), approximate mathematical

models and the unknown robot position.

To acquire a map a robot has to have external sensors. External sensors give in-

formation that is relative to the external environment. For instance the scanning laser

sensor measures the travelled distance of reflected light beams. By using this infor-

mation it is possible to measure the distance and orientation with respect to external

objects. The most commonly used sensors are radar, sonar, laser, compass, GPS and

video camera. Internal sensors are not referred to the external environment; they are

referenced with respect to a local coordinate frame system. Internal sensors provide

measurements related to the state: acceleration, speed and incremental distance. The
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most commonly used are: accelerometers, speedometers, odometers, and steering sen-

sors. Internal sensors are not essential but their use aids the map building process.

Information from internal sensors is integrated by means of a kinematic model. The

kinematic model is used to predict changes in the robot position. Usually the kinematic

model is a simplified approximate model.

In the process of building a map the robot starts from an initial known position.

The robot moves through the environment obtaining sensor measurements at certain

positions. The map is incrementally built at each position. The map built with data

from noisy external sensors is inexact. The robot estimates its position as it moves, and

this estimation is an approximation. As new measurements are obtained, the estimation

of these measurements is a function of the uncertainties in the position of the robot and

the measurements. Because of this the robot localisation and the process of building

the map are coupled problems. Therefore, the goal in theSLAMproblem is to process

the sensor data to produce an estimate of the trajectory of the robot while concurrently

building the map of the environment.

The main difficulties in building a map without regard to the approach used are:

1. Concurrency: The problems of robot localization and map building have to be

solved concurrently. ASLAM algorithm has to concurrently minimize the un-

certainty in the robot location and the map.

2. The environment size: Small size environments such as a small office or a room

can be mapped easily. The accumulated uncertainty is small and the size of the

map is not an issue in terms of computational cost. Large size environments such

as buildings, museums, etc. are difficult to map. The further the robot moves the

larger the uncertainty becomes. Additionally the computational cost increases as

the size of the map increases.

3. The dynamic nature of the environments: Most of the approaches assume that

the environment is static. Real environments are dynamic.

4. The revisiting problem: The decision of whether or not a robot has, after it has

travelled an arbitrary distance, returned to a previously explored area is referred

as the revisiting problem. This is a difficult problem for large size environments.

All the approaches fail to solve this problem in a general principled way. Most

of the approaches implement special purpose routines to solve this problem.
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3.3 Types of Maps

A map is a representation that describes the environment in terms of the type of objects

that can be detected by the external sensors and that are appropriate for the purpose of

localization. The map has to contain at least thelandmarksrequired for localization

purposes. Alandmarkis an object identifiable by the sensors. Many objects can exist

in environments but they can be excluded from the map representation if they are not

useful for localization purposes.

Chatila and Laumond’s work (1985) was one of the first successful approaches

to build accurate maps of the environment, but the most important legacy from this

research is the definition of the three possible levels of maps: metric, topologic and

semantic.

Metric maps are the most common type of representation adopted and the only one

implemented in real world multi-robot scenarios. Metric maps represent numerically

the coordinates and properties of the robot and objects inside the environment. Metric

maps are represented by features or probabilistic grids. In a feature based map the ob-

jects are represented using a geometric model. Walls are represented as line segments;

corners are represented as points, etc. The feature map contains the coordinates of

the features and the robot with respect to a frame of reference. It is common in map

building to use the initial position of the robot as the frame of reference. In grid maps

the space is divided in cells. Each cell has a value that represents the probability of

being occupied. There is a trade-off between the size of the cells and the complexity

of managing large numbers of cells. Small size cells improve the quality of the map

but are not practical for localisation because of their computational cost.

Topologic maps represent relations betweenlandmarkswithout using metric in-

formation. Commonlandmarksin topologic maps are corridors, rooms, corners, etc.

Topologic maps are usually represented with Voronoi graphs (Choset and Nagatani,

2001). Approaches using metric maps are vulnerable to inaccuracies, even when all the

relationships between features and the robot itself are taken into account. Topological

approaches handle this problem better because they only have to maintain topological

global consistency, not metric. Their main drawback is the difficulty of extracting the

complex features represented on these maps.

Semantic maps discard all the metric information and represent the map by means

of a graph of significant places and their relationships.

Topologic and semantic maps are suitable for high level task planning, such as
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multi task scenarios. Moreover, these types of representations can be extracted from

metric maps (Thrun, 1998b). To the best of our knowledge, aSLAMapproach based

purely on topologic or semantic maps in real world scenarios has not been imple-

mented. For this reason in our research we implemented a feature based map which

is a metric map that contains the positions of the features with respect to a frame of

reference. In our implementation the frame of reference is the initial position of the

robot. In the simulations with multiple robots the simulated robots share a common

global coordinate system based on the initial position of the simulated robot with the

lowest ID number. The relative positions of the other simulated robots are known a

priori with a small uncertainty.

Most of the approaches to build maps implementing metric representations are

used mainly because they are easy to understand for humans. Their representation is

the richest, facilitating their construction and their usefulness for robust navigation for

the robots. Moreover, most if not all of the multi-robot architectures employ metric

representations.

3.4 Stochastic SLAM

As previously defined the problem of building a map is a concurrent estimation prob-

lem. For this reason most of theSLAMapproaches are based on probabilistic represen-

tations. These approaches have been the most successful. The main approaches are:

Scan-Matching, Expectation Maximisation (EM) and Extended Kalman Filter (EKF).

The following subsections present a discussion of the most relevant works for these

approaches.

3.4.1 Scan-Matching

Scan-matching algorithms are based on the alignment of neighbouring sensor scans,

e.g. from a laser scanner, to estimate the relative translations and rotations of the robot

between scans. The matching process aligns the overlapping segments of the scan set

by minimizing some distance metric between inter-scan primitives or raw data. Most of

the scan-matching approaches are derived from theIterative Closest Pointalgorithm

(Besl and McKay, 1992). This algorithm iteratively refines an initial robot position

estimate obtained through odometry, which limits the search space. It is assumed that

the displacement between the initial estimate and the robot’s true position is small
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enough to obtain the optimal solution.

Scan-matching approaches differ in the primitives selected for the matching pro-

cess, the distance metric and the weighting of correspondences. Lu’s approach suc-

cessfully matched points to points in ana priori unknown environment (Lu and Mil-

ios, 1997). The approach is robust because it does not rely on the uniqueness of land-

marks but it is computationally expensive since it processes raw data directly. Lee et

al. (2002) among others matched lines to lines. The approach is suitable for struc-

tured environments and is computationally efficient. Gutmann et al. (2001) combined

the two previous approaches taking advantage of the robustness of Lu’s approach and

the efficiency of Lee’s approach. Additionally, Guttmann’s matching process takes in

account the topological relationships between neighbouring positions, associated by

odometry, to maintain global consistency.

Another type of scan-matching approach is based on finding statistical correlations

between scans. Biber (2003) proposed anormal distribution transform, and Weiss and

von Puttkamer (1995) used histograms. These approaches rely on the chosen statisti-

cal criteria rather than on correspondences between individual scan elements. The ap-

proaches were successfully applied for indoor environments, but the authors remarked

that it was not clear that everything can be modelled well with this approach.

There are some hybrid approaches that combine scan-matching with otherSLAM

techniques but they are not suitable for online mapping. For an instance, Haehnel et

al. (2003) combinedFastSLAM(Montemerlo and Thrun, 2003) with scan-matching to

minimize odometry error. The approach is based on the random creation of particles

(Monte Carlo approach). Each particle has an associated map. The matching process is

carried out for each map. The approach obtains very accurate maps but is not suitable

for online mapping because of the time required to solve theSLAMproblem for each

particle.

The main drawback of these approaches is their computational complexity and their

susceptibility to getting stuck in local minima. If the search space does not contain a

solution at least close to the optimal the method fails to build a consistent map. For

instance, when the robot revisits previously mapped areas the matching process fails

to identify this situation and an inconsistent map is built. Moreover, the properties of

convergence and consistency of this approach have not been proved.

Although scan-matching approaches have been successfully implemented with

laser scanners and vision systems, they have not been implemented for sonar. We

argue that a scan-matching approach alone is not suitable forlow costsensors (e.g.
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sonar, infrared) because these sensors do not provide enough information about the

surroundings. A hybrid approach that combines local maps and a scan-matching ap-

proach could be used instead. Local maps are created by storing sensor measurements

from several close positions. Local maps are then matched using a scan-matching

approach.

3.4.2 Expectation Maximisation

The Expectation Maximisation (EM) approach estimates the most likely map, along

with the most likely path taken by the robot. The algorithm contains two stages: Ex-

pectation and Maximization. In the expectation stage the most likely path for a given

map is calculated using a hill climbing technique. In the Maximisation stage the most

likely map for the obtained path at the Expectation stage is calculated. At this stage the

algorithm generates a sequence of maps with monotonically increasing likelihood until

a local maximum is reached. Due to the high dimensionality of the space, commonly

the maps are represented by probabilistic grid maps where the cells are assumed to be

independent.

This algorithm does not require the unique identification oflandmarks; thus, there

is no data association problem. Data association is performed through gradual rein-

forcement or degradation of matching probabilities because all the data is considered

in the iterative process. This algorithm is suitable for offline processing because it pro-

cesses the entire data set multiple times. The solution is not incrementally built as new

data is processed.

Thrun et al. (2000) and Burgard et al. (1999) proposed an online version of the

EM algorithm. Thrun et al.’s algorithm sacrifices the robustness in the data association

process to diminish the computational cost. In Burgard et al.’s algorithm local maps

are created from the new data. This approach assumes that the odometric error is zero.

Based on this assumption the local maps are processed once rather than iteratively.

The main drawback of these algorithms is that they achieve suboptimal solutions. As

a consequence the maps may contain large inconsistencies making the map unsuitable

for the purposes of navigation.

EM approaches build probabilistic maps and have been implemented using laser

scanners. Online versions of this type of approach are not robust. We argue that

they are not suitable forlow costsensors because of the assumption of independence

between neighbouring cells in the probabilistic grid maps. For instance, a sonar mea-
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surement covers an entire cone in the grid map representation, and from a single sonar

measurement it is impossible to determine the location of the object in the sonar cone.

A single sonar measurement is then associated with a much larger number of cells than

in the case of a laser measurement. The assumption of independence is then less likely

to hold in the case of the sonar sensors.

3.4.3 Extended Kalman Filter

Smith et al. (1988) proposed the implementation of an Extended Kalman Filter ap-

proach to theSLAMproblem. In theEKF approach a stochastic map of relationships is

built. The stochastic map containslandmarksand the robot position. The consistency

is achieved through the maintenance of the correlations between thelandmarks. A

feature metric map is then required to represent thelandmarks. The types of features

used depend on the available sensor for the implementation.

TheEKF consists of two stages: prediction and update. The prediction stage con-

sists of the estimation of the robot and features locations based on a predictive model.

At the update stage the re-observations from features are used to improve the esti-

mation of the state. An external data association process is required to identify the

correspondence between the features from the new observations and the features in

the map. TheEKF is based on the assumption that the noise in the prediction and

observation models is a Gaussian distribution with central zero.

The main advantage of theEKF approach is that is a recursive estimator. The

filter estimates thefull posteriorover maps recursively. Thefull posterior is defined as

the most likely positions for the robot and features along with the uncertainty among

the features in the map. The only other approach that maintains the full posterior is

FastSLAM(Montemerlo et al., 2003). The advantage of estimating the full posterior

is the proven convergence of the algorithm with probability one to the true map and

robot position, up to a residual uncertainty distribution (initial uncertainty in the robot

position). Newman (1999) proved the convergence and consistency properties under

the assumption of Gaussian noise.

The disadvantages of this approach are the computational cost, the data associa-

tion problem and Gaussian noise assumption. TheO(N2) (whereN is the number of

features) computational cost limits the size of the maps. The data association process

is not solved by the filter; an external process is required to solve this problem. The

correspondence between features from the new observations and the features in the
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map becomes unreliable as the uncertainty in the robot position increases. In cluttered

environments it is difficult to determine this correspondence. Incorrect data association

can be tolerated by the filter up to a certain point, after which the filter diverges. The

Gaussian noise assumption is restrictive because it typically does not hold. Sensors are

noisy but do not exactly fit Gaussian distributions.

In spite of its disadvantages, to dateEKF approaches are the most popular because

of the proven convergence properties, the recursive estimation, and the capability of

solving the revisiting problem. To overcome the disadvantages of the filter, researchers

have proposed several improvements to the basicEKF algorithm.

Several researchers have developed approaches that reduce theO(N2) computa-

tional cost. The basic idea in these approaches is to maintain the optimal estimation in

real time for a subset of features, and to accumulate the pending correction, so that it

can be transferred to the complete map when required. The approaches mainly differ

in the criteria for selecting the subsets. Guivant and Nebot’s (2001) compressed filter

selects a subset that contains the closest features to the current robot position. Knight

et al.’s (2002) postponement approach selects the subset based on the currently observ-

able features according to the sensors’ range. Tardos et al. (2002a) and Williams et al.

(2002) proposed local map sequencing techniques. These techniques fuse independent

local maps when a common reference is found. Repeated features are identified and

used to improve the map estimates. Afterwards these features are removed from the

map. Other researchers have proposed similar techniques. For an extensive review

consult (Rodriguez-Losada, 2004b).

The data association problem was commonly solved using agated nearest neigh-

bour1 algorithm (Bar-Shalom and Fortmann, 1988). The data associations with this

approach are unreliable in cluttered environments or when the uncertainty in the posi-

tion of the robot is large. Recently more robust techniques such as thejoint compatibil-

ity test(Neira and Tardos, 2001) or thegraph theoretic approach(Bailey et al., 2000)

were proposed. These techniques test the compatibility of sets of observed features to

mapped features, instead of individual tests. A set of features is typically composed

of features that are in close locations. The techniques work successfully in indoor

cluttered environments.

1 The gated nearest-neighbour algorithm sequentially matches a set of new features against a pre-
vious set of features. Each new feature is compared against all the previous features to determine the
best match (according to a similarity criterion). If the similarity between the features is below a certain
threshold the features are matched. Matched features are not used in subsequent matches. The algorithm
stops once all the new features have been processed.
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EKF approaches have been successfully implemented using laser, vision and sonar

sensors. We argue that anEKF is the most suitable approach forlow costsensors and

it is the approach we will use. The approach is suitable for dynamic environments

because of the feature representation. The feature extraction process filters the noise

from the raw measurements. For instance, persons walking in corridors are detected

as noisy measurements and are not integrated into the map. Moreover, the consis-

tency and convergence properties of the algorithm have been proved for a single robot

(Newman, 1999) and multiple robots (Fenwick et al., 2002).

3.5 Multi-Robot Map Building

To assist us in coming to design decisions there are unfortunately only a few imple-

mentations of multiple robots mapping real environments so far. Grid maps and fea-

ture based maps have been used to build maps with multiple robots. The approaches

of Thrun (Thrun et al., 1998a; Thrun, 2001), Simmons et al. (2000) and Konolige et

al. (2004) are based on grid maps and employ laser sensors.

In (Thrun et al., 1998) an extension of theEM (Expectation Maximization) algo-

rithm for multiple robots is presented. This extension is used in (Thrun, 2001) where

robots cooperate to build maps. A robot is designated as the team leader. The team

leader merges the representations and transmits them to the robots. Simmons uses a

similar approach to Thrun. Each robot creates local maps, and sends the information to

a central agent which improves the map by iteratively combining data from the robots.

The global map is used by the agent to decide the place that the robots should explore

in the next time step. In Konolige’s work when two or more robots come within range

of each other (form an exploration cluster), their maps are merged and a leader robot

emerges (Konolige et al., 2004). The leader coordinates all the robots, builds a com-

plete map that represents the data collected by all the robots, and broadcasts the map

frequently to all the robots in range.

Approaches based on grid maps are not suitable forlow costsensor platforms be-

cause the use of expensive sensors such as lasers is necessary to build this type of map.

Moreover, the frequent exchange of grid maps among large teams of robots is imprac-

tical due to its high communication cost. The convergence and consistency properties

of grid map based approaches have not been proved. Thrun (2001) remarked “it is

unclear how the performance of our approach degrades with inaccuracy of the sensors.

For example, it is unclear if sonar sensors are sufficiently accurate to yield good re-
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sults”. Tardos suggests that grid map based methods for localization rely on the high

quality of laser scanned data (Tardos et al, 2002b).

The approaches of Fenwick et al. (2002), Williams (Williams, 2001), Newman

(Newman et al., 2002b), Madhavan et al. (2004) and Rodriguez-Losada and Matia

(2004) are based on feature maps and implementEKFs. Robots observe their relative

positions. The relative positions serve as relative frames of reference for the exchange

of features.

In Fenwick’s research the consistency and convergence properties of theEKF are

proved (Fenwick et al., 2002). Moreover, the results show that the convergence is

accelerated due to the combined information from multiple robots. Williams (2001)

extended and generalized his algorithmCLSF to multi-robot scenarios. Newman et

al. (2002) proposed a technique to combine sensor readings from multiple robots.

Madhavan’s research used heterogeneous robots in outdoor experiments (Madhavan,

2004). TheEKF builds a feature map. This type of map requires less storage space

and has a lower communication cost than grid maps; moreover, feature maps have been

implemented in severallow cost sensorplatforms (Tardos et al., 2002b; Leonard et al.,

2002; Wijk and Christensen, 2000).

In conclusion, we argue that feature maps based on anEKF are the most suitable

approach for our multi-robot map building approach. Previous research has proved the

consistency and convergence properties of the filter, and has successfully implemented

it in systems withlow costsensors.

3.6 The Influence of the Hardware Cost

Many factors have to be taken into account in the design of a robotic platform. One of

the main factors is the cost of the components. When developing robot architectures

for future implementation it is useful to consider the different rates at which the cost

of components are changing. For example, computers are getting cheaper much faster

than motors. So the costs of the components for a robot can be usefully divided be-

tween: electromagnetic, sensors, and computational. Electromagnetic components are

the motors and other elements that allow the robot to move through the environment.

Sensor components are the components that allow the robot to observe and interpret

the environment. Examples of such sensors are laser, sonar, encoders, GPS, etc. The

computational component is the brain of the robot. The brain of the robot is typi-

cally a CPU. The exploration task is computationally expensive. Robots have to create
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and store a representation of the environment. In a decentralized approach each robot

builds its map and integrates information from the other robots. A powerful CPU is re-

quired to achieve this task. Often, inlow costrobots used for exploration purposes the

costs in decreasing order are: electromagnetic, sensor and computational costs. Most

of the robots used in exploration use expensive sensors (mainly laser). We argue that

these sensors are unsuitable for large teams of small size robots because of their size

and cost. Small robots can not carry these sensors because of their size and their power

consumption requirements.

Low costsmall robots are suitable for some exploration tasks because they are

expendable. Alow costrobot is a robot that uses inexpensive sensors such as sonar,

infrared, bumpers, etc. Small robots are desirable because large numbers of them can

coexist without disturbing each other’s tasks (e.g. colliding into each other). In a

rescue mission small robots can easily traverse an environment while in a patrolling

mission small robots are less noticeable.

As previously mentioned it is undeniable that the exploration task is computation-

ally expensive. A small robot used for exploration purposes therefore has to carry

a powerful CPU. To this day there is no small robot with this capability. However

because of the current trends in microprocessor technology we believe that such com-

puter power will be available in the near future at a very low cost. For instance Jantz

and Doty (2002) used a PDA in alow costsmall robot for tracking purposes in a vi-

sion system. The robot successfully tracked a target in real time. PDA devices these

days are cheap and very powerful devices with wireless capabilities and can be easily

incorporated in small robot platforms (Williams, 2003). This suggests that it is now

becoming economically feasible to use these devices in exploration tasks.

The motivation of this work is that the proposed architecture should be suitable for

implementation inlow costrobots such as Robomote (Sibley et al., 2002), Swarmbots

(McLurkin and Smiths, 2004) and Millibots (Grabowski et al., 1999). The motivations

to build these platforms are scientific and economic. From a scientific view point

these platforms help to understand better collective intelligent behaviour exhibited by

biological “systems” such as flocks of birds, schools of fish, and colonies of ants,

termites, and bees. From an economic point of view it is important to consider how the

task assigned to the robots can be achieved effectively given a certain budget; having

many very simple andlow costrobots or fewer more complex and expensive robots?

Brooks and Flynn (1989) addressed this issue for a space exploration scenario. They

argued that large numbers of robots can change the trade-off between reliability of
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individual components and overall mission success. Gage (2002) pointed out that a

robotic system that consists of a large number of identical robots places a premium on

lowering the cost of each unit, and, in fact, justifies significant “up front” investment

for this purpose, since this investment is amortized over many units. For these reasons

we argue that large numbers oflow cost robots are a good solution for exploration

tasks.

The cheapest sensors are bumpers and short range infrared sensors. As later discus-

sion will show these sensors are not suitable for mapping tasks in an office environment

because of their small range (up to 0.30m). A system based on this type of sensors re-

quires an external localization system that increases the cost of robot. For instance,

in the RoboMote project (Sibley et al., 2002) robots obtain relative locations with re-

spect to each other from wireless communication signals. The goal of the RoboMote

research is the deployment of the robots as a mobile sensor network.

Sonar sensors and infrared sensors (Triangulation-Based) are cheap, small and pro-

vide a good sensing range (up to 6m and 1.5m respectively). They have been used for

exploration purposes in the Millibots project. Millibots use sonar sensors for localiza-

tion and mapping. For localization the robots perform trilateration through the use of

distance measurements obtained from sonar sensors to another three Millibots. The

Millibots leapfrog each other to maintain good position estimates as they traverse un-

known terrain. Millibots create a grid map representation of the environment. Infrared

sensors based on triangulation have been developed in the last three years. These sen-

sors have a narrow beam width (2 ˚ ). The range of these sensors is shorter than that of

sonar sensors. As previously discussed laser sensors are not suitable because of their

size and cost for large teams of small size robots.

This thesis is interested in the exploration of structured environments like office

environments. Typical office environments are formed by corridors and offices. Cor-

ridors have a typical width of 2 to 4m. Offices typically have desks, cabinets, etc.

Mapping offices with sonar sensors is difficult because of the wide beam-width asso-

ciated with sonar measurements. The use of infrared sensors can simplify the mapping

task without incurring high costs: computational and economic. We believe that the

combined use of sonar and infrared sensors presents a suitable alternative to lasers for

a low costrobot platform. The next section presents a discussion of previous research

using sonar sensors for mapping purposes.
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3.7 Feature Extraction for Sonar Sensors

Researchers agree that building maps using sonar sensors is far more difficult than with

laser data. Sonar measurements have oneDOF (distance to the closest obstacle). Their

angular precision is typically in the range of 20 to 45 degrees. Features such as points

and lines have twoDOF. Despite the increased difficulty of extracting features from

these sensors their advantage is their low cost. Laser sensors are much more expensive

than sonar sensors.

Various approaches have been proposed to overcome the limitations of sonar sen-

sors. Some approaches use arrays of sensors that allow feature detection and discrimi-

nation. Kleeman and Kuc (1995) achieved very precise localization and classification

of features from a rotating sensor array. Barshan and Kuc (1990) developed an intel-

ligent sonar sensor that disambiguates reflections from planes and corners using time

of flight at different frequencies. These approaches are based on carefully engineered

configurations with known baselines, the same principle as is used in classical stereo

vision (Faugeras and Luong, 2001).

Other approaches use sonar data from multiple locations. Wijk and Christensen

(2000) developed a triangulation technique to model points. The technique is based on

the intersection of arcs of likely localization from several sonar readings. The robot

takes some readings from one position and stores them in a temporary buffer. It then

moves some small distance and takes more readings. A simple voting scheme gen-

erates hypotheses of possible targets. The drawbacks of the approach are that it only

models point features and its computational cost. Every new reading produces a hy-

pothesis that is tested against all the rest.

Tardos et al. (2002b) proposed a similar triangulation technique based on the

buffering of readings. This model incorporates point and line features. A Hough trans-

form approach obtains the parameters of the features. The feature parameter space is

discretized by means of a grid. Each echo is projected into the parameter grid, ac-

cumulating votes for possible causative grid cells. The grid cells with the most votes

indicate the parameters of the features that explain the data. The drawback is that

the entire parameter space is represented in a grid which imposes a trade-off between

resolution and computation time.

Recently in Leonard’s research a random sample and consensus (RANSAC) ap-

proach has been used to extract features from multiple vantage points (Leonard et

al., 2002). This is similar to Tardos’ approach since each random sample determines
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a point in the feature space that is voted for by the remaining echoes. The data is

pre-processed as it arrives to estimate which echoes may match. This has achieved

remarkable results in localizing sonar-based robots. The drawback of the approach is

the delay in feature incorporation into a map.

The use of additionallow costsensors may improve the map building process.

This thesis proposes the use of infrared sensors to improve the localization estimates.

A novel low costplatform based on these sensors was proposed and built. Section 7.7

(page207) presents the designed platform. Experiments to validate the platform and

compare the performance against sonar alone are also presented.

3.8 Summary

The problem of building a map is that as the robot moves trough the environment it has

to concurrently build the representation (map) and localize itself within this represen-

tation. This is referred to asSLAM (Simultaneous Localization and Mapping). This

problem has been successfully solved with probabilistic techniques, based on Bayes

Theorem. Two types of probabilistic representations are used to represent the environ-

ment, grid cells and feature maps. In a feature based map the objects are represented

using a geometric model. Walls are represented as segments; corners are represented

as points, etc. In grid maps the space is divided into cells. Each cell has a value that

represents the probability of being occupied. Because of their geometric representation

feature maps require less storage space and have a lower communication cost than grid

maps.

Various approaches to solve theSLAM problem based on Bayes Theorem have

been proposed. The approaches differ in their assumptions and simplifications of the

Theorem; each approach has his advantages:EKF (Extended Kalman Filters),EM

(Expectation Maximization) and Scan-Matching.

TheEM and Scan-Matching algorithms have been implemented with laser sensors.

Real time implementations of these algorithms sacrifice robustness. Their consistency

and convergence properties have not been proved.

We argue that anEKF approach is the most suitable solution for the map building

problem. Its consistency and convergence properties have been proved for a single and

multiple robot scenarios. The approach is suitable for dynamic environments because

of the feature representation. The feature extraction process filters the noise from the

raw measurements. Its disadvantages are its high computational cost and the data asso-
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ciation problem. However these disadvantages have been addressed in recent research.

The high computational cost is reduced using local maps that are incorporated in the

global map as required. Data association techniques such as the joint compatibility test

are robust against clutter and large uncertainty in the location of the features.

One of the main goals of this work is to enable groups oflow costrobots to build

maps of the environment. Alow costrobot is a robot that uses inexpensive sensors such

as sonar, infrared, bumpers, etc. In previous research by others (Leonard et al., 2002),

the EKF approach has been successfully implemented withlow costsonar sensors.

Building maps using sonar sensors is far more difficult than with laser data because

sonar measurements have limited angular precision and reflection problems. The use

of additionallow costsensors can improve the map building process. We propose the

use of infrared sensors to improve the sonar localization estimates. A novellow cost

platform based on these sensors was proposed and built. Chapter 7 presents the design

and testing of thelow costplatform proposed. Our simulations with multiple robots

are based on this platform.

There are two main problems to address in this project. The first problem is how an

individual robot withlow costsensors can localise itself and build a map. The second

problem is how to coordinate the map building process of several robots. Having

decided how to approach both problems this is a good point at which to review the

progress through the argument of this thesis.

Chapters 1 and 2 presented a discussion of previous approaches to explore envi-

ronments using multiple robots. Chapter 1 described the distinctive features of the

architecture presented in this thesis called BERODE (BEhavioural ROle DEcentral-

ized). This chapter discussed the suitability of previous approaches to build maps for

the BERODE architecture. It was concluded that the most suitable approach was an

Extended Kalman Filter Approach. Chapter 4 describes BERODE in terms of global

team behaviour. The goal for the team of robots is to explore environments while re-

maining as a single connected communication network. In the approach each robot

builds a feature map representation. Robots periodically exchange the features that

they extract locally to keep a common representation of the environment. Chapter 5

presented the implementation of the BERODE architecture in individual robots. Chap-

ter 6 describes the Extended Kalman Filter used by the robots to create and update

their maps. Chapter 7 presents experiments that show that the sensors and communi-

cation models used in our simulations are reasonable and conservative approximations

to data obtained from hardware devices. Chapter 8 presents the implementation of
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BERODE forLOSandRF technologies. Chapter 9 presents simulations that show the

robustness, the scalability and the efficiency of BERODE. Our simulations show that

the approach is robust to infrequent communication, scalable with respect to commu-

nication and number of robots, and more efficient than approaches with fixed control

topologies. We can’t conclude that these properties would still transfer to a real world

implementation, but we have taken steps (Chapter 7) to make our simulations as realis-

tic as possible in the relevant aspects. Chapter 10 presents simulations that analyse the

consistency of the maps built by the simulated robots in multi-robot scenarios. Chapter

11 presents the conclusions and contributions of this thesis.





Chapter 4

Purposes and Design of BERODE

4.1 Introduction

In recent years several multi-robot exploration architectures have been proposed.

These architectures require some degree of centralization to achieve coordination

(Thrun, 2002). Most of them rely on a single centralized agent that plans and co-

ordinates the team (Simmons et al., 2000). These architectures are suitable for a

small number of robots but they do not scale to large numbers of robots because of

their computational and communication costs. The computational cost of centralized

planning typically increases combinatorially with the number of robots. The commu-

nication bandwidth becomes a bottleneck for the system because information has to

be gathered by the central agent.

Decentralized architectures on the other hand are robust, flexible and suitable for

a large number of robots. These architectures have achieved less efficient1 solutions

compared to those of centralized architectures (Yamauchi et al., 1998). These less

efficient solutions are typically due to lack of coordination between agents. To coordi-

nate agents have to communicate. Low power communication systems have a limited

range. This thesis proposes a novel architecture where the coordination of exploration

is achieved by keeping the robots as a single connected and adaptable communication

network. The likelihood of having overlapping tasks increases when the robot network

splits into groups. Our architecture tries to minimize task overlapping to improve effi-

ciency through coordination. To achieve coordination our architecture requires that at

1 By efficient we refer to the time used to build a complete map. We consider that a map has been
completed once any one robot has projected its feature map into a probabilistic grid map and the size
of the portions of the environments for which there is no evidence is below a user defined threshold
(Section 8.6, page239).
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the start of the exploration the robots know their relative locations.

This chapter describes the features of our architecture called BERODE (BE-

havioural ROle based DEcentralized) and explains how the exploratory behaviour of

the network emerges from the interaction of the individual behaviours of the robots.

The following chapter presents the detailed implementation of the BERODE architec-

ture in the robots.

BERODE is based on behavioural roles such as Explorer and communication

Maintainer. These roles reactively adapt to the dynamic conditions of the communica-

tion network formed by the robots as they explore an environment. The communication

network formed by the robots is kept fully connected by creating and maintaining an

adaptive control network. The control network is a subnetwork of the communication

network containing only the necessary connections to maintain the communication

network connected. This abstraction improves exploration efficiency. To improve

signal quality the robots are allowed to modify or rebuild the communication network.

As the robots explore the environment they build a feature based map to represent

it. The positions of features are referred to the datum (origin) of a global Cartesian

system, which is the initial position of the robot with the smallest ID2 number. Each

robot builds and updates its own map using an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF). The

EKF produces an estimate (along with its uncertainty) of the location of the features

and the robot. As the robots explore the environment they extract new features from

their sensor measurements. These features are used by theEKF to update the estimated

locations. The extracted features are periodically distributed among the team of robots.

Robots incorporate the received features to their maps using the same process as for

locally extracted features. This is possible because the robots use the same global

Cartesian frame of reference.

The robots periodically send beacon signals that contain their estimated position

and its uncertainty. The robots adopt behavioural roles based on their state3 in the con-

trol network. The behavioural roles balance between the tasks of network maintenance

and exploration. According to its behavioural role, a robot exhibits some interest or

none in the exploration task. As a result a number of robots in the network direct the

exploration towards unexplored areas while the rest of the robots ensure the mainte-

nance of communication. The behavioural roles differ in the implementation of some

of their modules and their parameterization. The robots reselect their behavioural role

2 The robots have an ID number that allows them to identify each other in the network.
3 The state in the control network for a robot is the number of connections and their quality.
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once an event as occurred. An event is generated when a robot has reached its current

goal or modified the control network. When a robot modifies the control network the

modified control network is transmitted to the robot network. The robots then update

their control network and reselect their behavioural roles.

The roles generate plans to keep the robot’s direct connections in the control net-

work within communication range. The plans of the non-Explorer robots are based on

the imposition ofvirtual forcesby the robot’s direct connections on the control net-

work. Virtual forcesare attractive/repulsive relations between pairs of robots. These

forces are modelled asvirtual springswhere the free spring length is a function of the

behavioural role of the robot and its connections. The Explorer robots generate plans

to move towards attractive unexplored areas. The attractiveness of an unexplored area

is a function of its size, the path length and the predicted communication safety at that

location. The predicted communication safety is the expected signal quality based on

the estimated positions of the robots. The position estimates are obtained from the

beacon signals that the robots transmit periodically.

To improve scalability with respect to communication BERODE implements a two

level hierarchic approach to distribute information. The levels are: local and global.

Information is shared more frequently at the local level than at the global level. The

local level for a robot is the network that contains all the robots within ak-hopdistance.

The global level is formed by all the robots. The robots have to cope with the delays in

the reception of information. Large delays deteriorate the performance of the network.

The chapter is structured as follows:

• Section 4.2 presents the formal definition of the problem and describes the ex-

ploratory behaviour of the robot network which emerges from the interaction of

the individual behaviours of the robots.

• Section 4.3 presents the formal description of the state of the communication

network, and thevirtual springmodel used to generatevirtual forcesto keep the

control network connected. The state of the network is represented by the current

topology of connections in the communication network. The terminology used

throughout the rest of the chapter is also defined in this section.

• Section 4.4 presents the algorithms used by the robots to create and update the

control network. Robots can modify or rebuild the control network. This net-

work is used for two purposes: control and information distribution. For the

purposes of control it is used to keep the robots as a fully connected network.
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For the purposes of information distribution it is used to efficiently distribute

knowledge (e.g. robot location, extracted features, goals, etc.) relevant to the

other robots in the network.

• Section 4.5 presents the proposed behavioural roles: Explorer, Maintainer, Re-

coverer and Pusher. The tasks and goals for each behavioural role are described

in this section. The roles are based on previous research in decentralized con-

trol (Thibodeau et al., 2004) and on the experimental findings encountered in the

design of the architecture (Vazquez and Malcolm, 2004).

• Section 4.6 presents a summary of the contributions of the proposed architecture.

4.2 Problem Definition

The previous chapters introduced and discussed the problem of decentralized coordina-

tion for multiple robots. The problem is to explore an initially unknown environment

efficiently using a group of robots that that start off at known locations. The robots

have sensors to build a representation of the environment and a communication system

to communicate periodically. The robots estimate their position using the information

acquired from their sensors. Our approach to solve this problem is:

To generate coordinated behaviours for the group of robots that allow
them to explore the initially unknown space while meeting the constraints
imposed by a communication system.

4.2.1 Proposed Solution

The general idea of the proposed solution is that the exploratory behaviour of the net-

work should emerge from the interaction of the individual behaviours of the robots.

The behaviours generate reactive plans that explore the unknown environment while

avoiding collisions with obstacles and other robots in the environment. Robots adopt

their behavioural role according to their state in the robot network. This state is de-

termined by the number and the signal quality of the connections of the robot in the

control network. The control network contains the minimum necessary links to keep

the communication network connected. To improve signal quality the robots are al-

lowed to modify or rebuild the communication network.

In our approach each robot builds and updates its own feature map representation

of the environment. The robots’ maps incorporate the features observed by all the
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robots in the network. The feature map is updated using an Extended Kalman Filter

(EKF) (Smith et al., 1988). TheEKF produces an estimate (along with its uncertainty)

of the position of the features and the robot. The positions of robot and the features

are referred to the datum (origin) of a global Cartesian system, which is the initial

position of the robot with the smallest ID4 number. The robots extract features from

their sensor measurements. The extracted features are used to update the feature map.

The robots periodically transmit their feature observations. Robots incorporate feature

observations of other robots with the same process as for locally extracted features

because they share same global Cartesian frame of reference.

4.2.2 The Exploratory Behaviour of the Robot Network

The exploratory behaviour of the robot network emerges from the interaction of the

individual behaviours of the robots. This interaction is achieved through the imposi-

tion of virtual spring forces derived from the connections in the control network. The

control network contains only the necessary connections to keep the communication

network connected. This network is calculated at the beginning of the exploration by

the robot with the smallest ID. To improve signal quality the control network can be

modified or rebuild by any robot. The robots periodically transmit beacon signals. The

beacon signals contain their estimated position.

The robots exhibit one of the following behavioural roles: Explorer, Maintainer,

Pusher and Recoverer. The Explorer and Maintainer behavioural roles are the basic

behaviours for the robot in the network. The Explorer robots are the robots with one

connection in the control network while the Maintainer robots are the robots that have

two or more connections in the control network. Because of this the Explorer robots

focus on exploration while the Maintainer robots focus on keeping the robot network

connected.

The Pusher robots have one control connection therefore the Pusher-Explorer con-

nection is not possible for a robot network bigger than two robots. The purpose of the

Pusher behavioural role is to help the exploration task when it becomes problematic;

for instance when two Explorer robots pull the robot network in opposing exploratory

directions the exploratory behaviour of the robot network is halted. One of the Ex-

plorer robots gives up its exploration task and transitions to the Pusher behavioural

role. The Pusher robot then induces movement in the robot network by pushing its

4 The robots have an ID number that allows them to identify each other in the network.
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direct connections away from it.

The Recoverer robots have one or more connections in the control network. The

Recoverer robot helps the communications maintenance task when it becomes prob-

lematic. The Recoverer role tries to improve the level of safety for unsafe control

connections. A connection is unsafe when its signal quality level is below an unsafe

threshold (user defined). The measure of the signal quality for the connection depends

on the hardware implementation. For instance, in the implementation forRF technolo-

gies we use theRSSL(Received Signal Strength Level) which is an available value

for this technology (measured in dB) as the signal quality value. The robots transition

between behavioural roles in response to the changes in the control network topology

and the signal quality of the connections.

The non-Explorer robots keep the communication network connected by gener-

ating plans to move to locations where the energy from the virtual spring forces is

minimized. The Explorer robots are not directly subject to virtual spring forces; in-

stead these robots monitor the level of safety for their control connection and wait for

improvement if necessary to avoid the risk of becoming disconnected. The Explorer

robots guide the exploration process by generating a plan to move to the safest un-

explored area in terms of communication quality and moving in that direction to the

limits of their communication safety.

The virtual spring forces are described as heterogeneous because they are asym-

metric5 and their free spring length6 is a range of values rather than a single value.

The magnitude of these forces is a function of the quality of the connection and the be-

havioural roles of the robots that form the connection. For instance, for a Maintainer-

Pusher connection the Maintainer can have a repulsive force from a Pusher robot while

the Pusher robot can have an attractive force from the Maintainer robot.

The thresholds for the attractive and repulsive heterogeneous spring forces are set

up to disperse the robot network towards the unexplored areas when there are no Re-

coverers robots (no unsafe connections) and to contract the robot network when there

are Recoverer robots (unsafe connections). At a close distance all the heterogeneous

spring forces exert a repulsive force to avoid collisions.

The dispersion in the exploratory directions is achieved by setting the heteroge-

neous forces for the control network in such a way that a Maintainer robot is more at-

5 Asymmetric forces are forces that can have different magnitudes and signs in the two directions of
the connection.

6 The free spring length is the length for which the spring exerts a null force.
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tracted to Explorer robots than to Maintainer robots and is repulsed by Pusher robots.

Pusher robots are equally attracted to Maintainer and Explorer robots. The Pusher

robots induce movement because they move towards the Maintainer robots while the

Maintainer robots try to move away from them while moving closer to the Explorer

robots. The Explorer robots move towards the unexplored areas dragging the robot

network behind them.

Figure 4.1 presents an example that shows how the exploration is achieved trough

the imposition of spring forces. It is observed that the Explorer robotsR0 andR2 are

attracted to the unexplored areasf0 and f1 respectively. The Maintainer robots are

pulled by the Explorer robots towards the unexplored areas. The robots pull away

from the Pusher robots. From the force diagrams it is observed that the Pusher robot

R4 exerts a large repulsive force on robotR3 compared to the attractive force exerted

by robotR1. It is also observed that the Explorer robotsR0 andR2 exert large attractive

forces on robotR1 while robotR3 exerts a small attractive force.

The network is contracted when Recoverer robots exist. A Recoverer robot is sub-

ject only to the forces exerted by its unsafe connections. The Recoverer robots are then

attracted to their unsafe connections. As the Recoverer robots move toward their un-

safe connections their safe connections are pulled because the signal quality for these

safe connections decreases. This pulling effect spreads through the network starting

with the Recoverers. Figure 4.2 presents an example of the effect of contraction in the

robot network. It is observed that the robotsR1 andR3 transition from Maintainer to

Recoverers. These robots start moving towards each other to improve the signal quality

of their connection. This starts the contraction of the robot network, the robotR4 then

transitions to the Pusher behavioural role to avoid the risk of becoming disconnected.

Once the connection between robotsR1 andR3 is safe the exploration continues. Robot

R4 remains as a Pusher and aids the exploration by pushing the robot network towards

the unexplored areas.

In BERODE the robots are allowed to modify or rebuild the control network to im-

prove the signal quality of the MST connections. The updated control network contains

the connections with the best signal quality. This facilitates the network maintenance

task. The detection of new connections triggers a recalculation process that modifies

the control network if the signal quality of the communication network is improved.

The processes of building and modifying the control network are described in Section

4.4.
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Figure 4.1: An example of the spring forces exerted by the robots in the network. a) The

Explorer robotsR0 andR2 are attracted to the unexplored areasf0 and f1 respectively. The

Maintainer robots are pulled by the Explorer robots towards the unexplored areas. The robots

pull away from the Pusher robotR4. b) RobotR4 exerts a repulsive force on robotR3 while

robotR1 exerts an attractive force. c) RobotsR0, R2 andR3 exert attractive forces on robotR1.

4.2.3 The Mapping Behaviour of the Robot Network

In BERODE each robot builds and updates its own map using an Extended Kalman

Filter (EKF). TheEKF produces an estimate (along with its uncertainty) of the loca-

tion of the features and the robot. As the robots explore the environment they extract

new features from their sensor measurements. Line and point features are extracted

from the raw sensor data. A geometric representation of the features is obtained. The

features are represented by a measurement vector and an uncertainty matrix. These

features are used by theEKF to update the estimated locations.

The robots periodically distribute their observed features to the rest of the team.

To improve scalability with respect to the numbers of robots the periodical distribution

of features is done at two levels: local and global. The features are distributed more

frequently at the local level than at the global level. The local level for a robot is formed

by the robots that are within ak-hopdistance in the control network. The global level

is formed by all the robots in the network. The features distributed at local and global
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levels are the features observed since the last distribution at the local and global level

respectively. The features received at the global level are incorporated to the robots’

maps using the same process as for locally extracted features. This is possible because

the robots use the same global Cartesian frame of reference. The features received

at the local level are used as navigational aids but not integrated to the robots’ maps

because their observations are contained in the features distributed at the global level.

The computational cost of planning in BERODE is small because the robots mostly

generate short term plans to move towards close locations. With respect to planning,

most of the time each robot maintain a local view of its map. Only when an Explorer

robot does not find close unexplored areas it does acquire a global view of the map to

search for unexplored areas in this map. The robots use their feature map to generate

their plans.

The non-Explorer robots generate short term plans to move to the location where

the energy from the virtual spring forces is minimized. The plan is generated by pro-

jecting the features that lie inside a local grid map. The limits of the local grid map are

determined by the estimated positions of the robot and its control connections. Figure

5.9 (page108) presents an example of the local grid map obtained from the projection

of the feature map.

The Explorer robots generate plans to move towards unexplored areas. To gen-

erate the plan the Explorer robots also project a subset of features to identify close

unexplored7 areas safe to explore. An unexplored area is safe to explore if the com-

munication coverage for this area is predicted to be safe. The robot selects the safe

unexplored area with the largest utility. The utility of an unexplored area is the in-

formation gain value minus the cost of travelling to this area from the robot position

assuming ideal movement. The information gain for an unexplored area is the number

of unexplored cells that are within the circumference of the sensor range of the robot.

If there are no close unexplored areas safe to explore the Explorer robot projects all

the features into a global grid map. If there are no safe unexplored areas in the global

map the robot considers the exploration of unsafe unexplored areas. If there are no

unexplored areas the map is considered as complete. The exploration process stops

once any one robot considers the map as complete.

The search for unexplored areas in the global grid map is computationally expen-

sive, but only performed by explorers who can’t find any local unexplored areas to

7 An unexplored area is a portion of the environment in the projected grid map for which there is no
evidence. The size of this portion is user defined.
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Figure 4.2: An example of robot network contraction. a) RobotsR0 andR4 move towards the

unexplored areasf0 and f1 respectively. b) The robotsR1 andR3 transition from Maintainer

to Recoverers and start moving towards each other to improve the signal quality of their con-

nection. c) The network contracts and as a consequence robotR4 transitions to the Pusher

behavioural role to avoid the risk of becoming disconnected. d) The signal quality for the

connection between robotsR1 andR3 is safe and the exploration continues.

explore. This doesn’t happen often and typically only towards the end of exploration

when most has been mapped. Once an Explorer robot has made a plan to reach a

distant unexplored area then the global search will be not be repeated until the robot

reaches this unexplored area. To reduce the likelihood of task overlapping the Explorer

robots transmit the location of the area that they selected to explore.

The following subsection formalises the description of the state of the robot net-

work and defines how the communication constraints for the robots are imposed.
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4.3 The State of the Robot Network

The state of the robot network for a robot is determined by its control connections. A

robot has a direct connection with another robot if it is within communication range.

A control connection is a connection that a robot has to maintain. Control connections

are pair-wise constraints among pairs of robots.

The state of the robot network can be expressed as a graphG where the robots are

the vertices and the direct connections represent the edges. The graphG is represented

by a tuple(η,ε,κ), whereη is the set of robots,ε⊆ ηxη is the set of edges representing

the connection network andκ⊆ ε is the set of current control connections.κi is the set

of control connections for roboti that contains|κi | elements.εi, j andκi, j represents

the connection status and control connection between the robotsi and j respectively.

The existence of a connection betweenRi andRj is expressed asεi, j > 0 and referred

to as direct connection.

The value ofεi, j is referred to as the signal quality. Bigger values ofεi, j indicate a

better signal quality.κ has to contain at least one connection for each robot. The metric

to measure the signal quality depends on the implementation. Radio frequency (RF)

technologies provide theRSSL(received signal strength value) which is a measure of

the quality of the signal. In the implementation of the approach forRF (Chapter 8) this

value is used as the signal quality. The signal quality is measured in decibels (dB).

Line of Sight (LOS) technologies (e.g. infrared communication) typically do not

provide a measurement of the quality of the signal. In the implementation of the ap-

proach forLOS(Chapter 8) the signal quality value is predicted based on the current

explored map. The signal quality in this case is defined as the distance between the

pairs of robots and is measured in meters. AlthoughLOStechnologies may have very

large communication ranges, because lines of sight are easily blocked, it is undesirable

to permit long ranges in cluttered environments. Any small adjustment of position over

a long sight line in structured or cluttered environments could easily block the connec-

tion. It is argued that this is less likely to happen when the robots are in close positions

because the probability of having an obstacle between a pair of robots is smaller when

they are closer. For this reason in theLOSimplementation the signal quality is consid-

ered better when the robots are closer. The inequalities of Equations 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3

have been inverted to reflect our reasoning (Section 8.3, page231).

For each control connection there are two inequalitiesκi, j < σsa f eandκi, j < σprec

whereκi, j = εi, j andσsa f e> σprec. The parametersσsa f e andσprec are the commu-
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nication thresholds that represent the desired levels of signal quality between pairs of

robots. The values of the thresholds depend on the behavioural role of the robot and

its direct connections.

The inequalities define three levels of safety with respect to the robots’ configura-

tion. A roboti with a control connection setκi = {κi,1,κi,2, ...,κi,z−1,κi,z} is in a safety

levelLi according to

Li =


Sa f e i f ∀ j

(
κi, j > σsa f e

)
Precautionary i f ∀ j

(
κi, j ≥ σprec

)
∧∃ j

Unsa f e i f ∃ j
(
κi, j < σprec

) (
κi, j ≤ σsa f e

)
(4.1)

The behavioural roles are designed with the objective of keeping the robots inside their

safe level in the configuration space. The precautionary level is designed to maintain

a certain signal quality. In the unsafe level communication is marginal with at least

one control connection. It is observed from Figure 4.3 that the safety levels define

regions in the communication space of the robot. The safety level for a position can

be estimated based on these regions. In BERODE a robot estimates the safety level

for nearby positions for two purposes: network maintenance and exploration. For the

purpose of network maintenance the signal quality from the robot’s communication

constraints is predicted for nearby positions to the robot position. The robot moves

to the position where the overall signal quality (OSQ) is the best. For the purpose of

exploration the signal quality for nearby unexplored areas is predicted to determine if

the area is safe to explore. The robot tends to plan to explore areas that are predicted

to have a safe level.

The set of control connections for a robot is the set of connections in theminimum

spanning tree(MST)of the connection network. TheMSTcontains the minimum num-

ber of connections necessary to maintain the network of robots connected and will be

referred as MST control network. The signal quality of the control connections deter-

mines the safety level. Based on the safety level a set of communication constraints

is activated. This set is a subset of the robot control connections in the MST control

network. The communication constraints exert virtual forces that impose constraints in

the robot movement ensuring that the robot is maintained within communication range

of its control connections.
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Figure 4.3: The three safety levels define regions in the robot communication space. The robot

generates communication sensitive plans to try to remain in the safe region.

4.3.1 MST Control Connections

As defined previously,ε is the set of edges representing the network status andκ ⊆ ε
is the set of current control connections. The only condition necessary to maintain the

n robots connected as a single network is that there are at leastn-1 control connections

and thatκ has to contain at least one control connection for each robot. However, it is

not necessary for a robot to maintain all of its connections. Moreover, the more control

connections that a robot has to maintain the more constrained the motion of the robot

is. Thus, it is desirable that the setκ of control connections contains the least number

of constraints.

A spanning tree satisfies the required conditions. A spanning tree of a graph is a sub

graph which is a tree and connects all the vertices together. Theminimum spanning tree

(MST) is the best spanning tree because it minimises constraints on robot movement

while preserving communication safety. In BERODE several heuristics to calculate

the MST are proposed and compared. These heuristics use different weight metrics

and are based on the robots’ estimated locations and the signal quality. The objective

of the heuristics is to maximize the number of the robots in their safe levels.

4.3.2 Activation of Communication Constraints and the Network

Status

The communication constraints are activated depending on the current safety level. For

a roboti the set of communication constraintsφi is defined as

φi =


{} Sa f e{

j|σprec≤ κi, j ≤ σsa f e
}

Precautionary{
j|κi, j < σprec

}
Unsa f e

(4.2)
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The communication constraints and the internal state of the robots determine the be-

havioural role. In the unsafe level the set of communication constraints is a subset of

the control connectionsφi ⊆ ni(z). It is argued that a robot could move out of the un-

safe level faster when is constrained only by the subset of unsafe connections instead

of the complete set of control connections.σsa f e has to be much larger thanσprec to

minimise the risk of disconnecting the robot network because of the temporary exclu-

sion of some control connections. The network status of a robot is defined as the set of

communication constraints and the current safety level.

It is important to observe that, regardless of the number of robots and commu-

nication constraints, when the roboti is constrained by the robotj, robot j is also

constrained by roboti. This is important for the decentralized control approach.

4.3.3 Configuration Space for Attractive/Repulsive Forces

To maintain the connectivity of the network, the robots have to satisfy their communi-

cation constraints. This thesis proposes avirtual springmodel to maintain the commu-

nication constraints within communication range. In this approach robots exert attrac-

tive/repulsive vector forces on each other. These forces are based on avirtual spring

model and are a function of the signal quality as well as the behavioural roles. The

potential energy vector generated by the combined forces is calculated. The potential

energy vector suggests a direction where the energy for the communication constraints

is minimized; therefore the overall signal quality (OSQ) is maximized. This vector is

used by the robot to try to improve the OSQ for its communication constraints. A robot

in the safe level remains in the same position because no communication constraints

apply at this level.

As mentioned in Chapter 2, in previous research pairs of robots exert homogeneous

forces between each other (McLurkin and Smiths, 2004). A homogeneous force is a

force that depends only on the signal quality. This research proposes the implementa-

tion of heterogeneous spring forces. The spring forces are described as heterogeneous

because they are asymmetric and their free spring length is a range of values rather than

a single value. The free spring length is a function of the quality of the connection and

the behavioural roles of the pair of robots that form the connection. It is argued that the

use of heterogeneous spring forces aids the exploration process because the movement

in the exploration directions can be accelerated by setting different thresholds (Section

4.2).
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Figure 4.4: RobotsRi andRj have a communication constraintκi, j . The constraint defines

three force regions in the configuration space: attractive, comfort and repulsive. The robots

Ri andRj try to remain in their comfort region by exerting attractive/repulsive forces on each

other when they are outside this region.

In general, as defined in the previous sectionκi, j is the communication constraint

between robotsRi andRj . The constraint defines three force regions in the robot con-

figuration space: attractive, comfort and repulsive (Figure 4.4). These regions are

formed because the free spring length is a range. The regions depend on the signal

quality εi, j (κi, j = εi, j for the communication constraint) and their boundariesσA and

σR. σA andσR are thresholds that depend on the behaviours exhibited by the pair of

robots. The constraintκi, j exerts an attractive force whenκi, j < σA and a repulsive

force whenκi, j > σR. The repulsive force is designed to avoid collisions between the

pair of robots. For the proposedvirtual springmodel the range of values[σR,σA] is a

range where the force generated by thevirtual spring is null. This range defines the

comfort region in which the signal quality is reliable for the communication constraint.

Whenεi, j < α the communication is lost.α is the maximum communication range.

The discomfort distance for robotsRi andRj is defined as

σD(κi, j ,σA,σR) =


σA−κi, j κi, j < σA

0 σR≥ κi, j ≥ σA

σR−κi, j σR < κi, j

(4.3)

This distance is used to compute thevirtual springforce generated by the constraint.

In this section we have formally defined the state of the robot network. Based on
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the communication network an MST control network is calculated. The MST control

network will be used by the robots to keep the communication network fully connected.

The following section presents several heuristics to calculate the MST control network.

Afterwards the task and goals for the proposed behavioural roles are described. The

chapter finishes with a summary of the contributions of the proposed approach.

4.4 Formation and Maintenance of the MST Control

Network

The multi robot system is comprised ofn robots that start off in known locations.

The robots have a local communication system and communicate periodically. As

the robots move through the space they form a mobilead hocnetwork in which the

robots are nodes in the network and can act as routers to relay information through the

network; this network is dynamic. The robots periodically transmit beacon signals to

their direct connections. The beacon signals contain the estimated position of the robot

and its uncertainty. The beacon signals are used to determine the network status of the

robot. Each robot adopts a particular behavioural role according to its network status.

To build the initial MST control network it is required that each robot have a direct

connection to at least one other robot.

The MST control network is calculated at the start of the exploration. A desig-

nated8 robot gathers the information required to build the MST control network. The

robots remain in their initial positions until they receive the MST control network. The

initial behavioural role for the robots is the Maintainer role. The MST control network

is calculated using a heuristic and the connection status of the network. Several heuris-

tics are proposed and compared in this thesis. The heuristics are based on the robots’

estimated positions and the signal quality. The MST control network can be modified

or rebuilt by the robots over time. In the first implementation of BERODE the robots

never rebuilt the complete control network they only rebuilt their local network. The

local network for a robot is the network that contains all the robots within ak-hop

distance. Each robot in the network has a different local network. In the second im-

plementation of BERODE the robots periodically rebuilt the complete control network

because some special circumstances with respect to multiple Explorers turned out to

require this (Section 8.7, page246). Merging and validation mechanisms are necessary

8 In the experiments the robot with the lowest ID number is the designated robot.
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to ensure that the robots maintain the consistency of the MST control network (Sec-

tion 4.4.3). The network is calculated only when there are no robots in the Recoverer

behavioural role (i.e. no broken control connections).

The MST control network serves two purposes: Control and Information Distri-

bution. For the purposes of control the network is used by the robots to keep them

forming a single connected network. For the purposes of Information Distribution, the

network is used to distribute relevant knowledge (e.g. extracted features from the robot

sensors) among the robots in an intelligent fashion to avoid communication bandwidth

problems. In BERODE each robot has to distribute its information. Information is

used to produce coordinated behaviours. Coordinated behaviours are produced when

robots share consistent maps of the environment. Consistent maps are maps that have

integrated the same information about observed features. These maps usually have

small metric differences, but the general topology of the map is the same.

One of the main goals in BERODE is scalability. A hierarchical approach to dis-

tribute information is proposed. Information is distributed to a point in which the

robots share commoned maps of the environment. Commoned maps are maps that

have integrated a common subset of information about observed features. The robots

have to share consistent feature maps of the environment at the end of the exploration.

However, we argue that it is not necessary that the robots share consistent feature

maps during the whole exploration to achieve the coordinated exploration of the en-

vironment. Instead it is only necessary that the robots have common feature maps to

achieve coordinated behaviours. Robots that are close (based on theirk-hopdistance)

need to have more in common between their feature maps than robots that are distant

because close robots need to achieve coordinated motion to avoid disconnections. This

is not the case for distant robots.

Based on this argument, the robots initialize the exploration by building the MST

control network to determine their network status. After the initial process is executed

the robots retain knowledge of their local network. The local network is used by a

robot to distribute its information to close robots (based on theirk-hopdistance) with a

frequency (f1). The MST control network is used to distribute the information to all the

robots in the network with a frequency (f2) wheref2 < f1. The details of distribution of

information are presented in Section 5.10 (page130). Chapter 9 presents simulations

that show the trade-off between the communication costs and other variables such as

the size of the local network.
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4.4.1 Calculation of the MST Control Network

As explained in the previous section the MST control network is calculated at the start

of the exploration with an initialization process carried out by a designated robot. Dur-

ing the exploration process the robots may opt to modify or rebuild the MST control

network. This section describes the general calculation procedure. The following sec-

tion describes the procedure to recalculate partially the MST control network which

derives from the procedure explained in this section.

For the purposes of calculation of the MST the robot network is seen as a graph

where the robots are the nodes and the edges are the direct connections between the

robots. Each edge has a weight, which is a value representing how unfavourable it is,

and the algorithm uses this to assign a weight to a spanning tree by computing the sum

of the weights of the edges in that spanning tree. The MST is then a spanning tree with

weight less than or equal to the weight of every other spanning tree. The MST is the

safest spanning tree in terms of communication.

A modified version of Dijkstra’s algorithm is used to build the MST (Cormen et

al., 1990). Dijkstra’s algorithm iteratively adds the edge with the smallest accumulative

path that connects avisitednode with anon-visitednode. Every time an edge is added

thenon-visitednode is labelled asvisited.

The modification consists of adding the edges that are connected to an Explorer

node to the initial MST. The algorithm starts by adding to the initial MST the minimum

weight edge for every Explorer9 node. The Explorer nodes are marked as visited as

their minimum weight edge is added. Adding initially the edges of the Explorer nodes

to the MST and labelling only the Explorer nodes as visited nodes guarantees that the

graph is an MST and that Explorer nodes have only one connection in the MST. The

purpose of this modification to Dijkstra’s algorithm is to try to keep the robots that

were in the Explorer role before the MST calculation in their behavioural role thus

dimishing the disturbance to the exploration task. The Explorer robots thus maintain

their progress of their exploration task. Our modification gives the MST assuming that

the Explorer behavioural roles are held constant. If there are no Explorer nodes the

standard version of Dijkstra’s Algorithm is applied.

After the initial process is carried out the standard version of Dijkstra’s Algorithm

is applied. In our version of Dijkstra’s algorithm we add the edge with the smallest

weight rather than the edge with the smallest accumulative path because our concern

9 An Explorer node is a robot in the Explorer behavioural role. An Explorer robot has only one
connection in the MST.
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is to optimise communication quality rather than path length. This does not affect the

way that the algorithm operates.

Heuristic Information required for the heuristic Weight for the edge between

robots Ri and R j

Connectivity Roles of the robots, number of direct

connections for each robot

wi, j =
(
|εi |+

∣∣ε j
∣∣)/2

Position Roles of the robots, estimated position

of each robot

wi, j =
(
(xi−x j)2 +(yi−y j)2

)1/2

Pos. predictive Roles of the robots, estimated position

of each robot

wi, j = σD(κi, j ,σA,σR) (in m)

QS Predictive Roles of the robots, signal quality for the

connections

wi, j = σD(κi, j ,σA,σR) (in dB)

Table 4.1: Calculation of the weight for the edgewi, j between the robotsRi andRj for the

four proposed heuristics using the terminology from Section 4.3.|εi | is the number of direct

connections for the robotRi . The robotRi has an estimated positionPi(xi ,yi). κi, j is the signal

quality for the connection which can be estimated using the positions of the robots (in m) or can

be obtained from the hardware communication device (in dB).σD is the discomfort distance

which is the distance between the signal quality for the connection and a desired signal quality.

σA andσR are the attractive/repulsive thresholds for calculating the discomfort distance using

Eq 4.3.

As previously explained the initial behavioural role for the robots is the Maintainer

role. In the initialization process the designated10 robot gathers the information re-

quired to build the initial MST control network. If during the exploration process a

robot decides to update the MST control network the robot gathers the information re-

quired to build the MST control network. The information gathered to build the MST

control network is used as the weights in the calculation of the MST control network.

Four weighting heuristics have been proposed and compared experimentally in Chap-

ter 9. Table 4.1 presents the formulas to calculate the weight for the connectionwi, j

between the robotsRi andRj for the different heuristics.

In the Connectivity heuristic the weight of an edge is the average number of con-

nections between the pair of nodes that form the edge. When two edges have the same

value the priority is Pusher−→ Maintainer−→ Explorer. If the roles are the same

the robot with the lowest ID number is used as the final criterion. This heuristic is de-

signed to try to constrain every node (robot) to the least number of nodes, and is based

10 In the experiments the robot with the lowest ID number is the designated robot.
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on the assumption that the fewer constraints a node (robot) has to satisfy the better it

can accomplish its purposes.

In the Position heuristic the weight of an edge is the distance between the positions

of the robots. This heuristic is inspired by the Travelling Salesman Problem. It is

expected that robots that are close to several robots will have them as constraints.

Close robots are likely to be in their comfort regions. The robots will tend to move less

in trying to improve the overall signal quality (OSQ).

The Pos. predictive and QS predictive heuristics are calculated in the same way.

The difference is in the values used as weights. The Pos. predictive heuristic uses the

robots’ positions to estimate the signal quality (Section 4.3), while in the QS predictive

heuristic theRSSLis used as the signal quality. The QS predictive heuristic is only

applicable toRF technologies.

In the Pos. predictive heuristic the weight of an edge is the discomfort distance (Eq.

4.3) between predicted positions for the robots. Predicted positions are based on the

assumption that by moving half the discomfort distance in the direction of each other

pairs of robots will reach the boundary of their comfort zone. Figure 4.5 shows the

predicted positionsPi andPj for robotsRi andRj respectively in the cases of attraction

and repulsion. In the case of attraction the robots are predicted to move towards each

other while in the case of repulsion the robots move away.

Once the edge is added to the MST the discomfort distance is stored and used

to recalculate the weights of the edges for the graph. At each iteration the weights

are updated based on the predicted positions for the robots. In general the predicted

position Pi for a robotRi with k connections in the current MST is calculated by

successively updating the predicted position for thek connections. The connections

MSTi(k) = {D1,D2...,Dk−1,Dk} are ordered incrementally with respect to their dis-

comfort distances (D1 < D2 < ... < Dk−1 < Dk).

Figure 4.6 presents an example of the first three iterations using the Pos. predictive

heuristic. At the start of the process the predicted positions for the robots are their

original positions.Di, j is half the discomfort distance between the predicted positions

for robotsi and j. In (a) the smallest edgeE3,4 is added havingR3 as origin. In (b)

after the predicted positions are calculated forR3 andR4 the weights for the graph are

updated. It can be observed that for the original positions the smallest accumulative

path to a visited node is obtained by adding the edgeE2,3. Based on the predicted

positions the edge to add isE1,3 instead ofE2,3. In (c) the predicted position for

robot R3 is calculated by iteratively updating its predicted position for its two MST
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Ri Pi Pj Rj 

Di,j 
Di,j/2 Di,j/2 

Comfort zone 

Pi Ri Rj Pj 

Di,j 
Di,j/2 Di,j/2 

Comfort zone 

a) Attraction b) Repulsion 

Figure 4.5: RobotsRi andRj are predicted to move to positionsPi andPj respectively. In the

case of (a) attraction robots are predicted to move towards each other to decrease the discomfort

distance byDi, j /2, while in the case of (b) repulsion the robots are predict to move away.
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Figure 4.6: Robot positions for the predictive heuristic. (a) The smallest edgeE3,4 is added to

the MST, (b) The smallest edgeE1,3 based on the predicted positions for robotsR3 andR4 (P3

andP4 respectively) is added, (c) The smallest edgeE1,3 based on the predicted positions for

robotsR3 andR4 (P3 andP4 respectively) is added.
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connections as explained previously. The edge to add based on the predicted positions

is E2,4.

4.4.2 Building a Local Control Network

After the initial MST is calculated the robots retain knowledge of their local network.

The local network for a robot is the network that contains all the robots within ak-hop

distance. Each robot in the network has a different local network. Robots can modify

their local network to try to improve the network conditions. This process is referred

to as a local network event. For instance, when a pair of robots becomes within range

a new direct connection is formed and a local network event is generated.

Figure 4.7 presents a common scenario forLOScommunication where the benefits

of recalculating the MST control network are illustrated. RobotsR2,E andR4,E are

robots in the Explorer behavioural role that are attracted to the unexplored space. At

time t2 (Figure 4.7 (b))R4,P has changed its role because it cannot explore the area

without going out range ofR3,M and has come within communication range ofR2,E.

At time t3 (Figure 4.7(c)) the network is recalculated. It is observed that the edgeE2,4

replaced the edgeE2,3 on the MST control network. The recalculated network is a

better network because it will allowR4,E to keep exploring the unknown space without

losing its control connection. This is not the case if the previous MST control net-

work was maintained. In that case after a certain time has passedR2,E andR4,E would

give up exploring the area because they cannot sense the unexplored space without

losing their control connections. Although later in the exploration process the robots

would return to finish the exploration of this area so the time to complete the explo-

ration would increase. The recalculation of the MST control network improves the

exploration process.

Robots in the network are identified with incremental ID names. When a new direct

connection is formed the process to build the local network is carried out by the robot

with the lowest ID number. This robot is referred as the MST builder. Figure 4.8 shows

the algorithm used by a robot when it detects a new connection and tries to update the

local network.

A robot starts the recalculation process by comparing its ID number with the ID

number of the other robot. The robot with the smallest ID is the robot that recalcu-

lates the local network and is referred as MST builder. The robot with the highest ID

number transmits its current local network and behavioural role to the robot with the
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Figure 4.7: A commonLOScommunication scenario. a) At time t1 robotsR2 andR4 explore

the space, b) at timet2 connectionR2-R4 is discovered, c)R2 rebuilds its local network and its

behaviour is now Maintainer.

lowest ID number. Upon reception of this information the MST builder checks if the

received local network is consistent with its local network. The pair of local networks

is consistent if they have at least one common edge and at least one of the robots from

the new direct connection is not in the Explorer behavioural role. If the pair of local

networks is not consistent the recalculated local network is inconsistent with the MST

control network. If the inconsistent local networks are used to update the MST control

network this network is no longer an MST. Appendix A demonstrates the consistency

property. When the local networks are inconsistent the calculation process is aborted

by the MST builder by sending an inconsistency message to the other robot that forms

the new connection and the robots resume to their current roles.

Once the consistency test has been successful the MST builder transmits a request

message (Section 5.10, page130) to gather information relevant to the current MST

heuristic. The joint local neighbourhood formed by the pair of local networks has

(k+1) levels and is referred as the joint local network. The request message is then

transmitted within the joint network. Robots that received the request message remain

static to avoid disruption of the process. When the MST builder sends the request

message it initializes a timer and waits for a certain time (user defined) to get the infor-

mation necessary to recalculate the joint network. The timer is necessary to avoid the

situations where two or more joint networks that overlap11 are calculated simultane-

ously. A robot that receives multiple queries to build different joint networks will send

its information only to the recalculation process that started first. This avoids inconsis-

11 The joint networks overlap if they have at least one robot in common.
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Figure 4.8: Flow diagram to update a local network for a robot when it detects a new connection

with the robot named ID. The robot with the lowest ID number carries out the updating process.

This robot checks that the local networks of the two robots are consistent. If the networks are

consistent a new joint network is built. The robots update their local networks with the updated

joint network and resume to the exploration process.
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tency problems because if more than one joint network is calculated in parallel there

is no guarantee that the MST control network will be consistent (a minimum span-

ning tree). If the process of querying information times out the recalculation process

is aborted. The MST builder sends an inconsistency message to the other robot that

forms the new connection and the robots resume to their current roles.

If the process of querying information obtains all the information before the op-

eration times out the MST builder calculates the new joint network according to the

current MST heuristic. At the distribution stage the MST builder transmits the new

joint network to the robots inside this joint network. The robots inside the joint net-

work receive the network and update their local network using the joint network. A

robot obtains its updated local network from the joint network by building a tree of

control connections with it as the root and removing the connections above thek level

of the tree.

Figures 4.9 and 4.10 show the update process for a local network when a new con-

nection is detected for the scenario from Figure 4.8. Figure 4.9 show the process when

the local network size isk=2. It is observed that because the robotsR2 andR4 share a

common edgeR1−R3 (Figure 4.9b) the recalculation process can be carried out. The

joint network size isk=3 for R2 (Figure 4.9c, number of hops toR4). R2 recalculates

the joint network; the recalculated network is shown in Figure 4.9d.R2 updates its lo-

cal network using the joint network (Figure 4.9e) by removing the connections above

thek level (R5,M) and updates its role to Maintainer role (Section 5.4, page98). R4 re-

ceives the joint network, updates its local network by removing the connections above

thek level of the tree (R0, R3 andR5) and reselects its behavioural role which is now

Explorer (Section 5.4, page98).

Figure 4.10 illustrates the process when the local network size isk=1. It is observed

that in this case the update process is aborted because the robotsR2 andR4 do not share

a common edge.

4.5 Tasks and Goals for the Behavioural Roles

We designed four behavioural roles to achieve the exploratory behaviour of the net-

work. These roles are Explorer, Maintainer, Recoverer and Pusher. The BERODE

architecture is implemented in the robots through modules. The behavioural roles are

a combination of planning and reactive modules. Reactive modules avoid collisions be-

tween the robots and the environment. Planning modules generate reactive movement
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Figure 4.9: Building a local network for robotsR2 andR4 with local network sizek=2. a) The

local network for robotsR2 andR4 for the network from Figure 4.8a. b) A new connection

betweenR2 andR4 is detected,R4 sends its local network toR2, R2 verifies that the networks

are consistent (they have at least one common edgeR1-R3. c) R2 requests information from

the formed joint network. d)R2 recalculates the joint network and transmits the updated joint

network to the robots inside this joint network. e)R2 updates its local network using the joint

network. f) The local network forR4 after the joint network was received and used to update

the local network.
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Figure 4.10: Building a local network for robotsR2 andR4 with local network sizek=1. a)

The local network for robotsR2 andR4 for the network from Figure 4.8a. b) A new connection

betweenR2 andR4 is detected,R4 sends its local network toR2, R2 verifies that the networks

are consistent. c)R2 aborts the recalculation process because there is no common edge between

the pair of local networks.
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plans based on the predicted communication safety. A robot reselects its behavioural

role when the MST control network is modified by itself or another robot, or when

the robot has reached its current goal. Each behavioural role has a different degree of

compromise towards the task of network maintenance. The goals for each behavioural

role are:

Behavioural Roles

1. Explorer : Move towards unexplored areas while remaining in the safe level.

2. Maintainer : Move towards the position that maximizes the overall signal qual-

ity (OSQ) for the communication constraints.

3. Recoverer: Move towards a position where signal quality is in the safe level for

the communication constraints.

4. Pusher: Move towards the position that maximizes the OSQ for its communica-

tion constraint.

The goal for the Maintainer, Pusher and Recoverer behavioural roles is essentially

the same. The difference is that the parameters of thevirtual springmodel are a func-

tion of the behavioural roles of the robots (Section 4.3.3). This model is used to de-

termine the location that maximizes the OSQ (Section 4.3.3). This parameterization

based on roles generates local interactions that induceleader–follower motions in the

robot network where the Explorers direct the exploration and the Pushers accelerate

the movement of the robot network in the exploration directions.

The first three roles are based on previous research on the areas of network recovery

and maintenance (Section 2.3, page24). In previous research in network maintenance

(Thibodeau et al., 2004) there is only one robot that explores (Explorer) the space while

the rest of the team (Maintainers) keeps the network connected.

In BERODE several robots may decide to explore the space at the same time. This

speeds up the exploration process but under certain circumstances conflicts arise. The

Pusher role is designed to solve these conflicts. Instead of having two heads (Explor-

ers) pulling in different directions one becomes an active tail: a Pusher. An example

of a typical conflict is depicted in Figure 4.11. RobotsR0,E andR2,E move towards

f0 and f1 respectively behaving as Explorers.R1 behaves as a Maintainer. In Figure

4.11(a) the robots are at the maximum distance where the network remains connected.

R0,E andR2,E wait for a certain time for improvement in the network conditions. After
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a certain time (Figure 4.11(b))R0,P decides to give up exploring and transitions to the

Pusher behavioural role. R0,P induces motion in the network by closely following

R1,M (Figure 4.11(c)). The motion effect is achieved by having different free spring

lengths for the virtual spring forces within the pairs of robots. The free spring length

depends on the behavioural roles adopted by the pairs of robots as well as the signal

quality.

A Pusher robot is the result of the lack of unexplored areas where the communica-

tion coverage is estimated to be in the safe level (Section 4.2.1). Due to the dynamic

nature of the network and the exploration over time, unexplored areas in the safe level

of communication are discovered. The Pusher robot can then transition to Explorer.

In real world scenarios signal propagation is unpredictable and time varying. This

could lead to jittering transitions between the Explorer and Pusher behaviours. Addi-

tionally it was found in experimentation that robots with communication constraints

to robots that transition from the Pusher to Explorer behavioural role generated large

modifications in their reactive plans. These large modifications were caused because

the forces depended on the behavioural roles. Large modifications generated local

minima for the OSQ that deteriorated the performance12 of the robot network.

This kind of jittering problem is typically addressed in one of two ways. The first

one is setting different thresholds for transitioning into and out of a role. The second

one is to set a minimum role time. Setting different thresholds does not always solve

the jittering problem because under certain circumstances the communication condi-

tions change very fast. For instance, when the robots useLOS communication if a

robot that hasLOS to other robot moves a small distance but goes behind a wall the

communication is lost. As soon as the robot backtracks this small distance the com-

munication conditions change drastically. Therefore the minimum role time solution

is the most suitable for BERODE because the issues of jittering and local minima can

be solved by setting a minimum role time that addresses these problems as follows:

• Jittering problem: Once the robot transitions to the Pusher behaviour the transi-

tion to the Explorer role is inhibited for a certain minimum time. This time is

referred as expiration time. After this time has passed the robot may transition

to the Explorer role. The Pusher robot transitions to Explorer only if the condi-

tions for the Explorer role are satisfied (Section 4.5). A Pusher robot may also

transition at any time13 to either Maintainer or Recoverer behavioural roles if a

12 The performance of the robot network is the time to build a complete map of the environment.
13 Including the time within the expiration time.
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network event occurs or the conditions for these roles are satisfied.

• Large modifications: Forces that involve robots in the Pusher behavioural roles

are redefined in terms of the expiration time. The attractive/repulsive thresh-

olds for the forces are then gradually modified from the Pusher to the Explorer

thresholds. The reactive plans generate small modifications because of the grad-

ual variation of the thresholds.
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Figure 4.11: An example of decentralized conflict resolution. a) RobotsR0,E andR2,E explore

the space whileR1,M maintains the network. b) RobotR0,P transitions to Pusher since the

exploration area is not safe. c) RobotR0,P induces motion into the network by closely following

to robotR1,M.

4.6 Conclusions

This chapter has presented the purposes and design of the BERODE (BEhavioural

ROle DEcentralized) architecture. The BERODE architecture is a decentralized ar-

chitecture to explore environments using multiple robots with local communication

systems. In BERODE the robots remain in communication range to coordinate and

efficiently explore the environment. Robots coordinate by adopting behavioural roles

that reactively adapt to the dynamic MANET that they form as they traverse the en-

vironment. According to its role a robot exhibits a varying degree of interest in the

exploration task.

An MST (minimum spanning tree) control approach was presented. The robots

build an MST control network of the communication network and keep the MST con-
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trol network by adopting a certain behavioural role. The behavioural roles generate

reactive plans that ensure the connectivity of the robot with its direct connections on

the MST control network.

A novel heterogeneousvirtual spring model was introduced. The virtual springs

are described as heterogeneous because they generate asymmetric14 forces and their

free spring length is a range of values rather than a single value. The free spring length

is a function of the quality of the connection and the behavioural roles of the pair of

robots that form the connection. This model is used in the generation of the reactive

plans where the direct connections of the robot imposevirtual forces.

A two level approach to communication was introduced. The approach is based on

the argument that the degree of required coordination for a pair of robots is related to

their k-hop distanceon the MST control network. In the approach most of the com-

munication is retransmitted within a small number of hops thus avoiding scalability

problems as the number of robots in the architecture increases.

In BERODE each robot builds and updates its own feature based map of the envi-

ronment using an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF). As the robots explore the environ-

ment they observe new features and use these observations to update their estimates

about the robot and feature locations. The robots share the same global Cartesian

frame of reference. The robots periodically distribute their observed features with the

team of robots. Robots incorporate the received features to their maps using the same

process as for locally extracted features. The exploration is considered to be completed

once any one robot has projected its feature map into a probabilistic grid map and the

size of the portions of the environments for which there is no evidence is below a used

defined threshold (Section 8.6, page239).

The main features of the approach are:

• MST control network: Control based on the MST control network minimizes

the number of communication connections that have to be maintained thus min-

imizing the constraints imposed on the robots.

• Heuristics for the MST control network: Several heuristics to calculate the MST

control network have been proposed. These heuristics are based on the robot

positions, the number of direct connections for the robots and the predicted po-

sitions and signal quality.

14 Asymmetric forces are forces that can have different magnitudes and signs in the two directions of
the connection.
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• Hierarchical communication levels: The degree of coordination required for a

pair of robots is related to theirk-hopdistance on the MST control network. To

get a good trade-off between coordination and communication costs two levels of

communication are proposed: local and global. Information is shared frequently

at the local level, while at the global level information is shared less frequently.

• Adaptive MST control: The topology of the MST is adapted as the robot network

traverses the environment. The topology is adapted by the robots either partially

or globally. Adaptability allows the robots to remain in communication range

while maintaining a high level performance in the exploration task.

• Role Based Distributed Control: Robots adopt behavioural roles adapt to the

dynamic conditions of theMANET. The roles balance between the tasks of ex-

ploration and network maintenance.

• Heterogeneousvirtual forcemodel: The communication constraints of the robots

exert heterogeneous virtual forces. Heterogeneous forces aid the exploration

process because they induce a movement effect towards the unexplored areas of

the environment.

• Reactive Predictive Planning: Non-Explorer robots generate reactive plans based

on predictions for the signal quality. These short term plans are more ade-

quate for dynamic robot networks in real world scenarios than purely reactive

approaches because of the unpredictable nature of wireless communication in

indoor environments.





Chapter 5

The Implementation of the BERODE

Architecture in Individual Robots

5.1 Introduction

The BERODE (BEhavioural ROle based DEcentralized) architecture is a decentral-

ized architecture to explore environments using a group of robots with short range

communication. In BERODE the robots are kept as a single connected network. This

improves coordination and minimizes the overlapping of tasks for the group of robots.

The BERODE architecture is based on behavioural roles such as Explorer and com-

munication Maintainer. These roles reactively adapt to the dynamic conditions of the

communication network formed by the robots as they explore an environment.

The previous chapter described the purposes and design of the BERODE archi-

tecture. This chapter describes the implementation of the BERODE architecture in

individual robots. The architecture has been implemented using modules that are se-

quentially executed. The implementation and parameterization of some of the modules

depends on the behavioural role. This introductory section first summarizes the design

of the BERODE architecture and then describes the modules used in the implementa-

tion of the control architecture.

The BERODE architecture was designed to obtain the exploratory behaviour of

the robot network through the interaction of the individual roles. This interaction is

achieved through the imposition ofvirtual spring forces for the connections in the

MST control network. The MST control network is a minimum spanning tree of the

communication network that contains only the necessary connections to keep the com-

munication network connected. Thevirtual spring forces keep the robot network con-
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nected while moving towards unexplored areas. This is achieved by using heteroge-

neous forces. The forces are described as heterogeneous because they are asymmetric1

and their free spring length2 is a range of values rather than a single value. The magni-

tude of these forces is a function of the quality of the connection and the behavioural

roles of the robots that form the connection. The Explorer robots are attracted towards

unexplored areas dragging the other robots in the network behind them.

The robots use the MST control network to distribute and gather relevant informa-

tion to achieve coordination (e.g. extracted features from the robot sensors). The MST

control network is calculated at the start of the exploration by a designated3 robot.

This robot distributes this network among all the robots. The robots retain knowledge

of their local network. The local network for a robot is the network that contains all

the robots within ak-hopdistance on the MST control network. The robots distribute

their information at two levels: frequently to the robots inside their local network,

and less frequently to all the robots. Each robot generates information and retransmits

information received from other robots.

The robots periodically transmit beacon signals. The robots are assumed to be able

to measure the signal quality of the beacon signals. The signal quality measurements

depend on the hardware implementation. For instance, in the implementation forRF

technologies we use theRSSL(Received Signal Strength Level) which is an available

value for this technology (measured in dB) as the signal quality value.

The beacon signals contain the estimated position of the robot and its uncertainty.

In BERODE each robot builds and updates its own map using an Extended Kalman

Filter (EKF). The positions of robot and the features are referred to the datum (origin)

of a global Cartesian system, which is the initial position of the robot with the smallest

ID4 number. TheEKF produces an estimate (along with its uncertainty) of the loca-

tion of the features and the robot. As the robots explore the environment they extract

new features from their sensor measurements. Line and point features are extracted

from the raw sensor data. A geometric representation of the features is obtained. The

features are represented by a measurement vector and an uncertainty matrix. These

features are used by theEKF to update the estimated locations. The extracted features

are periodically distributed among the team of robots. Robots incorporate the received

1 Asymmetric forces are forces that can have different magnitudes and signs in the two directions of
the connection.

2 The free spring length is the length for which the spring exerts a null force.
3 In the experiments the robot with the lowest ID number is the designated robot.
4 The robots have an ID number that allows them to identify each other in the network.
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features to their maps using the same process as for locally extracted features. This

is possible because the robots use the same global Cartesian frame of reference. The

exploration process stops once any one robot considers the map as complete5.

The robots select their behavioural role based on their network status and their

internal state. The network status of a robot comprises the safety level and the set of

communication constraints. The safety level for a robot is determined by the signal

quality of its connections on the MST control network. A robot is on a safety level if

all of its connections have at least that safety level. BERODE implements three safety

levels with the following decreasing order in safety: safe, precautionary and unsafe.

Depending on the safety level a set of communication constraints is imposed. In the

safe level the set of communication constraints is empty because the signal quality

for the control connections is above the safe threshold (σsa f e). In the precautionary

level the set of communication constraints is formed by the control connections. In the

unsafe level the set of communication constraints is formed by the control connections

for which the signal quality is below the precautionary threshold (σprec).

The behavioural roles balance between the tasks of exploration and network

maintenance. A robot in the BERODE architecture exhibits one of the following

behavioural roles: Explorer, Maintainer, Pusher and Recoverer. The Explorer and

Maintainer behavioural roles are the basic behaviours for the robots in the network.

The Explorer focuses on the exploration task while the Maintainer robots focus on

keeping the robot network connected. The Pusher behavioural role helps the explo-

ration task when it becomes problematic; for instance when two Explorer robots pull

the robot network in opposing exploratory directions the exploratory behaviour of the

robot network is halted. One of the Explorer robots gives up its exploration task and

transitions to the Pusher behavioural role. The Pusher robot then induces movement

in the robot network by pushing its direct connections away from it. The Recoverer

robot helps the communications maintenance task when it becomes problematic. A

robot exhibits this role when the level of safety is unsafe. The Recoverer role tries to

improve the signal quality for its unsafe connections.

The non-Explorer robots keep the communication network connected by gener-

ating plans to move to locations where the energy from thevirtual spring forces is

minimized. The Explorer robots are not directly subject tovirtual spring forces; in-

5 A map is considered to be complete once it is projected into a probabilistic grid map and the size
of the portions of the environments for which there is no evidence is below a used defined threshold
(Section 8.6, page239).
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stead these robots monitor the level of safety for their control connection and wait for

improvement if necessary to minimize the risk of becoming disconnected. The Ex-

plorer robots guide the exploration process by generating a plan to move to the safest

unexplored area in terms of communication quality and moving in that direction to the

limits of their communication safety.

The robots reselect their behavioural role once an event has occurred. An event

is generated when a robot has reached its current goal or modified its local network.

A robot tries to modify its local network when it detects that a new connection has

been formed. The local network is modified when its modification does not generate

an inconsistent MST control network. When a robot modifies its local network this

network is transmitted to the robots inside the local network. The robots inside the

local network update their local network and reselect their behavioural roles. In the

original implementation of BERODE the complete control network is never rebuilt.

In the second implementation of BERODE the robots periodically rebuilt the complete

control network because some special circumstances with respect to multiple Explorers

turned out to require this (Section 8.7, page246).

The following section presents the implementation of the control architecture for

the robots in BERODE. The control architecture is formed by modules that address

specific tasks (e.g. the Planning Module builds the path that the robot has to follow).

The robots’ control architecture is the same regardless of their behavioural roles. The

modules are sequentially executed. Section 5.2 presents the sequence of execution for

the modules and describes how the information is shared between these modules. The

modules of the architecture are described in detail in subsequent section as follows:

• Section 5.3 presents the Communication Manager. This module handles the

information received from the robot network and maintains a queue of events

which is processed when the module is called.

• Section 5.4 presents the Behaviour Selection Module. This module selects the

behavioural role for the robots according to the robot’s internal state and its

network status.

• Section 5.5 presents the Collision Avoidance Module. This module ensures the

safety of the robot by detecting collisions with other robots and with static ob-

stacles.

• Section 5.6 presents the Planning Module. This module creates a suitable plan
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for the behavioural role of the robot. The plan is communication sensitive which

keeps the robot connected to the network. The module generates a path for the

plan and delivers the path to the Robot Motion Controller.

• Section 5.7 presents the Robot Motion Controller. The controller generates the

motion commands for the robot actuators according to the path planned.

• Section 5.8 presents the Network Manager Module. This module monitors the

signal quality of the direct connections of the robot. Depending on the quality of

the signals a robot may decide to modify the control network to improve signal

quality. The modification of the control network generates an event which is

transmitted to the robot network along with the new control network.

• Section 5.9 presents the Map Interface Module. This module builds and updates

the feature map of the environment. The feature map is updated using anEKF

which estimates the location and uncertainty of the robot and the features.

• Section 5.10 presents the application level communication protocol used by the

robots to distribute and gather information in the robot network. To get a good

trade-off between coordination and communication costs two levels of commu-

nication are proposed.

• Section 5.11 presents a summary of the implementation of the BERODE archi-

tecture in individual robots.

5.2 The BERODE Architecture in the Individual Robots

The BERODE architecture in the individual robots is the same for all the behavioural

roles. The architecture is formed by modules that are sequentially executed. In

BERODE the robots assume a certain role depending on their network status and

their internal state. The network status is comprised by the safety level and the set of

communication constraints. The safety level for a robot is determined by the signal

quality of its control connections (connections on the MST control network). A robot

is on a safety level if all of its connections have at least that safety level. BERODE

implements three safety levels with the following decreasing order in safety: safe,

precautionary and unsafe. Depending on the safety level a set of communication

constraints is imposed (Section 4.3.2, page65).
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The role selection process is triggered by events. An event occurs once a robot has

achieved its current task, detected a change in its safety level or a change in the local

or the complete MST control network. Events are either internal or external. Internal

events are events that are generated by the robot. Internal events are transmitted if the

event is relevant to the other robots in the network. External events are events which

are generated by other robots in the network and are received by the robot through

the communication device. The robot network is then kept coordinated by means of

events.

The architecture was designed as a modular architecture where each module ad-

dresses a specific task (e.g. the planning module builds the path that the robot has

to follow). Figure 5.1 presents the sequence of execution of the modules in the main

control loop for a robot. As previously explained at the beginning of the exploration

process a designated robot6 builds the initial MST control network. The initial MST

control network generates the initial event that triggers the exploration process. The

modules keep executing forming a loop until the map is considered to be completed.

The robots have a short range communication device. The robots form a wire-

less mobilead hocnetwork (MANET) as they explore the environment where each

robot is in charge of distributing its information. Each robot generates information and

retransmits information received from other robots. Most of the information is dis-

tributed within the local network improving the scalability with respect to the numbers

of robots.

The Communication Manager executes two processes in parallel to the main con-

trol loop. These processes do not disturb the execution sequence of the main control

loop (Figure 5.1) because these processes are only updating processes. These processes

are: periodically sending beacon signals, and retransmission and storing information

from the robot network obtained from the hardware communication device. The bea-

con signals contain the most recent estimated robot position and its uncertainty. These

variables are calculated by the Map Interface Module. Information received from the

robot network is stored and retransmitted immediately as necessary to minimise com-

munication delays. Information is retransmitted according to the communication pro-

tocol from Section 5.10.

A module that uses information stored in the Communication Manager obtains

this information at the start of its sequential execution and uses this frozen information

throughout all its execution. Information which is updated after a module has started its

6 The robot with the smallest ID number.
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Figure 5.1: Execution sequence for the modules for the robots in the BERODE architecture.

The calculated initial MST control network generates the initial event that triggers the explo-

ration process. An event is generated when the suitability of the current behavioural role for

the current robot network has to be reviewed. The robot then reselects its behavioural role and

generates a plan according to which it moves and updates its map representation. The process

stops once the map is considered to be complete by any one robot.
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execution is not used by this module to avoid inconsistencies in the internal processing

stages of the module.

Figure 5.2 shows the exchange of information between the modules in the

BERODE architecture. A module receives the necessary information from other

modules at the start of its execution and delivers its output information once it finishes

executing.
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Figure 5.2: Information exchange between the modules in the BERODE architecture and their

interaction with the robot sensors. Information between the modules is exchanged by means of

messages. The modules execute in sequence as described in Figure 5.1. The modules start their

execution by acquiring the relevant information from other modules. Once a module finishes its

execution it produces an output which serves as input for the subsequent module. The modules

obtain information from the robot hardware (e.g. sensors) and send commands to control the

robot.

The Communication Manager is the module that handles the information from the

robot network and maintains a queue of the events. Once the Communication Manager

is called the events in the queue are processed. The Communication Manager calls the

Behaviour Selection Module if the queue of events was not empty. The Behaviour

Selection Module selects the appropriate behaviour and calls the Planning Module that

creates a plan according to the behaviour selected. When the queue of events is empty

the Communication Manager calls the Collision Avoidance Module. The Collision

Avoidance Module ensures the safety of the robot by detecting static and dynamic
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close obstacles.

The Planning Module is either called by the Behaviour Selection Module or by

the Collision Avoidance Module. The Planning Module checks if the current plan is

valid and creates a new plan if this is not the case. A new plan is created when: the

role of the robot has changed, the robot has completed the current plan or a collision

has been detected. The Planning Module is the module that determines when a map

has been completed. When the map is considered as completed the Planning Module

generates a “complete map” event message and calls the Communication Manager.

The Communication Manager transmits this message to the other robots in the network

and the exploration process is finished. Upon reception of the “complete map” event

the robots stop the exploration process. In a practical implementation the robots might

then be required to return to their starting positions. Generally speaking this is not a

difficult problem and we have not addressed it in this work.

If the map is not considered as completed the Planning Module calls the Robot

Motion Controller. The Robot Motion Controller generates commands to move the

robot according to the current plan. The robot collects sensor measurements once the

robot has moved a small distance (10cm in our implementation, page213). The feature

map is updated by the Map Interface Module using the collected sensor measurements.

The Network Manager Module is the module that monitors the MST control network

and modifies this network if it determines that the signal quality of the MST connec-

tions can be improved. The modules of the architecture are described in detail in the

remaining sections following the sequence for the control flow diagram (Figure 5.1).

5.3 The Communication Manager

The Communication Manager has three tasks: send periodical beacons, handle the

exchange of information with the network of robots and sequentially executing when

called by the main sequential loop (Figure 5.1). As explained in the previous section

the periodical sending of beacon signals, and the storing and retransmission of informa-

tion are processes that occur in parallel to the main execution sequence of the modules

in the architecture. The beacon signals contain the most recent estimated robot position

and its uncertainty. In BERODE the robots determine the quality of the beacon signals

by measuring theRSSL(Received Signal Strength Level) which is a value typically

available inRF technologies. When theRSSLis not available the Cartesian distance

between the robots is used as the signal quality measurement (Section 8.3, page231).
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The Communication Manager handles the information that is exchanged between

the robots in the network. Information is exchanged by using messages. A message

has the following properties: type, source and content. A message can have one of

the two types: event or periodical. Messages of an event type are those whose content

may modify the behaviour of the robot (e.g. an updated local network). Messages of

a periodical type are those whose content does not modify the behaviour of the robot.

The source for a message can be external or internal. External messages are the mes-

sages that a robot received from the robot network through its communication device.

Internal messages are messages generated by another module in the architecture once

it finishes its sequential execution. For instance the Interface Map Module generates a

message whose contents are the most recent measured features. Table 5.1 presents the

list of messages of an event type. Table 5.2 presents the list of messages of a periodical

type. The tables present a description of the content of the message and show which

module generates the message.

From Table 5.2 it can be seen that the robots send their extracted features to other

robots in the network (Internal features). These features can be local or global. Local

features are sent to the robots in the local network. Global features are sent to all the

robots in the network. Local features are sent more frequently than global features to

improve scalability.

The features that the robot receives from others are referred as External features.

Like internal features these features can be either local or global. Section 5.10 de-

scribes the type of transmission used for each type of message.

Figure 5.3 shows the processes executed depending on the type and source prop-

erties of the message received. Messages of an event type are placed into an event

queue.

The event messages with content “update role” and “texp” are messages generated

by the Network Manager Module when the current behavioural role of the robot is not

appropriate according to the level of safety. The event message with content “at goal”

is generated by the Robot Motion Controller when the robot has reached its current

goal. The purpose of these messages is to trigger the reselection of the behavioural

role for the robot. For this reason these messages are not stored for transmission. The

Behaviour Selection Module is called by the Communication Manager when the event

queue is not empty (Figure 5.4). When the reselected role differs from the previous

role the new role is transmitted using the “Role” message (Table 5.2).

The messages received from other robots in the network (source=“external”) are re-
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transmitted as necessary according to the communication protocol from Section 5.10.

The retransmission of messages occurs immediately to minimise communication de-

lays. The information from these messages is stored by the Communication Manager.

The information from these external messages is sent on a request basis to other mod-

ules. When the Communication Manager receives a message related to the recalcu-

lation of the local network or the global MST control network the Communication

Manager sets a “hold position” flag (Figure 5.2). This keeps the robot stationary while

the recalculation process is executed.

Retransmit 
information and

Put event in queue

message

 Type=event
Source=external

Process according to 
type and content

Store for
transmission

 Type=periodical
Source=internal

 Type=periodical
Source=external

Retransmit 
information

And store for 
module request

 Type=event
Source=internal

Put event in queue

Store for
transmissionN

Content=update role or
Content=at goal or

Content=texp

Figure 5.3: Process executed by the Communication Manager depending on the type and source

properties of a message received. Messages of an event type are put in an event queue. Mes-

sages whose source is internal are stored for transmission. When the module is called for its

sequential execution the event queue is processed and the internal messages are transmitted.

External messages are retransmitted as necessary. The content of external periodical messages

is stored and sent on a request basis to other modules.

The Communication Manager stores all the information related to the robot net-

work. This information is:

1. The estimated positions of the direct connections of the robot.

2. The local network.

3. The behavioural roles of the robots inside the local network.

4. The goal location for the robots inside the local network.
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Message Content Source Generated by Description

At goal Internal Robot Motion Con-

troller

The robot has reached the current desired

position

Update role Internal Network Manager

Module

The role is unsuitable for the current net-

work conditions.

New Local net-

work

Internal Network Manager

Module

Local network updated by the robot

New MST control

network

Internal Network Manager

Module

Network updated by the robot

texp Internal Network Manager

Module

An Explorer robot had an exploration fail-

ure and inhibits this role until the timetexp

has passed (Section 4.5, page77)

Map Complete Internal Planning Module The map is considered as completed

New local network External Robot Communica-

tion Device

Network updated by a robot within the lo-

cal network

New MST control

network

External Robot Communica-

tion Device

Network updated by another robot

Map Complete External Robot Communica-

tion Device

Another robot considered the map as com-

plete

Table 5.1: Messages of the event type. These messages are placed into a queue of events by

the Communication Manager. The event message can have a local origin (internal) or can be

an event message received from the robot network (external). Internal Event messages are

generated by the modules when they finish their execution.

5. The local external features from the robot inside the local network.

6. The global external features from all the robots in the network.

As explained in Section 5.2 the initial call to the Communication Manager is done

by an initialization process in which the initial MST control network is built, after

which it is called at the start of the main control loop (Figure 5.1). Figure 5.4 shows the

flow diagram for the Communication Manager when it is called for its execution. The

Communication Manager starts its execution by setting an internal flag “new network”

to false. Afterwards the manager starts processing the event messages stored in the

event queue. Messages whose contents modify the MST control network are used to

update the network. The network is updated by replacing the previously stored MST

control network. This sets the internal flag “new network” to true. As explained in

Section 4.4.1 (page70) the process of recalculating a local network includes validation
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Message Content Source Generated by Description

Role Internal Behaviour Selection

Module

The selected behavioural role

Robot Position Internal Map Interface Mod-

ule

The estimated position of the robot

Local Internal Fea-

tures

Internal Map Interface Mod-

ule

The features that are shared with the robots

in the local network

Global Internal

Features

Internal Map Interface Mod-

ule

The features that are shared with all the

robots in the network

New Goal Internal Planning Module The Planning Module generated a new path

Robot Position External Robot Communica-

tion Device

A robot has sent the beacon signal that con-

tains its estimated position

New Goal External Robot Communica-

tion Device

A robot in the local network has set a new

goal location

Role External Robot Communica-

tion Device

A robot in the local network has modified

its role

Local External

Feature

External Robot Communica-

tion Device

Feature extracted by another robot in the

local network

Global External

Feature

External Robot Communica-

tion Device

Feature extracted by another robot in the

network

Table 5.2: Messages of the periodical type. The information from these messages is stored by

the Communication Manager. The event message can have a local origin (internal) or can be a

event message received from the robot network (external). Messages are generated by different

modules.

mechanisms to ensure that the robots maintain the consistency of the MST control

network. The Communication Manager stores the value for the variabletexp which is

the expiration time for the Pusher role (Section 4.5, page77). Once this expiration time

has passed the Network Manager Module (Section 5.9) generates an event message and

the variable is set to the current time7.

The Communication Manager calls the Behaviour Selection Module if there was

at least one event in the queue of events, otherwise the Collision Module is called. If

the map has been completed (message content=map complete) the exploration process

finishes. After processing the queue of events the information stored for transmission

is sent through the communication device to the network of robots.

7 The robots have an internal clock which is started at the beginning of the group exploration process.
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Figure 5.4: Control flow for the Communication Manager. The manager processes the events

in the queue. The Collision Module is called if the queue of events was empty at the start of the

execution; otherwise the Behaviour Selection Module is called. If the map has been completed

the exploration process finishes. After processing the queue of events the information stored

for transmission is sent through the communication device.

5.4 Behaviour Selection Module

The Behaviour Selection Module is called by the Communication Manager when an

event has occurred. An event occurs once a robot has achieved its current task, de-

tected a change in its safety level or a change in the local or the complete MST control

network.

In the BERODE architecture a robot exhibits one of the following behavioural

roles: Explorer, Maintainer, Pusher and Recoverer. The Explorer and Maintainer be-

havioural roles are the basic behaviours for the robot in the network. The Explorer

robots are the robots with one connection in the control network while the Main-

tainer robots are the robots that have two or more connections in the control network.

Because of this the Explorer robots are focused on exploration while the Maintainer

robots are focused on keeping the robot network connected. The Pusher behavioural

role helps the exploration task when it becomes problematic; for instance when an

Explorer robot had an exploration failure. An exploration failure occurs when an Ex-
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plorer robot determines that it is not possible to reach an unexplored area without losing

communication (Section 4.5, page77). The Recoverer robot helps the communications

maintenance task when it becomes problematic. The Recoverer role tries to improve

the level of safety for its unsafe control connections. To speed up the improvement on

the safety level the set of communication constraints for a Recoverer robot is formed

only by the unsafe control connections rather than the entire set of control connections

(Section 4.3.2, page65).

Figure 5.5 presents the algorithm executed by the Behaviour Selection Module to

select the appropriate behaviour. The algorithm starts by obtaining the state of the robot

Z(t) at the current time. The stateZ of the robot at timet is described byZ(t)={Safety

level, Constraints,texp, New network, Safest frontier}. The Safest frontier variable is

obtained from the Planning Module (Figure 5.2) by means of a query, while the other

variables are provided as input by the Communication Manager. The possible values

for the robot state variables and their meaning is:

1. Safety level: safe, precautionary, unsafe. The safety level forms part of the

network status for a robot (Section 4.3, page63) and describes the risk for a

robot of going out of communication range for at least one of its communication

constraints.

2. Constraints:1,. . . ,λ. This variable represents the number of communication con-

straints for a robot and is part of the network status of the robot (Section 4.3.2,

page65).

3. texp: 0,. . . .,t + tpusher. This is the expiration time associated with the Pusher

behaviour.t is the time at which an Explorer robot had an exploration failure.

tpusher is a user defined variable that determines the amount of time for which

the transition to the Explorer role is inhibited.

4. New Network: Boolean state that is true if the MST control network has

changed.

5. Safest frontier: safe, precautionary, unsafe. This variable returns the level of

safety for the safest unexplored area according to the predicted communication

quality for the robot and its direct connections (Section 5.6).

In the BERODE architecture when a new connection is detected the robots recal-

culate the local network to improve signal quality. If the local network is modified
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the robots inside this network reselect their roles. When the local network is modified

(New Network) the Pusher behavioural role is excluded from the selection process be-

cause the exploration failures that triggered the transition to the Pusher role are unlikely

to be present due to the improved signal quality for the local network connections.

5.5 Collision Avoidance Module

The Collision Avoidance Module detects collisions with static and dynamic obstacles.

The Planning Module is called after the Collision Avoidance Module. Usually the

current plan remains the same, but if any collisions are detected the plan is adapted to

avoid them using the most recent information about the positions of the obstacles and

robots.

The Collision Avoidance Module estimates the distance and velocity for obstacles

based on the information obtained from the robot sensors and the current robot velocity.

Regardless of the sensors used the sensor bearing of the robot is partitioned into regions

(Figure 5.6). The distance and velocity of the closest obstacle for the each region

is estimated independently. The estimation process uses a temporary measurement

window because of the noise in the sensor measurements. The measurement window

stores the lastm measurements for each region (m= 5 in our implementation).

The robot platform used in this work uses sonar sensors. Sonar sensors are suitable

for obstacle avoidance purposes because of their wide beam, typically 25o to 45o.

Each sonar sensor covers a region in the sensor bearing of the robot as observed in the

Figure 5.6. For sensors such as laser and infrared with narrow beams measurements

from neighbouring sensors that lie in the region can be grouped. The closest obstacle

for each region is then the smallest measurement of the grouped measurements.

The distanceDobstacleand velocityVobstacleof the closest obstacle for each region

is calculated as follows

Dobstacle=

m
∑

i=1
di

m
(5.1)

Vobstacle=

m−1
∑

i=1
wi(di ,di+1)∗vobstacle(di ,di+1)

m−1
∑

i=1
wi(di ,di+1)

(5.2)

where

wi(di ,di+1) =

{
Ksa f e∗

(
Dsa f e− ((di+1 +di)/2)

)
Dsa f e≥ ((di+1 +di)/2)

0 Dsa f e< ((di+1 +di)/2)
(5.3)
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Figure 5.5: Algorithm to determine the behavioural role for a robot. The Behaviour Selection

Module is called by the Communication Manager once an event has occurred. The behaviour

is determined based on the robot stateZ(t). Once the behaviour has been selected the Be-

haviour Selection Module calls the Planning Module which generates an appropriate plan for

the behavioural role.

and

vobstacle(di ,di+1) =

{
di+1−di

ts
di+1 < di

0 di+1≥ di
(5.4)

wheredi is the ith measurement in the temporal window. The parameterwi(di ,di+1)

is a weighting factor. This factor depends on the values ofKsa f e anddsa f e. dsa f e is

a precautionary distance. When an obstacle is closer than this distance the velocity

of the obstacle is estimated. The parameterKsa f e is a scaling factor and is user de-

termined. Large values ofKsa f e rely more recent measurements. The velocity of the

obstaclesvobstacle(di ,di+1) is assumed to be constant and is estimated between sam-

pling intervals. ts is the sampling time for the sensors. A collision is detected when
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Dobstacle< Dcollision orVobstacle>Vrobot+Vthreshold. The first type of collision typically

is a collision with a static obstacle; whereas the second type of collision occurs for dy-

namic obstacles. For static obstacles with perfect sensorsVobstacle= Vrobot. Vthreshold

is a user defined threshold to avoid the detection of collisions with static obstacles as

dynamic obstacles because of the noise in the sensors. Figure 5.7 presents an example

for a static and a dynamic obstacle for one sensorial region. The robot travels along its

x direction. It is observed that the distance for the dynamic obstacle diminishes faster

than for the static obstacle. The apparent movement from the static obstacle (Eq. 5.4)

is observable in Figure 5.7(a) where the distance diminishes fromd1 to d2.

5.6 The Planning Module

This section describes the Planning Module used by the robots. The Planning Module

obtains the estimated positions and the signal quality of the robot direct connections

from the Communication Manager (Figure 5.2). The Planning Module uses this infor-

mation to generate communication sensitive plans which keep the robot connected to

the network. Depending on the behavioural role of the robot a different planner is se-

lected. BERODE implements two planners: The predictive planner and the exploration

planner. The non-Explorer behavioural roles use the predictive planner to generate re-

active plans to keep the network connected. The Explorer role uses an exploration

planner to generate a plan to move towards the most attractive unexplored area of the

environment. The most attractive area is the safest area with respect to communication

with the largest utility. The utility of an area is a function of the size of the area and

the path length from it to the Explorer robot.

 

R1 

R2 

R3 

R4 

R5 

R6 

R7 

R8 
R9 

R10 R11 R12 

Figure 5.6: Regions for the Collision Avoidance Module for a robot with sonars with a wide

beam of 30o.

Figure 5.8 presents the processes carried out by the Planning Module. This module
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Figure 5.7: An example of a robot detecting a (a) static and a (b) dynamic obstacle. At timet1

the robot is in positionp1 and the dynamic obstacle is in positionq1, at timet2 the robot moves

to positionp2 and the dynamic obstacle moves to positionq2.

can be called by the Collision Module or by the Behaviour Selection Module as shown

in Figure 5.1. When the Planning Module is called by the Collision Module for a

non-Explorer robot the validity of the plan is checked. A plan remains valid as long

as the Cartesian distance between the last reported position for the constraining robots

(communication constraints) and their positions at the last planning time is smaller than

a user defined threshold (Section 4.3.2, page65). Once it has been determined that the

plan is not valid a new plan using the most recent information is generated. When the

Planning Module is called by the Behaviour Selection Module the appropriate planner

is selected and a plan is generated.

To generate the plan the Planning Module obtains the feature map from the Map

Interface Module (Figure 5.2). The predictive and exploration planners project the fea-

ture map into a grid map. The predictive planner projects a subset of features close

to the estimated robot position into a local grid map. The exploration planner also

projects a subset of features to identify close unexplored8 areas. If there are no close

unexplored areas the exploration planner projects all the features into a global grid

map. If there are no unexplored areas in this global map the exploration is considered

as completed. The search for unexplored areas in the global grid map is computa-

tionally expensive, but only performed by Explorer robots who can’t find any local

unexplored areas to explore. This doesn’t happen often and typically only towards the

end of exploration when most has been mapped. Once an Explorer has made a plan to

reach a distant unexplored area then the global search will be not be repeated until the

8 An unexplored area is a portion of the environment in the projected grid map for which there is no
evidence. The size of this portion is user defined.
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robot reaches this unexplored area.
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Figure 5.8: Control Flow for the Planning Module. The Planning Module can be called by the

Collision Module or by the Behaviour Selection Module as shown in Figure 5.1. The Planning

Module determines when the map has been completed and calls the Communication Manager.

When the map is not considered as completed the Planning Module generates a plan according

to the current behavioural role of the robot. The plan delivers a path that serves as input for the

Robot Motion Controller.

When the map is considered to be complete the Planning Module generates a “com-

plete map” event message and calls the Communication Manager. The Communica-

tion Manager will then process the “complete map” event message and the exploration

process will stop for the robot. The message is transmitted by the Communication

Manager to the robot network and upon reception of this message the other robots in

the network will stop their exploration process.

When the Planning Module does not consider that the map has been completed

this module generates and delivers a path that serves as input for the Robot Motion

Controller. When the Planning Module has determined that it is not necessary to create

a new plan the Robot Motion Controller keeps using the last path generated by the

Planning Module.

When the Behaviour Selection Module is executed this module queries the Plan-

ning Module about the level of safety for the safest unexplored area according to the

predicted communication quality for the robot and its direct connections. The Plan-

ning Module uses the same projection process used in the generation of the plan to
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predict the communication quality. The feature map is projected into a local grid map.

The size of the grid map is determined based on the boundaries formed by the robot

and its direct connections (Figure 5.9). The communication quality is predicted us-

ing the projected feature map and the estimated positions of the robot and its direct

connections.

The following sections describe the predictive planner, the exploration planner and

the path generator. The planners generate as output a goal location and a projected

grid map. These features are used by the path generator to create a path that the robot

has to follow. The goal location is the location to which the robot has to move. The

projected grid map is a projection into a grid of the feature map built by the Map

Interface Module (Section 5.8).

5.6.1 Predictive Planner

The predictive planner is used by a non-Explorer robot to generate a reactive plan that

keeps its communication constraints within communication range. This planner builds

a plan based on the attraction/repulsion forces exerted by the robot communication

constraints and the obstacles. The force of a communication constraint is modelled as

a heterogeneousvirtual spring. The springs are described as heterogeneous because

they are asymmetric9 and their free spring length10 is a range of values rather than a

single value. The magnitude of these forces is a function of the discomfort distance

and the roles of the robots that form the connection. The discomfort distance for a

pair of robots is the difference between their current signal quality and a desired signal

quality (Section 4.3, page63).

Obstacles generate repulsive potential fields. These repulsive potentials are a func-

tion of the distance. The planner generates a plan to move to the best OSQ (Overall

Signal Quality) position. The best OSQ position is a nearby position where the energy

generated by the forces and potentials is minimized. In this position the communica-

tion constraints have small values of discomfort distance. When a robot is in the safe

level and there are no obstacles in the nearby area the energy is zero because no com-

munication constraints apply in this safety level (Section 4.3.2, page65). The robot

remains stationary in this situation.

In previous research in control based on potential fields the robots move in the

9 Asymmetric forces are forces that can have different magnitudes and signs in the two directions of
the connection.

10 The free spring length is the length for which the spring exerts a null force.
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direction of the total potential energy vector (Powers and Balch, 2004). Once the

robot has new information about the network status this vector is recalculated and the

new direction of movement is determined. This approach is reactive and has been suc-

cessfully implemented inleader- followercontrol approaches (Thibodeau et al., 2004).

Wireless communication is unpredictable in indoor environments where temporary dis-

turbances and localhot spotsdue to reflections are likely to be present. In this type of

environment a reactive approach is likely to fail because of the local maxima. For such

reasons, we proposed the predictive model based on short term plans. Based on the

results of our simulations (Section 9.3, page270) it is argued that this model is more

suitable for real world scenarios because the network is kept fully connected for more

time when short plans are used compared to long term plans.

The predictive model is based on the assumption that the robots are static. This

assumption is reasonable because the robots test only close positions. In the general

case, the difference between the predicted signal quality and the real signal quality

value is small. Moreover if the robots are considered dynamic objects they require

the exchange of information about their current planned path. The planner then has

to predict the positions (including the planning robot) of all the robots for each tested

position. The predicted positions for the robots are different because the path length

for each tested position is different. The prediction of the positions depends then on

the assumption that the robots move at the same speed and that their plans will remain

the same. This increases the computational cost of the model and relies on another

assumption that is less likely to hold in real world scenarios.

The predictive model can be either reactive or plan oriented. In the reactive model

the positions tested are closer than in the predictive model. Thus, shorter plans are

generated more frequently. Chapter 9 presents experiments to analyze the effect of

length of plan in BERODE.

The predictive planner has two stages: projection and sampling. At the projection

stage a subset of features from the feature map is projected into a local grid map. At the

sampling stage the current robot location and several locations inside the local grid map

are tested to obtain the best OSQ (goal position). Once the planner has calculated the

goal location the path generator process (Figure 5.8) is called using as input the robot

and goal positions, and the projected grid map to generate the path that the robot has

to follow to reach the goal location. The projection and sampling stages are described

in the following subsections.
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5.6.1.1 Projection of Features into the Local Grid

The predictive plans are short term plans that test close positions to the robot current

location. The Map Building Module maintains a feature map representation. The fea-

ture map is composed of point and line features. This map is used for localisation

but is inconvenient for path planning purposes. In the sampling stage of the module

random close positions are tested. The test calculates the predicted OSQ for the po-

sitions. This prediction is based on the projection of the features on a probabilistic

grid map. Path planning algorithms for grid maps are simple and easy to implement.

Moreover obstacle avoidance of static and dynamic obstacles can be easily achieved

using potential fields. To the best of our knowledge all the path planning algorithms

that handle dynamic obstacles use a local grid representation to avoid the collisions.

As the environment size increases the difference between the computational cost of

planning in grid maps and feature maps becomes larger. Planning in large grid maps

is impractical because of the computational cost. This is not an issue for the Planning

Module because only the features that are close to the robot location need to be pro-

jected to generate a short term plan. Line and point features are ordered incrementally

according to their distance from the origin (initial robot position) in the Map Building

Module (Section 6.3.9, page156). The process to select the features is speeded up

because of this sorting.

An example of the projection process is shown in Figure 5.9. The initial size of

the grid map is determined based on the boundaries of the rectangular area formed by

the estimated positions of the robot and its communication constraints (Figure 5.9(a)).

Once the initial size of the map is determined the rectangular area is expanded a dis-

tanceDadd. The value ofDadd is a user defined variable.Dadd has to be large enough

to guarantee that the best OSQ position is found. Once the grid map is generated the

point and line features that lie inside the grid map are selected (Figure 5.9(b)) and

projected (Figure 5.9(c)) in the local map. The feature projection process incorpo-

rates the uncertainty and viewpoints of the feature. The uncertainty of the parameters

is obtained from theEKF in the Map Building Module (Chapter 6). The viewpoints

are relative positions to the feature at which the feature was observed. These view-

points are grouped in clusters for storage and computational efficiency. The projection

process of the features and their viewpoints is described in detail in Appendix B. Prob-

abilistic maps usually classify cells as: occupied, unknown and free space cells. Before

the features are projected all the cells in the projected grid map are unknown. After
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the projection the features generate occupied and free space cells. The occupied space

is formed by the cells where the features are projected, whereas the free space is the

space generated by the viewpoints of the features.
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Figure 5.9: Projection stage in the Planning Module. a) Rectangular boundary area determined

by the robot and its direct connections, b) line and point features projected in the local grid

map, c) probabilistic grid map generated by the features.

5.6.1.2 Sampling Signal Quality in the Local Grid

The sampling process randomly tests positions over the projected grid area (Monte

Carlo approach). The positions of the random samples are calculated as

Pr =

[
xr

yr

]
=

[
x+N(0,η∗xlength/2)

y+N(0,η∗ylength/2)

]
(5.5)

where (x,y) is the estimated position of the robot,N(µ,σ) is a Gaussian distribution,

(xlength,ylength) are the dimensions of the projected grid map andη is a scale factor that

determines the closeness of the positions. The value ofη is user defined.

The sampling algorithm tests the current estimated position of the robot and a num-

ber of valid positions. A valid position is a position whose projection in the grid map

lies in a free space cell that has not been tested in previous trials of the current sam-

pling process. The value of the valid position is the difference between the magnitudes

of the total energy at the robot and the valid position. The best viewpoint (BVP) is the

valid position with the minimum negative difference. If the BVP is positive the robot

is located at the best position and it remains static. The energyE for a valid position
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with coordinates (x,y) in general is defined as

E(x,y) =

∣∣∣∣∣ c

∑
i=1

Ui(x,y)+Uobs(x,y)

∣∣∣∣∣ (5.6)

wherec is the total number of communication constraints for the robot,Ui(x,y) is the

attractive/repulsive energy vector for theith communication constraint andUobs(x,y) is

the repulsive potential vector from the closest obstacle.

Attractive/repulsive forces for communication constraints

All the previous implementations that use attractive/repulsivevirtual forcesto con-

trol groups of robots use homogeneous forces (Section 2.3, page24). These forces are

a function of a distance parameter. In most of these approaches the distance parameter

is the Cartesian distance between pairs of robots. We propose the use of heterogeneous

virtual forcesthat are a function of a distance parameter and the behavioural roles ex-

hibited by the pairs of robots. It is argued that the use of heterogeneous forces aids the

exploration process because these forces are asymmetric (Section 2.4, page27). The

movement in the exploratory directions can be accelerated by setting the forces in such

a way that a Maintainer robot is more attracted to Explorer robots than to Maintainer

robots and is repulsed by Pusher robots. The Pusher robots can be used to accelerate

the movement by being strongly attracted to the Maintainer and Explorer robots. The

Explorer robots move towards the unexplored areas dragging the robot network behind

them.

Thevirtual forcesare modelled as springs. The potential energy for these forces is

a quadratic function of the distance. Quadratic functions are the most widely used in

this kind of application (Baker et al., 1985; Rimon, 1990) because of two properties.

First, a quadratic function provides a linear control law with constant gain. Second,

for small displacements all the potential functions are quadratic. Thus the quadratic

function is a good potential function because of its simple form and because other

potentials reduce to it for small displacements. The proof of these properties can be

found in (Volpe and Khosla, 1990).

The discomfort distance is used to compute thevirtual spring force generated by

the communication constraint. The discomfort distance is the difference between their

current signal quality and a desired signal quality for the communication constraint

(Section 3.3, page38). The magnitude of the force exerted by the communication
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constraintRi(xi ,yi) for the sampled robot positionT(x j ,y j) is defined as

|Fi(x,y)|=


kcompresion∗σD(SQpredicted,σA,σR) SQpredicted> σR

0 σA≥ SQpredicted≥ σR

kstretching∗σD(SQpredicted,σA,σR) SQpredicted≥ σA

(5.7)

The magnitude of the potential energy function for the spring force is defined as

|Ui(x,y)|=


kcompresion∗σD(SQpredicted,σA,σR)2 SQpredicted> σR

0 σA≥ SQpredicted≥ σR

kstretching∗σD(SQpredicted,σA,σR)2 SQpredicted≥ σA

(5.8)

The orientation of the potential energy is

θi, j = arctan

(
y j −yi

x j −xi

)
(5.9)

And its vector is

U j,i = |Ui(x,y)|cosθ j,i x̂+ |Ui(x,y)|sinθ j,i ŷ (5.10)

σA andσR are thresholds that depend on the behaviours exhibited by the pair of robots.

For the proposed spring model the range of values[σR,σA] is a range where the force

generated by the spring is null. Thevirtual spring is modelled as a spring with a

range of free spring lengths rather than a single free spring length.kcompresionand

kstretchingare user defined variables.QSpredictedis the predicted signal quality according

to the estimated position of the communication constraintRi(xi ,yi) and the sampled

positionT(x j ,y j). σD is the discomfort distance betweenRi(xi ,yi) andT(x j ,y j) and

is calculated with Eq. 4.3 (page67). The prediction model depends on the type of

communication used. Chapter 6 presents the implementation of the prediction model

for the LOSandRF communication technologies. In theLOSmodel the discomfort

distance is the distance between the Cartesian positions ofRi(xi ,yi) andT(x j ,y j). In

the RF model the discomfort distance is a function of theRSSLvalue obtained from

theRF device.

Table 5.3 presents the values ofσA andσR according to the robot behavioural roles.

The thresholds are user determined and have to maintain the following condition

σmax > σrep pusher> σ f ar > σclose> σ f ar explorer> σcollision (5.11)

This condition reflects our argument about heterogeneous forces and their usefulness in

accelerating the movement in the exploratory directions. This condition prioritizes the

roles in the following decreasing order: Recoverer, Explorer, Maintainer and Pusher.
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As a result of this prioritization the robot network disperses towards the unexplored ar-

eas when there are no Recoverer robots and contracts when there are Recoverer robots.

At a close distance all the heterogeneous spring forces exert a repulsive force to avoid

collisions.

As explained in Section 4.5 (page77) in initial experiments it was found that robots

with communication constraints to robots that transition from the Pusher to Explorer

behavioural role generated large modifications in their reactive plans. These large mod-

ifications generated local minima for the OSQ that deteriorated the performance11 of

the robot network. We addressed this problem by redefining the forces that involve

robots in the Pusher behavioural roles in terms of the expiration time. The attrac-

tive/repulsive thresholds for the forces are gradually modified from the Pusher to the

Explorer thresholds. The reactive plans generate small modifications because of the

gradual variation of the thresholds.

Robot Role Constraint Role Attractive/Repulsive thresholds

Maintainer Maintainer σA = σ f ar

σR = σ close

Maintainer Explorer σA = σ f ar explorer

σR = σ collision

Maintainer Pusher σA = σdecay(t, σmax, σ f ar, tpusher,texp)

σR = σdecay(t, σrep pusher, σclose, tpusher,texp)

Pusher Maintainer σA = σincrement(t, σ f ar explorer, σ f ar pusherr, tpusher,texp)

σR = σincrement(t, σcollision, σclose, tpusher,texp)

Recoverer Recoverer σA = σ f ar explorer

σR = σ collision

Table 5.3: The values of the attractiveσA and repulsiveσR thresholds for thevirtual spring

force model are a function the behaviours of the pair of robots.

The functionsσinc (t,σstart, σend, tpusher,texp) andσdecay(t, σstart, σend, tpusher,texp)

are an incremental and a decay function respectively that provide smooth transitions

with respect to Pusher robots. The decay and increment functions implemented are

linear interpolations. These functions were selected because they are the smoothest

(their first derivative is zero in all the range of values). These functions are defined as

σinc(t,σstart,σend, tpusher, texp) =


(σend−σstart)(t−texp+tpusher)

tpusher
+dstart t ≤ texp

σend t > texp

(5.12)

11 The performance of the robot network is the time to build a complete map of the environment.
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σdecay(t,σstart,σend, tpusher, texp) =


(σend−σstart)(t−texp+tpusher)

tpusher
+dstart t ≤ texp

σend t > texp

(5.13)

where

texp= tpusher+ t0 (5.14)

wheret is the current time,t0 is the time at which the robot transitioned to the Pusher

behavioural role andtpusher is the time that the robot exhibits the Pusher behavioural

role before trying to transition to the Explorer behavioural role (Section 4.5, page77).

tpusheris a user defined variable. Figure 5.10 presents the attractive/repulsive forces for

the pairs of robots as a function of the time. The effect of prioritization and the smooth

transition for the Pusher robots can be observed in this figure.

Repulsive potentials from the Closest Obstacle

The repulsive potential is an energy function which surrounds an obstacle and pre-

vents the robot from colliding with the obstacle. According to Volpe and Khosla (1990)

a repulsive potential function that is useful for modelling obstacles should have as at-

tributes:

1. The potential contours near the obstacle should follow the obstacle contour so

that large portions of the workspace are not effectively eliminated.

2. The potential of an obstacle should have a limited range of influence.

3. The potential and the gradient of the potential must be continuous.

Natural potential functions in physics (e.g. electrostatic, gravitational, etc.) exhibit

an inverse dependence on distance. The repulsive potential function must have aK−1

dependence for short distance repulsion, but drop faster thanK−1 for large distances.

A function with these attributes is the Yukawa potential (Cohen et al., 1977):

Y(K) = A
e−αK

K
(5.15)

The parameterα determines how rapidly the potential rises near the obstacle and falls

away from it. The parameterA is an overall scale factor for the potential. Volpe

proved that Yukawa’s potential follows much better the shape of polygonal obstacles

compared to other functions (e.g. square and Gaussian functions) tending to eliminate

only the necessary area to ensure safety (Volpe and Khosla, 1990).

This thesis implements the Yukawa potential to calculate the repulsive potentials

from the obstacles. The distance to the closest obstacle is calculated using a bounded
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Figure 5.10: Attractive/Repulsive forces for pairs of behavioural roles as a function of the time.

The forces that involve the Pusher role are gradually modified to avoid the generation of local

minima for a robot with control connections to Pusher robots.

distance recursive algorithm in the projected grid map. The algorithm starts by marking

as visited the locations contained in a list. The initial list contains the starting position.

Neighbouring12 unmarked cells to the cells in the list are checked to determine if they

are occupied. Free space cells are marked as visited and used in the next iteration to test

their unmarked neighbours. The algorithm stops after the bounded distance is reached

or once an obstacle cell has been found. The bounding distance is implemented for

computational efficiency. If the algorithm reaches the bounding distance the potential

function of the obstacle defaults to zero.

5.6.2 Exploration Planner

The Exploration Planner is used by an Explorer robot to generate a plan to move to-

wards the most attractive area. This area is the unexplored area with the largest utility

in the safest hierarchic level. The utility of an area is a function of the size of the area

and the path length from it to the Explorer robot. The hierarchy of an unexplored area

depends on the predicted communication quality at the unexplored area location.

12 The neighbourhood of a cell is an eight-cell neighbourhood.
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The Planning Module has two stages: projection and selection. At the projection

stage only the features within the range of the local grid map are projected into it. The

features are projected as in Section 5.6.1.1 using the positions of the robot direct con-

nections and the positions of the robots in the local network to generate the rectangular

bounded area (Figure 5.9). When there are no unexplored areas inside the projected

space the rest of the space is projected to search for unexplored areas in the global grid

map generated by the complete set of lines and point features. This search is expensive

but it is only performed when there are no unexplored areas inside the local grid map

and a plan to move towards this distant unexplored area does not yet exist. When there

are no unexplored areas in this map the planner generates a “complete map” message

which is sent to the Communication Manager (Figure 5.2) and the exploration process

stops (Figure 5.1). This “complete map” message is sent to all the robots in the net-

work through the communication device. Upon reception of this message the robots in

the network will stop the exploration. The exploration process is then stopped when

the first robot considers having a complete map. In the selection stage of the algorithm

the unexplored areas are evaluated as a function of their size, path length and predicted

communication safety. This stage is described in Section 5.6.2.1. Once the planner has

calculated the goal location the path generator process (Figure 5.8) is called using as

input the robot and goal positions, and the projected grid map to generate the path that

the robot has to follow to reach the goal location. The projection and sampling stages

are described in the following subsections.

5.6.2.1 Hierarchical Selection of Unexplored Areas

The evaluation of an unexplored area as a function of size and path length is referred

as utility and was introduced by Simmons et al. (2000). He defined the concept of

information gain forfrontiers. A frontier is a portion of free space that is adjacent

to unknown space in the probabilistic grid representation of the environment. The

information gain for afrontier is the nearby unexplored area. This area is calculated by

counting the number of unexplored cells that are within the circumference of the sensor

range of the robot. The information gain expected by a robot considering moving to a

particularfrontier is lessened if there are any robots near the location. The utility of a

frontier is the information gain value minus the cost of travelling to thefrontier from

the robot position assuming ideal movement. Large frontiers closer to the robots will

more likely be attractive for the robots. In Simmons’ approach robots submit tenders

for their evaluatedfrontier to a central agent that assigns afrontier for each robot. The
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central agent tries to maximize the total expected utility for the robots. Figure 5.11

presents an example of the information gain for severalfrontiers.

Figure 5.11: An example of information gain for severalfrontiers from (Simmons, 2000).

Circles indicate sensor range. Cross-hatched areas are information gain regions.

In Simmons’ research the robots have a global communication system while in

this work the communication is local. We propose a hierarchic version of Simmons’

approach that accounts for the communication quality at thefrontiers positions. The

communication quality of a frontier is the safety level for the position. The safety

level is determined from the predicted signal quality (PSQ) for a group of robotsSQ=

{SQ1, ...,SQi} as follows

PSQ=


Sa f e i f ∃ j

(
SQi > σsa f e

)
Precautionary i f ∃ j (SQi > σprec)∧∀ j

Unsa f e i f ∀ j (SQi < σprec)

(
SQi ≤ σsa f e

)
(5.16)

whereSQi is the predicted signal quality for theith robot. The group of robots depends

on the hierarchical level of thefrontier. The parametersσsa f e andσprec are the com-

munication thresholds that represent the desired level of signal quality for thefrontier.

The signal quality prediction depends on the implementation. InRF technologies the

communication signal is partially blocked by obstacles while forLOS technologies

the signal is totally blocked by obstacles. Chapter 6 presents the implementation of the

prediction models for these technologies. The prediction models use the grid map. The

RF technology model assumes the free space13 decay model and an average loss value

for obstacles. The loss value is the amount of power a signal loses (in decibels) by

passing through that obstacle and depends on the material and density of the obstacle.

TheLOStechnology model assumes infinite line of sight.

13 In the free space model the strength of a signal decays with the square of the distance between the
transmitter and the receiver.
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The hierarchy levels are designed to try to minimize the number of exploration

failures. An exploration failure occurs when a robot generates a plan to afrontier

which aborts because of possible loss of communication. These failures are likely to

be present because the evaluation of thefrontiersassumes that the robots will remain

static. Even when all the unexplored areas are in the unsafe level, there will still be

an Explorer planning to reach the best of these. The hierarchy level for afrontier is

determined from Table 5.4.

Only the robots that are in the Maintainer and Pusher behavioral roles are con-

sidered in the determination of the hierarchy level because their main task is to keep

the network connected. These robots tend to remain in nearby areas while trying to

improve the OSQ. The Explorer robots are focused on the task of exploration and the

Recoverer robots are focused in the fast recovery of communication constraints with

low levels of signal quality.

Hierarchy Predictedsafety level Group of robots

h0 safe level The Robot

h1 safe level The Robot direct connections that are in

the Maintainer or Pusher behavioural roles

h2 safe level The robots in the local network that are in

the Maintainer or Pusher behavioural roles

h3 precautionary/unsafe levelThe robots in the local network that are in

the Maintainer or Pusher behavioural roles

h4 Any level None

Table 5.4: Hierarchy level determination for a frontier. The safest hierarchy level ish0 and the

less safe ish4. The robots select the frontier in the safest level with the largest utility. The

utility is a function of the size of the area and the path length from it to the Explorer robot.

Figure 5.12 presents an example of the hierarchies for severalfrontiersfor theLOS

communication model. Frontiersf1 and f4 are in the safe level of robotR4,E and their

hierarchy ish0, frontiers f3 and f7 are in the safe level of robotR0,P and their hierarchy

is h1, frontiers f6 and f5 are in the safe level of robotR5,M and their hierarchy ish2,

although the frontierf2 is in the safe level of robotR2,E its hierarchy ish3 because of

its behavioural role.

The planning algorithm selects thefrontier with the largest utility in the smallest

hierarchy level. Thefrontiers in the first three hierarchic levels are determined in the

initial projected space. This initial space is the projected local grid map for the robot
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direct connections and the robots in the local network14. When there are no unexplored

areas inside the projected space the rest of the space is projected to search for unex-

plored areas in the grid map generated by the complete set of lines and point features.

These additional frontiers have anh3 hierarchy. Once there are nofrontiers left to

explore the map is considered as complete. The planner generates a “complete map”

event message which is sent to Communication Manager (Figure 5.2). The Communi-

cation Manager sends this message to the robot network and the exploration process is

finished.
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Figure 5.12: An example of the hierarchicfrontier for the Explorer robotR4,E and its commu-

nication tree. a) the probabilistic map for the robot and the hierarchy of the evaluatedfrontiers.

b) Tree of the direct connections and the local network forR4,E.

When the Behaviour Selection Module is executed this module queries the Plan-

ning Module about the level of safety for the safest unexplored area. As explained

in Section 5.5 the Planning Module predicts the communication quality for the robot

and its direct connections. The prediction process is the same as the process used to

identify close unexplored areas. These areas are the areas in the first two hierarchic

safety levels and to predict their safety it is only necessary to make a local grid map

projection.

5.6.3 Path Generator

The path generator is called by the currently selected planner (Figure 5.8). The path

generator receives as input the position of the robot and the goal locations, and the

projected grid map built by the planner.

14 A direct connection for a robot is not necessarily part of the local network.
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The path generator produces a sequence of points from the robot position to the

BVP (Best View Point). The path generator uses a distance transform which is a

grid-based wave propagation technique (NF1 function). NF1 constructs a navigation

function which is an approximate potential field with a globally unique minimum at

the goal (Latombe, 1991). Once this navigation function is calculated, the robot can

reach the goal by descending along the gradient of this function. The idea underlying

the NF1 is rather simple: Divide the environment into equally sized grid cells, mark

all cells that lie within one robot radius of an obstacle (C−Space generation), then

construct a monotonically increasing potential starting at the cells that are in the goal

region. The robots are treated as static objects. Repulsive values are added to the cells

that lie within a certain distance of the obstacles and robots in the propagation stage

of the algorithm. These repulsive values are a function of the distance from the cell to

the closest obstacle and robots. The Yukawa potential function is used to generate the

repulsive values. The addition of this function generates paths where robots try to stay

apart.

Because the robots are treated as static objects they are liable to collide into each

other. The Collision Avoidance Module ensures the robot safety. This module is based

on adynamic windowapproach to detect collisions with dynamic and static obstacles.

When the module detects a collision (Figure 5.8) the path for the current goal is recal-

culated using the sameNF1 function with the most recent positions of the obstacles

and the robots.

5.7 The Robot Motion Controller

The Robot Motion Controller generates the motion commands for the current path.

The controller is called by the Planning Module (Figure 5.1). The Planning Module

sometimes generates a new path when it finishes its execution (Figure 5.8). In most

occasions the plan remains the same. If the Planning Module does not generate a new

path the Robot Motion Controller maintains the last generated path as the path to be

followed. The path is formed by a sequence of control points that the robot sequentially

follows until it reaches the goal position. After the robot reaches a control point it takes

some measurements that are used to update the feature map. In our implementation the

distance between the control points is 10cm. In our experiments with a real robot we

found that for this distance the trade-off between feature extraction and computational

cost was the best for our sonar sensor measurements.
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When the Robot Motion Controller is called and the hold position flag is set (Figure

5.2) the Robot Motion Controller keeps the robot in its current position until the hold

position flag is removed. The Robot Motion Controller stores the sequence of the most

recent movements executed by the robot. In our implementation the robot stores the

last 3 movements (30cm). These movements are used by the robots in the Maintainer,

Pusher and Explorer behavioural roles to backtrack their movements before transition-

ing to the Recoverer role (Figures 5.15 and 5.18).

5.8 The Map Interface Module

In BERODE each robot builds it own feature based map. The positions of the robot

and the features are referred to the datum (origin) of a global Cartesian system, which

is the initial position of the robot with the smallest ID number. The robots periodically

distribute the features that they observe with the rest of the team. A robot incorpo-

rates the received features from others to its map using the same process as for locally

observed features. This is possible because the robots use the same global Cartesian

frame of reference.

The Map Interface Module is called by the Robot Motion Controller once the robot

has executed a movement to follow the current plan (Figure 5.1). After the robot has

executed a robot movement the Map Interface Module is called. The Map Interface

Module obtains sensor measurements after the robot has executed a movement and

extracts features from these sensor measurements. The extracted features are used to

update the estimates of the position and uncertainty of the robot and previously mapped

features.

The position of the robot and the mapped features are estimated using an Extended

Kalman Filter (EKF). TheEKF has two stages: prediction and update. In the predic-

tion stage, odometry information is used to predict the locations of the robot and the

mapped features. In the update stage, measurements of features are used to update the

estimates of the locations of the robot and the mapped features. Feature measurements

are obtained from a feature extraction and data association process. The features are

extracted from raw sensor data from sonar and infrared sensors.

The processes of estimation and updating of theEKF are carried out by a Map

Building Module which is contained in the Map Interface Module. This module is

described in detail in Chapter 6. Figure 5.13 shows the algorithm executed by the Map

Interface Module. The details about the feature extraction process and the prediction
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and update stages of theEKF are presented in Chapter 6.

In BERODE each robot builds it own feature based map. Line and point features

are extracted from the raw sensor data. A geometric representation of the features is

obtained. The features are represented by a measurement vector and an uncertainty

matrix. The robots periodically distribute their observed features to the rest of the

team. The periodical distribution of features is done at the local and global level. These

features are referred to as internal features and can be local or global. Internal local

features are sent to the robots in the local network (local level). Internal global features

are sent to all the robots in the network (global level). Internal local features are sent

more frequently than internal global features to improve scalability with respect to

numbers of robots. The Map Interface Module uses a local and a global feature store

for storing and periodically distributing the internal local and global features.

The features that the robot receives from others are referred to as external features.

Like internal features these features can be either local or global. Local and global

features integrate the same observations. The global external features are integrated

to the robots’ maps using the same process as for locally extracted features. This is

possible because the robots use the same global Cartesian frame of reference. The

local external features are useful navigational information for the local robots (robots

inside the same local network). Local external features become part of the map via the

global feature updating process. These features are not used to update the map because

that would cause a double update.

After the module has updated its local map (EKF update) using the new features

extracted locally the module obtains the external global features received since the

previous execution of the Map Interface Module. The external global features are

stored by the Communication Manager and are requested by the Map Interface Module

at the beginning of its execution (Figure 5.2). These features are integrated to the map

by associating them with the mapped features and updating theEKF.

As seen in Figure 5.13 once the robot has extracted new features from sensor mea-

surements the Map Interface Module creates a copy of these features into the new local

and new global variables. After the Map Interface Module finishes updating theEKF

with the external global features the module uses a data association process to obtain

the pairings between the new local features and the features that were stored in pre-

vious iterations in the local feature store. The data association process is the same as

that used to obtain the pairings to update theEKF filter (Section 6.3.8, page155). Fol-

lowing Smith et al.’s (1988) formulation once a pairing between a new local featuref̂ j
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with a measurement uncertainty matrixCj and a previously stored local featuref̂i with

an uncertaintyCi has been found the stored feature and its uncertainty are recursively

updated as follows

f̂i = f̂i +
[

Ci

Ci +Cj

](
f̂ j − f̂i

)
(5.17)

Ci =
(

1− Ci

Ci−Cj

)
Ci (5.18)

The new local features that did not have a pairing with the stored features are added

as new features to the local feature store. The features in the local feature store are

transmitted to the local robots once a certain number of iterations of the Map Interface

Module have passed. A message that contains the parameters of these local features

is generated and sent to the Communication Manager. The Communication Manager

will send this message to the robots in the local network when it is called by main

control loop (Figure 5.1). The Map Interface Module cleans the local feature store

after generating the message. Afterwards the same processes are carried out for the

global feature store. The number of iterations for which the features remain in the

local and global feature stores is an important parameter to determine the scalability of

BERODE with respect to communication. The more frequent sharing of the contents

of these stores can increase the demand on communication bandwidth to a point where

it can become a bottleneck for the system. Chapter 9 presents simulations to analyse

this aspect.

Before finishing its execution the Map Interface Module checks if it is time to send

the features stored in the local and global feature stores (Figure 5.13).

Figure 5.14 presents the processes executed by the Map Interface Module when the

Planning Module requests the Feature Map (Figure 5.2). The Map Interface Module

requests the external local features from the Communication Manager. The internal

features are obtained from the feature map build by the robot. The internal and external

features are sent to the Planning Module. The Planning Module uses the feature map

to generate communication sensitive plans.

5.9 The Network Manager Module

The Network Manager Module is the module that monitors the direct connections of

the robot and tries to update the local network when a new connection is detected.

The Network Manager Module starts its execution by obtaining the signal quality for
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the robot direct connections and the behavioural role of the robot from the Communi-

cation Manager (Figure 5.2). The module monitors the connections to ensure that the

appropriate behaviour is executed according to the current level of safety. If the current

behaviour is not appropriate the module generates an event to reselect the appropriate

behaviour.

The module detects when a new connection has been formed. A new connection

is detected when the robot has received a beacon signal from a new robot during the

lasttstableseconds. This minimizes the detection of unstable connections (tstable=2s in

our implementation). When a robot detects a new connection it tries to recalculate the

local network.

The details of the recalculation process for a local network are presented in Section

4.4.2 (page74). A robot recalculates the local network when the following conditions

are accomplished:

• The ID number is smaller than the ID number of the other robot forming the

connection. This ensures that the recalculation process is executed only by one

robot.

• The local networks from the pair of robots that form the new connection are

consistent. This ensures that the recalculated local network will be consistent

with the MST control network.

• There are no Recoverer robots in the pair of local networks. This ensures that the

recalculation process can be executed without the risk of having a disconnected

network. When a Recoverer robot detects a new connection it does not try to

recalculate the local network.

If the manager detects more than one new connection it will try to rebuild the local

network for the connection with the best signal quality. Nevertheless, this happens

very rarely in practice. While the local network is being calculated the robots inside

the local network keep their positions stationary by switching off motor power to the

wheels of the robot hardware platform (Figure 5.2).

The Network Manager Module is called by the Map Interface Module. When the

Network Manager Module finishes its execution it calls the Communication Manager

(Figure 5.1). The implementation of this module is different for each role.

The implemented module for non-Explorer robots generates an “update role” mes-

sage when the current behavioural role is no longer appropriate. For the Pusher and
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Maintainer roles this occurs when the manager detects that the level of safety is unsafe.

For the Recoverer role this occurs when the manager detects that the level of safety is

not unsafe.

The implemented Network Manager Module for the Explorer role monitors and

modifies the control connection of the robot if it determines that there is a direct con-

nection with a better signal quality. The signal quality for the control connection is

used to determine the level of safety for the robot (Eq. 4.2, page65). If the robot is not

in the safe level, the robot waits for improvement on the signal quality and if there is

no improvement the robot gives up its current exploration. The module then generates

a “texp” message that will trigger the behaviour selection process (Figure 5.18). The

following sections describe the implementation of the Network Manager Module for

each behavioural role.

5.9.1 The Network Manager Module for the Maintainer and Pusher

Behavioural Roles

The implementation of the Network Manager Module is the same for the Maintainer

and Pusher behavioural roles. The module verifies that the level of safety for the robot

is either safe or precautionary. Figure 5.15 presents the flow diagram for the module.

The module is called by the Map Interface Module. The first process is the request

of the signal quality for the control connections from the Communication Manager

(Figure 5.2). The signal quality is obtained by the Communication Manager from the

latest beacon signals (Section 3.7, page48). Once the robot has the signal quality for

the control connections it can determine its safety level (Eq 4.1, page64). Afterwards

the set of communication constraints is determined (Eq 4.2, page65). If the robot is in

the unsafe level and there are any movements stored by the Robot Motion Controller

(Section 5.7) the robot backtracks these movements. The purpose of the backtracking

the movements is to return to a previous location where the safety level was not unsafe.

After the robot has backtracked its movements it obtains the updated signal quality for

the control connections. If the robot remains in the unsafe level then an event message

with content=“update role” is sent to the Communication Manager. This message is

added to the queue of events handled by the Communication Manager. This ensures

that the Role Selection Module is called in the following iteration (Figure 5.1). The

level of safety may increase because beacon updates may be received between the

generation of the “update role” event and the execution of the Role Selection Module
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Figure 5.13: Flow diagram for the Map Interface Module. The module receives as input the

movement of the robot. The module estimates the location of the robot and the features. Af-

terwards the module takes sensor measurements and extracts new features from these mea-

surements. The feature map is updated using the new features. Copies of the new features

are created and associated with the features previously stored in the local and global feature

stores. The features from the stores are periodically transmitted to the robot network through

the Communication Manager.
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Figure 5.14: Processes executed by the Map Interface Module when the Planning Module

requests the Feature Map. The Map Interface Module requests the external local features from

the Communication Manager. The internal features are obtained from the feature map build by

the robot. The internal and external features are sent to the Planning Module.

(Section 5.4) however this rarely occurs in practice. If the level of safety remains as

unsafe the role that will be selected is the Recoverer role. This role will focus on

generating plans to improve the control connections that are unsafe.

When the safety level is not unsafe the manager checks if there are new connec-

tions. If this is the case the manager tries to recalculate the local network. The previ-

ous section described the conditions that are necessary to recalculate the local network.

When a new local network is created the manager creates an event message whose con-

tent is the new local network. This message is sent to the Communication Manager.

The Communication Manager adds the message to its queue of events and sends the

message to the robots in the local network. The queue is processed and the appropriate

behaviour is selected. Upon reception of the message the robots in the local network

will reselect their roles according to the updated local network.

5.9.2 The Network Manager Module for the Recoverer Behavioural

Role

The Network Manager Module for the Recoverer behavioural role verifies that the

robot is in the unsafe level. Figure 5.16 presents the flow diagram for this module. This

module is called by the Map Interface Module. The first process is the request of the

signal quality for the control connections from the Communication Manager (Figure

5.2). The signal quality is obtained by the Communication Manager from the latest

beacon signals. Once the robot has the signal quality for the control connections it

can determine its safety level (Eq 4.1, page64). Afterwards the set of communication
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Figure 5.15: Flow Diagram of the Network Manager Module for the Maintainer and Pusher

behavioural roles. The Network Manager determines the safety levelLi . When the safety

level Li is unsafe the robot backtracks its recent movements to try to improve the safety level.

When a new connection is detected the manager tries to recalculate the local network. The

event messages are sent to the Communication Manager. The Communication Manager adds

the messages to its queue of events. The queue is processed and the appropriate behaviour is

selected.
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constraints is determined (Eq 4.2, page65). If the robot is in the unsafe level the

Network Manager finishes its execution. If the robot is not in the unsafe level then

an event message with content=“update role” is sent to the Communication Manager.

This message is added to the queue of events handled by the Communication Manager.

This ensures that the Role Selection Module is called in the following iteration (Figure

5.1). The Role Selection Module will then select the appropriate behaviour.

5.9.3 Network Manager Module for the Explorer Behavioural Role

The implementation of the Network Manager Module for the Explorer behavioural

role monitors the local network and modifies this network if it determines that it can

be improved. This module guarantees that the robot remains connected to the network

because robots in the Explorer behavioural role are not subject tovirtual forces. As

explained in Section 4.5 (page77) conflicts may arise when the Explorer robots pull

the robot network in opposing exploratory directions halting the exploratory behaviour

of the robot network. In these situations the Network Manager Module is used to

resolve the conflict in a decentralized fashion. The module keeps the robot stationary

waiting for improvement of the safety level for a small time. If the safety level does

not improve after a certain time (user defined) the robot gives up the exploration task,

backtracks its previous movements and reselects its behavioural role.

The Network Manager verifies that the Explorer robot is maintained in the safe

level as it moves towards its current goal (Section 4.3, page63). The manager modifies

the robot control connection to improve the safety level. Based on the safety level the

following actions are executed:

1. Safe level: The robot keeps moving toward its current goal.

2. Precautionary level: The robot maintains the current position for a certain time

waiting for improvement in the safety level to the safe level after which the robot

gives up the exploration of its current goal and reselects its behavioural role.

3. Unsafe level: The robot gives up the exploration, backtracks its previous move-

ments and reselects its behavioural role.

Additionally when the manager detects a new connection, the manager tries to

recalculate the local network. Section 5.9 described the conditions that trigger the

recalculation of the local network.
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Figure 5.16: Flow Diagram of the Network Manager Module for the Recoverer behavioural

role. The Network Manager determines the safety levelLi . When the safety levelLi is not

unsafe an ”update role” message is sent to the Communication Manager. This message is added

to the queue of events handled by the Communication Manager ensuring that the appropriate

behaviour is selected in the next iteration.

An Explorer robot has one control connection. Depending on the environment and

the positions of the robots an Explorer robot may have at any time more than one

direct connection. For instance in open spaces such as a large hall the robots may

have several direct connections while in cluttered environments the number of direct

connections tends to be smaller. This situation is illustrated in Figure 5.17 forLOS

communication where in the open space environment the average number of direct

connections for the robots is much larger than in the cluttered environment.

Figure 5.18 presents the flow diagram of the implementation of the Network Man-

ager Module for an Explorer robotRi . Recalling the notation defined in Section 4.3
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(page63) where for a robotRi : κi is the current set of communication constraints,

εi is the set of direct connections,Li is the safety level,σsa f eexplorer and σprec are

communication thresholds for the safety levels,tnetwork is the time that the robot waits

for improvement on the safety level to the safe level.thold is the time that the robot re-

mains in its location before checking if the safety level has improved.Pc is an auxiliary

counter used to determine the time that the robot has remained in its location.κi,current

is the signal quality for the current communication constraint.IDcurrent is the ID of the

current communication constraint.

 

 

R0,E R1,M R3,M 

R2,E R4,E 

 
Non MST connection 

 
MST connection 

 

R0,E R1,M R3,M 

R2,E R4,E 

a) b) 

Figure 5.17: An example of the communication network for an open space (a) and a cluttered

environment (b). In open spaces the average number of direct connections for the robots is

much larger than in cluttered environments.

The first process executed by the Network Manager Module is the request of the

signal quality for the control connection from the Communication Manager (Figure

5.2). The signal quality for a connection is obtained from the last beacon signal re-

ceived from the robot that forms this connection. Afterwards the Network Manager

obtains the signal quality for the direct connections and stores the value for the best

connection (largest signal quality value) in thebestvariable. An Explorer robot is in the

safe level when its best connection has a value above the safe thresholdσsa f eexplorer.

The robot is in the precautionary level when the value for the best connection is be-

tween the safe and precautionary thresholdsσsa f eexplorer> best> σprec.The robot is in

the unsafe level when its best connection has a value below the precautionary threshold

σprec.

When the manager detects that the robot is in the precautionary level the manager

waits a timethold keeping the robot stationary before checking if the safety level has

improved. The manager keeps the robot stationary by sending commands to the wheels

of the robot hardware platform (Figure 5.2). The manager waits for a maximum time
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tnetwork for improvement in the safety level to the safe level. If the safety level does

not improve after the timetnetwork has passed the manager assumes that the current

goal cannot be achieved because the robot as to become disconnected from the robot

network to reach the goal. An event message “texp” is then generated. This message

contains the time during which the Exploration role is inhibited for the robot. Section

4.5 (page77) presents a discussion about this issue. The “texp” message is sent to

the Communication Manager. The Communication Manager adds the message to its

queue of events. The queue is processed and the appropriate behaviour is selected

which most of the time is the Pusher behavioural role.

If the robot is in the unsafe level and there are any movements stored by the Robot

Motion Controller (Section 5.7) the robot backtracks these movements. The purpose

of the backtracking the movements is to return to a previous location where the safety

level was not unsafe. After this the manager sends the “texp” event message that triggers

the selection process for the appropriate behavioural role.

When the robot is in the safe level or the level improves to this level after some

waiting time the Network Manager checks if there are new connections. If this is

the case the manager tries to recalculate the local network. Section 5.9 described the

conditions that are necessary to recalculate the local network. When a new local net-

work is created the manager creates an event message whose content is the new local

network. This message is sent to the Communication Manager. The Communication

Manager adds the message to its queue of events and sends the message to the robots

in the local network. The queue is processed and the appropriate behaviour is selected.

Upon reception of the message the robots in the local network will reselect their roles

according to the updated local network.

If there are no new connections and the best connection is not the current control

connection (IDmax 6=IDcurrent) the manager sets the best connection as the control con-

nection for the robot and updates the local network. The manager creates an event

message whose content is the updated local network. The process that occurs with this

message was explained in the previous paragraph.

5.10 Communication Protocol and Message Types

In BERODE the robots are assumed to have a communication device with a limited

communication range. The robots form a wireless mobilead hocnetwork (MANET) as

they explore the environment. This section presents the communication protocol used
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Figure 5.18: Flow diagram for the Network Manager Module for the Explorer behavioural

role. The module obtains information about the network from the Communication Manager.

The module verifies that the robot is in the safe level. The robot remains in its position for a

tnetwork time waiting for improvement if the level of safety is not safe. The robot backtracks its

previous movements if the robot is in the unsafe level. When a new connection is detected the

Manager tries to recalculate the local network.
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by the Communication Manager of a robot to distribute its information and retransmit

information received from other robots as necessary.

As the number of robots in aMANET increases, communication becomes a bot-

tleneck for the system. Large communication delays that slow down the exploration

process are likely to occur if information is shared using simple flooding protocols15.

For this reason, both the overhead of handling messages and the quantity of informa-

tion communicated must be minimized. This work argues that the degree of coordina-

tion required for a pair of robots is related to theirk-hop distanceon the MST control

network (Section 4.4, page68). To maximize the coordination and minimize com-

munication costs, two levels of communication are proposed: local and global. The

local level is composed of the robots inside the local network while the global level is

composed of all the robots. Information is shared frequently at the local level, while

at the global level information is shared less frequently. Most of the communication

is retransmitted within a small number ofhopsthus avoiding scalability problems as

the number of robots in the architecture increases. This two level approach ought to

be easily extendable to more than two levels to improve scalability results. The two

level approach was sufficient for the number of robots used in the simulations (up to

40 robots).

We developed an application level protocol to enable the local and global sharing

of information. The protocol implements three types of communication: broadcast,

acknowledged, and request. In the broadcast communication a robot transmits infor-

mation where the confirmation of reception of the message by the receiver robots is

not required. In the acknowledged and request communication the confirmation of re-

ception by the receiver robots is required. The acknowledged communication is used

by the robots to communicate local information to a group of robots. The request com-

munication is used to gather information from a group of robots. The details of the

protocol and the types of communication are presented in Appendix C. The following

section presents the types of messages used by the robots to achieve coordination.

5.10.1 Message Types

As previously explained in BERODE the robots distribute their information and re-

transmit information received from other robots as necessary. The information is used

15 A simple flooding protocol is based on the broadcast and retransmission of a message. A robot that
receives a message retransmits the message. The protocol is inefficient because the robots receive the
same message many times over.
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for the purposes of control and map building. For control purposes robots share posi-

tional and control network information. Positional information is used to coordinate

movements and keep theMANET as a single connected network. Control network

information is used to update the MST control network. For map building purposes

robots share information about features extracted from the environment.

This section presents a description and classification of the type of the messages

used by the Communication Manager to distribute local information. These messages

are generated by the other modules in the architecture. The Communication Manager

stores the content of these messages as shown in the Figure 5.3. The Communication

Manager transmits these messages when it is called for its sequential execution in the

main control loop (Figure 5.4). Table 5.5 presents the messages and their classifica-

tion whereMT is the maximum retransmission level for the message. Depending on

their type, messages are transmitted periodically (periodical type) or on an event basis

(event type). Information received from the robot network is stored and retransmit-

ted immediately as necessary to minimise communication delays. The messages have

a retransmission level tag which is increased when the message is retransmitted. A

message is retransmitted when the retransmission level tag is smaller than the maxi-

mum retransmission level for the message. The messages are used for control and map

building purposes.

Local features are used as temporary navigational aids by the robots. They are

broadcast to minimize communication requirements; their loss does not affect the map

representation because the observations from these features become part of the map

via the global feature update process (Section 5.8). For this reason they are classified

as control purpose messages (i.e. not map building).

A message of the event type is generated when the MST control network is modi-

fied. A robot may decide to modify the MST control network (partially or completely)

to try to improve the signal quality.

The robot position message is used as the beacon signal by the robots. The new

goal message is used by the Explorer robots to notify the robots about the current area

that the robot is trying to explore. The Switch control message is used in the Network

Manager Module of the Explorer robots to improve the safety level (Section 5.9.3). The

message is sent within thek-hopsto ensure that all the robots maintain the same MST

control network. The role message is sent once a robot makes a role transition (Section

5.4). The local internal feature message is used to periodically distribute the recently

extracted features within the local network. The global internal feature message is used
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to periodically distribute the recently extracted features to the entire robot network.

The Local and Global MST messages are used once a robot has recalculated either the

local network or the MST control network respectively (Section 4.4, page68). Two

types of messages are used during the recalculation of these networks. The first one

is a request message to gather the necessary information from all the robots inside

the network being recalculated. The second one is an acknowledged message used to

transmit the recalculated network to the robots inside the recalculated network.

Message

Content

MT Type of Trans-

mission

Message

Purpose

Message

Type

Description

Robot posi-

tion

1 Broadcast Control Periodical The estimated position of the

robot (x,y,θ)

new goal n Acknowledged Control Event The location that the robot is

currently trying to reach (x,y)

Switch con-

trol

k Acknowledged Control Event recalculated local network

Local MST k Request,

Acknowledged

Control Event recalculated local network

Role k Acknowledged Control Event A robot modified its current be-

havioural role

Local inter-

nal feature

k Broadcast Control Periodical Parameters of the features ex-

tracted since the last local fea-

ture transmission

Global

internal

feature

n Acknowledged Map

Building

Periodical Parameters of the features ex-

tracted since the last global fea-

ture transmission

Global

MST

n Request,

Acknowledged

Control Event Recalculated MST control net-

work

Table 5.5: Types of messages transmitted by the Communication Manager. The messages have

a retransmission level tag which is increased when the message is retransmitted. A message

is retransmitted when the retransmission level tag is smaller than the maximum retransmission

levelMT for the message.
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5.11 Summary

This chapter has presented the implementation of the BERODE (BEhavioural ROle

DEcentralized) architecture in individual robots. The BERODE architecture is a decen-

tralized architecture to explore environments using a group of robots with short range

communication. To improve coordination and minimize task overlapping the robots

are kept as a single communication network. The BERODE architecture is based on

behavioural roles such as Explorer and communication Maintainer. The robots select

their behavioural role based on their status in the control network and their internal

state.

The exploratory behaviour of the robot network emerges from the interaction of the

individual roles. This interaction is achieved through the imposition ofvirtual spring

forces for the connections in the MST control network. Thevirtual spring forces

keep the robot network connected while moving towards unexplored areas. The MST

control network is a minimum spanning tree of the communication network that con-

tains only the necessary connections to keep the communication network connected.

This network is calculated at the beginning of the exploration process by a designated

robot16 and modified when the signal quality of the MST connections can be improved.

After the initial process is executed the robots retain knowledge of their local network.

The local network for a robot is the network that contains all the robots within ak-hop

distance.

In BERODE each robot builds its own feature based map. The positions of the

robot and the features are referred to the datum (origin) of a global Cartesian system,

which is the initial position of the robot with the smallest ID number. The robots

periodically distribute the features that they observe with the rest of the team. A robot

incorporates the received features from others to its map using the same process as

for locally observed features. This is possible because the robots use the same global

Cartesian frame of reference.

The architecture has been implemented using modules that are sequentially exe-

cuted (Figure 5.1). The modules acquire information from other modules by means of

queries (Figure 5.2). Each module addresses a specific task (e.g. the Collision Avoid-

ance Module prevents the robot from colliding with obstacles).The implementation

and parameterization of some of the modules depends on the behavioural role. The

16 In the experiments the robot with the lowest ID number is the designated robot. The robots have
an ID number that allows them to identify each other in the network.
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following paragraphs present a summary of the tasks for modules according to their

execution order in the main control loop.

The Communication Manager of a robot handles the information related to the

robot network. This module executes three processes: transmitting periodical beacons,

handling the exchange of information with the network of robots, and maintaining a

queue of events which is processed when the module is called. The first two processes

are executed in parallel to the main control loop. These processes are updating pro-

cesses that do not disturb the execution sequence of the main control loop. A module

that uses information stored in the Communication Manager as input for its execution

obtains this information at the start of its execution and uses this frozen information

throughout all its execution.

The beacon signals contain the most recent estimated robot position and its uncer-

tainty, which are calculated by the Map Interface Module. Information received from

the robot network is stored and retransmitted immediately as necessary to minimise

communication delays.

The Communication Manager maintains a queue of events. An event occurs when

the internal state of the robot has changed or when the MST control network has been

modified. The MST control network can be modified by any robot inside the mod-

ified network. The robots select their role according to their internal state and their

connection state in the MST control network. The Communication Manager calls the

Behaviour Selection Module when the queue of events is not empty otherwise it calls

the Collision Avoidance Module. The Behaviour Selection Module selects the appro-

priate behavioural role for the robot. The Collision Avoidance Module is the module

that ensures the safety of the robot by detecting collisions with other robots and with

static obstacles.

The Planning Module is called afterwards either by the Collision Avoidance Mod-

ule or the Behaviour Selection Module. The Planning Module creates a suitable plan

for the current behavioural role. The plan is communication sensitive which keeps the

robot connected to the network. The non-Explorer robots generate reactive plans to

keep the network connected. These plans are based on the imposition ofvirtual forces

by the robot’s direct connections on the MST control network. An Explorer robot

generates a plan to move towards the most attractive unexplored area of the environ-

ment. The most attractive area is the safest area with respect to communication with

the largest utility. The utility of an area is a function of the size of the area and the path

length from it to the Explorer robot. The Planning Module is the module that deter-
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mines when the map is complete17. The exploration stop once any one robot considers

the map as complete.

The Planning Module generates a path for the plan that serves as input for the Robot

Motion Controller. The Robot Motion Controller generates the motion commands for

the current path.

The Map Interface Module is called by the Robot Motion Controller once the robot

has executed a movement. The Map Interface Module obtains sensor measurements

and extracts features from these sensor measurements. These measurements are used

to build and update the feature map of the robot. The feature map is updated using

anEKF which estimates the location and uncertainty of the robot and the features. In

BERODE the robots periodically distribute their locally extracted features. The Map

Interface Module is the module that stores and distributes these features. Once the

feature map has been updated the Network Manager Module is called.

The Network Manager Module monitors the direct connections of the robot and

tries to update the local network when a new connection is detected. This module

ensures that the appropriate behaviour is executed according to the current level of

safety. When the current behaviour is not appropriate the module generates an event

that triggers the reselection process. The Network Manager Module is the last module

in the main control loop. After this module finishes its execution a new iteration of the

main control loop is started. The process stops once the Planning Module of any one

robot has determined that the map has been completed.

This chapter has described the implementation of the BERODE architecture in in-

dividual robots. Chapter 6 presents the Map Building Module used by the robots to

build their feature maps. Chapter 7 presents experiments that show that the sensors

and communication models used in our simulations are reasonable and conservative

approximations to the experimental data. Chapter 8 presents the implementation of the

approach forLOSandRF technologies. Chapter 9 presents simulations that show the

robustness, the scalability, and the efficiency of BERODE. Our simulations show that

the approach is robust to infrequent communication, scalable with respect to commu-

nication and number of robots, and more efficient than approaches with fixed control

topologies. We can’t conclude that these properties would still transfer to a real world

implementation, but our simulations incorporate measured aspects of the robot sen-

sors and communication devices to improve the realism of the simulations. Chapter 10

17 A map is considered to be complete once it is projected into a probabilistic grid map and the size
of the portions of the environments for which there is no evidence is below a user defined threshold
(Section 8.6, page239).
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presents experiments that analyze the consistency of the maps built by the simulated

robots. Chapter 11 presents the conclusions of this thesis.



Chapter 6

Map Building Module

6.1 Introduction

This chapter presents the Map Building Module for the multi-robot architecture pro-

posed in this thesis. The module has to perform two concurrent tasks, build a map of

the environment as the robot moves and obtain estimates of its location in this map.

This problem is known as Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) and the

different approaches to solving it have been discussed in Chapter 3. It was concluded

that an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) approach is the most suitable approach to build

a representation of the environment usinglow costsensors (e.g. sonar, infrared). The

EKF is a feature based representation of the environment. Features are extracted from

raw sensor data. Afeature managementprocess extracts, segments and associates the

features. The extracted features are then used to update theEKF and improve the

estimates of the robots and feature locations.

The chapter begins with the general description of theEKF in Section 6.2. Sec-

tion 6.3 presents the components of the Map Building Module and its interaction with

theEKF. A flow diagram describes the execution sequence of thefeature management

andEKF components. Section 6.3.1 introduces the feature map representation of the

state of the robot and its environment. The representation is an augmented version

of the common version that allows the extraction of information from multiple loca-

tions. Section 6.3.2 presents the vehicle model used to describe the robot movement.

Section 6.3.3 describes the feature extraction process for multiple locations. Line and

point features are extracted using aRANSAC(Random Sample Consensus) approach.

Attention is then turned to description of the prediction and update stages of theEKF

(Sections 6.3.4 and 6.3.5). Section 6.3.6 describes the addition of new features to the

139
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map under uncertainty. Section 6.3.7 describes the prediction models for the features.

These models are used in the data association process (Section 6.3.8) to determine

the pairings between the extracted features and the features in the map representation.

Section 6.3.9 discusses the efficiency of the data association process. Section 6.3.10

describes the integration of structural information (parallelism, perpendicularity, col-

inearity) in the feature map. Structural information is integrated by means ofvirtual

observations.The chapter ends with a summary of the qualities of the Map Building

Module.

6.2 The Extended Kalman Filter

The Extended Kalman Filter is a recursive least squares estimator. It produces at timet

a minimum mean-squared error estimate ˆx = (t |t ) of a state vector ˆx(t). This estimate

is obtained by fusing a state estimate prediction ˆx(t |t − 1) with an observationz(t)

of the state vector ˆx(t). The estimate ˆx(t |t ) is the conditional mean of ˆx(t) given all

observationsZt = {z(t)...(z(t)} up until timet.

x̂(t |t ) = E[x(t)|Zt ] (6.1)

whereE[ x̂(t)|Zt ] is the expectation of the state vector ˆx(t |t ) givenZt . The state at time

t conditioned on the information up to timet-1 is referred as prior estimate ˆx(t |t −1),

while the state at timet given the information up to timet is referred as posterior

estimate ˆx(t |t ). The prior estimate is calculated in the prediction stage of theEKF.

This stage is described in Section 6.2.5. The posterior estimate is calculated in the

update stage of theEKF. This stage is described in Section 6.2.6. The following section

describes the role of theEKF in theSLAMproblem.

6.3 Feature Based Localization and Mapping

Feature based Localization was first introduced by Smith et al. (1988), where anEKF

was implemented. The position of the robot and the environmental features are col-

lected in a state vector. When features are re-observed the filter is updated. When

the robot enters unexplored areas, the state vector is augmented with the new features.

The EKF has two stages: prediction and update. In the prediction stage, odometry

information is used to predict the state at the next time step ˆx(t |t −1). In the update

stage, measurements of features are used to update the robot position and the mapped
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features ˆx(t |t ). Measurements used to update the filter are extracted using an external

feature extraction and data association process.

Figure 6.1 shows the diagram for the localization and mapping module. The map

representation is an extended version developed by Leonard et al. (2002) to allow the

mapping of partially observable features using multiple viewpoints. A new viewpoint

is generated and a new set of measurements is collected once the robot has moved a

certain minimal distance from the previous viewpoint. When the robot has not moved

a distance large enough to add a new viewpoint or there are no new features observed

the predicted state becomes the estimated state ˆx(t |t ) = x̂(t |t−1) for the following

iteration of the state estimation.

The data association process is carried out every time new measurements from the

environment are available. This process has three stages: feature extraction, prediction

and matching. In the feature extraction stage the information is segmented and a ge-

ometric representation of the features is obtained. In the prediction stage the mapped

features are projected with respect to the current position of the robot. In the matching

stage the correspondences between the projected mapped features and the new features

are resolved and the filter is updated. Features that did not match mapped features are

tracked before they are added as new states. Once a feature has been tracked and not

discarded as noise it is integrated into the state vector and initialized as a new feature

(Figure 6.1). The state vector is then augmented by adding the feature to the state

vector.

The following sections present the robot motion model used in the prediction stage

of the filter, the feature model, the feature based map representation, and the prediction

and update stage stages of theEKF.

6.3.1 The Map Representation

The feature map introduced by Smith (Smith et al., 1988) consists of a state vector

x̂(t |t ) =

[
xr(t |t )
xf (t |t )

]
wherex̂r(t |t ) andx̂f (t |t ) are the robot and feature state estimates

at timet. When a new feature is detected the state vector is augmented and the feature

is initialized as described in Section 6.3.6. In Smith’s (Smith et al., 1988) approach it

is assumed that the state of the new feature can be determined using the information

extracted at the last robot position. While this is typically the case for precise and

usually expensive sensors (e.g. laser, vision) it is not generally the case for cheap

sensors (e.g. sonar). For instance sonar measurements have oneDOF, their distance
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Figure 6.1: Flow diagram for the feature based localization and mapping module. The esti-

mated state vector ˆx(t |t ) contains the positions of the robot and the features. The localization

process has two stages: prediction and update. In the prediction stage the state at the next

time step is estimated ˆx(t |t −1). In the update the stage the state is updated ˆx(t |t ) using the

information from new features observed.
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to the closest obstacle. Their angular precision is limited typically in the range of 25 ˚

to 45 ˚ which is too large to be a useful constraint on theDOF. Line and point features

have twoDOF thus these features cannot be initialized from a single position.

The maintenance of sensing positions and the use of a temporal window for storage

of the sensor readings allows the grouping of perceptions from multiple sensing posi-

tions. A sensing position is a position where the robot acquires sensor readings. The

proposed Map Building Module integrates a Data Collection and Perceptual Grouping

process (Figure 6.1). In this process the sensing positions and their readings are stored

in a temporal window. An extraction process is then used to extract features from the

temporal window. This process is described in Section 6.3.3.

The feature map is then redefined to incorporate the current position of the robot,

the lastm robot sensing positions ˆxm(t |t ) =
[
x̂t−m

r (t |t )T , ..., x̂t−1
r (t |t )T

]
, and all of the

N features identified in the environment and is defined as

x̂(t |t ) =
[

x̂r(t |t )T x̂t−m
r (t |t )T · · · x̂t−1

r (t |t )T x̂f1(t |t )T · · · x̂fN (t |t )T
]

(6.2)

Every time a new sensing position is added to the state, the oldest sensing position is

removed from the state vector. The number of positions necessary to guarantee the

extraction of some features from multiple sensing positions depends on the range of

the sensors and the distance between their measurements.

The associated error for the augmented state vector ˆx(t |t ) is a covariance matrix,

C(t |t ) which represents the error in the robot positions, and feature locations, and their

cross-correlations:

C(t |t ) =


Crr (t |t ) Crm(t |t ) Cr f (t |t )
Cmr(t |t ) Cmm(t |t ) Cm f(t |t )
Cf r(t |t ) Cf m(t |t ) Cf f (t |t )

 (6.3)

6.3.2 Robot Motion Model

Between timet and t-1 the robot receives a control input ˆu(t) that defines a small

increment in the position and orientation with respect to the current robot position

x̂r(t−1|t−1), the position of the robot at timet is then defined as

x̂r(t |t −1) = f (x̂r(t−1|t −1), û(t)) (6.4)

The Koala robot used in the investigation from Section 7.9.2 is a holonomic robot

consisting of two wheels separated by a wheelbaseb. Each wheel measures its differ-

ential motion based on the odometry measurements ˆu(t) =
[

ER EL

]
. Our simulated
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robots are based on this robot. The motion model is frequently updated using a small

time step. In general the robot position ˆxr(t |t − 1) in Cartesian coordinates for this

model at timet is defined as

x̂r(t |t −1) =


x(t |t −1)

y(t |t −1)

θ(t |t −1)

=


x(t−1|t −1)+ l cos(θ(t−1|t −1)+φ/2)

y(t−1|t −1)+ l sin(θ(t−1|t −1)+φ/2)

θ(t−1|t −1)+φ


(6.5)

where

l =
ER+EL

2
(6.6)

φ =
ER−EL

2b
(6.7)

The error associated with the measurements is assumed to be independent and Gaus-

sian and is defined as

Qr =

[
σR 0

0 σL

]
(6.8)

whereσR andσL are the right and left Gaussian odometric errors. These values are

obtained from experiments with the Koala robot (Section 7.5, page178).

6.3.3 Feature Model Extraction from Multiple Locations

As discussed in Section 3.1 (page35) indoor environments have as their main stable

features walls, corners, and columns. These features provide sufficient information

for robots to build and maintain a map representation. Walls can be modelled as line

features, while corners and columns can be modelled as point features. Line features

are represented in polar coordinates while point features are represented in Cartesian

coordinates. Both types of features have 2DOF (Degrees of Freedom).

Most exploration systems are based on the assumption that there is enough mea-

surement data available from a single robot position to extract new features. The sens-

ing platform designed for the proposed architecture is built fromlow costsensing de-

vices (sonar and infrared). The extraction of line and point features from sonar devices

cannot be achieved from a single position since each sonar measurement has only one

DOF, the distance to the nearest surface. The bearing is only known within some range

defined by the beam-width, typically 25 ˚ to 45 ˚ . However features can be extracted

by grouping measurements from multiple close positions. To achieve this, a tempo-

ral window of measurements is maintained (Figure 6.2). A new set of readings from
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p sonar sensors is added every time the robot moves a certain distance. The tempo-

ral window retains the measurements from the lastm positions; the oldest position is

replaced by the most recent one to maintain a fixed maximum size.

As discussed in Section 3.7 (page48) two main methods have been used to group

perceptual information from sonar readings, Hough transform andRANSAC. We im-

plement aRANSACbased approach because it’s more computationally efficient and

robust to environment noise than a Hough transform approach. The basic idea in

RANSACis to allow probable precision to be traded against computational time, by

randomly selecting a pairs of readings, generating a hypothesis, and then counting

how many of the remaining measurements agree with the hypothesis. If the number

of measurements that agree with the hypothesis is above a user defined threshold the

hypothesis is accepted. This threshold was obtained in preliminary experiments as

explained in Section 7.9.1 (page213).
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Figure 6.2: Temporal window for sonar readings. New sets of readings are added once the

robot has moved a certain minimum distance. ˆxt
r is the position for the viewpoint added at time

t to the temporal window for which the sonar readingsrt
1, . . . , rt

p were taken.

The remainder of this section presents the formulation of the point and line models

from pairs of positions and details of theRANSACmethod implemented. The feature
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models presented are based on Leonard’s models (Leonard et al., 2002).

6.3.3.1 Point Model

Point features result from sonar echoes whose arcs intersect at the same point. The

intersection point of two sonar echoes is determined by intersecting the circles of the

two arcs and then determining which of the two solutions is inside the beam-width of

the echoes. According to Leonard (Leonard et al., 2002) the intersection pointP(x,y)

from the view pointsP1(x1,y1) andP2(x2,y2) with range measurementsr1 and r2 is

calculated by obtaining the determinantδ:

δ =
√

((r2 + r1)2−d2)(d2− (r2− r1)2) (6.9)

where

d2 = (x2−x1)2 +(y2−y1)2 (6.10)

The intersection points are determined using the two possible signs ofδ in the formu-

lae:

x =
1
2

(
∓(y2−y1)δ− (r2

2− r2
1)(x2−x1)2

d2 +(x1 +x2)
)

(6.11)

y =
1
2

(
±(x1−x2)δ− (r2

2− r2
1)(y2−y1)2

d2 +(y1 +y2)
)

(6.12)

where depending on the value ofδ two, one or no solutions are found (Figure 6.3).
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Figure 6.3: Model for a point obtained from the intersection of two view pointsP1(x1,y1) and

P2(x2,y2) with range measurementsr1 andr2. In (a) there is a possible solution whereas in (b)

there is no solution.
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6.3.3.2 Line Model

Line features are the result of multiple cotangent echoes. There are four possible solu-

tions, but in the case of sonar processing the cotangent lines are required to be on the

same side with respect to the circles (Figure 6.4). Following a similar formulation to

the point modelδ is defined as:

δ =
√

(x2−x1)2 +(y2−y1)2− (r2− r1)2 (6.13)

where the viewpointsP1(x1,y1) and P2(x2,y2) have the range measurementsr1 and

r2 respectively. Whenδ is imaginary, the circles are concentric and do not have a

cotangent. The line parametersL(ρ,φ) are:

ρ = ±δ(x1y2−x2y1)−(y2−y1)(r1y2−r2y1)−(x2−x1)(r1x2−r2x1)
(x2−x1)2+(y2−y1)2

(6.14)

φ = arctan

(
∓δ(x2−x1)− (y2−y1)(r2− r1)
±δ(y2−y1)− (x2−x1)(r2− r1)

)
(6.15)
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Figure 6.4: Model of a line obtained from two cotangent view pointsP1(x1,y1) andP2(x2,y2)

with range measurementsr1 andr2. In (a) the line hypothesis is valid because the line is on the

same side with respect to the viewpoints while in (b) this is not the case.

6.3.3.3 Efficient Data Association for RANSAC

RANSACis a process that extracts one feature per trial. In every trialRANSACselects

randomlyNpairs pairs of readings and generates a hypothesis for each pair of readings
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(if any). Npairs is a value determined according to the success rate desired. The details

can be found in Fischler and Bolles (1981).

Every hypothesis for the trial is tested against the remaining readings in the tem-

poral window and the one with the largest consensus (most votes) is extracted. The

readings associated with the extracted feature are marked as used to avoid the associ-

ation in subsequent trials and a new trial is initialized. Trials stop once the consensus

for the best hypothesis is below a certain threshold.

This process is not efficient when using a temporal measurement window (Figure

6.2) because in most occasions the recently acquired measurements are not related to

the oldest ones. The consequence is that many trials are wasted in the formulation

of invalid hypotheses. Reducing the size of the temporal window does not solve this

problem because there is not enough information to extract features. Additionally,

feature uncertainty is larger when few readings are associated with the feature. The

parameter estimation then becomes unreliable.

Bosse (2003) proposed an efficient approach to address this issue. This work im-

plements Bosse’s approach. The approach uses preprocessing tests to determine which

measurements may match. Pairs of measurements that may match are labelled ascom-

patible. RANSACis then applied selecting randomcompatiblepairs to generate the

hypothesis. The number ofcompatiblepairs is considerably smaller than the total of

possible pairs for the temporal window. The selection process is then performed in a

smaller search space that contain more valid hypothesis. As a consequence fewer trials

are required because fewer trials produce invalid hypotheses.

Every time a new set of readings is incorporated to the temporal window (Section

6.3.3), the new readings are tested against every previous reading in the window (Fig-

ure 6.2). Two tests are realized, one for point and one for line features. If a test is

passed the readings are labelled ascompatible. The result of this process can be visu-

alized as two graphs (one for point features and one for line features). In these graphs

the edges represent thecompatibilitybetween the pairs of readings.

The test for matchable point features first determines the distance between the cen-

ters of the two arcs from the sonar readings. If this distance is greater than the average

width of the two beams at the range point the pair cannot match. Additionally ifδ from

Eq. 6.9 is imaginary the pair cannot match.

The test for matchable line features checks whether the pair comes from the same

general direction. First, to generate a possible match the angle between the center of

the two sonar readings must be smaller than the sonar beam-width angle. Then the
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difference between the projected centers of the sonar readings to the approximated

normal of the line is calculated. The approximated normal is calculated as the average

direction of the sonar readings. If this difference is larger than a threshold the pair of

readings cannot match. The threshold is user determined depending on the expected

sensor noise and the beam-width angle. Additionally, ifδ from Eq. 6.13 is imaginary

the pair cannot match.

The following section presents the formulas used to estimate the covariance of the

extracted features.

6.3.3.4 Measurement Covariance Matrix

Following Bosse’s (2003) formulation the measurement covariance matrix for a feature

extracted associated toi measurements is estimated as

R= τ

(
i

∑
m=1

HT
mHm

)−1

(6.16)

whereτ is the measurement uncertainty. In our implementation this value was obtained

from our experiments with the hardware sensor devices (Section 7.6, page185). Hm is

the residual function of themth associated measurement.

For an extracted line featureL(ρ,φ) the function is defined as

Hm =
[
−1 ymcosφ−xmsinφ

]
(6.17)

where(xm,ym) are the Cartesian coordinates of themth associated measurement.

For an extracted point featureP(x,y) the function is defined as

Hm =
[

x−xm y−ym

]
(6.18)

where(xm,ym) are the Cartesian coordinates of themth associated measurement. The

details of the formulation are presented in (Bosse, 2003).

6.3.4 EKF Prediction

The robot positions and the feature locations are referred with respect to the initial posi-

tion of the robot. The initial position of the robot is used then as the global coordinate

system1. As the robot moves through the environment the estimation of its position

1 In the simulations with multiple robots the simulated robots share a common global coordination
system based on the initial positions of the simulated robot with the lowest ID number. The relative
positions of the other simulated robots are known a priori with a small uncertainty.
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changes. The estimated position ˆxr(t |t−1) at timet is a function of its position at a

previous time ˆxr(t−1|t−1) and a control input ˆu(t) and is defined as

x̂r(t |t−1) = f (x̂r(t−1|t−1), û(t)) (6.19)

where f (x̂r(t − 1|t−1), û(t)) has been defined in Eq. 6.4 for the robot used in our

investigations and simulations. The covariance matrix for the state vector is defined

as:

C(t |t −1) = FxrC(t−1|t−1)FT
xr +FuQrF

T
u (6.20)

The covariance matrix for the robot evolves as

Crr (t |t −1) = FxrCrr (t−1|t−1)FT
xr +FuQrF

T
u (6.21)

whereQr is the covariance matrix of the process noise andFxr andFu are the Jaco-

bians of f (x̂r(t − 1|t−1), û(t)) evaluated at(x̂(t−1|t−1), û(t)). For the proposed

odometry model the Jacobians are:

Fu =
∂ f (x̂r , û)

∂x̂r
=


cos(θ(t−1|t−1)+φ) −dsin(θ(t−1|t−1)+φ)

sin(θ(t−1|t−1)+φ) dcos(θ(t−1|t−1)+φ)

0 1

 (6.22)

Fxr =
∂ f (x̂r , û)

∂û
=


1 0 −dsin(θ(t−1|t−1)+φ)

0 1 dcos(θ(t−1|t−1)+φ)

0 0 1

 (6.23)

The covariance for the features is not altered by the movement of the robot; however

the correlations between the positions of the robot and the features change. Following

Chatila and Moutarlier (1989) the correlationCri (t −1|t−1) between the robot and

the ith feature in the map is updated as

Cri (t |t−1) = FxrCri (t−1|t−1) (6.24)

wherei=1, . . . ,N andN is the number of features in the map at timet-1.

6.3.5 EKF Update

At the update stage features are extracted from the sensors and a matching process

determines the pairings between the extracted features and the features in the current

stochastic map. In typical scenarios more than one feature correspondence is found,

and the update process can be done processing one feature at a time or in a single
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simultaneous update. In the simultaneous case a measurement vector is composed.

Newman’s (Newman, 1999) research shows that although simultaneous processing of

features saves some processing time the computational complexity of the algorithm is

the same; moreover for numerical reasons it is better to process features one at a time.

For these reasons in this implementation the features are processed one at a time. In

general, when at timet an observationzi(t) of the ith feature becomes available the

map is updated applying theEKF equations as follows

x̂(t |t ) = x̂(t |t−1) +K (zi(t)−hi (t |t −1)) (6.25)

C(t |t ) = (I −KHi)C(t |t −1) (6.26)

whereK is the Kalman gain,hi (t |t −1) is the predicted position of the feature, and

Hi is the Jacobian of the observation modelhi with respect to ˆx evaluated at ˆx(t |t−1) .

The equations of the observation modelhi (t |t −1) and the JacobianHi for the line

and point features are presented in Section 6.3.7. Section 6.3.3 presented the feature

extraction model for the observationzi(t) for line and point features. The Kalman gain

is given by

K = C(t |t −1)HT
i

(
HiC(t |t −1)HT

i +Ci
z

)−1
(6.27)

whereCi
z is the measurement covariance matrix (defined in Section 6.3.3.4).

As noted by Chatila and Moutarlier (1989) the matrixHi is a sparse matrix, and

as the mapped features increase the sparseness grows. By taking this into account the

computational complexity is reduced from O(N3) to O(MN2), whereM is the number

of observed features, andN is the number of features in the current map.

6.3.6 Addition of New Features

New features are included in the state vector once it has been determined that they do

not match any feature and have not been discarded as noise features. All this stage

occurs at timet after the update stage of theEKF (Figure 6.1) that incorporates all the

information up until timet. For this reason we omit the time labelling in this section

to have a clearer notation.

The features are added to the estimated feature map ˆx which containsN features.

The new feature state ˆxN+1 is determined using a transformation functiong(x̂r , ẑN+1)

that transforms the relative measurement ˆzN+1 to the global reference frame according

to the robot position ˆxr . The transformation function for the line and point features and
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their Jacobians are presented in the following subsections. The augmented state vector

containsN+1 features and is defined as

x̂ =

(
x̂

x̂N+1

)
(6.28)

The uncertainty of the new state is a function of the current robot’s uncertaintyCrr and

the uncertainty in the measurementCz and is defined as

CN+1N+1 = GxrCrr (Gxr )T +GzCz(Gz)
T (6.29)

whereGxr andGz are the Jacobians ofg(x̂r , ẑN+1). The correlations between the new

feature, and the positions of the robot and mapped features are given by

CN+1i = GxrCri (6.30)

for i = 0,1, ...,N whereCN+1i is the correlation between theith feature and the new

feature andCri is the correlation between theith feature and the robot.

6.3.6.1 Transformation function for a line feature

The position of the new feature ˆxN+1 in the absolute frame of reference for a line

feature is obtained by applying the transformation functiong(x̂r , ẑ) for the observed

line feature ˆz relative to the robot position ˆxr and is defined as

x̂N+1 = g(x̂r , ẑ) =

(
ρz+xcos(θ+φz)+ysin(θ+φz)

θ+φz

)
(6.31)

where x̂r = [ x y θ ]T is the robot position and ˆz =
[

ρz φz

]T
is the line mea-

surement relative to the robot position. The Jacobians for the line feature are defined

as

Gxr =
∂g(x̂r , ẑ)

∂x̂r
=

[
cos(θ+φ) sin(θ+φ) −xsin(θ+φ)+ycos(θ+φ)

0 0 1

]
(6.32)

Gz =
∂g(x̂r , ẑ)

∂ẑ
=

[
1 −xsin(θ+φ)+ycos(θ+φ)

0 1

]
(6.33)
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6.3.6.2 Transformation function for a point feature

The position of the new featurexN+1 in the absolute frame of reference for a point

feature is obtained by applying the transformation functiong(x̂r , ẑ) for the observed

line feature ˆz relative to the robot position ˆxr and is defined as

x̂N+1 = g(x̂r , ẑ) =

(
x+xpcosθ−ypsinθ
y+xpsinθ+ypcosθ

)
(6.34)

wherex̂r = [ x y θ ]T is the robot position and ˆz=
[

xp yp

]T
is the point mea-

surement relative to the robot position. The Jacobians for the point feature are defined

as

Gxr =
∂g(x̂r , ẑ)

∂x̂r
=

[
1 0 −xpsinθ−ypcosθ
0 1 xpcosθ−ypsinθ

]
(6.35)

Gz =
∂g(x̂r , ẑ)

∂ẑ
=

[
cosθ −sinθ
sinθ cosθ

]
(6.36)

6.3.7 Feature Prediction for Matching Purposes

After the robot moves a distance and new features are extracted, the current features

have to be referenced to the current robot position for matching purposes. In general,

the feature ˆxfi at positioni in the state vector ˆx is transformed with respect to the current

robot position ˆxr using the functionhfi(x̂r , x̂fi). The covarianceCp of the predicted

feature can be composed as

Cp = JfiC(t |t−1)JT
fi (6.37)

Jfi =
∂hfi(x̂r , x̂fi)

∂x̂
=
[

∂hfi (x̂r ,x̂fi )
∂x̂r

∂hfi (x̂r ,x̂fi )
∂x̂f1

· · · ∂hfi (x̂r ,x̂fi )
∂x̂fi

· · ·
]

(6.38)

whereJfi is the Jacobian of the prediction function with respect to the current state

vector x̂(t |t −1) andCp is the covariance of the feature. SinceJfi is a function only

of the ithfeature and the position of the robot, the rest of the elements in the matrix are

zeros.

Once theith feature has been successfully matched using the data association algo-

rithm from Section 6.3.8 theEKF is updated as described in Section 6.3.5 where the

predicted position for theith feature is

hi (t |t −1) = hfi(x̂r , x̂fi) (6.39)
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6.3.7.1 Line Feature Prediction

The transformation functionhfi(x̂r , x̂fi) for the line feature with polar coordinates ˆxfi =[
ρ φ

]T
and robot current position ˆxr = [ x y θ ]T is defined as

ẑl = hfi(x̂r , x̂fi) (6.40)

ẑl =

(
ρz

φz

)
=

(
ρ−xcosφ−ysinφ
φ−θ

)
(6.41)

whereẑl =
[

ρz φz

]
are the predicted parameters of the line for the current robot

position. According to Eq. 6.37 the covarianceCp of the predicted line feature at

positioni in the state vector can be composed by the covarianceC(t |t ) and the Jacobian

Jfi that is defined as

Jfi =

(
−cosφ −sinφ 0 · · · 1 xsinφ−ycosφ · · ·
0 0 −1 · · · 0 1 · · ·

)
(6.42)

for a line feature.

6.3.7.2 Point Feature Prediction

The transformation functionhfi(x̂r , x̂fi) for the point with Cartesian coordinates ˆxfi =[
xp yp

]T
and robot current position ˆxr = [ x y θ ]T is defined as

ẑp = hfi(x̂r , x̂fi) (6.43)

ẑp =

(
xz

yz

)
=

(
(xp−x)cosθ+(yp−y)sinθ
−(xp−x)sinθ+(yp−y)cosθ

)
(6.44)

whereẑp =
[

xz yz

]
are the predicted parameters of the line for the current robot

position. According to Eq. 6.37 the covarianceCp of the predicted point feature at

positioni can be composed by the covarianceC(t |t ) and the JacobianJfi that is defined

as

Jfi =

(
−cosθ −sinθ −xl sinθ+yl cosθ · · · cosθ sinθ · · ·
0 1 −xl cosθ−yl sinθ · · · −sinθ cosθ · · ·

)
(6.45)

xl = xp−y (6.46)

yl = yp−y (6.47)

for a point feature.
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6.3.8 Data Association

Features are matched using the current position of the robot as the frame of reference.

A nearest neighbourhood approach is used to determine the best matches for the ex-

tracted features. A pairingpi j = (xi
z,x

j
p) is found if it satisfies the Chi-squaredχ2

α,υ

validation test

Mi j ≤ χ2
α,υ (6.48)

Mi j = (xi
z−x j

p)Ci j (xi
z−x j

p)
T (6.49)

whereMi j is the Mahalanobis distance,Ci j is the innovation covariance matrix for the

pairing.χ2
α,υ is a value from a distribution whereυ is the number of parameters of the

feature andα is the probability level below which the pairing is discarded. Because

of the presence of occlusion in indoor environments it is allowed that more than one

observed line matches a map line.

For a line to line pairing the Mahalanobis distance (Eq. 6.49) is defined as

Mi j =
[

(ρz−ρp) (φz−φp)
][

Cρφ
z +Cρφ

p

]−1
[

(ρz−ρp)

(φz−φp)

]
(6.50)

where the predicted linexp(ρp,φp) has the covarianceCρφ
p , and the observed line

xz(ρz,φz) has covarianceCρφ
z .

For point features the Mahalanobis distance (Eq 6.49) is defined as

Mp =
[

(xz−xp) (yz−yp)
][

Cxy
z +Cxy

p

]−1

[
(xz−xp)

(yz−yp)

]
(6.51)

where the predicted pointxp(xp,yp) has the covarianceCxy
p , and the observed point

xz(xz,yz) has covarianceCxy
z .

For the case of line features is necessary to verify that the pairs of matched lines

overlap. The line model implemented maintains the extremes of the line. The extremes

are parameterized by the signed distance along the line where the origin is the point on

the line closest to the origin of the map frame. Following Bosse (2003) the overlap of

two linesl i andl j with endpoints(si ,ei) and(si ,ei) is calculated as

overlap=
min(ei ,ej)−max(si ,sj)
max(ei ,ej)−min(si ,sj)

(6.52)

wheresi < ei andsi < ei . Overlap is the percentage of overlapping between the pair

of lines. If theoverlap is larger than a threshold the pair of lines is matched. The

threshold is user defined variable.
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6.3.9 Efficiency and Data Association Management

Typically the data association is carried out by comparing every measured feature

against every mapped feature. For the proposed model two separate matching pro-

cesses are carried out, one to match line to line features and one to match point to point

features. As Bosse (2003) noted in his implementation this process can be speeded up

by sorting the line features on increasing distance from the origin and discarding those

features whose Mahalanobis distance is above a user defined threshold.

For the sorted feature lists (one for points and for line features), when an unmatched

measured featureFz is further from the origin than a mapped featureFM, no other

subsequent mapped feature will match the measured feature. Once a measured feature

has been processed, the next measured feature could start its matching process with the

first mapped feature that was labelled as close to the previously processed feature. A

pair of lines is labelled as close if their Mahalanobis distance is below a user defined

threshold. The details of the implementation can be found in (Bosse, 2003).

6.3.10 Use of Structural Information

Typical indoor environments present many orthogonal features (corridors have parallel

walls, rooms are rectangular). The use of this information improves the estimation of

the map built. Although structural information is knowna priori and not a proper ob-

servation of the environment it can be easily incorporated into the exploration system.

Structural information has been integrated in previousEKF-SLAMapproaches as

virtual observationsbetween pairs of features. The covariance associated with the

virtual observationsis user defined (typically a large value). Large covariance values

generate a slower convergence to the proper structural form.

In Newman et al.’s (2002) work at everyEKF update step a number of random

pairings are chosen and a constraint is applied after a validation test has been passed.

In Losada’s work (Rodriguez-Losada and Matia, 2003) for every new feature detected

in the environment one structural constraint is applied. The constraint is applied to

the most probable mapped feature. As pointed out by Losada it is conceptually more

correct to apply constraints as new features are processed, to guarantee that only one

constraint is applied for each new feature. In our work constraints are applied in the

same way as in Losada’s research. Three different constraint types are modelled: par-

allelism, perpendicularity and colinearity.

Every new added line feature is tested for compatibility (χ2
α,υ Chi-Squared criterion
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from Section 6.3.8) for the three constraint types against the previously mapped lines.

The Mahalanobis distance for the constraints is summarized in Table 6.1.

The line features ˆxi =
[

ρi φi

]T
and x̂ j =

[
ρi φi

]T
are defined in the global

reference frame. The constraints are the product of local relations such as corridors

with long parallel walls and rectangular shaped offices; bearing this in mind and tak-

ing advantage of the fact that the features have already been sorted according to their

distance to the origin (Section 6.2.9) the tests for parallelism and colinearity can be

speeded up by testing only for close lines. In the case of the perpendicularity con-

straint this is not possible and the lines have to be tested against all of the previous

lines. The distance to the originρ for pairs of perpendicular lines are likely to be

outwith the threshold for close lines.

Parallelism Mi j =
[

0 (φi−φi)
][

Cρφ
i +Cρφ

j

]−1
[

0

(φi−φ j)

]

Perpendicularity Mi j =
[

(ρi−ρ j) (φi−φ j ±π/2)
][

Cρφ
i +Cρφ

j

]−1
[

(ρi−ρ j)

(φi−φ j ±π/2)

]

Colinearity Mi j =
[

(ρi−ρ j) (φi−φ j)
][

Cρφ
i +Cρφ

j

]−1
[

(ρi−ρ j)

(φi−φ j)

]

Table 6.1: Mahalanobis distance for structural constraints.

A nearest neighbour approach is used to determine the best pairing for each of the

new lines. Typically for a new line more than one constraint can be applied, but the

application of all of them is impractical. In general, thevirtual observationfunction

Hi j =
[

ρvirtual φvirtual

]T
for the pairingpi j = (xi ,x j) wherei is the recently added

line and j is the previously mapped line is defined according to Table 6.2.

Parallelism Hi j =

(
0

φi−φ j

)

Perpendicularity Hi j =

(
ρi−ρ j

φi−φ j

)

Colinearity Hi j =

(
ρi−ρ j

φi−φ j

)

Table 6.2: Virtual observation function for structural constraints.

The JacobianJi j of thevirtual observationis a function only of the states ofi and

j and the rest of the elements of the Jacobian are zero values

Ji j =
∂Hi j

∂x
=
[
· · · ∂Hi j

∂xi
· · · ∂Hi j

∂x j
· · ·
]

(6.53)
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Table 6.3 presents the Jacobian for the structural constraints.

Parallelism Ji j =

[
· · · 0 0 · · · 0 0 · · ·
· · · 0 1 · · · 0 −1 · · ·

]

Perpendicularity Ji j =

[
· · · 1 0 · · · −1 0 · · ·
· · · 0 1 · · · 0 −1 · · ·

]

Colinearity Ji j =

[
· · · 1 0 · · · −1 0 · · ·
· · · 0 1 · · · 0 −1 · · ·

]

Table 6.3: Jacobian of the virtual observation functions from Table 6.2 for structural con-

straints.

6.4 Summary

This chapter has presented the Map Building Module. The module builds a feature

based representation of the environment. AnEKF approach is used to update the robot

and feature locations. TheEKF has two stages: prediction and update. At the predic-

tion stage the robot location is predicted based on a kinematic model and odometric

information. At the update stage re-observed features are used to update the state.

The EKF state is typically composed of the robot and feature locations. This rep-

resentation has been augmented to allow the extraction of information from multiple

locations. The state is then composed by the lastm sensingpositions of the robots and

the features. Asensingposition is a position where the robot performs sensor measure-

ments. The initial state contains only the initial position of the robot. The robot moves

through the environment while performing sensor measurements. Line and point fea-

tures are extracted from sensor measurements. An efficientRANSAC(Random Sample

Consensus) approach is used to extract the feature parameters.

The data association process to determine the pairings between the extracted fea-

tures and the mapped features is solved using a Nearest Neighbour approach. Matched

features are used to update the estimates of the robot and feature locations. Unmatched

features are added to the feature map by augmenting the state vector. Additional map

management processes are carried out. Such processes include the fusion of two ob-

jects that are hypothesized to be the same object. This is common for line features that

are initially represented as short segments because they are partially occluded. The

state vector size of theEKF decreases or increases as features are added or deleted
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from the map. Models to integrate structural information by means ofvirtual observa-

tionswere defined.





Chapter 7

The Simulator and the Validation of the

Simulated Robots

7.1 Introduction

This chapter presents the simulator that we used to test our BERODE (BEhavioural

ROle DEcentralized) architecture and the simulation models for the robot’s sensors,

odometry and communication devices. Our simulation models are reasonable and con-

servative approximations to the data obtained in our experiments from the hardware

sensor devices.

Section 7.2 introduces the simulator and the simulated office-like environments

used throughout the rest of this thesis. In the simulations we assume unlimited band-

width for the communication models. The delays caused by retransmissions in the

MANET (Mobile ad hocnetwork) are modelled. Interference causes errors and data

retransmissions causing additional delays in the diffusion of information. In the cur-

rent implementation the effect of interference is modelled by delaying the messages a

random time with a certain probability.

Most if not all of the current communication technologies are based onRFandLOS

technologies. For this reason, we propose the use of theRF andLOScommunication

models to assess BERODE.

Section 7.3 presents the simulation model forRF communication. This model

is based on Rappaport’s model (Rappaport, 2001) where the strength of a signal is

calculated based on thepath lossin decibels (dB). Thepath lossis the amount of power

lost by a signal due to the transmission distance, the number of obstacles in the direct

path of the signal and the properties of these obstacles (e.g. material, density). The

161
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RF model has been validated by comparing the signal strength maps generated by the

simulation model against measured data in an office environment using a Bluetooth

device. Our experimental results suggest that the simulation model is accurate and

conservative. In our testing environment in 85% of the sampled positions the difference

in signal strength between the simulated and the measured signals was below 5%. The

model is conservative because it underestimates the signal strength by 2% in average.

Section 7.4 presents theLOSsimulation model. In this model any obstacle in the

direct path of the signal blocks the entire signal. This is a conservative simplifying

assumption. We have validated this model by comparing the communication coverage

obtained for the simulation model against the coverage obtained from an infrared com-

munication device which mainly works when there is a line of sight between trans-

mitter and receiver. TheLOS simulation is conservative because the area in which

communication can be reliably achieved (above 80%) is smaller for the simulation

model compared to that of the real infrared communication coverage.

To have meaningful simulations it is important to model relevant aspects of the

type of performance achieved by a real robot. In Section 7.5 we present the simulation

model for robot motion. Our motion model is based on parameters obtained from

experiments with a Koala robot. Real robots tend to veer towards one side due to the

uneven wheel traction. The simulated robots incorporate this veering phenomenon.

The accuracy in the odometry measurements for the simulated robots is based on the

experimental measurements obtained with the Koala robot.

One of the goals of this work is to validate through simulation the suitability of the

use oflow costrobots to build maps of the environment. In Section 3.6 (page45) we

discussed the suitability oflow costsensors for map building purposes. We concluded

that sonar and infrared sensors were the most suitable sensors because of their cost and

features. Section 7.6 presents the simulation model for the sonar and infrared sensors.

Our simulation models are conservative with respect to the uncertainty and obstacle

detection reliability observed in our tests with the sensor devices.

Section 7.7 presents thelow costsensing platform that was designed and built to

validate the map building module described in the previous chapter. This platform is

based on sonar and infrared sensors. Section 7.8 discusses the implementation of the

map building algorithm for sonar and infrared sensors. Section 7.9 presents two inves-

tigations to validate the proposed map building module. In the first investigation the

real experimental robot builds a map of a corridor. In the second investigation a simu-

lated environment that contains an exploration loop is used to highlight the advantage
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of combining sonar and infrared sensors over the use sonar alone information. Section

7.10 presents the conclusions from the experiments with the hardware devices.

7.2 The Simulator and the Simulated Environments

The experiments for multiple robots were conducted only in simulation using the We-

bots simulator (Michel, 2004). The simulator has two types of controllers: robot and

supervisor. The robot controller is the controller implemented in the simulated robots.

The supervisor controller is used as the communication manager. The supervisor

controller handles the inter-robot communication and records statistics about the sta-

tus of the network. The supervisor has knowledge of the environmental map. The

supervisor uses this map to simulate the behaviour of the signals in theLOSandRF

communication models. The communication model for theMANET (Mobile ad hoc

network) that the robots form is implemented as follows:

• The loss of information for a pair of robots is simulated by randomly dropping

communication messages with a certain probability (5% in our implementation).

The simulated robots retransmit lost information (Section 5.10, page130).

• The communication bandwidth for the robot connections is large enough to cope

with the exchange of information regardless of the robot positions.

• Delays in the process of transmission and reception are modelled. For a direct

connection the reception of a message is delayedttransmissionseconds regardless

of the distance between the transmitter and receiver.

• The delay in the reception of a message for robots that are atk-hopsof distance

in theMANET is delayedttransmission*k-hopsseconds.

• If two robots go out of range and their connection is part of the MST control

network the information that flows through the connection is held until the con-

nection is re-established.

The assumption of unlimited bandwidth is reasonable because the available band-

width for current communication technologies is much larger than the bandwidth

required by the robots. The bandwidth for Bluetooth ranges from 120Kb/s–723

Kb/s, Ethernet ranges from 1Mbps-4Mbps (Insider, 2005). Moreover inexpensive

transceivers have a bandwidth of 40 Kb/s (Radiometrix, 2004). For instance, in
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McLurkins’ research he used an infrared communication system with a bandwidth of

60b/s to disperse a large group of robots throughout an indoor environment (McLurkin

and Smiths, 2004). He used fifty six robots in his experiments; however his robots did

not share mapping information. In BERODE mapping information is shared, but this

doesn’t pose a problem for the available bandwidth of current technologies because

most information is only transmitted locally.

In this research it is important to model the communication delays because the

robots use the received information to coordinate their actions. Interference causes

errors and data retransmissions thus generating delays. We argue that the effect of the

loss of communication and interference in the performance of the robot network can

be appreciated by implementing larger delays in the reception of information. In the

current implementation the effect of interference is modelled by delaying the messages

a random time with a certain probability.

The supervisor records statistics about the status of the network and estimates the

required bandwidth for each robot. The bandwidth is estimated (in Bps) from the num-

ber of messages that the robots received in a time span using the proposed application

level protocol (Section 5.10.1, page132). Appendix C presents the details of the band-

width estimation. The controllers were implemented using Java.

a) Small (10m*5.5m) b) Medium (12m*16m) c) Large (20m*16 m)

Figure 7.1: Office like environments used in the simulations.

Figure 6.1 presents the three environments used in the simulations. In the simu-

lations the simulated robots are grouped in the upper left area. Each simulated robot

has a direct connection with at least one simulated robot. These environments are

based on the layout of sections of theIPAB (Institute of Perception Action and Be-

haviour). These sections were selected because they have connected rooms. The struc-
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ture formed by these connected rooms poses a difficult scenario for robots that have

to maintain a communication network. The non-Explorer robots generate short terms

plans to move to the locations where the communication quality is best. In connected

rooms a robot could potentially get trapped due to the presence of local maxima for

the communication quality. In an open area with only a few scattered obstacles these

local maxima are less likely to be present therefore it is easier to maintain the commu-

nication network while exploring these areas.

The following sections present theRF andLOS communication models used in

our simulations. These models have been validated by comparing the simulation mod-

els against measured data. The simulation models have been shown to be reasonable

and conservative approximations to the measured data from the real devices in typical

scenarios.

7.3 Simulation Model for Radio Frequency

To have meaningful results from the experimental simulations with Radio Frequency

(RF) communication is necessary to take into account the propagation characteristics

of realRF signals.RF signal propagation is difficult to predict especially when there

is no line of sight path between the transmitter and the receiver.

In the RF implementation of BERODE the simulated robots are assumed to be

able to accurately measure the signal strength of the signals. As explained in the pre-

vious section the supervisor controller is used as the communication manager. This

controller has knowledge of the environmental map and the robots’ positions. Using

this information and anRF signal propagation model the supervisor controller deter-

mines the strength of the robots’ signals. The supervisor sends this information to the

simulated robots which use this information to keep the network connected.

The strength of a signal is defined in terms of thepath lossthat occurs between the

transmitter and receiver. Thepath lossis the amount of power that a signal loses

between the transmitter and receiver measured in decibels (dB). Previous research

(Keenan and Motley, 1990; Seidel and Rappaport, 1992b) has demonstrated that a

simple and surprisingly accurate way to predictpath lossinside a building is to count

partitions for a line drawn between transmitter and receiver. An experimentally derived

attenuation factor may then be applied to each partition which intersects the line. Our

simulation model forRFcommunication is based on this simple prediction model. The

following sections describe the simulation model and present the experiments carried
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out to obtain the attenuation factor for different types of obstacles present in the IPAB

institute. Section 7.3.3 presents the validation of theRF simulation model against real

measurements. We used a Belkin Bluetooth device to validate our simulation model.

We found that the simulation model was an accurate and conservative approximation

to the real measured data.

7.3.1 The Signal Strength Model for Radio Frequency

We used Rappaport’s model to determine the strength of theRF signals (Rappaport,

2001). In this model the strength of a signal is defined in terms of thepath lossthat

occurs between the transmitter and receiver. Thepath lossis a measure of the attenu-

ation of the signal and is measured in decibels. Thepath lossbetween a pair of robots

depends on the distance between the robots, the number of obstacles between them and

the properties of the obstacles (material and density). Thepath lossmodel is defined

as

PL(d) = FSL(d)+∑
i

AGSi (7.1)

where

FSL(d) = PL(d0)+20log

(
d
d0

)
+αd (7.2)

wherePL(d0) is the path lossin dB at a small distanced0 from the transmitter,d

is the distance between the transmitter and the receiver,PL(d) is the totalpath loss

for d, FSL(d) is the path lossin free space,α is a constant that depends on type

of environment (e.g. office building, outdoors) andAGSi is the attenuation for the

ith obstacle between the transmitter and receiver. This attenuation is the amount of

power that a signal loses (in dB) by passing through the obstacle and depends on the

material and density of the obstacle. The supervisor controller uses a grid map of the

environment where the grid cells can represent materials with differingRF properties.

AGSis then the attenuation for an obstacle cell of a certain material. In our simulations

we use experimentally derived attenuation factors for several materials (in dB/m) and

compare them with the values provided by manufacturers of wireless cards at 2.45GHz

(MaxStream, 2003). We conducted experiments to check the validity of attenuation

factors for ourRF Belkin Bluetooth device. In these experiments we used a Belkin

Bluetooth class I device which has a maximum free space communication range of

100m according to the manufacturer. In order to simulate this device the parameters

from Eq 7.2 were set to:d0=1m, PL(d0)=30dB andα = 0.2. These parameters were
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chosen by comparing the path loss predicted at various distances (in free space) by the

model with the specification for our Bluetooth device.

The model from Eq. 7.2 does not take into account the effects of multi path prop-

agation. Multi path propagation occurs because some obstacles reflect and scatter the

transmitted signal in ways that are difficult to predict. When there isLOSbetween

transmitter and receiver the signal along theLOSdominates the effects of multi path

propagation. In this work the multi path effects are modelled by adding Gaussian

Noise (with mean zero and standard deviationσ =5dB) to Eq. 7.2 when there is no

LOSbetween transmitter and receiver. Although this model does not predict signal

strength fluctuations accurately the general effect is similar to that of the multi path

propagation.

In our research we compare various communication ranges. We refer to the com-

munication range as the distancedrange that a transmitted signal disperses in free

space. The signal power (in dB) necessary for a communication range is calculated

using Eq. 7.2. In the simulations is assumed that a communication link exists when

FSL(drange)−PL(d) > 0.

As previously mentioned it is assumed that the robots can measure the signal

strength. This value is typically available in wirelessRF technologies and is referred

as theReceived Strength Signal Level(RSSL). In the simulations the signal strength is

calculated as

SSL(d) =
FSL(drange)−PL(d)

PL(d)
∗100 (7.3)

which is the percentage of the power signal (in dB) available at the distanced.

7.3.2 Calculating the attenuation factor for the obstacles

The manufacturers of wireless devices provide tables of the attenuation factors of sev-

eral materials at a frequency of 2.45GHz (MaxStream, 2003). We conducted exper-

iments to check the validity of the attenuation factors for ourRF Belkin Bluetooth

device. This device has a maximum output power of 20dB and a receiving sensitivity

of -70dB. The maximum transmission distance for this device is 100m for free space

communication.

We experimentally obtained the attenuation factor for the following obstacles:

walls, load bearing columns, metallic file cabinets, wood doors and desks. We used a

typical desk which was accompanied by an assortment of books, computer equipment

and a wood drawer. The legs of the desk are made of steel. These types of obstacles
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were the most common static obstacles that we found in our IPAB institute.

To measure the signal strength we used a Belkin Bluetooth device and an Agilent

437BRF Power Meter. The Belkin Bluetooth device was set in the connectivity mode

in which the device broadcasts information to try to connect to another device. The

power meter was used to measure the strength of the signals sent by the Bluetooth de-

vice. The attenuation in signal strength due to the obstacle is determined by measuring

the difference in signal strength when there is an obstacle between the transmitter and

the receiver compared to the signal strength in free space (no obstacle). For the desk

obstacle the transmitter and the receiver were located at right angles to the long side of

the desk where there was most visible blockage in the direct line of sight.

Figure 7.2 shows the experimental procedure used to determine the attenuation fac-

tor for the obstacles. The transmitter (Bluetooth device) and the receiver (RF power

meter) were located perpendicular to the obstacle. The devices were placed at a height

of 0.2m because that is the height at which they are mounted on the real Koala robot

used in our investigations. The transmitter was initially located at a distancedt=0.25m

to the obstacle while the receiver was located at a distancedr=0.25m to the obstacle.

The transmitter was moved in steps of 0.25m until the distance to the obstacle was 1m.

This procedure was repeated for distances from the receiver to the obstacle ranging

from 0.25m to 1m in steps of 0.25m. Ten measurements were recorded for each trans-

mitter and receiver position. For each position theRFpower meter measured the signal

strength of the broadcasted information during a sampling period of thirty seconds.
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Figure 7.2: Procedure used to calculate the attenuation factor for an obstacle. The transmitter

and the receiver were located perpendicular to the obstacle. The transmitter was located at a

distancedt to the obstacle while the receiver was located at a distancedr to the obstacle. The

transmitter and the receiver were moved away from the obstacle.
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Table 7.1 shows the experimental results of the attenuation of theRF signal for

the different types of obstacles and their thickness. The attenuation factor is the ratio

between the measured attenuation and the thickness of the obstacle measured in dB/m.

Obstacle type Thickness (m) Attenuation (dB) attenuation/thickness (dB/m)

Brick wall 0.18m 1.101±0.23 5.61dB/m

Load Column 0.3m 2.094±0.27 6.98dB/m

Wood door 0.1m 0.178±0.05 1.78dB/m

Wood desk 1.0 m 2.12±0.17 2.12dB/m

Metallic File cabinet 0.5m 5.89±0.38 11.98dB/m

Table 7.1: Attenuation for different obstacle types obtained experimentally following the pro-

cedure described in Figure 7.2.

Table 7.2 shows a table of the attenuation for some materials provided by the manu-

facturers of wireless devices (MaxStream, 2003). Although the types of obstacles from

the two tables are not the same it is observed that the results from our measurements

are reasonably similar for materials that are alike. For instance, the brick wall from

our office is made of brick and concrete (white DryWall finish), the attenuation value

obtained in our tests is a value in the range of the concrete and brick values provided

by the manufacturers (slightly less than the average of both materials).

In the following section we show experiments that validate the proposed simula-

tion model which uses the experimentally derived attenuation factors obtained in this

section.

Obstacle type Thickness Attenuation (dB) attenuation/thickness (dB/m)

Lumber 0.76m 2.8dB 3.68dB/m

Concrete 1.02m 12dB 11.76dB/m

Concrete 2.03m 23dB 11.33dB/m

Brick 2.67m 7dB 2.67dB/m

Masonry Block 2.03m 12dB 5.91dB/m

Table 7.2: Attenuation for different obstacle types provided by MaxStream (2003).

7.3.3 Validation of the RF simulation model

In order to validate theRF simulation model we compared this model against a mea-

suredRF signal obtained from our Bluetooth device. We used a section of the IPAB
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institute to validate the measurements. Figure 7.3 shows the layout of the IPAB insti-

tute where the origin of the coordinate system is in the bottom left part of the map. The

dimensions of the rooms were obtained from the builders’ plans. The layout shows the

furniture that is fixed. Furniture that is moved around (e.g. plastic chairs) is not shown

in this layout. The walls are constructed of cinder block and concrete headers. Floors

are concrete covered with durable carpet, and office doors are fabricated from wood.

The rooms contain standard office desks made of wood with standard steel legs. Most

desks are accompanied by a typical assortment of books, computer equipment, knick

knacks, and a limited number of lamps, and fans. The rooms also have metallic file

cabinets and some of them have load bearing columns.

 

x 

y 

Scale: 
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   Wooden furniture    Concrete wall     Wood door    Metallic file cabinet  Private areas (non accessible) Simbology: 

Figure 7.3: Layout of the office environment used in the validation of theRF andLOSsimula-

tion models.

To measure the signal strength we used a Belkin Bluetooth device and an Agilent

437BRF Power Meter. The Belkin Bluetooth device was set in the connectivity mode

in which the device broadcasts information to try to connect to another device. The

power meter was used to measure the strength of the signals received from the Blue-

tooth device. The Bluetooth device is located in a fixed position while theRF power

meter is moved throughout the office environment in steps of 1m in thex andy direc-

tions to obtain the sample measurements. Once theRF power meter is located at a

measurement position it measures the signal strength of the broadcasted information

during a sampling period of thirty seconds.
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Multipath propagation occurs when radio frequency (RF) signals take different

paths from a source to a destination. A part of the signal goes to the destination while

another part bounces off an obstruction, then goes on to the destination. When the re-

flected signals are combined at the receiver, the signal strength is high. To alleviate the

multi-path and propagation effects in the measurement process, the receiver is rotated

90 degrees for each sample position, until one revolution is complete. The number of

samples for each position is twenty (five for each orientation). The receiver is then

moved to another location within the measurement area.

To compare the measuredRF signal with the simulated signals we produced a

simulation model of the environment from Figure 7.3. In this model we used the ex-

perimental measurements from Section 7.3.1 of the loss of signal strength for a signal

that traverses an obstacle. The simulation model was described in Section 7.3.2 where

Eq. 7.1 is used to quantify the amount of lost power between the transmitter and re-

ceiver. As previously explained the Bluetooth device used in our experiment has a

maximum output power of 20dB and a receiving sensitivity of -70dB. The measured

signal strength is then a value in the range of 0 to -90 dB being -90dB when the robot

is at the maximum distance where communication is possible. This distance is 100m

for our Bluetooth device when there is a clear line of sight between transmitter and

receiver.

In our tests we placed the transmitter in two different positions and obtained the

sample measurements for each position. Figure 7.4 shows the signal strength map

generated by the simulationRF model for the transmitter located at position (2, 0).

The effects of interference and multi-path propagation are incorporated into the simu-

lation model by adding random noise to the simulated signal strength measurements.

Without the addition of noise the signal strength monotonically decreases with dis-

tance, although it is irregular due to the irregularity of the radio-translucent obstacles.

As seen in Figure 7.4 when noise is added some slight non monotonic discontinuities

are visible.

Figure 7.5 shows the signal strength map for the measuredRF signal. For this map

there is not a monotonic decrease in general terms as in the case of the simulatedRF

map. This is due to the effects of multi-path propagation and interference of the real

RF signals which create discontinuities in the signal strength decrease. For instance

in the right middle side of the large room (right side of the environment) the signal

strength is in the range of -5dB to -10dB however locations that are more distant to the

transmitter have better signal strength (bigger values).
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Figure 7.4: Signal strength map for a simulatedRF signal generated from position (2,0) using

the model from Eq.7.1. The maximum signal strength value is 0dB. The obstacles of the

simulated office environment are shown hashed.

Figure 7.5: Signal strength map for a measuredRF signal generated from position (2,0). The

maximum signal strength value is 0dB. The obstacles of the office environment are shown

hashed. The signal strength was measured.
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Figure 7.6 and Figure 7.7 show the percentage of signal strength difference (simu-

lated minus measured) between the simulated and the measured signals for the trans-

mitter at positions (2,0) and (11,4) respectively. From these figures it is observed that

the simulation model is conservative because for most of the sampled positions the

model underestimates the signal strength (negative percentages). For the data from

Figure 7.6 the percentage of difference is in the range of [3%,-6%] with the simula-

tion on average 2.21±1.51% less than the measured signal. For the data from Figure

7.7 the percentage of difference is in the range of [2%,-8%] with the simulation on

average 2.06±0.96% less than the measured signal. In general we can observe that

the percentage of difference is larger when the line of sight between the transmitter

and the receiver is blocked by a larger total depth of obstacles. This is expected be-

cause in the simulationRF model we use an average value for each type of obstacle

obtained from our tests with different types of obstacles. Moreover, the effect of multi

path is modelled by adding Gaussian Noise (with mean zero) when there is no line of

sight between transmitter and receiver whereas in reality reflected signals behave in

complicated ways which sometimes result in communicationhot spotsthat are diffi-

cult to predict even for more sophisticated communication models (Molkdar, 1991).

Although our simulations do not specifically modelhot spots, we model the effects of

multi-path and interference by adding Gaussian random noise which does sometimes

producehot spots.

From Figures 7.6 and 7.7 it is observed that for most of the tested positions (85.4%)

the percentage of difference is smaller than 5%. For figure 7.6 in 80.2% of the mea-

sured positions the difference is smaller than 5% while for figure 7.7 the percentage is

90.6%.

In this section we have validated theRF simulation model. We have shown that in

the tested environment the model was accurate and conservative; accurate because in

85.4% of the tested positions the difference between the simulated and the measured

signals was below 5%; conservative because it underestimates the signal strength by

2% on average. This suggests that the simulation model is an accurate and conservative

approximation to the real measured data.

7.4 Simulation Model for LOS Communication

TheLOScommunication model assumes an infinite communication range where any

obstacle in the direct path between the transmitter and the receiver blocks the signal.
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Figure 7.6: Percentage of signal strength difference (simulated minus measured) between the

simulated and the measuredRF signal for a transmitter located at position (2,0). Note that

the simulation model is conservative because for most positions the model underestimates the

signal strength (negative percentage).

In practice this means that communication range exceeds available sight lines, which

in the simulated office environments are quite short (Figure 7.1). The supervisor con-

troller uses a grid map representation of the environment. The grid cells of this map

can represent materials with differentRF properties but opaque to infrared. If the sig-

nal between a pair of robots traverses an occupied cell then there is no communication

between them, otherwise there is a communication link. If there is a communication

link it is assumed that the bandwidth is large enough to cope with the exchange of

information regardless of the link positions.

7.4.1 Validation of the LOS model

The implementation of theLOSmodel of BERODE was proposed because technolo-

gies such aslow cost infrared communication devices work reliably when there is an

uninterrupted line-of-sight (LOS) path between the transmitter and receiver. Infrared

communication has as advantages low power consumption and low cost compared

with other communication technologies (Kahn, 1997). For these reasons, in previous
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Figure 7.7: Percentage of signal strength difference (simulated minus measured) between the

simulated and the measuredRF signal for a transmitter located at position (11,4). Note that

the simulation model is conservative because for most positions the model underestimates the

signal strength (negative percentage).

research infrared communication has been used to achieve swarming behaviours by

groups of robots (McLurkin and Smiths, 2004).

Infrared communication devices are classified according to their design asLOSor

diffuse devices.LOSdevices rely upon the existence of an uninterrupted line of sight

(LOS) path between the transmitter and receiver, while diffuse devices generally rely

upon reflection of the light from the ceiling or some other diffusely reflecting surface.

The required transmission power for diffuse devices is higher compared to that ofLOS

devices. Diffuse devices are designed to increases link robustness and ease of use,

allowing the link to operate even when barriers, such as people or cubicle partitions,

stand between the transmitter and receiver.LOS devices are designed to maximize

power efficiency by having a narrow field of view, typically in the range of 15◦- 60◦.

The coverage of the entire communication circumference is typically achieved by using

a ring of infrared transmitters. Alternatively one can employ a transmissive diffuser,

such as a thin plate of translucent plastic to disperse the signal from aLOS infrared

device to achieve the 360◦ coverage with a single transceiver. Due to the dispersion of

the signal the communication range is substantially reduced. The amount of reduction
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depends on the transceiver’s field of view.

To validate the suitability of theLOSmodel for infrared communication devices we

compared the communication coverage from our simulation model against the cover-

age obtained from an infrared communication device. In the experimental tests we used

a Palm m505 handheld device as the transmitter and a Lego Brain Brick as the receiver

(Figure 7.8). We incorporated an OmniRemote infrared module to the handheld device

to increase the communication range. This device is inexpensive (£20) and increases

by 400% the communication range of the handheld built in IR transceiver without

requiring additional batteries. The OmniRemote module comes with software that en-

ables the use of the handheld device as a universal control for TVs, VCRs, Lego robots

among other devices. The OmniRemote module has a field of view of 30◦. According

to the manufacturer tests the OmniRemote is capable of controlling the Lego brick up

to a distance of 50 feet (15.24m) when the transmitter is pointing in the direction of

the Lego Brain Brick. Our preliminary tests show that the transmitter (Palm with the

OmniRemote attached) was able to communicate with the Lego Brain Brick up to a

distance of 18.5m. In this test the receiver (Lego Brain Brick) and the transmitter were

placed on the floor at an initial distance of 5m. The transmitter sent a command that

produced a beep sound by the receiver. This command was sent three times and the

communication was considered to be successful if the beep sound was heard at least

once. The transmitter was then moved away in steps of 0.5m until communication the

beep sound was no longer heard. It is worth mentioning that the transmission range for

the Lego brick is much smaller than 18.5m because the transmitter of the Lego brick

is much less powerful.

TheLOSsimulation model has a 360◦ communication coverage. To validate this

model using a single transmitter and receiver we usedLOSinfrared devices with con-

ical reflective dispersers. The 360◦ can be achieved by placing a reflective surface on

top of the transmitter. This surface disperses the signal having as result the 360◦ cover-

age in the horizontal plane having as downside a reduction in the communication range

due to the attenuation of the signal. We used an aluminium conic surface to reflect the

infrared signals. Figure 7.9 illustrates how the transmitter and receiver are positioned

to face straight up and all the incoming and outgoing infrared signals are reflected by

an aluminium cone.

The environment used to validate theLOSmodel was the bottom left room of the

environment from Figure 7.3. To compare the measuredLOSsignal with the simu-

lated signals we produced a simulation model of the environment. The transmitter was
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Figure 7.8: Photographs of a) the Omniremote module, b) the Palm III handheld device with the

Omniremote module attached and c) the Lego Brain Brick used in the infrared communication

tests.
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Figure 7.9: The transmitter and receiver are positioned to face straight up and all the incoming

and outgoing infrared signals are reflected by an aluminium cone. The result is a 360◦ coverage

in the horizontal plane.

located in a fixed position while the receiver was moved throughout the environment

in steps of 0.5m in thex andy directions to obtain the communication samples. A

communication sample consisted of the transmitter sending a command that produced

a beep sound by the receiver. Communication was considered as successful if the

receiver emitted the beep sound. Five sample measurements where taken at each loca-

tion. As explained in Section 7.2 the loss of communication is simulated by randomly

dropping communication messages. A random 5% of the messages are dropped in the

simulations.

Figures 7.10 and 7.11 show the comparison between the simulatedLOScommu-
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nication model and the measured infrared communication for a transmitter located at

positions (5.5, 3) and (3.5, 4.5) (measured in meters). The figures show the outline of

the polygon which encloses all connected test positions with at least 80% of commu-

nication success rate (i.e. outliers are omitted). In this experimental comparison the

messages were broadcasted, there was no protocol to retransmit information when it

was lost. Inside the polygon area the communication is reliable. From the figures it

is observed that this area is smaller for the simulation model compared to that of the

measured infrared communication. The coverage of the real infrared device is much

larger compared to the simulatedLOSmodel because the real infrared signals bounce

from the obstacles; however the reception of information is less reliable when there

is no line of sight between transmitter and receiver because the signals are attenuated

after multiple reflections and the receiver fails to detect these signals.

The LOSsimulation model assumes infinite communication range when there is

an uninterruptedLOSpath between transmitter and receiver. In office-like environ-

ments the sight lines are short because the rooms are full of obstacles (e.g. desks). As

observed in our tests from this section the simulation model is conservative because

the communication coverage is smaller than the measured area. Moreover, in the im-

plementation of BERODE for theLOS model the robots are constrained to remain

in close locations to reduce the likelihood of losing communication due to obstacle

obstruction. In our implementation (Section 8.6, page239) a robot is constrained to

remain at a distance smaller than 3.5m from the robot connections that it has to keep

within communication range. Therefore although the range is assumed as infinite the

robots always remain in close positions (below 3.5m).

In this section we have validated theLOSmodel. We conclude that the simulation

model is a conservative approximation to the real infrared communication coverage

because the area in which communication can be reliably achieved is smaller for the

simulation model compared to that of the real infrared communication coverage.

7.5 Simulation Model for Robot Motion

To have meaningful simulations it is important to model relevant aspects of the type

of performance achieved by a real robot. Our simulations are based on the parameters

obtained from experiments with a Koala robot. This robot was used in our validation

test conducted in the IPAB corridor (Section 7.9). The Koala robot uses a differential

drive mechanism, consisting of two drive wheels mounted on a common axis. Each
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Figure 7.10: Comparison between the simulatedLOScommunication model and the measured

infrared communication for a transmitter located at position (5.5,3). For each sampling position

five communication samples were taken. The polygon encloses the area where there was at

least 80% of success in the communication for all the tested positions. The layout of the office

room is shown in green colour.
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Figure 7.11: Comparison between the simulatedLOScommunication model and the measured

infrared communication for a transmitter located at position (3.5,4.5). For each sampling posi-

tion five communication samples were taken. The polygon encloses the area where there was

at least 80% of success in the communication for all the tested positions. The layout of the

office room is shown in green colour.

wheel can be driven independently either forward or backward. It can be difficult to

make a differential drive robot move in an approximate straight line because the drive

wheels are independently driven. Even when the wheels turn at exactly the same rate

a robot will often veer to one side because one wheel gets less traction than the other.

Our simulated robots model this veering phenomenon.

Each wheel has a shaft encoder which measures the rotation of a shaft attached to

the motor. The differential motion of the wheels is obtained from these measurements.

These measurements are corrupted by errors due to slippage, skidding and sensor pre-
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cision. Frequently the uncertainty of the odometry measurements from the left and

right wheel differs. Our simulated robots model this asymmetry in the uncertainty of

the odometry measurements.

According to the manufacturer the wheelbase distance for the Koala robot is

b=28.5cm. Because the robot has fat rubber wheels which make footprint rather

than point contact, the effective wheelbase will vary depending on the nature of the

surface. The effective wheelbase must be estimated from odometry experiments. We

determined the effective wheelbase for our robot from experiments on carpet and con-

crete surfaces. These surfaces are common types of surfaces in office environments

and were the two surfaces present in the physical environment that we based our

simulations (Figure 7.1).

We experimentally determined the uncertainty on the odometry measurements and

quantified the amount of veering for our Koala robot. We used the results of these

experiments to model our simulated robots.

In the first experiment as suggested by the manufacturer we determined the ef-

fective wheelbase of the robot by commanding the robot to rotate a fixed number of

revolutions. The precise number of revolutions was measured carefully. The mea-

surements from the left and right shaft encoders were then obtained and the effective

wheelbase was calculated. We used two surfaces to test the robot: carpet and concrete.

The distanced that the robot’s wheels moved during the rotation is calculated from

the arc segment formulad = λb/2, whereλ is the angle rotated (rad) andb is the effec-

tive wheelbase of the robot. Table 7.3 presents the odometry measurements obtained

wheredl anddr are the distances that the robot moved according to the measurements

obtained from the left and right shaft encoders.dav is distance that the robot moved

according to the average of the encoder measurements (left and right).be f f ectiveis the

effective wheelbase calculated using the arc segment formulabe f f ective= 2dav/λ using

the average distancedav. The average effective wheelbase from the experimental data

wasb=29.3cm which is close to the manufacturers value.

To determine the uncertainty on the odometry measurements and to quantify the

veering phenomenon for our robot we conducted an experiment where the robot was

instructed to advance in a straight line for a fixed distanced. This experiment was

conducted in the concrete and carpet surfaces as the previous experiment. Figure 7.12

shows the procedure used to determine the amount of veering. Our Koala robot had a

tendency to veer towards its left side. We instructed the robot to travel for the distances

d=1, 2, 3 m. For each distance we performed ten trials. We measured the distance (e)
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that the robot apart from the perpendicular to the ideal travel path. We attached a chalk

to the centre of the robot wheelbase to measure the distancedm that the robot travelled

forming an arc. Table 7.4 shows the measured distances for the experiment.

Surface Revolutions dav (m) dl (m) dr (m) be f f ective(m)

Concrete 5 4.556 4.565±0.022 4.549±0.015 0.290

Concrete 10 9.108 9.112±0.016 9.094±0.022 0.290

carpet 5 4.644 4.651±0.032 4.621±0.045 0.296

carpet 10 9.287 9.277±0.051 9.294±0.048 0.295

Table 7.3: Odometry measurements for a robot that rotates on itself a number of revolutions.dl

anddr are the distances obtained from the left and right shaft encoders.dav is distance that the

robot moved according to the average of the encoder measurements (left and right).be f f ective

is the effective wheelbase distance for the robot.
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Figure 7.12: Measurement of the drift for the Koala robot. The robot is instructed to move in a

straight line a distanced. The robot advances this distance veering towards its left size because

of the uneven wheel traction.dm is the distance that the robot travels forming an arc due to

uneven wheel traction.

d e (m) dm (m) r (m)

3.0 0.212±0.024 3.021±0.042 21.54

2.0 0.095±0.014 2.044±0.021 21.42

1.0 0.025±0.003 1.016±0.023 21.65

Table 7.4: Measured distances for the drifting experiment.d is the distance that the robot was

instructed to travel.dm is the distance that the robot travels forming an arc due to uneven wheel

traction.r is the curvature ratio for the robot determined from the measurements.

To calculate the amount of veering we calculated the curvature ratio of the arc

formed by the robot path (Figure 7.13). The angleω for the travelled pathdm around
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the arc is determined as follows

ψ = tan−1(d/e) (7.4)

ω = 180−2ψ (7.5)

whered ande are the measured distances from Table 7.4. The curvature ratio is then

calculated from the arc length formula

r = dm/ω (7.6)
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Figure 7.13: The robot forms an arc as it travels with a curvature ratior. dm is the distance

travelled by the robot along the arc.e is the distance that the robot drifted away from the ideal

direction of travel.d is the distance that the robot travelled in the ideal direction of travel.

Table 7.4 shows the curvature ratio obtained for each distance for the average

measured distancesdm ande. The average curvature ratio for the three distances is

r=21.53m. The ratio between the arc lengths for the right and left wheels is the amount

of veering. The amount of veering is determined using the average curvature ratior,

the robot wheelbasebe f f ective(obtained experimentally) and the arc lengths for the left

sl and rightsr wheels of the robot (Figure 7.13). This is calculated by equalizing the

arc angle of both wheels

ωl = ωr (7.7)

sl

r l
=

sr

rr
(7.8)

Wherer l = r−be f f ective/2 andrr = r +be f f ective/2 because the robot veers towards its

left side. The amount of veering is then calculated by solving forsl andsr as follows

sl

r−be f f ective/2
=

sr

r +be f f ective/2
(7.9)

sl

sr
=

r−be f f ective/2
r +be f f ective/2

(7.10)
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For our experimental robot the amount of veering found wassl/sr = 0.9868. To simu-

late the veering phenomenon the wheels of the simulated robots were driven at different

speeds with this experimentally obtained ratio.

Table 7.5 shows the average of the percentage of error in the measurements ob-

tained from the left and right odometry measurements for the different distances and

surfaces. This percentage is calculated as

encodererror =

tests
∑

i=1

∣∣dencoder
i −dm

∣∣/
dm

tests
∗100% (7.11)

wheretestsis the number of tests (ten for each experiment),dm is the manually mea-

sured distance (Table 7.4) anddencoder
i is the distance obtained from the odometry

measurements from the wheel encoder for theith test. It is observed that the percent-

age is below 2% for the left and right odometry measurements. It is also observed that

odometry error in the measurements is larger for the left wheel compared to that of the

right wheel. This difference is due to many factors such as encoder precision, wheel

height, wheel wearing, etc. that affect the precision of the odometry measurements.

Our simulated robots model this observed asymmetry in the errors.

Surface d (m) Average error for left

wheel odometry (%)

Average error for right

wheel odometry (%)

Concrete 1.0 1.82% 1.67%

Concrete 2.0 1.87% 1.70%

Concrete 3.0 1.75% 1.65%

Carpet 1.0 1.67% 1.34%

Carpet 2.0 1.80% 1.72%

Carpet 3.0 1.78% 1.67%

Table 7.5: Average error for the measurements obtained from the left and right wheel odometry

measurements for different surfaces and distances for the experiment from Figure 7.3.

The average error was below 2% in the measurements over different surfaces. In

the simulated environments a constant surface is assumed. To ensure a conservative

model we assumed a larger error in the simulation. The inaccuracies on the odometry

measurements are simulated by adding random Gaussian noise with zero mean and

standard deviation of 3% and 3.5% for the left and right wheel measurements respec-

tively.

In this section we have determined the error in the odometry measurements from

the wheels’ encoders and the amount of veering for our experimental robot. In our
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simulations the veering due to uneven wheel traction was modelled by setting different

speeds for the wheels of the robot. The error in the odometry measurements from the

wheels’ encoders is simulated by adding random Gaussian noise. The simulated robots

incorporate the veering phenomenon and the asymmetric error measurements observed

in our experimental robot.

7.6 Simulation Model for the Robot Sensors

One of the goals of this work is to validate through simulation the suitability of the

use oflow costrobots to build maps of the environment. In Section 3.6 (page45) we

discussed the suitability oflow costsensors for map building purposes. We concluded

that sonar and infrared sensors were the most suitable sensors because of their cost

and features. We designed and built alow costsensing platform to validate the map

building module described in the previous chapter. This platform is based on sonar and

infrared sensors and is presented in the following section.

This section presents the simulation model for the sonar and infrared sensors. We

used the Devantech Sonar SRF04 and the Sharp Infrared Sensors (Models GP2D120

and GP2Y0A02YK) in our tests. The accuracy of each sensor was evaluated for dif-

ferent types of obstacles and materials. We used the following four types of obstacles:

walls, poles, edges and corners. These types of obstacles are some of the most common

types of obstacles that are present in indoor environments. The materials used in the

tests were white drywall, wood and glass because the environment used in our simula-

tions resembles a section of the IPAB institute which has white dry walls, wood doors

and windows. Our simulation models are conservative with respect to the uncertainty

and obstacle detection reliability observed in our tests with the sensor devices.

7.6.1 Testing of the Sonar Sensors

The Devantech Sonar SRF04 sensor used in our experiments has a beam-width of 45◦.

The accuracy in the sonar sensor measurements depends on the incidence angle. For

this reason we used two angles of incidenceω = 0◦,45◦ for the test with the wall

obstacles. Poles and corners are difficult to detect with sonar sensors because often

too little signal is reflected back to obtain a measurement. The measurements obtained

from the sonar sensor in corner configurations are frequently the result of specular

reflections. As a result of this a corner may appear to be at a further distance than it is
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in reality. It is important to mention that previous research (Robinson et al., 2004) has

found that the Devantech Sonar suffers less from the problem of specular reflections

than the Polaroid 6500 sonar sensors which are of common use in robotic applications.

An experiment to determine the uncertainty of the sonar sensor measurements for

the different types of obstacles and materials was conducted. In the experiment the

sensor was initially placed at 10cm from the obstacle, and then moved away from the

obstacle in intervals of 10cm until the maximum range distance was reached. The

maximum range for the SRF04 is 3.0m according to the manufacturer data. Figure

7.14 shows the measurement procedure for the different types of obstacles used.

The sonar sensor measures the distance to the closest obstacle by sending sonar

pulses and measuring the time of flight of the pulses. When no obstacles are detected

the time of flight is set to a maximum time which is double the time of the maximum

detection distance.

We used two sonar sensors in thelow costplatform that we built (Section 7.7). The

platform is on top of a servo motor that can rotate only 180◦, therefore one sonar is

placed at the front of the platform and the other at the rear of the platform to cover the

360◦ circumference. We used both sonar sensors to obtain an average performance in

our test. We took ten valid measurements at each location (five for each sonar). A mea-

surement was valid when the obstacle was detected. We used the valid measurement to

determine the uncertainty of the sensor measurements and the invalid measurements to

determine the obstacle detection reliability of the sensor. The uncertainty of the sensor

measurement is determined from the measured error. The measured error is the abso-

lute difference between the obstacle distance and the received from the sonar sensor.

Table 7.6 shows the average measured error and the obstacle detection reliability for

the sonar sensor for all the range of tested distances to the obstacle.

Figure 7.15 shows the measured error for the different types of obstacles as a func-

tion of the distance. For the wall obstacles the graph shows the average for the three

types of material tested. Figure 7.16 shows the reliability for the different types of

obstacles as a function of the distance. By comparing the results from the perpendic-

ular wall obstacle against the wall with a 45◦ incidence angle it is observed that as

expected the measured error and the obstacle detection reliability depends on the angle

of incidence.

The behaviour of the sonar sensor observed in our tests can be described as follows:

The measured error increases linearly as the distance to the obstacle increases, and the

obstacle detection reliability decreases linearly as the distance to the obstacles increase.
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Figure 7.14: Procedure used to determine the accuracy of the sensor for different types of

obstacles. The sensor was located at a distance d and moved away from the obstacle in the

sensor placement direction.

Type of obstacle Material measurement error (cm) Reliability (%)

Perpendicular wall White drywall 1.2±0.15 98.6%

Perpendicular wall Wood 1.4±0.21 97.5%

Perpendicular wall Glass 1.3±0.17 97.7%

Wall with 45◦ incidence angle White drywall 2.3±0.24 91.1%

Wall with 45◦ incidence angle Wood 2.1±0.19 92.7%

Wall with 45◦ incidence angle Glass 2.5±0.16 93.7%

Round pole (diameterd=2cm) Aluminium 2.1±0.23 81.4%

90◦ corner obstacle White drywall 2.9±0.17 94.2%

90◦ edge obstacle White drywall 3.5±0.24 84.6%

Table 7.6: Average measured error and reliability of the sonar sensor measurements for differ-

ent types of obstacles and materials.
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Figure 7.15: Measured error of the sonar sensor for different types of obstacles and its average.

In average the measured error has a linear increase as the distance to the obstacle increases.

With the exception of the perpendicular wall obstacle, for all the trends show a linear increase

in the error as the distance to the obstacle increases.
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Figure 7.16: Reliability of the sonar measurements for different types of obstacles and its

average. Reliability has a linear decrease as the distance to the obstacle increases. For all the

types of obstacles there is a decrease in the obstacle detection reliability.
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In the following section we describe the simulation model for the sonar which is based

on the observed behaviour.

7.6.2 The Simulated Sonar Sensors

The simulated sonar sensor is based on the results from the tests of the previous section.

The Webots simulator does not provide a model for the sonar sensors. The simulator

provides a model for infrared sensors and uses a ray tracing algorithm to measure the

exact distance to the closest obstacle. The sonar sensor used in our tests has a beam

width of 45◦. Our simulation model of this sonar consists of a collection of infrared

sensors. An infrared sensor is orientated in the direction of the sonar beam centre and

the subsequent sensors are placed with an increase in orientation of 2◦ on both sides of

the beam centre until the orientation with respect to the beam centre is 22◦.

The distance to the obstacledo and the angle of the obstacle with respect to the

centre of the simulated sonar beamωo are obtained from the infrared sensor in the col-

lection that has the smallest distance to the obstacle. When there is no obstacle within

the range of the sonar the distance isdmax (dmax=3.0m for our simulated sonar). Our

simulation model assumes that the sonar responds only to the first obstacle detected.

 

22° 

2° 
Sonar sensor 
location 

2° 
Beam center 

Figure 7.17: The simulated sonar sensor modelled as a collection of infrared sensors for the

Webots simulator. The infrared sensors return the distance to the closest obstacle using a ray

tracing algorithm. The measurement for the sonar is the smallest distance from the collection

of the infrared measurements.

From the previous section we observed that the reliability of obstacle detection and

the error in the sonar measurements depend on the distance and the angle of incidence.

Our simulated sonar measurements are modelled as a function of these two variables.

For our simulated measurement we first calculated the probability of detecting the

obstacle and then calculated the obstacle distance as a function of this probability.

The obstacle detection reliability for the simulated sonar is modelled using the
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following equation

Pdetect(ωo,do) = 0.95−0.20(ds/dmax)−0.25(ωo/22) (7.12)

where Pdetect(ωo,do) is the probability that the obstacle will be detected. The

0.20(ds/dmax) factor models the decrease in the reliability as a function of the distance.

This factor models the observed linear decrease for the average performance of the

sonar with the different types of obstacles tested (Figure 7.16). The 0.25(ωo/22)

factor models the decrease in the reliability as a function of the incidence angle. In

our tests we corroborated that the reliability in obstacle detection decreases when the

angle of incidence is larger. This was observed in Figure 7.16 for the wall obstacle

with two different incidence angles.

The addition of uncertainty for the sonar measurement is carried out using the

following equation

dsonar= do +gaussian(δbase)+gaussian(δdistance∗ (do/dmax)) (7.13)

wheredsonar is the distance that integrates the uncertainty and is measured in cen-

timetres.gaussian(δ) is a random Gaussian distribution with mean zero and standard

deviationδ. The uncertainty in the sonar measurements have a base uncertaintyδbase

and an uncertainty that is a function of the distanceδdistance∗ (ds/dmax). For our simu-

lated sonar we selected the values ofδbase= 3cm. andδdistance= 2cm. because these

values are a conservative approximation for the worst case of the measured error found

in our tests with the sonar device (Figure 7.15).

The integration of uncertainty and obstacle detection reliability for the simulated

sonar measurements is done using the algorithm 7.1. The variablerand() is a random

variable with a linear distribution in the range [0,1].

7.6.3 Testing the Infrared Sensors

The Sharp infrared sensors ((Models GP2D120 and GP2Y0A02YK) used in our ex-

periments have a beam-width of 2◦. Their range is 0 to 0.3m for the Sharp GP2D120

and 0.25m to 1.5m for the Sharp GP2Y0A02YK. These sensors are very insensitive

to ambient light according to Konienko et al. (2005) tests. This was confirmed in our

experiments. The error in the Sharp sensors increases exponentially with respect to the

distance. When there is no obstacle detected the measured distance is a large value

(above 1.5m for the Sharp GP2Y0A02YK and above 0.3m for the Sharp GP2D120).
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Algorithm 1 Addition of uncertainty and obstacle detection reliability for the sonar

sensor
procedure addUncertainty(do,ωo)

detection= rand()

if Pdetect(ωo,do) < detectionthen

dsonar= dmax

else

noisebase= gaussian(δbase)

noisedist = gaussian(δdistance∗ (do/dmax))

dsonar= do +noisebase+noisedist

end if

returndsonar

To determine the uncertainty of measurements from the Sharp sensors we con-

ducted the same experiment as for the sonar sensors (Section 7.6.1). The same types

of obstacles and materials were used in both experiments. One of each type of these

sensors were mounted as a pair on a sensing platform to cover the entire range from

0 to 1.5m (Section 7.6.1.). We used the three pairs of sensors in this test to obtain an

averaged performance because these three pairs of sensors were used in thelow cost

platform that we built (Section 7.6.1).

In the experiment the platform was initially placed at 2cm. from the obstacle, and

then moved away from the obstacle in intervals of 2cm. until the maximum range dis-

tance for the Sharp GP2D120 was reached (30cm.). Afterwards intervals of 5cm. were

used until the maximum range distance for the Sharp GP2Y0A02YK was reached.

Figure 7.14 shows the measurement procedure for the different types of obstacles and

materials used. Table 7.6 shows the list of the types of obstacles and the material that

they are made of.

In the test we took fifteen valid measurements at each location (five for pair of

sharp sensors). A measurement was valid when the obstacle was detected. We used

the valid measurement to determine the uncertainty of the sensor measurements and

the invalid measurements to determine the obstacle detection reliability of the sensor.

The uncertainty of the sensor measurement is determined from the measured error.

The measured error is the absolute difference between the obstacle distance and that

received from the sonar sensor.

Figure 7.18 shows the measured error for four of the seven obstacles used in the

tests. It is observed that the error is much larger for the obstacle made of glass (glass
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wall obstacle) than for the other obstacles made of other material. This is to be ex-

pected because infrared sensors have difficulty in detecting obstacles made of glass

because the signal emitted by these is poorly reflected by this surface. In our tests we

did not find a large difference in the measured errors with respect to the type of obsta-

cle, only with respect to the type of material. This can be observed in Figure 7.18 for

the round pole, the corner and the edge obstacle. Figure 7.19 shows the measured error

of the pair of Sharp infrared sensors grouping them by their type of material: glass and

non-glass. The average error was obtained by averaging over the same collection of

typical obstacle types as we used for our sonar, of which two were glass and seven

non-glass. It is observed that regardless of the type and the material of the obstacle the

error increases exponentially with respect to the distance for the infrared sensor.
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Figure 7.18: Measured error of the Sharp infrared sensor for different types of obstacles. With

the exception of the glass obstacle the measured error is similar for the different types of ob-

stacles. For all the trends the error increases exponentially with respect to the distance to the

obstacle.

As in the case of the measured error in our tests we did not find a large difference in

the obstacle detection reliability with respect to the type of obstacle, only with respect

to the type of material. This can be observed in Figure 7.20 for the round pole, the

corner and the edge obstacle. Figure 7.21 shows the obstacle detection reliability of

the pair of Sharp infrared sensors, grouping them by their type of material: glass and

non-glass. The error was averaged over the nine types of obstacle, of which two were
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Figure 7.19: Measured error of the Sharp infrared sensor for glass obstacles and non-glass

obstacles. Two types of glass obstacles and seven different types of non glass obstacles were

used in to measure the error. The average is closer to the non-glass average because there were

more non-glass obstacles. For all the trends the error increases exponentially with respect to

the distance to the obstacle.

glass. It is observed that the reliability in the detection of an obstacle decreases when

the distance to the obstacle increases.

7.6.4 The Simulated Infrared Sensor

The simulated infrared sensor is based on the results from the tests of the previous

section. The simulator provides a model for infrared sensors that uses a ray tracing

algorithm to measure the exact distance to the closest obstacledo. When there is no

obstacle within the range of the sensor the distance isdmax (dmax=1.5m for our simu-

lated infrared sensor).

The simulated infrared measurements are modelled as a function of the distance

to resemble the behaviour observed in the tests of the previous section. For our simu-

lated measurement we first calculated the probability of detecting the obstacle and then

calculated the obstacle distance as a function of this probability.

We want to avoid an over-optimistic simulation which would give better results

than could be achieved in practice. The obstacle detection reliability for the simulated
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Figure 7.20: Obstacle detection reliability of the Sharp infrared sensor for different types of

obstacles. With the exception of the glass obstacle the reliability is similar for the different

types of obstacles. For all the trends the error increases exponentially with respect to the

distance to the obstacle.
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Figure 7.21: Obstacle detection reliability for the Sharp infrared sensor for glass obstacles

and non-glass obstacles. Two types of glass obstacles and seven different types of non glass

obstacles were used to determine the obstacle detection reliability. The average is closer to the

non-glass average because there were more non-glass obstacles.
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infrared sensor is modelled using the following equation

Pdetect(do) = 0.90−0.35(ds/dmax) (7.14)

wherePdetect(do) is the probability that the obstacle will be detected. The 0.35(ds/dmax)

factor models the decrease in the reliability as a function of the distance. This factor

models the worst case of obstacle detection reliability for the different materials and

obstacle types found in our tests (Figure 7.21). The worst reliability was found for the

obstacles made of glass. The simulation model is then conservative with respect to the

tested materials and obstacle types.

The Sharp infrared sensors have an exponential error with respect to the measured

distance. The uncertainty added to the simulated infrared measurements was then de-

termined from the following exponential equation1

ν(d0) = 0.16e0.03d0 +1.5 (7.15)

whereν(d0) is measured in centimetres. This equation models the error observed

in our measurement tests for the worst case (glass material). Figure 7.22 shows the

measurement error generated by the exponential equation (conservative fitting trend)

and the measured error for the tested obstacles. It is observed that the equation model

is conservative because the expected error is always larger than the error measured in

the tests.

The integration of uncertainty and obstacle detection reliability for the simulated

infrared measurements is done using the algorithm 7.2.din f rared is the distance that

integrates the uncertainty and is measured in centimeters. The variablerand() is a

random variable with a linear distribution in the range [0,1].gaussian(ν(d0)) is a

random Gaussian distribution with mean zero and standard deviationν(d0).

7.6.5 Validation of the Sonar and Infrared Models

In order to validate the sonar and infrared simulation models we compared the sim-

ulation models against real measurements obtained from the sonar and the infrared

sensors. We used the experimental environment from Figure 7.23 to validate the mea-

surements. The environment contains the types of features that we expect to find in

an office environment such as poles (chair legs), corners and edges. The wall obsta-

cles are made of different materials. To have a good comparison basis for the sensor

1 The curve derived from linear least squares fitting. After the curve was fitted to the data it was
manually adjusted to be conservative.
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Figure 7.22: Measured error of the Sharp infrared sensor for glass obstacles and non-glass

obstacles. Two types of glass obstacles and seven different types of non glass obstacles were

used in to measure the error. The average is closer to the non-glass average because there were

more non-glass obstacles. The conservative fitting trend is derived from the glass obstacle

trend.

Algorithm 2 Addition of uncertainty and obstacle detection reliability for the infrared

sensor
procedure addUncertainty(do)

detection= rand()

if Pdetect(do) < detectionthen

din f rared = dmax

else

noise= gaussian(υ(do))

din f rared = do +noise

end if

returndin f rared
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measurements the environment size was selected so that for a sensor scanning in most

of the directions there were obstacles within the range of the sensor. In the simulation

of this environment the obstacles are assumed to be built of the same material because

the simulated robot sensors measure the distance to the obstacle but the material of the

obstacle sensed is unknown. To avoid over-optimistic simulations our sensor models

are based on the worst case for the materials that we tested in our experiments.

The sonar was mounted on top of a servo motor to produce scans of the environ-

ment. The platform is described in Section 7.7. This platform has two sonars, one at

the front and one at the rear. The platform is rotated 180◦ to obtain a complete scan of

the circumference. To avoid cross talking between the front and the rear sonar for our

platform we fire them sequentially 65milliseconds apart. The detection cycle for the

sonar sensors times out after 40ms.

We took 360◦ scans at several locations in our experimental environment, in this

section we present the results obtained for two testing positions (Figure 7.23). In the

scans we took ten measurements for each sensor orientation and then rotated the plat-

form in steps of 15◦.
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Figure 7.23: Environment used to validate the sonar and infrared simulation models. The

measurements are hand measured. The walls of the environment are made of wood, glass, and

white DryWall. p1 and p2 are testing positions to assess the performance of the simulation

models.
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Figures 7.24 and 7.25 show the average measurement distance for the real and the

simulated sonar scans for the testing positionsp1 andp2 from Figure 7.23. The line ori-

entation is the orientation of the centre of the beam. The lines show the average of ten

measurements for each location. When there was no obstacle detection the maximum

distance was returned. The red dotted lines indicate that in at least four measurements

there was no obstacle detection. It may appear that the measured distance at some

orientations is shorter than it should be; this is because the obstacle could be at the

edge of the 45◦ beam, but we show it as though it was along the central beam axis. It

is observed that for the red dotted lines the incidence angle in general terms is larger

than for the other orientations. In the absence of an obstacle the sensors report a max-

imum distance. Including this in the average distance makes the average sensitive to

obstacle detection rate. Nevertheless, the scans from the simulated and the real sonar

are qualitatively similar testifying to the goodness of this simulation.

Figure 7.26 and 7.27 show the histograms of obstacle detections for the testing

positionsp1 andp2 for the real and the simulated sonar scans. By correlating the scans

from Figures 7.24 and 7.25 with the histograms it is observed that the real sonar fails to

detect the obstacles more frequently for larger distances with large angles of incidence.

When the obstacles are perpendicular to the orientation of the measurement and the

distance is small the real sonar almost never fails to detect the obstacle. From the

histograms it is observed that the simulated sonar scans resemble the obstacle detection

pattern of the real sonar scans. In the real scans in 71.87% of the measurements an

obstacle was detected while in the simulated scans in 73.33% of the measurements an

obstacle was detected.

These examples show that the simulation model for the sonar sensor reflects the

behaviour of the real sonar sensor. The scans obtained with the simulated and the real

sonar sensor are qualitatively similar and the obstacle detection reliability was similar

(71.87% against 73.33%).

Figures 7.28 and 7.29 show the average measurement distance for the real and the

simulated infrared scans for the testing positionsp1 andp2 from Figure 7.23. The red

dotted lines indicate the orientations that are out of the range of the infrared sensors.

In the absence of an obstacle the sensors report a maximum distance (1.5m). Including

this in the average distance makes the average sensitive to obstacle detection rate. For

this reason it may appear that the measured distance is larger than it should be. It

is observed that for both scans (real and simulated) the error in the measurements

increases when the distance between the sensor and the obstacle increases. This is
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because the real infrared sensors have an exponential increase in error with respect to

the distance. The experimental environment contains a glass wall on the middle bottom

section of the environment. The detection of glass obstacles is difficult to achieve for

the real infrared sensor. This is observed in the scan with the real sensor in Figure

7.29. The errors in the measurements for the glass are large even though the distance

to the wall is small (0.5m in they direction) and the error is exponential for the infrared

sensors.

Glass obstacles were the worst case of the tested types of obstacles. The simulated

robots can’t distinguish obstacle types, so we have to use an average. The average for

the simulated measurements is only slightly better than that observed in this real worst

case; nevertheless the infrared simulation model produces qualitatively similar scans to

the scans from the real infrared sensor. In other words the simulation is conservative,

and better performance can be expected in reality.

Figure 7.30 and 7.31 show the histograms of obstacle detections for the testing

positionsp1 andp2 for the real and the simulated infrared scans. For some orientations

the detection of obstacle was not possible because the obstacles were out of the infrared

sensing range (e.g 270◦ - 300◦).

By correlating the scans from Figures 7.28 and 7.29 with the histograms it is ob-

served that the real infrared sensor fails to detect the obstacles more frequently for

larger distances. This pattern is also observed for the simulated infrared measure-

ments. For instance, in Figure 7.30 in the orientation range from 30◦ to 135◦ the left

wall is the closest obstacle. The number of obstacle detections peaks at the 90◦ ori-

entation (shortest obstacle distance for the orientation range) and decrease linearly on

both sides of this orientation range.

The percentage of measurements in which an obstacle was detected was 51.38%

and 50% for the real and the simulated scans. This percentage was calculated dis-

carding the orientations in the scan for which the obstacles were out of the sensing

range.

These illustrative examples show that the simulation model for the infrared sensor

reflect the behaviour of the real infrared sensor. The scans obtained with the simu-

lated and the real infrared sensors are qualitatively similar and the obstacle detection

reliability was similar (51.38% against 50.00% for the tested positions).

In this section we have validated the simulation model for the sonar and infrared

sensors through experimentation with the real sensors. The simulation models are

based on the worst conditions observed in our tests with the sensor devices. In the
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a) Real Sonar scan 

b) Simulated Sonar scan 
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Figure 7.24: Real and simulated sonar scans for the testing positionp1 from Figure 7.23. The

lines show the average for ten measurements. The sonar has a beam width of 45◦. The line

orientation is the orientation of the centre of the beam. The red dotted lines indicate that at

least four measurements there was no obstacle detection.
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a) Real Sonar scan 

b) Simulated Sonar scan 

2m 
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Figure 7.25: Real and simulated sonar scans for the testing positionp2 from Figure 7.23. The

lines show the average for ten measurements. The sonar has a beam width of 45◦. The line

orientation is the orientation of the centre of the beam. The red dotted lines indicate that at

least four measurements there was no obstacle detection.
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Figure 7.26: Histogram of obstacle detections for the real and the simulated sonar scan in

the testing positionp1 (Figure 7.24). Thex axis shows the orientation of the sonar sensor in

degrees. They axis shows the number of obstacle detections. Ten measurements were taken

for each orientation of the sensor
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Figure 7.27: Histogram of obstacle detections for the real and the simulated sonar scan in

the testing positionp2 (Figure 7.25). Thex axis shows the orientation of the sonar sensor in

degrees. They axis shows the number of obstacle detections. Ten measurements were taken

for each orientation of the sensor
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a) Real infrared scan 
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a) Simulated infrared scan 

Figure 7.28: Real and simulated infrared scans for the testing positionp1 from Figure 7.23.

The lines show the average for ten measurements. The red dotted radial lines indicate the

orientations that are out of the infrared sensor range. The circumference shows the maximum

range for the infrared sensors at that location.
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b) Simulated infrared scan 

a) Real infrared scan 

Figure 7.29: Real and simulated infrared scans for the testing positionp2 from Figure 7.23.

The lines show the average for ten measurements. The red dotted radial lines indicate the

orientations that are out of the infrared sensor range. The circumference shows the maximum

range for the infrared sensors at that location.
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examples shown in this section we have observed that the simulation models resemble

the average performance of the sensor devices in terms of sensor uncertainty and ob-

stacle detection reliability. It is concluded that our simulation models are reasonable

and conservative approximations of the experimental data obtained from the devices.
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Figure 7.30: Histogram of obstacle detections for the real and the simulated infrared scan in

the testing positionp1 (Figure 7.28). Thex axis shows the orientation of the infrared sensor in

degrees. They axis shows the number of obstacle detections. Ten measurements were taken for

each orientation of the sensor. For some orientations the detection of obstacle was not possible

because the obstacles were out of the infrared sensing range (e.g 270◦ - 300◦).

7.6.6 Summary

The previous sections have presented the simulator that we use to test the BERODE

architecture in simulation. TheLOSandRF communication models that were used

in our simulations have been described. The simulatedLOSandRF communication

models modelled the delays caused by retransmissions in theMANET (Mobile ad hoc

network). The effect of interference was modelled by delaying the messages a random

time with a certain probability. In the simulatedLOSmodel any obstacle in the direct

path of the signal blocked the entire signal. The effect of multi path reflections for

the RF model was incorporated by adding Gaussian Noise (with mean zero) when

there is noLOS between transmitter and receiver. We tested our hardware devices

in an office environment. Our simulation models were shown to be reasonable and

conservative approximations to the data obtained in our experiments from the hardware

communication devices.
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Figure 7.31: Histogram of obstacle detections for the real and the simulated infrared scan in

the testing positionp2 (Figure 7.29). Thex axis shows the orientation of the infrared sensor in

degrees. They axis shows the number of obstacle detections. Ten measurements were taken for

each orientation of the sensor. For some orientations the detection of obstacle was not possible

because the obstacles where out of the infrared sensing range (e.g 105◦ - 210◦.

.

The simulated robots are based on the parameters obtained from experiments with

a Koala robot. Our simulated robot incorporates the veering phenomenon observed in

real robots due to the uneven wheel traction.

We built an experimentallow costsensing platform based on sonars and infrared

sensors2. The simulation models for the sonar and infrared sensor model the accuracy

and obstacle detection reliability observed in tests with hardware devices. We tested

the hardware devices using different types and obstacle materials. Our simulation

models are based on the worst case observed for the tested obstacles.

The following section described thelow costsensing platform. The map building

module described in Chapter 6 has been implemented for this platform. Section 7.8

describes the adaptation of this module to cope with the sensor limitations. Section 7.9

presents investigations to validate the map building module for thelow costplatform.

2 Our platform described in section 7.7 (page207) uses Devantech SRF04 sonars and Sharp GPxx
infrared sensors.
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7.7 Design and Implementation of a Low Cost Sensing

Platform

One of the goals of this work is to validate through simulation the suitability of the

use oflow costrobots to build maps of the environment, inspired by the recent success

of small low cost robot platforms such as RoboMote (Sibley et al., 2002), Swarm-

Bots (McLurkin and Smiths, 2004) and MilliBots (Grabowski et al., 1999). Section

4.6 (page81) presented a discussion onlow costsensors and their suitability for map

building purposes. It was concluded that sonar and infrared sensors are the most suit-

able sensors because of their cost and features. Sonar sensors are cheap, small and

provide a good sensing range. Map building has been successfully achieved with these

sensors. However, mapping cluttered environments with sonars alone has proven to

be difficult because of the wide beam-width associated to sonar measurements. The

use of infrared sensors can simplify the mapping task without incurring high costs:

computational and economic.

This thesis proposes a servo-rotated sensing platform suitable for small size robots.

The advantage of using a servo motor is that the environment can be sensed with fewer

components being cheaper, smaller and lighter. Cheaper because instead of having

rings of sonars and infrared sensors to sense the complete circumference a few of them

can be arranged to sweep the environment in an efficient fashion. Fewer components

can be arranged to fit smaller spaces more easily. Even more important is the weight

factor, because as more components are added to the platform the weight increases

therefore the robot has to have more powerful motors. More powerful motors require

larger batteries. Additionally more sensor components demand more power consump-

tion because each component drains power even when it is not being used.

The servo motor allows the robot sensors to sweep its circumference without hav-

ing to rotate its wheel base. This is extremely important because the main source of

uncertainty in the robot position originates from rotation movements. Small uncer-

tainty in the orientation causes large uncertainty in the robot position.

Moreover, the servo motor is especially useful to acquire measurements from the

infrared sensors. Infrared sensors return narrow subtended angle measurements; as

a consequence more measurements are required to measure the entire circumference.

The trade-off is that the exploration process is slowed down because the robot has to

stop frequently to obtain measurements from its entire circumference. An algorithm

to speed up the measurement process by efficiently sweeping the circumference is
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described in Section 7.8.1.

The design was decided based on the trade-off between efficiency and cost. In

principle the multiplication of sensors does not affect the general functionality of the

module. However from a research point of view the development of efficient methods

to sense an environment with a few sensors is more interesting.

As discussed in Section 4.6 (page81) bumpers are the cheapest sensors but they

are unsuitable for mapping office environments. On the other hand laser sensors are

big and expensive; they are unsuitable for small robots.

The sensing components are mounted on top of a servo motor to enable a 360◦

field of view. The servomotor rotates 180◦ therefore at least two sonar and infrared

sensors are required to have the 360◦ field of view. For safety reasons a robot has to

sense frequently its circumference to avoid collisions with other robots and the envi-

ronment. Sonar sensors are useful for these purposes as large areas can be covered by

a single sonar. The robot can move forward and backward. We propose that the two

sonars are placed in the forward and backward direction to achieve maximum safety.

Although only two infrared sensors are necessary to sense the complete circumference

we propose the use of three infrared sensors to improve the safety. It is proposed that

one of the infrared sensors is placed on the forward direction while other two cover

the sides by being rotated 90◦. The infrared sensors are less useful than sonars for the

safety purposes because of their pointed measurements. However safety is enhanced

by covering the sides of the robot rather than only the direction of travel. The platform

(Figure 7.32) is then composed of two sonars (Devantech SRF04), three infrared (IR)

sensors (Sharp GP2Y0A02YK), and three infrared sensors (Sharp GP2D120). The

sonars’ beam-width isβ = 45◦ and their range is 0 to 3m. The infrared sensors have

a beam-width ofβ∼= 2◦ and their range is 0 to 0.3m for the Sharp GP2Y0A02YK and

0.25m to 1.5m for the Sharp GP2D120. These infrared sensors are used in pairs to

cover the entire range from 0 to 1.5m. The design of the relative orientation between

the sensors minimizes the amount of rotation required to sweep the complete circum-

ference while providing safety with a minimum number of components. The platform

is inexpensive with a cost of around £50.
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Figure 7.32:Low costsensing platform. a) and b) show schematics of the platform built, c)

shows a snapshot of the platform built. The sensors are mounted on top of a servo motor to

acquire the entire circumference.

7.8 Implementation of the Location Algorithm for the

Low Cost Sensing Platform

The previous chapter described the Map Building Module used by the robots to build

a feature map representation of the environment as they traverse it. The feature map

is updated using an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) (Smith et al., 1988). TheEKF

produces an estimate (along with its uncertainty) of the position of the features and the

robot. The environment is represented as a set of line and point features. Features are

extracted from raw sensor data. The extracted features are used to update theEKF.

The proposedlow costplatform integrates features extracted from sonar and in-

frared sensors in separate processes. The uncertainty and the measurement range from
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the sonar and infrared measurements differ. A model to extract features from low

level combined measurements is not practical. An infrared scanning algorithm that

efficiently uses the infrared sensors is required because of the shorter range and nar-

rower beam-width of these sensors compared to the sonar sensors. The execution of

this algorithm depends on the number of features extracted by sonar. In the feature

extraction process the robot pauses frequently to sense its 360◦ circumference by ro-

tating the sensor platform in steps of∆θ1 degrees. If necessary, a second sweep in

steps∆θ2 (∆θ1 >> ∆θ2) to acquire more infrared information is executed. When the

Sonar Feature Extraction process has extracted enough features (more than 2 for the

current implementation) the second sweep is not executed to speed up the exploration.

Line features are extracted from the infrared measurements (Figure 7.33). Point

features are not extracted from the infrared sensors because point features are not

sensed as such, but are higher abstractions from edges.

Line and Point features have 2DOF (Degrees of freedom). As explained in Section

6.3.3. (page144) the extraction of features from raw sonar measurements cannot be

achieved from a single position because each sonar measurement has only oneDOF,

the distance to the nearest surface. The bearing is only known within some range

defined by the beam-width, typically 25◦ to 45◦. However features can be extracted by

grouping measurements from multiple close positions.

The extraction of features from sonar measurements is achieved by maintaining a

temporal window of measurements. This window stores the sonar measurements of

the most recent sensing positions. A sensing position is a position where the robot

paused to take measurements. ARANSAC(Random Sample Consensus) algorithm is

then used to extract the features. The basic idea inRANSACis to allow probable preci-

sion to be traded against computational time, by randomly selecting pairs of readings,

generating a hypothesis, and then counting how many of the remaining measurements

agree with the hypothesis. If the number of measurements that agree with the hypoth-

esis is above a user defined threshold the hypothesis is accepted.

7.8.1 Areas of Interest for Infrared Sensors

For the available sensing platform the range of the infrared sensors is considerably

smaller than that of the sonar sensor, and the error in the infrared sensors is exponential

with respect to the distance. For these reasons it’s sensible to prune the use of the

infrared sensors by determining at which orientations sonar suggests a possible line.
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A fine sweep of that orientation range is performed if it is withinIR range. This

saves sensing time and computational resources. The proposed Data Collection and

Perceptual Grouping process (Figure 6.1, page142) is then adapted as shown in Figure

7.33 to efficiently collect the data.

Sonar readings are used to determine where lines may be within the infrared range.

Ideally, sonar readings return the closest obstacle from aβ beam-width (β ∼= 45◦ for

the available sonars) which determines the sweeping ranges for the infrared sensors.

Algorithm 3 uses two arrays as inputs:sonarr andsonarθ that contain the distance

and angles for the set of sonar readings taken at the current position. The parameter

∆θin f rared is the step size to be used when sweeping the space with the infrared sensors

(∆θin f rared = 5◦ in the current implementation),DISTMAX is the distance threshold to

consider a certain orientation within the range of the infrared sensor (DISTMAX=0.8

in the current implementation).Inf array stores the shortest distance for each angle

with incremental orientation∆θin f rared. The range(s) are extracted based on the array

Inf array by identifying consecutive measurements belowDISTMAX. Once the sweep-

ing ranges have been determined the second sweep with a finer resolution to acquire

infrared measurements for these ranges is executed (Figure 7.33).
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Figure 7.33: Feature extraction for the low cost sensing platform. Line and point features are

extracted from the sonar sensor. If necessary additional line features are extracted from the

infrared sensors. The extracted features are used to update theEKF.
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Algorithm 3 Algorithm to obtain the areas of interest for the infrared sensors based

on the sonar measurements. The infrared sensors have a shorter sensing range than

the sonar sensors. The areas of interest are the areas for which is possible to extract

information using the infrared sensors.
In farray⇐ array of size 360/∆θin f

for i = 0 to 360/∆θin f do

In farray[i] = DISTMAX

end for

k = size o f(sonarθ)

for i = 0 tok do

for j =−β/2 to β/2 step 360/∆θin f do

index= b(sonarθ[i]+ j)/360/∆θin f c
if sonarr [i] < In farray[index] < DISTMAX then

In farray[index]⇐ sonarr

end if

end for

end for

7.8.2 Feature Extraction for Infrared Sensors

Information obtained from the infrared sensors is represented by an array of measure-

ments with incremental orientation taken from a single sensing position. Initially a

split and merge approach was implemented (Tardos and Castellanos, 1999) as this is

a common approach to extract lines from laser range data. Due to theIR error being

exponential with respect to distance the method either failed to extract lines or the esti-

mates were poor. Instead aRANSACapproach was used to generate hypotheses about

the possible lines.RANSACis executed as described in Section 6.3.3 (page144); nev-

ertheless due to occlusion, measurements from close orientations are more likely to

produce good hypotheses about the localization of the line features. A hypothesis is

generated by randomly selecting a reading in the array and then getting another read-

ing with a small offset in the array of readings. The offset is drawn from a random

Gaussian distribution (µ = 0,σ = dist). Small values ofdist will more likely return

close pairs in the array than larger values (for the experimentsdist=5).

After the line features have been extracted, the continuity of the lines is tested to

find gaps in measurements associated with each line. A gap is defined as the distance

in array positions between the two sequential associated measurements. If the gap is

above a threshold the line is split. A final process to remove short line segments (below
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0.3m in the implementation) is executed.

7.9 Investigations

We have conducted two investigations to validate the map building module proposed

in the previous chapter using thelow costplatform and its simulation model. The

purpose of the investigation with the real robot is to validate the proposed hardware

platform and to show the advantages of the incorporation of infrared sensors. The

purpose of the investigation with the simulation model is to show the advantages of

the incorporation of infrared sensors in a larger trajectory and assess its suitability for

multi-robot purposes. The investigations were carried out in the corridors and rooms of

the IPAB (Institute of Perception Action and Behaviour) institute. For the simulation

we generated a simulation version of this environment. In the investigations the robot

starts off with zero uncertainty at the initial position.

In the real world investigation the robot was driven following preplanned paths

along the corridors of the institute, running close to one wall (∼= 0.5m) so that infrared

information could be used. The robot travels 0.1m between sets of readings. The

incremental angles were∆θsonar = 30◦ and∆θin f rared = 5◦ for the sonar and infrared

processes respectively. The information was stored for calibration purposes. In the

simulation the robot followed a fixed path using the same parameterization as that of

the experiment with the real robot.

7.9.1 Investigation 1: The Corridor

The first investigation was carried out along one of the corridors of the IPAB institute.

The robot followed a preplanned path of 35m. Figure 7.34 shows the environment used

in this investigation and the path that the robot followed. The robot travelled a distance

of 0.1m between sensing locations. As previously explained a sensing location is a

location where the robot pauses to take sonar and infrared measurements which are

used in the feature extraction process. The distance between sensing locations was

determined from preliminary experiments. For closer distances than 0.1m the feature

extraction process extracted much fewer features. This is due to the wide beam of

the sonar measurements. Most of the readings originate from a few obstacle locations

when the sensing positions are very close. Due to the closeness of the positions the

uncertainty in the bearing of the obstacles is reduced less. It is then more difficult to
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extract the features. For larger distances the feature extraction process only extracted

large line segments (above 2m). The map contained less line features and more point

features. The additional points were part of lines that were not extracted because of

the lack of evidence. It is desirable to have more line features because they describe

the environment better. Moreover the additional points produce less compact maps.

Several temporal window sizes were tested for the multiple viewpoint feature ex-

traction process (Section 6.3.3, page144). A size of 15 was found to be the most

adequate; for larger window sizes the number of features extracted was almost iden-

tical and the computational cost was higher while for smaller window sizes there was

not enough information to extract line features most of the time. For instance for a

window size of 20 only 2% more features were extracted, with larger line segments

most of the time, but the computational cost was around 20% higher. For a window

size of 10 the number of line features dropped to around 40% and around 30% more

points were detected. All the additional extracted points belonged to lines without

enough evidence for a line feature, but enough evidence about one or more points that

belonged to the physical line.
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Scale: 
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Figure 7.34: Corridor from IPAB institute. The trajectory followed by the robot is shown.

The investigation revealed that some of the extracted features appeared only once or

twice, being the results of noisy data and typically were point features (Figure 7.35 (a)).

Adding these features to theEKF increased the computational cost without benefit.

Therefore we decided to add the features to the map only when they have been matched

more than a certain number of times. New unmatched features are added and remain in

a temporal buffer for a small time waiting to be matched by subsequent measurements.

Once enough matches have been achieved they are added to the feature map. In the

implementation the number of matches necessary to add a feature to the map was

two for a point and three for a line feature. The points remain in the buffer for two

iterations of sensor reading pauses, while the lines remain for three. Points remain in

the buffer for fewer iterations because they were often the product of noise in cluttered

environments. This was not the case for lines.
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Figure 7.35 illustrates the feature extraction process at the start of the trial along

the corridor. In Figure 7.35(a) and (b) all the extracted features before data association

are shown. It is possible to extract short line segments with the infrared sensors from

the side of the corridor which is closer to the robot, whereas the sonar can extract larger

line segments from both sides of the corridor. The shorter segments are columns in the

wall and are detected as point features by the sonar. Figure 7.35(c) shows the results

after the matching process is carried out; points that belong to lines are removed.

As mentioned before, in previous approaches for sonar based sensing, infrared

sensors were not used. As a consequence there is no evidence about the benefit of

combining the two types of sensors in the literature.

a) Sonar b) Infrared

                  

Robot path Scale: 
     1 m 

c) Merged features

Figure 7.35: Feature extraction process for the investigation with the real robot. a) Features

extracted from the sonar sensor, b) features extracted from the infrared sensor, c) features

extracted after the merging and matching processes.

Features Total Line Point

Sonar approach 68 15 53

Combined approach 48 33 15

Table 7.7: Number of line and point features in the map after the robot followed the preplanned

path from Figure 7.34.

Figure 7.36 shows the feature maps obtained for the combined approach (infrared

and sonar) and for sonar. It is observed that the combined mapping is straighter, with

more lines and fewer points (Table 7.8), giving a more accurate and compact map than
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the map built with the sonar alone approach; we hypothesized that this is due to the

additional observations of line features (42.4% more observations). To test this hypoth-

esis we conducted the same investigation in simulation. The errors in the position and

orientation along the trajectory were recorded. Figure 7.37 shows the plotting of the

errors for the first 10m of the trajectory. It is observed that for the sonar alone approach

there are three regions where the errors peak. These regions are shown in boxes on the

graph and their correspondences in the simulated corridor are shown in Figure 7.38.

They are places where it is difficult to extract features from the sonar sensors because

the simulated robot is located parallel to the columns of the environment. The columns

have a width of 0.35m and cannot be extracted as line features from sonar measure-

ments. Most of the readings that correspond to the columns are obtained from the

positions parallel to the columns. Due to the wide beam-width of the sonar measure-

ments it is often not possible to obtain column-corresponding measurements because

the measurement corresponds to other closer features inside the beam-width. In 0.35m

it is not possible with the sensor sampling strategy proposed to take more than five

associated readings associated with a specific line feature. In preliminary tests with

the real robot we observed that the reliable extraction of line features required that at

least ten sonar readings be associated with a specific line feature.

Moreover, the simulated robot has to travel around 0.6m before it is able to extract

features because the robot has to gather enough evidence from multiple positions to be

able to extract features. This leads to less accurate position and orientation estimations

from the beginning. Due to the additional information in the combined approach envi-

ronmental features are observed from the beginning of the trajectory and short segment

lines are successfully extracted in the areas where the sonar alone is unable to extract

features.

As the robot moves further from its initial location in the environment the error in

the orientation of the new line features is larger. Once the robot starts to return to the

initial location features are re-observed and the uncertainty stabilises within a range.

The uncertainty of features that are more distant to the origin is larger than that of

features close to the origin. TheEKF applies large corrections to estimate the location

of features with large uncertainty. The curved shape (Figure 7.36(b)) of the corridor

is the consequence of the large uncertainty in these features. This curved shaped is

pronounced in the sonar alone approach whereas in the combined approach the map is

only slightly bent.
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a) Combined (Sonar and Infrared)
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b) Sonar

Figure 7.36: Feature map from the experimental corridor of Figure 5.7 using a) combined and

b) sonar sensors.

7.9.2 Simulation: Closing a loop around the Institute

As discussed in Section 3.7 (page48) the goal of this thesis is not the proposal of a

new SLAMapproach that copes with the problems associated with large cyclic envi-

ronments and the well known scaling problems of the use of an absolute reference map

for the EKF. Nevertheless, it is important to test the approach in a larger simulated

environment that contains a medium sized loop. Loops are common in office environ-

ments. Thus it is important to test the capability of the approach to build a consistent

map in this case and assess the computational cost of the proposed approach. As in the

previous investigation the simulated robot follows a preplanned path and starts with

zero uncertainty at the initial location.

The travelled distance in the simulated environment was 60m, where after 35m

the simulated robot came back to the original location and followed a different trajec-

tory (Figure 7.39). Figure 7.40 shows the maps built using firstly the sonar alone and

secondly the combined approaches.

For the sonar alone approach the simulated robot was not able to close the loop.

When the simulated robot came back to the start location the matching process failed
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b) Orientation error

Figure 7.37: Accumulated error in a) position and b) orientation for the preplanned trajectory

of a simulated robot. The rectangular dotted boxes highlight regions where the errors peak

because the extraction of features was difficult.
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Figure 7.38: Corridor of the IPAB institute highlighting the places where the extraction of

features is difficult for the sonar sensor. The path that the simulated robot has to follow is

presented.
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   Initial position              Final position 
 
 

                

Figure 7.39: Simulated environment used in the second investigation. The preplanned path

followed by the robot is shown.

and the simulated robot started to add new overlapping features to the map. The re-

sulting map is inconsistent. A robot navigating autonomously for exploration purposes

should be able to build consistent maps. Inconsistent maps are at best inefficient for

navigation, and at worst can prevent a robot returning home.

The path followed by the simulated robot and the parameters used in the com-

parison of the combined and sonar approaches are the same. For the sonar approach

presumably more exploration would reduce the uncertainty and allow the closure of

the loop. However for the purposes of comparison it is easier to compare the two

approaches for the same path.

Useful reduction in uncertainty with the sonar and infrared approach allows the

closure of exploration loops in less time. The important thing is reducing the uncer-

tainty enough to allow identification of revisited features. Uncertainty can be reduced

by taking more readings or better readings. With given sensors more readings can

be obtained with more detailed exploration. We have taken the approach of adding

another low cost sensor. In some cases, as in the example exploration loop, this will

allow loop closure within a given path where sonar alone would not. More generally,

with the additional IR sensors consistent maps can be made more efficiently, and with

a given exploration strategy larger maps can be closed.

In Figure 7.40 we can observe that for the combined approach due to the additional

information provided by the infrared sensors the simulated robot is able to properly

close the loop, and maintain a consistent and more compact representation of the envi-
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ronment.

  Line Feature     Point Feature             Robot Path 
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a)sonar alone b) combined

Figure 7.40: Map built by the simulated robot while following a closed loop trajectory using the

sonar alone (a) and the combined approaches (b). It is observed that the sonar alone approach

is unable to close the loop having as a consequence an inconsistent map.

Figure 7.41 presents the number of features extracted by each approach as the

simulated robot moves through the environment. It is observed that when the simulated

robot has travelled 45m the sonar alone approach keeps adding new features to the map

while the combined approach re-observes previously mapped features and only the new

features are added to the map.

The processing time related to the distance travelled is shown in Figure 7.42; this

time is not only a function of the number of features in the map, it depends also on

the number of observations realized at every viewpoint. This can be observed in the

initial part of the trajectory where the combined approach has a higher computational

cost due to the additional observations. The higher cost is noticeable only in the first

15m because of the larger difference between the number of features in the combined

and sonar alone approaches. From Figures 7.41 and 7.42 it can be observed that after

the simulated robot return to the initial location (35 m) the processing time for the

sonar alone approach keeps growing and becomes larger than that of the combined

approach. This is because the data association process fails to identify re-observed

features. This process fails because of the large uncertainty in the simulated robot and
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feature locations for the sonar alone approach. These re-observed features are then

added as new features and the processing time of theEKF algorithm increases. The

computational cost of the algorithm is O(ij2) where j is the number of features and

i is the number of observations. The quadratic order is only noticeable for the sonar

approach because the number of features is relatively small. The inability to close the

loop not only creates inconsistent maps, but also causes higher computational costs.

These two problems are critical for multi-robot implementations.

In summary, although the additional observations generated for the combined ap-

proach (from the infrared sensors) will not provide a general solution to the problem

of closing exploration loops it allows the simulated robots to operate in larger environ-

ments while still building consistent maps. For the testing purposes of this research

in simulated multi-robot scenarios this allows experimentation in medium sized simu-

lated environments.
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Figure 7.41: Features added to the map using the sonar and combined approaches as a function

of the travelled distance by the simulated robot that follows the trajectory from Figure 5.12.

7.10 Conclusions

This chapter has presented the simulator that we used to test our BERODE (BE-

havioural ROle DEcentralized) architecture and described the simulation models for

the robot’s sensors, odometry and communication devices. We tested our hardware

devices in an office environment. We presented theRF andLOSsimulation models

used to test the BERODE architecture. Our simulation models were shown to be rea-

sonable and conservative approximations to the data obtained in our experiments from
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Processing Time vs Traveled Distance
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Figure 7.42: Processing time using the sonar and combined approaches as a function of the

travelled distance by the simulated robot that follows the trajectory

the hardware sensor devices.

The map building module was implemented in a novellow costsensing platform

based on sonar and infrared sensors. This platform serves as basis for the simulations

with multiple robots in the following chapters. The sensing platform is mounted on

top of a servo motor. The robot senses its circumference by rotating the platform. The

map building module was adapted to efficiently gather information. A technique to

combine the information from sonar and infrared sensors was described and validated

in two investigations.

In the first investigation a real robot was used to explore a corridor while in the sec-

ond one a simulated robot was used to compare the proposed combined approach used

in the platform against sonar alone information. In the first investigation the combined

approach built a better representation than the sonar alone approach in that it gener-

ated a straighter representation of the corridor, with more lines and fewer points, giving

a more accurate and compact map representation of the environment to that of sonar

alone sensing. The sonar alone approach generated a more curved representation of the

corridor. This was expected because the combined approach integrates more observa-

tions than sonar alone sensing. As proven by Newman (1999) as more observations

are added to theEKF the map converges to the true positions of the features.

In the second investigation the simulated robot had to close a loop (the revisiting

problem). The environment was successfully mapped by the combined approach and

failed with the sonar alone approach. Presumably for the sonar approach more explo-

ration would allow the closure of the loop but more time is required then to explore the
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entire space. Increasing the size of the temporal window does not solve this problem

because almost no additional features are detected and the computational cost is in-

cremented. It is argued that the additional observed features from the infrared sensors

were the key factor to the successful closure of the exploration loop. It is concluded

that the combination of sonar and infrared produces better estimates of the robot’s po-

sition than sonar alone; moreover the stochastic maps are more compact and accurate.





Chapter 8

Implementation and Improvements to

BERODE

8.1 Introduction

This chapter presents the implementation of the BERODE (BEhavioural ROle DEcen-

tralized) Architecture for theLOS(line of sight) andRF (Radio Frequency) communi-

cation models. Simulations to analyze the performance of BERODE for these models

are presented in this chapter. To improve the realism of our simulations relevant mea-

sured aspects of the robot sensors and communication devices have been included in

the simulated models. This is explained in detail in Chapter 7. Throughout this chapter

we will refer to our simulated robots as simbots.

BERODE is based on behavioural roles. These roles reactively adapt to the dy-

namic conditions of the communication network formed by the simbots as they ex-

plore an environment. The communication network is maintained as a fully connected

network by creating and updating an MST (Minimum Spanning Tree) control network.

The MST control network is a subnetwork of the communication network containing

only the necessary links to maintain the communication network connected. The roles

generate reactive plans that maintain the simbot’s direct connections in the MST con-

trol network. These plans use a predictive model to predict the signal quality at nearby

positions. The predictions are generated by using the simbots’ current map. This con-

tains the estimated positions of the nearby simbots. The predictions are used for two

purposes: network maintenance and exploration. For the purpose of network mainte-

nance predictions are used to determine the nearby position where the overall signal

quality (OSQ) is the best. For the purpose of exploration the signal quality for nearby

225
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unexplored areas is predicted to determine if the area is safe to explore. The simbots

tend to explore areas that have a safe level.

Section 8.2 describes an improved implementation of the mapping module de-

scribed in Chapter 6. The improved module has additional mechanisms to cope with

problems present in multi-simbot scenarios (e.g. detecting simbots as obstacles).

Most if not all of the current communication technologies are based onRF and

LOStechnologies. For this reason, we propose the use of theRF andLOScommunica-

tion models to assess BERODE. We expect to identify and fix problems related to the

implementation of BERODE for these technologies. Section 8.3 describes the imple-

mentation of BERODE for theLOSmodel. In this model the simbots can not measure

the strength of the signals. The Euclidean distance is used to estimate the strength of

the signals. Section 8.4 describes the predictive model forLOScommunication which

has been adapted to cope with the on/off nature ofLOSsignals. The adapted model

predicts the distances to the closest obstacles for a signal. These distances are the

perpendicular distances to the closest obstacle within the communication link for both

sides of the link. These distances are incorporated in the reactive planner to direct the

simbots towards open areas where the communication is less likely to be lost.

Section 8.5 presents the implementation of BERODE for theRF model. In theRF

model part of the signal is absorbed by the obstacles. In this model it is assumed that

the simbots can measure the strength of the signals. This value is typically available in

RF technologies and is known as theRSSL(Received Signal Strength Level). In this

implementation the proposed predictive model predicts the signal quality based on the

RSSL.

Section 8.6 presents an initial simulation to assess the performance of BERODE

for different strategies. The strategies differ in the parameters of thevirtual spring

model used to maintain the simbot network connected. The simulation revealed poor

performance of BERODE when exploration was inefficient or temporarily inactive be-

cause no simbot was exploring. Section 8.7 describes these situations and presents

three procedures to address the poor performance. The procedures are an exchange

role mechanism, a random MST checking mechanism and a tendering mechanism. In

the role exchange mechanism an Explorer simbot determines when there is a more

suitable simbot to explore an area. In this case the simbots exchange their roles and

the exploration is optimized. The communication delays can generate situations where

there are no Explorer simbots left in the network. Time is wasted when there are no

Explorer simbots in the network because the exploration is halted until a simbot transi-
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tions again to the Explorer role. A random MST checking mechanism is used to detect

when there are no Explorer simbots in the network. If there are no Explorer simbots

the tendering mechanism is triggered. The tendering mechanism is used to determine

which candidate Explorer simbot to choose. The enhanced architecture is referred to

as BERODE-2. Section 8.8 compares the performance of BERODE and BERODE-2.

The comparison is based in the exploration time and the communication cost. Section

8.9 presents the summary of the conclusions from the simulations.

8.2 The Map Building Module in Multi-Simbot Scenar-

ios

The Map Building Module for BERODE implements an Extended Kalman Filter

(EKF). TheEKF is a feature based representation of the environment that estimates

the location and uncertainty of the features and the simbot using the sensor measure-

ments of the simbot as it explores the environment.

In BERODE the features are either internal or external. Internal features are ex-

tracted by the simbot from its raw sensor data. Afeature managementprocess extracts,

segments and associates the features. The extracted features are then used to update

theEKF and improve the estimates of simbot and feature location. The simbots start

off at known locations and share a common global coordinate system, which is the

initial position of the simbot with the smallest ID number. Having a common frame

of reference allows the exchange of extracted features (Section 6.3.8, page155). In

the current implementation a simbot that observes another simbot does not use this

observation to improve the estimation of its location.

External features are features that a simbot receives from other simbots in the sim-

bot network. These features are handled by the Map Interface Module (Section 5.8,

page119). There are two types of External features: Local and Global. Local features

are used to aid navigation but they are not integrated into the local feature map. Global

features are integrated to the feature map. These features are integrated into the feature

map using the same association process used to match internal features (Section 6.3.8,

page155).

The simulation models for the robot’s sensors, odometry and communication de-

vices are based on parameters obtained in our experiments from the hardware sensor

devices (Chapter 7). Preliminary simulations show that for more than a few simbots
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it was difficult to obtain good position estimates. The maps have large inconsisten-

cies that make it difficult to assess the performance of BERODE. The main causes of

inconsistencies are:
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a) b) c) d)

Figure 8.1: Typical feature extraction for a simbot (black circle). a) Robot extracts linel1, b)

the simbot moves and extracts linesl2 andl3, c) the robot moves and extracts linel4, l1 andl4

are merged forming linelav.

• Corridors have a tendency to be curved.

• Other simbots were detected as point features by a simbot.

• The lengths of line features are considerably overestimated.

The first cause does not present a problem on its own. Corridors tend to be almost

straight and the maps are consistent. The problem arises when a simbot observes a

wall from its two sides. The line feature does not have a thickness property. The

wall is observed as two separate lines. Typically these lines are matched and theEKF

filter is updated. The updated representation is distorted because the matching process

fails. Frequently the outcome is that the near corridors tend to have a curved shape.

This situation is presented in Figure 8.1 where the simbot initially extracts linel1, the

simbot keeps exploring the space and later it extracts linesl2 andl3 (Figure 8.1(b)). The

simbot moves to another position and extracts linel4 (Figure 8.1(c)). The linesl1 and

l4 are matched and the filter is updated. The linelav is the merged line (Figure 8.1(d)).

It is observed that the orientation of the linesl2 and lav have a large error because of

the incorrect matching. The increase in error forl3 is small because it is more distant

from lav thanl2. The result of incorrect matching is that the neighbourhood of features

is distorted and frequently curved.

The second cause of inconsistencies is when a simbot is detected by another simbot

as an obstacle. This happens when a simbot remains nearly stationary for long periods
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of time. This is frequently the case for Maintainer simbots that have to maintain sev-

eral constraints. These simbots tend to remain in close positions while improving the

communication safety for their constraints. The problem arises when the simbots are

detected as obstacles in the middle of a corridor or in the entrance of a room. In these

cases other simbots may have to take long detours or in the worst case a simbot that is

inside the room may become trapped.

The exact detection of the extremes of a line feature is difficult to achieve with

sonar sensors. When the estimated length of a line feature is much larger than the

real length the map tends to contain inconsistencies in places such as narrow openings.

Figure 8.1(a) presents an example of this problem. It can be observed that the simbot

has to take a detour because of the incorrect measure. In the worst case scenario the

simbot may not detect the opening to the room.

Another issue that arises when mapping an environment with multiple simbots is

that walls are detected as several small segments. These small segments do not have an

overlap when they are first extracted. The segments are added to the representation as

two line features. As the exploration continues the segments are updated and eventually

they overlap. Although these repeated features do not generate inconsistencies, the

computational cost of theEKF is increased. Moreover the estimation is improved

when the repeated features are associated.

To address these discovered problems we propose the use of the following map

management mechanisms:

• A priori structural knowledge: The simbots use known structural tendencies (e.g.

parallel walls) to improve the estimation of their locations. Every time a new fea-

ture is detected in the environment one structural constraint is applied (Section

6.3.10, page156).

• View point checking: The proposed representation for the line feature incorpo-

rates view point information. The viewpoints are relative positions to the feature

at which the feature was observed. By using the viewpoints it can be verified if

two matched lines are observed from the same side. If the two lines are observed

from opposite sides the match is dropped. This avoids the incorrect matching of

features.

• Simbot filter mechanism: Point features originated from the simbots being de-

tected as obstacles are filtered. The filter checks if the point is too close to the

reported position of a simbot.
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• Periodic extreme updating for line features: Based ona priori knowledge about

perpendicular structure when two lines are perpendicular and their extremes are

in close positions the extremes are updated. Frequently the lines are shortened.

• Periodic check of repeated features: Line features can be checked to determine

if they represent the same structure (e.g. wall). The features are associated using

the same association process from Section 6.3.8 (page155). The two features

are merged and the repeated states are removed from theEKF (Leonard et al.,

2002).

The last two mechanisms are expensive in computational terms. The processes are

run periodically. Recall that in the Map Building Module the line features are ordered

with respect to their distance from the initial position. This is used to speed up the pe-

riodic check of repeated features. A feature is checked against close lines with respect

to the ordered list. In the case of the extreme updating mechanism it is not possible to

speed up the process. Each feature has to be checked against the rest of the features to

verify for compatible extremes. The proposed mechanisms fixed the problems of in-

consistencies in the map. The maps generated by the simbots still contain small metric

differences. However, these differences are small enough to avoid situations where the

simbots could take different decisions. Chapter 8 presents simulations to analyze the

consistency of the maps built by the simbots.

In BERODE the simbots periodically transmit their extracted features. These fea-

tures are stored in the Map Interface Module (Section 5.8, page119). This module

stores, matches and updates the recent observations of features since the last transmis-

sion period. To simplify the implementation we decided that the Map Building Module

would not integrate the corrections realized by theEKF to these features. We expected

that the omission of these corrections would not cause failures in the matching of the

features. Only small differences in the parameters of the features and their uncertainty

were expected.

The feature maps are used by the Planning Module to generate plans based on

predictions. The feature maps are projected in a probabilistic grid map. The module

predicts the signal quality of its communication constraints for nearby positions rela-

tive to the current simbot position. The simbot moves towards the position with the

best OSQ (overall signal quality). The OSQ is a position where all the communication

constraints are within range.

Inconsistencies in the maps generate situations where there is no OSQ because
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none of the nearby positions and the simbot current position is within range of all its

communication constraints based on the estimation from the projected grid map. The

conflict arises when there is communication with all the constraints but the estimation

disagrees. This conflict was only observed inLOStechnologies because of the on/off

nature of the signal. This conflict was resolved using a conservative approach. The

simbot remains in its position for a certain time waiting for the conflict to be resolved

by the map building module (e.g. the extremes of the lines are updated reducing the

overestimation of the length of the lines). If the conflict is not resolved the simbot

executes small movements in the direction of one of its constraints. The constraint is

selected randomly. When the connection with one of the constraints is lost the simbot

transitions to the Recoverer role and backtracks its movements. The proposed solution

resolves the conflict having as drawback the possibility of losing communication with

a communication constraint. More sophisticated solutions to resolve the conflict are

discussed in the conclusion of this thesis and remain as one of our future research

interests.

8.3 Implementation of BERODE for the LOS model

In the simulation model forLOScommunication any obstacle in the direct path of the

signal blocks the entire signal. In theLOSmodel the simbots are not able to measure

the strength of the signals. To reduce the loss of communication episodes due to the

on/off nature ofLOSsignals we propose to use the Euclidean distance between the

robots as the signal strength metric.

It is argued that as the Euclidian distance between the transmitter and the receiver

increases the signal is more likely to be blocked by the obstacles within the direct path

of the signal. For this reason the threshold parameters are defined as a function of the

Euclidian distance. These thresholds are used for the activation of the communication

constraints, thevirtual forcemodel, and to predict the safety level for unexplored areas.

Communication constraints activate depending on the current safety level. The

equation (Eq. 4.1, page64) to determine the safety levelLi for a simboti with control

connectionsni(z) = {ki,1,ki,2, ...,ki,z−1,ki,z} is redefined as

Li =


Sa f e i f ∀ j

(
κi, j < σsa f e

)
Precautionary i f ∀ j

(
κi, j ≤ σprec

)
∧∃ j

Unsa f e i f ∃ j
(
κi, j > σprec

) (
κi, j ≥ σsa f e

)
(8.1)
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whereκi, j is the Euclidian distance between simbotsRi and Rj and the parameters

σsa f eandσprec are the communication thresholds that represent the desired Euclidian

distance (signal quality) between pairs of simbots. The active set of communication

constraintsφi is then redefined as

φi =


{} Sa f e{

x|σprec≥ κi, j ≥ σsa f e
}

Precautionary{
x|κi, j > σprec

}
Unsa f e

(8.2)

Equations 8.1 and 8.2 invert the inequality signs from equations 4.1 and 4.2 (page64)

to reflect the previously explained argument.

8.4 The Predictive Model for LOS Communication

The predictive model is used by the Planning and Network Manager Modules of the

simbots. The model predicts the signal quality for nearby positions to the simbot posi-

tion. The model estimates the attenuation due to the obstacles in the direct path of the

signal. In this model any obstacle in the direct path blocks the signal. The predicted

signal quality is then an on/off value for the signals. To avoid the frequent loss of com-

munication between the connections in the MST control network the modules have

been improved with respect to the original description from Sections 5.6 (page102)

and 5.9 (page121). The improvements are described in the following subsections.

8.4.1 Planning Module

The predictive plans are based on the attractive/repulsive forces exerted by the simbots’

communication constraints and the obstacles (Section 5.6.1, page105). The forces are

a function of the discomfort distance and the roles between the pair of simbots that

form the constraint. In theLOSmodel the discomfort distance is the distance between

the Euclidian positions of the simbots. The module tests nearby positions to the simbot

position and moves to the position with the best OSQ (overall signal quality). The OSQ

is the position where the energy generated by the forces is minimized.

The attractive/repulsive force model forLOSwas adapted to avoid the frequent loss

of communications. A couple of repulsive obstacle potentials were added to the orig-

inal attractive/repulsivevirtual springmodel. These repulsive potentials are different

from the repulsive potential from the closest obstacle.
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The repulsive obstacle potentials are the perpendicular potentials generated by the

closest obstacle within the communication link for both sides of the communication

link. This will have the effect of moving the simbot to a central position between

LOSocclusions on either side. The repulsive potentials are calculated using the same

Yukawa potential function (Cohen et al., 1977) used to calculate the repulsive potential

from the obstacles (Section 5.6.1.2, page108). The distances are calculated on the

projected grid map using a bounded ray tracing algorithm for computational efficiency.

After a certain distance it is assumed that the potential is insignificant. This distance is

user defined. Recalling from Eq. 5.5 (page108) that the energyE for a position(x,y)

is defined as

E(x,y) =

∣∣∣∣∣ nc

∑
i=1

Ui(x,y)+Uobs(x,y)

∣∣∣∣∣ (8.3)

wherenc is the total number of communication constraints for the simbotRj , Ui(x,y)

is the attractive/repulsive energy vector for theith communication constraint and

Uobs(x,y) is the repulsive potential vector from the closest obstacle.Ui(x,y) is then

redefined as

Ui(x,y) = U j,i +Y+
j,i +Y−j,i (8.4)

whereU j,i is the attractive/repulsive vector (Eq. 5.10).Y+
j,i andY−j,i are the repulsive

Yukawa potentials for the perpendicular orientations defined as

Y+
j,i =

∣∣∣Y(d+
i, j)
∣∣∣cos(θ j,i +π/2)x̂+

∣∣∣Y(d+
i, j)
∣∣∣sin(θ j,i +π/2)ŷ (8.5)

Y−j,i =
∣∣∣Y(d−i, j)

∣∣∣cos(θ j,i−π/2)x̂+
∣∣∣Y(d−i, j)

∣∣∣sin(θ j,i−π/2)ŷ (8.6)

whereθ j,i is the orientation between the simbotsRj andRi . d+
i, j andd−i, j are the dis-

tances to the closest obstacles in the perpendicular orientations.Y(d+
i, j) andY(d−i, j)

are calculated using the Yukawa Potential from Eq. 5.15 (page112) for the closest

obstacles in both directions.

In preliminary simulations we observed that the addition of the repulsive potentials

reduced the loss of communication episodes by 30%. The simbots tend to move to po-

sitions where the signal is further from possible obstructions. Afterwards the simbots

generate a new predictive plan based in the updated simbot position and projected grid

map. Figure 8.2 presents an example of the Planning Module for simbotR1 with test

positionT1,M and communication constraintsR0,E andR2,E. U1,0 andU1,2 are repulsive

forces from thevirtual springmodel.d+
0 andd−0 are the closest distances forR0,E. d+

2

andd−2 are the closest distances forR2,E. dobstacleis the distance for the closest obstacle
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for the testing position.Fobstacleis the force generated bydobstaclewhich is calculated

using the Yukawa Potential (Eq. 5.15). It is observed that the repulsive potentials for

R0,E Y+
1,0 andY−1,0 cancel each other whereas forR2,E the difference between the re-

pulsive potentials is large increasing the total energy stored. This position is unlikely

to be the position with the best OSQ (overall signal quality).
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Figure 8.2: Example of the predictive planning model for a simbot with testing positionT1

with LOScommunication model. a) The closest distances from the obstacles for the repulsive

potential forces. b) The force diagram for the test positionT1.

8.4.2 Network Manager Module

The Network Manager periodically verifies that the Explorer simbot is maintained in

the safe level as it moves towards its current goal (Section 5.9, page121). The manager

modifies the simbot control connections to improve the safety level. The safe level is

achieved when the Explorer simbot has at least one direct connection for which the

signal quality is above the safe thresholdσsa f eexp (Section 4.3.3, page66).

Because of the on/off nature inLOScommunication the signal quality for the direct

connections is not an available value. The signal quality is emulated using the Euclid-

ian distance for the direct connections. As explained in Section 8.4.1 the inequalities

that define (Figure 4.3, page65) the safe (max(εi,1, ...,εi,z) > σsa f e) and precautionary

(κi,current > σprec) levels are inverted to reflect our argument that closer connections

are less likely to be obstructed by obstacles in the environment. The module selects

the direct connection for which the Euclidian distance is the smallest. This value does

not give any information about the status of the connections therefore is not useful for

avoiding the loss of communications. A value that predicts the status of the connection
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in the near future can be used to avoid the loss of communications and improve the

safety level. We propose the use of the distance to the closest obstacle for each direct

connection as this predictive value. The module is adapted to select the direct connec-

tion with the maximum distance to the obstacles that is inside the safety level. The

obstacle distance for the direct connection is the perpendicular distance to the closest

obstacle to the line between the robot and the direct connection. The selected direct

connection has to have a distance to the obstacles larger than a user defined threshold

σwall to avoid the loss of communication.

8.4.3 Summary of the LOS Implementation

This section presented theLOSmodel. In this model any obstacle in the direct path

of the signal blocks the entire signal. The implementations of the predictive models

of BERODE for this model were described. The predictive models are used in the

Planning and Network Manager Modules. In theLOSimplementation the distances to

the closest obstacles for the communication links are calculated. These distances are

the perpendicular distances from both sides of the communication link. The obstacle

distances are used in the predictive models to direct the simbots toward open areas

where communication is less likely to be lost.

8.5 The Predictive Model for RF Communication

The predictive model is used by the Planning Module of the simbots. The model

predicts the signal quality for a position using Rappaport’s model (Section 7.3.1, page

166). Rappaport’s model is used by the Simulation Manager to simulate the signal

strength measurements. The Simulation Manager has knowledge of the positions of

the simbots and the material of the obstacles. The manager calculates the strength

of the signals and transmits these values to the simbots. This simulates the signal

strength measurements that would be obtained from theRF device in the hardware

implementation. In Rappaport’s model the attenuation of the signal is a function of the

distance between the robots, the number of obstacles between them and the attenuation

for each type of obstacle. The attenuation for the obstacle depends on the material and

the density of the obstacle.

The simbots estimate their position and the positions of the features that they have

extracted from sensor measurements using anEKF (Section 8.2). The simbots trans-
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mit beacon signals that contain their estimated position. The signal strength of the

beacon signals is a measure that is calculated by the Simulation Manager. The Plan-

ning Module of the simbots uses the feature map and the simbots positions (obtained

from the beacon signals) to predict the signal quality for close positions. Because the

simbots do not have knowledge about the material of the obstacles they estimate the

average attenuation assuming that all the obstacles are made of the same material. The

attenuation average is the average of the attenuation per grid cell (AGS) for recent bea-

con signals received by a simbot. This assumption is reasonable because the simbots

estimate the signal quality only for close positions with respect to their position. For

instance a simbot receiving a beacon signal that goes through a wall uses the signal

quality of the beacon signal to estimate the signal quality for positions for which the

signal traverses the same wall.

TheAGSis measured in dB/m. The attenuation per grid cell (AGS) for a signal is

calculated on the projected probabilistic grid map as follows

AGS=
1

Pcells∗GR
(PL(d)−FSL(d)) (8.7)

wherePcells is the number of grid cells that are labelled as either occupied or unknown

space in the direct path of the signal in the projected probabilistic grid map.PL(d)

is the measured signal quality andFSL(d) is the free space loss.PL(d) is calculated

by the Simulation Manager using the Eq. 7.3 (page167) and sent to the simbots to

simulate the signal strength measurements.FSL(d) is calculated by the simbots using

Eq. 7.2 (page166). GR is the resolution of the grid.AGSis then the average value

for all the obstacles in the direct path of the signal. TheAGSvalue is estimated only

whenPL(d) > FSL(d) andPcells> 0. In some occasionsPL(d)≤ FSL(d) because the

simulated signal quality measurements incorporate the effect of multi path propagation

by adding random Gaussian noise.

As previously mentioned the predictions of the signal quality for close positions

are done using Rappaport’s model (Section 7.3.1, page166). This model is defined as

PL(d) = FSL(d)+∑
i

AGSi (8.8)

whereAGSi is the attenuation for theith obstacle grid cell. As previously explained

the simbots assume that the grid cells are made of the same material and estimate the

attenuation using Eq. 8.7.FSL(d) is calculated using Eq. 7.2 (page166). The predicted

PL(d) value is used to determine the signal quality, expressed as a percentage. The

percentage of signal quality is calculated using Eq 7.3 (page167).
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Figure 8.3: An example of the predictive model forRF communication. a) The feature map for

the simbot network, b) the projected probabilistic grid map from the feature map.

The predictive planner uses the predicted signal quality to test close positions to

the simbot position and generate a reactive plan to the position with the best OSQ

(Section 5.6.1, page105). The exploration planner uses the predicted signal quality to

test the safety of thefrontiers1 and determine theirhierarchylevel (Section 5.6.2, page

113). Figure 8.3 presents an example of the predictive model for a simbot network of

three simbots.R1,M is a Maintainer simbot with testing positionsT1 andT2 which are

randomly chosen by the predictive model. The occupied partitions forT1 are zero from

R2,E and three fromR3,E. ForT2 the partitions are zero for bothR2,E andR3,E. R3,E is

an Explorer simbot with frontiersF1 andF2. The partitions are zero forF1 and two for

F2.

8.5.1 Prioritization of Connections in the RF Model

In theRF model the simbots use theRSSLto calculate the MST control network when

the QS predictive heuristic is used (Section 4.4.1). Simbots in the Explorer role have

a Network Manager Module (Section 5.8, page119). The module monitors and tries

to improve the safety level for the simbot. The module periodically verifies that the

Explorer simbot is maintained in the safe level as it moves towards its current goal.

The module modifies the simbot control connection to improve the safety level.

Initial simulations revealed that the calculated MST control network frequently

contain a control connection where the pair of simbots that formed the connection

1 A frontier is a portion of free space that is adjacent to unknown space in the probabilistic grid
representation of the environment.
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did not haveLOS. Also the Network Manager of an Explorer simbot occasionally

modified the simbot control connection to a connection where there was noLOS. Cer-

tain environment configurations generate local minima for control connections with

no LOS. Occasionally a simbot with a nonLOScontrol connection was trapped in a

local minimum having in consequence a slow down in the exploration process. Figure

8.4 presents an example of a simbot network with control connections with noLOS.

In Figure 8.4(a) simbotsR4,P andR3,M have a nonLOScontrol connection. Simbot

R4,P is a Pusher simbot that is trying to move towardsR3,M to accelerate the movement

in the exploration direction. It is observed that the simbot will get trapped in a local

minimum when it reaches the wall. The exploration for the simbot network is slowed

down becauseR4,P andR3,M remain static. The rest of the simbots could then only

move in their nearby areas to avoid the loss of connections.
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Figure 8.4: An example of a simbot network with control connections with noLOS. a) Simbots

R4,P andR3,M have a nonLOScontrol connection. b) The network is modified to have all the

control connections withLOS.

To reduce the likelihood of these situations in the implementation of theRF model

the connections are prioritized. The simbots calculate the partial or complete MST

control network using only the connections withLOS. The simbots determine if a con-

nection hasLOSusing their projected grid map. If it is not possible to calculate an

MST control network where all connections haveLOSthen the network is calculated

using all the connections. Figure 8.4(b) shows the MST control network that is built

when connections are prioritized whereas Figure 8.4(a) shows the network built when

connections are not prioritized. The Network Manager Module also implements the

prioritization of the connections. The prioritization algorithms are presented in Ap-
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pendix D.

8.5.2 Summary of the Implementation

The previous sections have presented the improved Map Building Module and the

implementation of BERODE for theLOSandRF models. The Map Building Module

has been improved for its use in multi-simbot scenarios. The Map Building Module

incorporates additional map managing mechanisms to cope with problems present in

multi-simbot scenarios.

In theLOSmodel the simbots are not assumed to be able to measure the signal qual-

ity while in theRF model the simbots are able to measure the signal quality. BERODE

was implemented based on these assumptions for theLOSandRF models. We de-

scribed the implementation of the predictive models of BERODE for these models.

The predictive models are used in the Planning and Network Manager Modules of the

simbots. In theLOSimplementation the distances to the closest obstacles for the com-

munication links are calculated. These distances are used in the predictive models to

direct the simbots toward open areas where communication is less likely to be lost. The

implemented predictive modules for theRF communication predict the signal quality

for nearby positions to the simbot position. The prediction is based on the attenuation

due to obstacles in the direct path of the signal.

The following sections present the initial simulation using the implementedRFand

LOSmodels. Based on the results of this simulation we proposed an improved version

of BERODE. Simulations to assess the improved version are presented. The chapter

concludes with a summary of the results from the simulations.

8.6 Initial Simulation: String Model Parameterization

The goal of the initial simulation is to compare the performance of the simbot network

for different strategies with respect to communication safety. We expect to identify a

trade-off between the communication safety and the exploration time. The exploration

time is the time that the simbots require to build a complete map of the environment2.

For illustration purposes we propose three strategies. The strategies vary in their pa-

rameterization. The behaviour of each strategy can be obtained with similar parame-

2 A map is considered to be complete once it is projected into a probabilistic grid map and the size
of the portions of the environments for which there is no evidence is below a used defined threshold. In
our implementation this value is 0.3m.
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terizations. The three proposed strategies are: Conservative, Neutral and Risky. These

strategies reflect a desire to maintain a certain signal quality for the simbots. Conser-

vative strategies try to maintain higher levels of signal quality than Risky strategies.

Risky strategies on the other hand are expected to complete the exploration in less

time because the simbots are less constrained to maintain a compact network. These

strategies use different parameters for the activation of the communication constraints,

the predicted safety level at unexplored areas, and the attractive/repulsive forces model

used to maintain the simbots within communication range.

The settings for the simulation were:

Exploration Strategy

Parameters Units Conservative Neutral Risky

σ sa f eexp m 1.5 2.5 3.5

σ sa f e m 0.1 0.1 0.1

σ prec m 2.5 3.5 4.5

σ max m 5.0 7.0 9.0

σ rep pusher m 2.0 2.5 3.0

σ f ar m 1.0 1.5 2.0

σ close m 0.6 0.8 1.0

σ f ar explorer m 0.3 0.4 0.5

σ collision m 0.2 0.2 0.2

texpiration sec. 100 50 50

κcompresion n.a. 2 2 2

κstretching n.a. 1 1 1

σ wall m 0.2 0.2 0.1

Table 8.1: Parameters for theLOScommunication model for three exploration strategies.

• Simbots transmit their beacon signal every second. This signal contains the esti-

mated simbot position and its uncertainty calculated with theEKF.

• The delay for the reception of a message from a direct connection was assumed

to be 0.1 sec.

• For theRF implementation a random 5% noise is added to the signal strength

measurements.

• The process of sensing an area (sensing step) using thelow costplatform takes

1.8 seconds. Simbots transmit their extracted features in the local and the global
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neighbourhood every 5 and 20 sensing steps respectively. Sensing steps are pre-

ferred over periodical updates because simbots that maintain the simbot network

remain stationary for periods of time. During these periods the environment is

not sensed.

The strategies were compared using theLOSandRFcommunication models. Table

8.1 and Table 8.2 present the parameters for theLOSandRF communication models

respectively.σ sa f eexp is the parameter of the Network Manager Module (Section 5.9,

page121). σ sa f eandσ prec are the parameters for the activation of the communication

constraints (Section 4.3.2, page65). σ max,σ rep pusher, σ f ar, σclose, σ f ar explorer, σ

collision, κcompresionandκstretchingare the parameters of thevirtual springmodel (Sec-

tion 5.6.1.2, page108). texpiration is the minimum role time for the Pusher simbots

(Section 4.5, page77). σ wall is the distance to the obstacles used in the Network

Manager Module for theLOSimplementation (Section 8.4.1). The range for theLOS

model was assumed to be infinite; however the simbots are very unlikely to be apart

more than 3m because the safe threshold (σ sa f e) is set to 2.5m (Table 8.1). When the

simbots are at a distance larger than the safe threshold they will try to move towards

each other. For theRF model the transmission power was assumed to be 60dB, which

allows communicating to a distance of up to 5m in free space.

Each exploration strategy was tested in the small and medium environments from

Figure 7.1 (page164) using three heuristics to calculate the MST control network

for both communication models (LOSandRF). Section 4.4.1 (page70) described the

heuristics.

The Connectivity and Position heuristics were used in both models. The Pos. Pre-

dictive heuristic was used for theLOSmodel and the QS Predictive heuristic was used

for the RF model. The size of the team of simbots wasn = 1, ...8 in the small envi-

ronment, andn = 1, ..,12 in the medium environment. For each team the size of the

local network was varied fromk = 1, ...,n. Each combination of strategy, team size (n)

and local network was run for 10 successful trials. Failed trials occurred because the

robots got stuck and failed to finish the exploration. The success rate at finishing the

exploration in the trials was 95.3%.

Two metrics are used to compare the strategies: the exploration time and the per-

cent of time fully connected. The percent of time is the percentage of the time that the

simbot network remains fully connected.

Figure 8.5 shows the exploration time for theLOS model in the medium envi-

ronment for the three proposed strategies. The graph shows the average exploration
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Exploration Strategy

Parameters Units Conservative Neutral Risky

σ sa f eexp dB % 40 30 20

σ sa f e dB % 80 80 80

σ prec dB % 15 10 5

σ max dB % 20 15 10

σ rep pusher dB % 20 15 10

σ f ar dB % 40 30 20

σ close dB % 60 50 40

σ f ar explorer dB % 75 65 55

σ collision dB % 95 95 95

texpiration sec. 100 50 50

κcompresion n.a. 2 2 2

κstretching n.a. 1 1 1

Table 8.2: Parameters for theRF communication model for three exploration strategies.

time for a number of simbotsn for all the values ofk = 1, ...,n. It is observed that, as

expected the Risky strategy takes less time to build the maps than the Neutral and Con-

servative strategies. For team sizes larger than eight simbots the exploration time for

the Neutral and Risky strategies is very similar. For simbot teams smaller than seven

simbots there is a linear decrease in the exploration time with respect to the number of

simbots. For all the strategies there is a logarithmic decrease in the exploration time

with respect to the number of simbots. Similar trends were found for theLOSmodel

in the small size environment and for theRF model in the small and medium size

environments.

Figure 8.6 and Figure 8.7 show the percent of time that the network is fully con-

nected in the medium size environments for theLOSandRF model respectively using

the three proposed strategies. It is observed that for all the strategies the percentage

of time that the network is fully connected decreases as the number of simbots is in-

creased. For the Conservative and Neutral strategies the decrease trend is similar. For

the Risky strategy the decrease is much larger as the number of simbots increases than

for the other two strategies. We attribute this to the fact that larger networks have more

communication constraints making more difficult the task of keeping the network fully

connected. Extensive simulations to analyze this situation are presented in Chapter 9.

By comparing Figure 8.6 and Figure 8.7 it is observed that communication net-

works based onRF technologies are easier to keep fully connected than networks based
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Figure 8.5: Exploration time in the medium environment for theLOSmodel using three strate-

gies: Conservative, Neutral and Risky. The vertical lines show the standard deviation. This

deviation is much larger for larger teams compared to that of smaller teams.

onLOStechnologies. This is attributed to the on/off nature of theLOStechnologies.

It is concluded that there is a trade-off between exploration time and the percentage

of time that the network is fully connected. The Conservative strategy maintains the

simbot network fully connected most of the time (95% in average). The Risky strat-

egy is more efficient in terms of the exploration time. Based on the two metrics it is

concluded that the Neutral strategy is the best strategy because:

• Exploration time: The Neutral strategy takes only 3% more time in average to

build the complete map than the Risky strategy. Moreover, for more than eight

simbots (in the medium size environment) the performance is similar.

• Percent of time fully connected: The Neutral strategy has a similar trend to that

of the Conservative strategy.

Small adjustments to the parameters of the Neutral strategy do not improve the

performance meaningfully. The Neutral strategy will serve as the basis for the rest of

the simulations presented in this thesis.

It is observed that above a certain number of simbots (8 simbots for the medium

size environment) the exploration time does not tend to decrease as fast as for small

number of simbots. Previous research (Burgard et al., 2006) in simulated multi-robot

exploration has found a logarithmic decrease in the exploration time as the number
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of robots used in the exploration is increased. Our simulations do show this type of

decrease. We observed that there was a much larger variance in the results with large

teams (n >8 for the medium size environments). Since most often this larger variance

was due to outliers with unusually poor performance we suspect that the performance

should be better for these large simbot teams. Most of the trials where the performance

was poor were trials with small local network sizes (k <4).
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Figure 8.6: Percentage of time fully connected in the medium environment for theLOSmodel

using three strategies: Conservative, Neutral and Risky. The vertical lines show the standard

deviation. The risky strategy has much lower percentages compared to the other two strategies.
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Figure 8.7: Percentage of time fully connected in the medium environment for theRF model

using three strategies: Conservative, Neutral and Risky. The vertical lines show the standard

deviation. The risky strategy has much lower percentages compared to the other two strategies.
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Figures 8.8 to 8.9 present the graphs of the exploration time for different team sizes

with different local network sizes. The data from the graphs is the average exploration

time of the simulation trials for the three proposed strategies. In the small size envi-

ronment (Figure 8.8 forLOSand Figure 8.9 forRF communication) for team sizes

of more than five simbots and small local networks (k <3) the exploration time is the

same if not larger than that of smaller team sizes. In the medium size environment

for more than seven simbots and small local networks (k <4) the exploration time is

similar if not larger than that of smaller team sizes. From figure 8.10 it is observed

that the exploration time for a certain simbot team sizen is the same for local network

of sizek >0.8n. This is due to the fact that during most of the exploration for these

sizes of local network the local network is the same as the global network. The simbot

network typically forms a tree-like structure with multiple branches.
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Figure 8.8: Experimental results for the small environment using theLOS communication

model for local network sizesk= 2,3, . . .,n, wheren is the number of simbots. The exploration

time decreases when the size of the local network is increased.

Analysis of the trials revealed that for medium team sizes (n >8) and small local

network sizes (k <4) the simbot network tended to have either one or no Explorer

simbots for some periods of time. The simbots have a similar behaviour to that of

previous architectures (Sweeney, 2002) based inleader-followerrelationships. A sim-

bot explores the environment while the rest of the simbots maintain the network con-

nected. When there are no Explorer simbots in the simbot network the network tends

to contract and eventually becomes static. Eventually a Pusher simbot transitions to
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the Explorer role when its expiration time has passed and the exploration continues but

time is lost (Section 4.5, page77). The expiration time is a minimum role time during

which the transition to the Explorer role is inhibited for a Pusher simbot.

The following section presents the description of the scenarios under which

BERODE was found to achieve suboptimal solutions and proposes solutions to im-

prove the performance in these scenarios.
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Figure 8.9: Experimental results for the small environment for theRF communication model

for local network sizesk = 2,3, . . .,n, wheren is the number of simbots.

8.7 Enhancements to BERODE

The BERODE architecture was proposed as a decentralized solution for the problem

of exploring an environment while keeping connected a communication network. In

the initial simulation a trade-off between the exploration time and the size of the local

network was found. This simulation revealed that the performance of the architecture

in general was as expected: more simbots built the complete map in less time for

a certain local network size; however, the performance was poor in some trials for

small local network sizes (k <4) and medium team sizes (n >7). The addition of

more robots did not provide much if any benefit. The time to build the complete map

was just slightly smaller and in some occasions worse. The main causes of the poor

performance in these trials were:

1. The lack of an Explorer behavioural role in the simbot network.
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2. Inefficient exploration by an Explorer simbot.

3. The MST control network could not be calculated because a simbot was in the

Recoverer behavioural role.

The lack of an Explorer behavioural role in the simbot network is caused when the

simbots give up the exploration process due to the lack of unexplored areas where the

predicted safety level is safe. When the last two Explorer simbots in the network give

up the exploration process at almost the same time the simbots transition to the Pusher

behavioural role. These two simbots have outdated information about each other based

on which they determine that there is an Explorer simbot left in the network. Infor-

mation is outdated because of the delays in the retransmission process in thead hoc

network. This can be prevented using semaphores but this requires either closely syn-

chronized clocks or a special semaphore owner. This is contrary to the decentralized

philosophy of our approach and would make the system more fragile.

When there are no Explorers left the network tends to contract and eventually be-

comes static. The time that the network takes to become static depends on the topology

of the network and the environment configuration. Most of the time the simbot network

tends to move away from the unexplored areas. Eventually a Pusher simbot transitions

to the Explorer role when its expiration time (Section 5.4, page98) has passed and the

exploration continues but time is lost.

Figure 8.11 presents an example of the lack of Explorer simbots in the simbot

network. In Figure 8.11(a) simbotsR0,E andR2,E move towards the frontiersf0 and f2

respectively whileR1,M maintains the network. In Figure 8.11(b) simbotsR0,P andR2,P

transition to the Pusher behavioural role because there are no exploration areas where

the communication is predicted to be safe. It is observed that the simbot network tends

to shorten. In Figure 8.11 (c) it is observed that the simbots tend to move away from

the unexplored areas. This is caused because of the repulsive forces exerted onR1 by

simbotsR0 andR2.

Solutions such as detecting that the simbot network has become static or detecting

that a Pusher simbot is being pushed back by the network are unsuitable. The first one

because of the long time that it may take to the network to become static. The second

one because a Pusher simbot is almost never pushed back by the network movement.

This is illustrated in the example from Figure 8.11(c).

The second cause of poor performance occurs when an Explorer simbot moves to-

wards afrontier that is closer to other simbots. Figure 8.12 presents an example of this
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Figure 8.10: Experimental results for the medium environment using theRF communication

model for local network sizesk= 2,3, . . .,n, wheren is the number of simbots. The exploration

time decreases when the size of the local network is increased.

situation where the Explorer simbotsR0,E andR2,E move towards thefrontiers f0 and

f2 respectively. After some time has passed (Figure 8.12(b)) simbotR2,P transitions

to the Pusher behavioural role,R0,E finishes exploringf0 and selectsf2 as the next

frontier to explore. It is observed that the closest simbot to the frontier isR2,P, which

transitioned at a previous instant to the Pusher behavioural role.R2,P is the simbot that

could reach thefrontier more quickly. Figure 8.12(c) presents the common scenario in

this type of situation where the simbot network slowly moves in the appropriate direc-

tion. SimbotR0,E moves towards the unexplored area while the Pusher simbots induce

movement and the simbot network tends to rotate.

In some occasions the advance towards this type of unexplored areas is compro-

mised because the repulsive forces generate local minima for the simbots. Figure

8.12(c’) presents this scenario in which the simbotR1,M tends to remain in the up-
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Figure 8.11: An example of the lack of a Explorer in the simbot network. a) SimbotsR0,E and

R2,E move towards the frontiersf0 and f2 respectively whileR1,M maintains the network, b)

SimbotsR0,P andR2,P transition to Pusher because the exploration areas are not communication

safe, c) The simbot network tends to shorten and the Pusher simbots move away from the

unexplored areas.

per corner of the environment because the repulsive forces generate a local minimum

at this place. Eventually the simbotR1,M will move away from the corner and tend to

move closer toR0,E but the exploration time increases. In the worst caseR0,E transi-

tions to the Pusher behavioural role because the signal quality is worst as the simbot

moves away fromR0,E. The situation could be described as a scenario in which the

Explorer simbot tends to move in counterflow with respect to the rest of the network

and although eventually the network is pulled by the Explorer simbot the process is

either slowed down or abandoned by the Explorer simbot.

The third cause of the poor performance occurs when the simbots give up the re-

calculation of the MST control network because there is a simbot in the Recoverer

behavioural role. Recalculating the network with Recoverer simbots is unsafe because

the communication is either marginal or has been lost for the Recoverer simbots.

To address the poor performance we tried mechanisms that detect situations where

the exploration is halted (no Explorer left in the network) or inefficient. Exploration

is inefficient when there is a more suitable simbot to explore an area than the one

that is currently trying to explore such area. These situations were the main source of

poor performance and by avoiding them the performance was improved. As previously

discussed the use of semaphores to prevent the halting of the exploration requires either
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closely synchronized clocks or a special semaphore owner. This is contrary to the

decentralized philosophy of our approach and would make the system more fragile.

Our strategy to solve this problem is then to detect the deadlocks rather than avoid

them.

The mechanisms that we tried addressed the poor performance in a decentralized

fashion. These mechanisms were: Role Exchange mechanism, random time MST

checking mechanism and tendering mechanism. The role exchange mechanism is a

mechanism in which an Explorer simbot exchanges its role with a Pusher role. In

BERODE the simbots have knowledge about their local network. They also know the

estimated positions of the simbots within this network. An Explorer simbot can then

determine if there is a Pusher simbot within its local network that is closer to its cur-

rently selectedfrontier. In this case the simbot exchanges its role with this simbot and

the exploration process can be speeded up; moreover due to the exchange in roles the

problem illustrated in Figure 8.12(c’) is avoided because the mentioned counterflow

problem is no longer present.

When a simbot transitions from the Explorer role it checks that there is at least one

Explorer in the network. Sometimes this information is outdated when the transition

occurs due to communication delays. The checking process fails and the simbot net-

work has no simbots in the Explorer role. To address this problem we proposed that the

simbots check at random intervals if there are any Explorer simbots left in the network.

The random interval is a time that has passed since the last MST control network was

calculated. This time is a user defined time plus a random interval. This greatly re-

duces the situation in which two simbots simultaneously recalculate the MST control

network. Provided that this time has passed and there are no Explorer simbots in the

local network the simbot starts the recalculation process. The criterion used to trans-

mit the MST control network is different to the one used in Section 5.10.1 (page132).

In Section 5.10.1 the recalculated MST control network is transmitted only when it is

different from the previous one. Depending on the existence or absence of Explorer

simbots the following actions are taken:

• Explorer simbots in the MST control network: The same MST control network

without recalculation is transmitted. This causes the updating of the random

interval time for the rest of the simbots. Otherwise their random intervals are not

updated and the MST control network is calculated very frequently.

• No Explorer simbots in the MST control network: The simbot recalculates the
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Figure 8.12: An example of inefficient exploration for a common and a worst case scenario.

a) SimbotsR0,E andR2,E move towards the frontiersf0 and f2 respectively. b) SimbotR2,p

transitions to the Pusher behavioural role,R0,E finished exploringf0 and selectedf2 as the next

frontier to explore. c) The common case of exploration where the simbot network moves in the

appropriate direction. c’) The worst case scenario whereR1,M tends to remain in the corner.

MST control network and starts a tendering mechanism to determine an Explorer

simbot for the updated MST control network. This mechanism is described in

the following subsection.

The random time MST checking mechanism addresses the problem of the lack of

Explorer simbots in the network and the situation in which the MST control network

could not be calculated because there was a simbot in the Recoverer behavioural role.

These mechanisms are expected to enhance the performance of BERODE. The ver-

sion of BERODE that incorporate these mechanisms will be referred as BERODE-2.

These additional mechanisms are executed by the simbots’ Communication Manager

(Section 5.3, page93).
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8.7.1 The Tendering Mechanism

The tendering mechanism is a recovery mechanism implemented to speed up the explo-

ration process once it is discovered that there are no Explorer simbots left in the simbot

network. In this mechanism simbots in the Pusher role select a frontier and offer a ten-

der to explore it. The tendering mechanism selects the best tender. The simbot with the

best tender transitions to the Explorer role. Although it is possible to select more than

one simbot as Explorer the multiple selection frequently leads to recurrent conflicts.

Figure 8.13 presents an example of a typical scenario for the tendering mechanism.

Multiple selections of Explorer simbots in this scenario is inadequate. The Explorer

simbots try to explore areas that are difficult to explore simultaneously. The simbot

network is stretched in multiple directions. In the worst case scenario (Figure 8.13(b))

all the Explorer simbots give up the exploration and the tendering mechanism is called

again. The selection of only one Explorer simbot avoids this recurrent situation. Even-

tually the Pusher simbots that are not selected as the Explorer simbots transition to the

Explorer role and collaborate in the exploration task.
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Figure 8.13: A difficult scenario for the tendering scenario. A) SimbotsR0,E, R2,E andR3,E

try to move towards frontiersf0, f1 and f2 respectively. b) SimbotR2,E fails to explore the

environment and transition to the Pusher behavioural role.

The tendering mechanism has two stages: selling and tendering. In the selling

stage the simbot that discovered that there were no Explorers left in the simbot network

recalculates the MST control network and transmits a message. This simbot is referred

to as the buyer. The message includes the recalculated MST control network and a
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tendering query. Once the simbots have received this message they remain static until

the tendering process finishes for communication safety. All the simbots with one

control connection in the recalculated MST control network transition to the Explorer

behavioural role (Section 5.4, page98). In the tendering stage the Explorer simbots

transmit their selected frontier.These frontiers are the tenders from each simbot. The

buyer simbot waits until it has received the tenders from all the simbots in the Explorer

behavioural role or a certain time has passed (to avoid the lock up of the process). After

this the buyer simbot selects the best tender and declares this simbot as the winner. The

best tender is thefrontier with the largest utility in the smallest hierarchy level (Section

5.6.2.1, page114). The winner simbot remains as an Explorer simbot while the rest of

the simbots that submitted a tender transition to the Pusher behavioural role.

8.7.2 Message Types for BERODE-2

In addition to the messages proposed in Section 5.10.1 (page132) BERODE-2 imple-

ments two additional messages. These messages are presented in Table 7.3.

The role exchange message is used by the Explorer simbots to exchange their roles

with a Pusher simbot that is closer to the unexplored area than the Explorer simbot.

Two acknowledged message types are used. The first one by the Explorer simbot

to exchange the roles and the second one used by the Pusher simbot to confirm the

exchange of roles.

The tendering mechanism message is used by the simbot that carries out the ten-

dering process. A request message is used by this simbot to query the simbots about

their tenders. The simbots send their tenders to this simbot. The second message

(acknowledge message) is sent once the Explorer simbot has been determined.

Content MT Message Type Message

Purpose

Frequency of

Transmission

Description

Tendering

Mecha-

nism

N Request

Acknowledged

Control Event Based Recovering mechanism to

speed up the exploration

process

Role

Exchange

K 2 Acknowl-

edged

Control Event Based Exchange of behavioural roles

between pairs of simbots

Table 8.3: Additional types of messages used in the BERODE-2 architecture.
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8.8 Comparing BERODE-2 with BERODE

BERODE-2 incurs larger computational and communication costs over the initial ap-

proach. It is important to compare BERODE-2 against the initial version to assess the

enhancements. The comparison is based on the map exploration time. The architec-

tures are compared using the Neutral strategy from Section 8.7. The architectures were

compared for the LOS and RF models. The settings for these simulations are the same

as in the previous simulations. The three heuristics are used to calculate the MST con-

trol network. Each combination of team size and local network was run for 10 trials.

It is expected that the additional mechanisms implemented for BERODE-2 will allow

the simbots to explore the environment faster. A reasonable increase in the communi-

cation cost is expected because the additional mechanisms are not required frequently.

The rest of the communication between the simbots is frequently transmitted therefore

the additional communication cost is expected to be low.

Figure 8.14 shows the results for theLOScommunication model in the medium

environment. The graph shows the results for local network sizes ofk = {2,4,6}. It is

observed that BERODE-2 outperforms BERODE for each team size for the same local

network size. Moreover for team sizes larger than seven simbots BERODE-2 with a

local networkk=2 has smaller exploration times than BERODE with a local network

k=4. This is also observed when the local networkk=4 for BERODE-2 and BERODE

has a local networkk=6.

Figure 8.15 shows the results for theRF communication model in the medium size

environment. As in the case ofLOS the BERODE-2 outperforms BERODE for each

team size for the same local network size for theRF model. It is also observed that for

team sizes (n>7) BERODE-2 with a smaller local network has the same if not smaller

exploration times than BERODE.

By comparing Figure 8.14 and Figure 8.15 it is observed that the simbots that use

theRF model have smaller exploration times than the simbots using theLOSmodel.

This is to be expected because theLOScommunications restricts the exploration more.

The percentage of time that the network is fully connected is smaller (by 5%-10% on

average) for theLOS model than for theRF model. The simbots spend more time

fixing and maintaining the network in theLOSmodel. Similar results were found for

the small environment for theLOSandRF models. The communication range for the

RF model is 5m in free space. Although in the simulatedLOS model the range is

theoretically infinite in practice only in a few places theLOSsignals have large ranges
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Figure 8.14: Comparison between BERODE and BERODE-2 using theLOScommunication

model in the medium environment for local network sizesk = 2,4,6. BERODE-2 explores the

environment faster than BERODE. The trends for BERODE-2 are shown as dotted trends.
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Figure 8.15: Comparison between BERODE and BERODE-2 using theRF communication

model in the medium environment for local network sizesk = 2,4,6. BERODE-2 explores the

environment faster than BERODE. The trends for BERODE-2 are shown as dotted trends.
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(above 5m) for the proposed simulated environments. This is the case in typical indoor

environments. In outdoor environmentsLOSmay have a better performance because

these environments are less cluttered.

Figure 8.16 presents the percentage of additional required bandwidth for the

RF model. This percentage is the additional bandwidth used by the simbots using

BERODE-2 compared to BERODE. The local network sizes used in the comparison

arek = {2,4,6}. The percentage is based on the bandwidth required by the simbots (in

bytes/sec.). This calculation is based on the transmitted messages using the proposed

application level protocol. The details of the calculation are described in Appendix C.

From Figure 8.16 it is observed that the additional bandwidth is larger when the

local network is smaller for most team sizes. For a local network of sizek=2 as the

number of simbots increases the additional bandwidth also increases. For a local net-

work of sizek=4 the additional bandwidth required remains around 5.5% for all the

simbot team sizes. For a local network of sizek=6 the additional bandwidth tends to

slowly decrease as the number of simbots increases.
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Figure 8.16: Percentage of additional required bandwidth (Bps) by BERODE-2 compared to

BERODE using theRF model in the medium environment for local network sizesk = 2,4,6.

It was found that the simbots with the smallest local network size (k=2) more fre-

quently execute the mechanism to detect if there are Explorer simbots left in the net-

work. In the absence of Explorer simbots the tendering mechanism is started. The

checking and tendering mechanisms are expensive in terms of communication costs.

All the simbots in the network are queried and information is retrieved acknowledging

the reception of information. This suggests that small local network sizes (k <4) may

not be suitable for BERODE and BERODE-2. This issue is addressed in the following
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chapter. For the larger network sizes (k=4, 6) typically the local network contains at

least one Explorer simbot. The checking mechanism is then executed less frequently

in these larger networks.

Similar trends to those shown in Figure 8.16 were obtained for theLOSmodel. For

theLOSmodel the additional required bandwidth was smaller∼=10% compared to that

of theRF model. This is attributed to the fact that in theLOSmodel a simbot has in

average fewer simbots within communication range.

It is concluded that BERODE-2 has a better performance than BERODE. The ex-

ploration times are smaller for BERODE-2 while the additional required bandwidth is

small. Moreover for medium sizes of the local network the additional bandwidth is

the same if not decreased as the size of the local network is increased. The following

chapter presents simulations that analyze the trade-off between the size of the local

network and the required bandwidth.

8.9 Conclusions

This chapter presented the implementation of the BERODE (Behavioural Role Decen-

tralized) Architecture for theLOSandRF communication models. An initial simula-

tion to compare performance of BERODE for different strategies was conducted. The

strategies reflect a desire to maintain a certain signal quality for the simbots. Three

strategies were proposed: Conservative, Neutral and Risky. Conservative strategies try

to maintain higher levels of signal quality than Risky strategies. Risky strategies com-

plete the exploration in less time because the simbots are less constrained to maintain

a compact network. The neutral strategy is the best because it combines the benefits of

the two other strategies. The neutral strategy requires slightly more time to explore the

environment than the Risky strategy but the simbot network remains connected most

of the time, as occurs with the Conservative strategy.

In this simulation for all the three strategies it is concluded that:

• The percentage of time that the network remains fully connected decreases as

the number of simbots is increased. This is to be expected because larger sim-

bot networks have to maintain more communication constraints to remain fully

connected.

• RF networks are easier to maintain fully connected thanLOS networks. We

expect this because of the on/off nature ofLOS communication. InRF com-
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munication theRSSL(Received Signal Strength Level) makes the maintenance

task easier because it provides a good measure of the expected behaviour of the

signals.

• There is a trade-off between the size of the local network and the exploration

time. For a certain number of simbots as the local network size is increased the

simbots require less time to build the map. In this chapter the ratio between the

local and global updates was a fixed value of 4:1. The following chapter presents

simulations that analyze the effect of different ratios and update frequencies for

the local and global updates.

• The time to explore the environment decreases as the number of simbots in-

creases. This trend ceases to hold when the number of simbots is larger than

a certain size (eight for the medium size environment) for small local network

sizes (k <4). This poor performance was caused by inefficient exploration and

the lack of simbots in the Explorer role. Inefficient exploration occurs when

there is a simbot closer to an unexplored area than the simbot that is currently

trying to explore the area. The lack of simbots in the Explorer role was caused

by the communication delays which caused simbots to rely on outdated infor-

mation. The lack of Explorer simbots increases the time that the simbots require

to build the map.

An Enhanced version of BERODE to address the poor performance was proposed

(BERODE-2). BERODE-2 adds three mechanisms to the original version: role ex-

change, random time MST checking and tendering. The role exchange mechanism

is used by the Explorer simbots. An Explorer simbot exchanges roles with a Pusher

simbot when the Pusher simbot is closer to its current exploration area. The random

time MST checking mechanism verifies that there is at least one Explorer simbot in

the network. If there are no Explorer simbots in the network the tendering mechanism

is triggered. The tendering mechanism designates an Explorer simbot. The designated

simbot is the simbot with the best valuefrontier.

We presented a simulation that compared the two versions of BERODE. The con-

clusions from this simulation were:

• LOS technologies with unlimited range restrict the exploration task more than

short rangeRF technologies (5m range). This was expected because in typical
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indoor environments there are only a few places where theLOSsignals can cover

large areas.

• BERODE-2 has a better performance than BERODE. The simbots require less

time to build the maps (13% less in the simulations). The additional bandwidth

required by BERODE-2 is small, 10% in the worst case.

• The additional bandwidth required in BERODE-2 tends to increase as the num-

ber of simbots increases for a local network sizek=2. The additional bandwidth

required in BERODE-2 tends to decrease as the number of simbots increases for

a local network sizek≥4. This suggests that small local network sizes (k <4)

may not be suitable for BERODE and BERODE-2.

BERODE-2 implements mechanisms that improved the performance of the

BERODE architectures. BERODE-2 is scalable because the additional bandwidth

required compared to that of the original BERODE approach is at most the same (with

a maximum of 9% in the simulations). BERODE-2 will be used in the following

chapters.

The following chapter presents simulations that identify trade-offs between the lo-

cal network sizes and simbot team sizes when parameters such as the frequency of the

beacon signal are varied. Chapter 10 presents an empirical analysis of the consistency

in the maps built by the simbots. Chapter 11 presents the conclusions of this thesis.





Chapter 9

Scalability, Robustness and

Performance of BERODE-2

9.1 Introduction

This chapter presents simulations to assess the performance of the BERODE-2 archi-

tecture usingLOS(Line of Sight) andRF (Radio Frequency) communication models.

To improve the realism of our simulations relevant measured aspects of the robot sen-

sors and communication devices have been included in the simulated models. This is

explained in detail in Chapter 7. Throughout this chapter we will refer to our simulated

robots as simbots.

BERODE-2 implements mechanisms that improve the original BERODE architec-

ture proposed in Chapter 4. These mechanisms addressed the problems of inefficient

exploration and temporarily inactive exploration observed in BERODE. The first cou-

ple of simulations assess the robustness of BERODE-2 for different parameterizations.

Afterwards simulations to analyze the scalability of the approach with respect to large

numbers of simbots are presented. The scalability is assessed in terms of the com-

munication costs and the time that the simbots require to build the complete map. In

BERODE-2 each robot builds its own feature map of the environment. The robots’

maps incorporate observations from all the robots. The exploration process stops once

any one robot in the network considers that its map is complete1. A final simulation to

compare BERODE-2 with other approaches is presented at the end of this chapter.

1 A map is considered to be complete once it is projected into a probabilistic grid map and the size
of the portions of the environments for which there is no evidence is below a used defined threshold
(Section 8.6, page239).

261
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The simbots update their feature map using an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF)

(Smith et al., 1988). TheEKF produces an estimate (along with its uncertainty) of

the position of the features and the robot. The positions of the simbot and the features

are referred to the datum (origin) of a global Cartesian system, which is the initial

position of the robot with the smallest ID2 number.

BERODE-2 is based on behavioural roles. These roles reactively adapt to the dy-

namic conditions of the communication network formed by the simbots as they explore

an environment. The communication network is maintained as a fully connected net-

work by creating and updating an MST (Minimum Spanning Tree) control network.

The MST control network contains only the minimum links required to have a fully

connected network. The MST control network is calculated at the start of the explo-

ration based on the communication network topology and an abstraction heuristic. The

simbots retain knowledge of their local network. The local network for a simbot is the

network that contains all the simbots within ak-hopdistance. The MST control net-

work is modified either partially (local network) or completely by the simbots during

the exploration process to improve the communication quality. Section 9.2 compares

the proposed four heuristics for network modification: connectivity, position, pos. pre-

dictive and QS predictive.

The roles generate reactive plans that maintain the simbot’s direct connections in

the MST control network. The reactive plans try to improve the signal quality for the

communication constraints of the simbot. The communication constraints are the con-

nections that a simbot has to keep within communication range. The reactive plans use

a predictive model that predicts the signal quality for the communication constraints of

a simbot for positions near to the simbot. In BERODE-2 simbots send beacon signals

periodically containing information about their estimated position and its uncertainty.

The predictions are based on these positions. The predictive model can be either reac-

tive or plan focused. In the reactive model the positions tested are closer to the simbot

position than in the predictive model; thus shorter plans are generated more frequently.

Section 9.3 presents a set of simulations to analyze the performance of BERODE-2 for

different degrees of reactivity. Several beacon signal frequencies are used. The perfor-

mance is measured in terms of the movement that the simbots have to make to keep

the network connected. The performance is considered better when the simbots have

to move less because this is more energy efficient. The simulations show that as the

frequency of the beacon signal is decreased the degree of reactivity has to be decreased

2 The robots have an ID number that allows them to identify each other in the network.
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in order to get the best performance. This was expected because reactive actions are

taken once new beacon signals are received; therefore the robots have to rely on longer

term plans because the beacon signals are less frequent.

One of the main goals in BERODE-2 is to be scalable with respect to the commu-

nication cost and the time required to explore an environment. Previous approaches

have failed to achieve both criteria simultaneously. Centralized approaches are not

scalable because a central agent coordinates and generates plans for all the simbots.

This agent has to gather and distribute information frequently. As more simbots are

added to the network the required communication bandwidth increases exponentially

(Scott and Yasinsac, 2004). Centralized approaches are not scalable with respect to the

communication cost. Decentralized approaches do not scale well with respect to the

time required to explore the environment because of the lack of coordination. Simbots

frequently explore areas that have been already explored by other simbots. Having

more than a few simbots often does not decrease the time required to explore an envi-

ronment.

BERODE-2 implements a hierarchical approach to get a good trade-off between

co-ordination and communication costs. The hierarchical approach has two levels: lo-

cal and global. At the local level information is distributed within the local network.

At the global level information is distributed to all the simbots in the network. In-

formation is shared frequently at the local level, while at the global level information

is shared less frequently. Most of the communication is retransmitted within a small

neighbourhood avoiding scalability problems with respect to the number of simbots.

Section 9.4 presents simulations to analyze the performance of BERODE-2 with re-

spect to the size of the local network. The performance is analyzed in terms of the

exploration time and the communication cost. The exploration time is the time that the

robots require to build the complete map. The simulations show that there is a trade-off

between the efficiency of the exploration and the knowledge obtained from the local

network. Access to more knowledge from the local network decreases the exploration

time.

Although having simbots with an effectively unlimited communication range may

seem in principle attractive, it is undesirable for the purposes of scalability. As more

simbots are added to the simbot network the required communication bandwidth in-

creases. Moreover, there is more interference between the communication signals.

Section 9.5 presents simulations to analyze the effect of the communication range on

the performance of BERODE-2. The simulations show that there is a minimum value
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for the communication range above which the time that the simbots require to build a

map is the same.

In BERODE-2 the simbots recalculate the MST control network either partially or

globally. It is argued that the recalculation of the network aids the exploration process

because the signal quality of the MST connections is improved. Section 9.6 presents

simulations to determine the effectiveness of adaptability in the MST control network.

In the simulations BERODE-2 is compared with several fixed networks. In the simula-

tions BERODE-2 builds complete maps in less time than the fixed networks. Moreover

because of its adaptability BERODE-2 maintains the network fully connected for more

time than the fixed networks. Section 9.7 presents the summary of the conclusions from

the simulations.

9.2 Comparison of Heuristics for the MST Control Net-

work

This section presents simulations to compare the performance in BERODE-2 of us-

ing the different heuristics proposed in Section 4.4.1 (page70) to calculate the MST

control network. The MST control network is calculated at the start of the exploration

based on the communication network topology and a heuristic. The MST control net-

work is modified either partially or completely by the simbots during the exploration

process to improve the communication quality. The four proposed heuristics are: con-

nectivity, position, pos. predictive and QS predictive.

The connectivity heuristic tries to divide equitably the communication constraints

imposed to the simbots. The Position heuristic imposes communication constraints

between simbots that have close positions. The pos. predictive heuristic imposes com-

munication constraints between simbots that have small values of discomfort distance.

The discomfort distance is the difference between a desired signal quality and the cur-

rent signal quality for the communication constraint. These values are calculated based

on the Cartesian positions of the simbots. The heuristic estimates the required move-

ment to have a zero value for the discomfort distance. The QS predictive heuristic uses

the same principle as the pos. predictive heuristic. The difference is that the values

of the discomfort distances are calculated using the signal qualities obtained from the

RSSL(Received Signal Strength Level) instead of the Cartesian positions of the sim-

bots. TheRSSLis an available value inRF technologies.LOS technologies do not
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provide this value. The QS predictive heuristic is therefore only applicable forRF

technologies.

We propose two metrics to compare the performance of the heuristics: map explo-

ration time and the path speed per simbot. The exploration time is the time required by

the simbots to build the complete map. As previously explained the exploration stops

once any one robot considers the map to be complete. The path speed (m/min.) per

simbot is the distance that the simbots travelled during the exploration divided by the

exploration time and the number of simbots. The path speed is useful to estimate the

amount of movement required to maintain the network fully connected. In the sim-

ulations when the simbots move they move with a fixed speed. Simbots that have as

their main task the maintenance of the network remain static for periods of time. These

simbots remain static because they are in the best position to keep their communication

constraints. We expect that the four heuristics will have similar exploration times. It

is expected that the path speed for the predictive heuristics will be smaller than for the

other heuristics because the movements of other simbots are taken in account there-

fore the simbots have to adjust their positions keep the network fully connected. The

predictive heuristics should tend to minimize the amount of movement necessary to

maintain the simbot network.

The settings for the simulations are the same as those of the simulations in Section

8.6 (page239). The heuristics were tested in the small and medium environment from

Figure 7.1 (page164) using theRF andLOSmodels. The size of the team of simbots

wasn = 2, ...8 andn = 4, ..,15 in the small and medium environments respectively.

The local network sizes werek = 1, ...,n. Each heuristic was run for 10 trials for each

combination of simbot and local network size.

Figure 9.1 and Figure 9.2 show the comparison of heuristics with respect to the

exploration time (min.) for theRF andLOScommunication models respectively. For

clarity, these figures illustrate the results obtained for a small local network size (k=3)

and a large local network size (k=6). From these figures it is observed that:

• Based on the exploration time the heuristics have the following order in terms

of decreasing performance: QS predictive, pos. predictive, connectivity and

position.

• The trend for the QS predictive and pos. predictive heuristics tends to be linear

with respect to the number of simbots. The connectivity heuristic has a logarith-
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Figure 9.1: Comparison of the exploration time the four heuristics: QS Predictive (QSP), Pos.

Predictive (PPD), Position (POS), and Connectivity (CON) for theRFmodel for local networks

sizesk=3,6 in the medium environment. The vertical lines show the standard deviation.
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Figure 9.2: Comparison of the exploration time for the three heuristics: Pos. Predictive (PPD),

Position (POS), and Connectivity (CON) for theLOSmodel for local networks sizesk=3,6 in

the medium environment. The vertical lines show the standard deviation.
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mic trend for theLOSmodel. The position heuristic has a logarithmic trend for

both communication models.

• In all the heuristics there is a trade-off between the exploration time and the

size of the local network. The trade-off is approximately proportional for local

network sizesk≤ n/2. Whenk > n/2 the exploration time decreases less. For

these local network sizes the local network for the simbots is the same as the

complete MST control network most of the time. The MST control network can

be visualized as a tree structure where most of the time the depth is smaller than

n/2.

• For the position heuristic for team sizes larger than a certain number of simbots

the exploration time is similar. The use of additional simbots does not decrease

the exploration time much. For instance for the position heuristic with a local

network of sizek=6 in theLOSmodel for team sizes bigger than 10 simbots the

exploration time is very similar (±2min.). The same characteristic is observed

for the connectivity heuristic when theRF model is used.

The previous observations are general observations with respect to the local network

size. Similar findings were found in the small environment.

Figure 9.3 and Figure 9.4 show the comparison of heuristics with respect to the

path speed (m/min.) for theRF andLOScommunication models respectively. From

these figures it is observed that:

• Based on the path speed the heuristics have the following order in terms of de-

creasing performance: QS predictive, pos. predictive, connectivity and position.

• In the QS predictive and pos. predictive heuristics as more simbots are added to

team the path speed decreases. For the connectivity heuristic a similar trend is

observed when the number of simbots is below a certain size. For instance in the

RFmodel for simbot networks smaller than ten simbots the path speed decreases

in an approximately linear fashion.

• In the position heuristic for theRF model there is a logarithmic decrease. More-

over for the small local network (k=3) the path speed tends to increase as the

size of the team increases. In the LOS model this increment was found for all

the local network sizes.
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• In the QS predictive heuristic the path speed is nearly invariant with respect to

the local network size.

Based on the two metrics the following conclusions are drawn:
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Figure 9.3: Comparison of the path speed for the four heuristics: QS Predictive (QSP), Pos.

Predictive (PPD), Position (POS), and Connectivity (CON) for theRFmodel for local networks

sizesk=3,6 in the medium environment. The vertical lines show the standard deviation.

• The QS predictive heuristic is the best heuristic among the proposed heuristics

because it has smaller exploration times and the simbots have to move less than

with the rest of the heuristics. The movement required by the simbots in this

heuristic is invariant with respect to the local network size. This is a desirable

aspect in the implementation with real robots when power consumption is a con-

straint in the system because the robots spend less energy. Movement is the main

source of power consumption for a mobile robot. However more simulations are

required to validate this finding when the simbots communicate less frequently

within the local and global levels. These simulations are presented in Section

9.4.

• The pos. predictive heuristic is the second best heuristic and best for the LOS

model. The heuristic is suitable for scalability purposes because it has a de-

creasing trend in the path speed and the exploration time as the size of the team
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increases. This heuristic has two disadvantages with respect to the QS predic-

tive heuristic: it has a slightly worse performance with respect to the exploration

time (4.6% on average) and the increment in the path speed with respect to the

size of the local network.

• The connectivity heuristic is suitable only for small team sizes. For larger team

sizes increasing team size does not decrease much the exploration time and the

path speed. Moreover, in theLOSmodel the path speed is the same if not worse.

• The position heuristic is not useful for scalability purposes. The exploration

time has a logarithmic trend and the path speed tends to increase as the size of

the simbot team increases.
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Comparison of Heuristics for k =6
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Figure 9.4: Comparison of the path speed for the three heuristics: Pos. Predictive (PPD),

Position (POS), and Connectivity (CON) for theLOSmodel for local networks sizesk=3,6 in

the medium environment. The vertical lines show the standard deviation.

It is concluded that as expected the predictive heuristics have a better performance

than the other heuristics because the movements of other simbots are taken in ac-

count therefore the simbots have to adjust their positions less to keep the network fully

connected. The predictive heuristics minimize the amount of movement necessary to

maintain the simbot network.

It is also concluded that regardless of the heuristic used there is a trade-off between

the exploration time and the size of the local network. The trade-off is approximately

proportional when the ratio between the sizes of the local network and the simbot
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network is less than one half. For larger ratios there is only a small decrease in the

exploration time. This is expected because the simbots tend to create MST control

networks where most of the simbots are within an (n/2) hop connectivity distance;

therefore for large ratios the local network is frequently the same as the MST control

network.

9.3 The Predictive Model: Long Term Plans vs. Reac-

tive Plans

A predictive model is used by the simbots in the Planning Module (Section 5.6, page

102). The model predicts the quality of the communication signal for nearby positions

to the simbot position. The model estimates the attenuation due to the obstacles in the

direct path of the signal. In the predictive model forLOStechnologies any obstacle in

the direct path blocks completely the signal. InRF technologies the model estimates

the loss of power (in dB.) based on recent signals received by the simbots.

The Planning Module is used by the simbots to determine the position where the

signal quality is the best for all its communication constraints. This module has three

stages: projection, sampling and planning. At the projection stage a subset of features

from the feature map is projected into a local grid map. At the sampling stage the

current simbot position and several positions inside the local grid map are tested to

determine the position with the best OSQ (overall signal quality). At the planning stage

a plan to move to the position with the best OSQ is generated. The predictive model

can be either reactive or plan focused. In the reactive model the positions tested are

closer than in the predictive model. Thus, shorter plans are generated more frequently.

The tested positions are randomly sampled. Sampling a position is an expensive

operation in terms of computation. A ray tracing algorithm is used to predict the signal

quality for each communication constraint.

In BERODE-2 simbots send beacon signals containing information about their es-

timated position. The predictions are based on these positions. The beacon signal is

sent frequently. The period of time between beacon signals is referred as update time.

It is important to analyse the performance of BERODE-2 when the period of the

update time is increased in order to determine if BERODE-2 is capable of keeping the

full connectivity of the network despite this increase. This is a desirable character-

istic because of its benefits in terms of communication (e.g. reducing the bandwidth
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required and power consumption). In this section we test several update times.

The simulations presented in this section compare three levels of reactivity:S1,

S2 andS3, whereS3 is the most reactive andS1 is the least reactive. The reactive-

ness of the predictive model depends on the closeness of the tested positions. A scale

factorη determines the closeness of the sampled positions with respect to the size of

the projected local grid map. Approaches that are more reactive generate plans more

frequently because they move towards closer positions. If the same number of samples

is used for the different levels of reactivity the computational cost is bigger for the

more reactive approaches because they generate plans more frequently. To have a fair

assessment of the level of reactiveness, the computational cost of the different levels

of reactivity must be the same. The parameters for the different levels of reactivity are

calculated assuming that the best test position is in a corner of the projected grid map.

In preliminary simulations the CPU time was measured for the three reactive levels.

The CPU time was similar (within 3.5%) for the three reactive levels, therefore we

argue that this assumption is a useful basis for fairly assessing the reactive levels.

The more reactive approaches use fewer samples because they sample the positions

more frequently than less reactive approaches. Preliminary simulations revealed that

200 samples and a scale factorη=1 obtained 97.5± 0.2% of the time the best OSQ

possible for the projected grid map. Based on these values the scale factor and the

number of samples for the reactive levels are shown in Table 9.1.

Reactiveness level Scale factor Number of Samples

S1 1.0 200

S2 0.75 110

S3 0.50 70

Table 9.1: Parameters for the Planning Module for the three reactive levels:S1, S2 andS3.

As explained previously in Section 5.6.1 (page105) is important to assess the level

of reactivity for different update times to determine the suitability of the approach for

technologies with low bandwidths or when power consumption is a constraint in the

system. The reactive levels are compared for the update timesT = 1,5,10 sec. These

times were selected based on the fact that the process of sensing an area takes 1.8 sec.

We propose two metrics to measure performance: The percent of time fully con-

nected and the path speed per simbot. The percent of time fully connected is the per-

centage of the time that the simbot network remains fully connected. The path speed

per simbot (m/min.) is the travelled distance by the simbots during the exploration
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divided by the exploration time and the number of simbots. The exploration time was

not used as a metric because the main interest of this section is to assess the effect of

the reactivity on the connectivity of the network.

The settings for the simulations are the same as those of Section 8.6 (page239).

The reactive levels were tested in the medium environment from Figure 7.1 (page164)

using theRF andLOSmodels. The size of the team of simbots wasn = 4, ..,15 in

the medium environment with local network sizesk = 1, ...,n/2 for each team size.

The previous experiment revealed that fork > n/2 the local network tends to be the

same as the global network most of the time. The performance for these local network

sizes tends to be the same. Each heuristic was run for 10 trials for each combination

of simbot and local network size. It was expected that the reactivity level would be

inversely related to the update time. Approaches that are more reactive should perform

better when information is updated more frequently.

Figure 9.5 presents the comparison of the percentage of time fully connected for

updates timesT=1, 5, 10 sec. using two local network sizesk=3, 6. The graph shows

the results in the medium size environment for theRF communication model. From

these figures it is observed that:

• For all the reactive levels the percentage of time fully connected decreases when

the frequency of the update time decreases. This is expected because the simbots

move for longer periods of time between the beacon signal updates.

• For all the update times as the number of simbot increases the percentage of

time fully connected decreases until a certain minimum value is reached. The

minimum value tends to be smaller for small local network sizes (k=3). This

seems to be due to the less knowledge obtained from a small local network.

Further simulations in Section 9.4 analyze this in detail.

• The percentages of time fully connected are smaller for the local network size

k=3 compared tok=6.

• For the update timeT=1 sec. the more reactive the approach the larger the per-

centage of time fully connected. This is observed for all the simbot network and

local network sizes.

Similar results were obtained for theLOSmodel. In theLOSmodel the percentages

of time fully connected are smaller with respect to those inRF model. This is expected

because of the increased difficulty in maintaining line of sight communication.
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Figure 9.6 presents the graphs of the path speed for the update timesT=1, 5, 10

sec. From these graphs it is observed that:

• The path speed decreases as the number of simbots increases for all the reactiv-

ity levels. This was expected because the QS predictive heuristic was used to

calculate the MST control network. When more simbots are added the simbots

have to travel less to build the complete map. The previous section discussed

this finding in detail.

• The increment in the path speed as the update time increases is considerably

larger for small local networks compared to the increment in larger local net-

works. As observed in Figure 9.7, for a local network of sizek=6 the surface is

much flatter than for the local network of sizek=3.

• For an update timeT=1 sec. the path speed is smaller as the module is more

reactive. Analysis of the recorded information of the trials revealed that the

less reactive level generated longer term plans than the more reactive levels.

These longer plans were dropped when the conditions of the network change

(i.e. lost connection). The simbot had to move more to recover from unpredicted

situations.

• For an update timeT=5 sec the path speed is smaller for the intermediate level

of reactiveness. The difference between the path speeds of the three levels of

reactiveness is very small.

• For an update timeT=10 sec. the path speed is smaller as the module is less

reactive. In the more reactive approaches the simbot generates many short terms

plans based on the same information about the positions of the simbots. The

simbot tends to move towards the best possible OSQ in steps. Analyses of

the recorded information revealed that the incremental paths frequently include

small detours. The less reactive approaches generated shorter paths because the

same plan remained for larger periods of time.

Similar findings were observed for theLOSmodel. In the case of theLOSmodel

the increment in the path speeds are larger. This confirms our findings from Section

9.2.

Based on the observations from the metrics it is concluded that:
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Figure 9.5: Comparison of the time fully connected for an update timesT=1,5,10 sec. Three

levels of reactivity (S1, S2, S3) for two local network sizesk=3,6 are compared using theRF

communication model. The simulations use the medium environment.
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Figure 9.6: Comparison of the path speed for update timesT=1,5,10 sec. Three levels of reac-

tivity (S1, S2, S3) for two local network sizesk=3,6 are compared using theRF communication

model. The simulations use the medium environment.
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Figure 9.7: Path speed for the reactive levelS1 for the local network sizesk=3, 6 using theRF

communication model. The robots have to correct less their position (smaller path speed) when

the size of the local network is larger.

• Regardless of the reactivity of the approach when the update time is decreased

the percentage of time that the network is fully connected decreases.

• There is a certain minimum value for the percentage of time that the network

remains fully connected. This value depends mainly on the size of the local

network and to a less extent on the reactiveness of the module. The validation of

the existence of a minimum value for more infrequent update times is analyzed

in the following section.

• The degree of reactiveness required to achieve the best performance in terms of

the path speed is related to update time. As expected reactive approaches are

suitable for small update times whereas long term plans perform are suitable for

large update times.

The existence of a minimum percentage of time fully connected (80% in the worst

case) for the simbot network is very important for scalability purposes. The minimum

percentage is slightly lower for local networks of small size compared to larger local

networks. It seems reasonable to suppose that this is due to fact that less knowledge

can be obtained from a smaller local network. In fact, as shown in the following

section, when the simbot has access to less information or information is received less

frequently, the minimum percentage decreases.
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9.4 The Effect of the Size of the Local Network

One of the main goals in BERODE-2 is scalability. BERODE-2 implements a hier-

archical approach to get a good trade-off between coordination and communication

costs. The hierarchical approach has two levels: local and global. At the local level

information is distributed within the local network. The local network for a simbot is

the network that contains all the simbots within ak-hopdistance. At the start of the

exploration the MST control network is built. The simbots retain knowledge of their

local network. At the global level information is distributed to all the simbots in the

network. Information is shared frequently at the local level, while at the global level in-

formation is shared less frequently. Most of the communication is retransmitted within

a small neighbourhood thus avoiding scalability problems as the number of simbots in

the architecture increases.

In previous simulations a trade-off between the local network size and the explo-

ration time was identified. It was observed that for a certain size of the simbot network

as the size of the local network is increased the exploration time decreases. This was

expected because the simbots have access to more information from the simbot net-

work. This section presents simulations to analyze this trade-off in more detail.

We expect to identify the range of local network sizes with the best trading between

the exploration time and the communication cost. It is expected that the best trading

range will be found to depend on the sizes of the local network and the simbot network.

Two metrics are proposed to analyze the trade-off: The percentage of decrease

for the exploration time and the percentage of additional required bandwidth. The

decrease percentage is the decrease in the exploration time for a local network of size

k with respect to a local network of sizek-1 expressed as a percentage. The percentage

of additional required bandwidth is the increment in the communication bandwidth

for a local network of sizek with respect to the smallest size of local network (k=1)

expressed as a percentage. This percentage is based on the bandwidth required by the

simbots and is calculated (in Bps) by the supervisor controller in the simulator. This

calculation is based on the transmitted messages using the proposed application level

protocol. The details of the calculation are described in Appendix C.

The settings for the simulations are the same to those of Section 8.6 (page239)

using the medium and large environment from Figure 7.1 (page164) for the RF and

LOSmodels. The size of the team of simbots wasn = 4, . . . ,16 andn = 8, . . . ,20 in

the medium and large size environments respectively. We executed 10 trials for each
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combination of simbot and local network size.

Figure 9.8 shows the percentage of decrease for the exploration time in the large

environment using theRF model for simbot networks of sizen= 4, 6, . . . , 20. In

the figure thex-axis is the ratio between the local network and the simbot network

sizes and will be referred as network ratio (nR). The trends have a similar pattern and

can be divided in three sections with respect to the network ratio. In the first section

nR1=[0,R1] the percentage of decrease is similar (±0.5% std.). In the second section

nR2=[R1, R2] there is a linear decrease as the network ratio increases. In the third

sectionnR3=[R2, 1] the percentage is 0.1±0.8%. The thresholdsR1 andR2 depend on

the size of the simbot network. Figure 9.9 presents the percentage of decrease in a 3D

perspective for clarity to compare the results between theRF andLOSmodels.
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Figure 9.8: Percentage of decrease for the exploration time in the large size environment using

theRF model for simbot networks of sizen=4, 6, ,..,20. Thex axis shows the local network in

relation to the size of the team, they axis shows the percentage of decrease.

Further analysis on the data from theRF andLOSsimulations revealed the thresh-

old R1 = n−0.56, which can be roughly approximatedR1
∼= n−0.5. The threshold was

validated using the data from previous simulations for the small and medium environ-
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ments.

The slopes for the second section for theRF model are approximately parallel. The

slopes are more pronounced for larger sizes of simbot networks for theLOSmodel

(Figure 9.9).

It is concluded that:

• The percentage of decrease in time is a fixed percentage for network ratiosnR≤
n−0.5. The fixed percentage decreases proportionally as the simbot network size

is increased. The fixed percentage is larger for small simbot networks. Based

on the results from previous simulations we argue that the larger decrease is

caused by the proportionally larger amount of information obtained for small

local networks compared to that of large local networks when the size of the

local network is increased one level.

• The fixed percentage has a minimum value (around 2.5%) for simbot networks

larger than a certain size (n >16 in the large environment).

• The benefit of having local networks withnR≥ n−0.5 decreases in a linear fash-

ion. Not much further improvement with respect to the exploration time can be

achieved therefore the implementation of local networks with these sizes is not

recommendable. Moreover as the local network is increased the communication

cost increases.

• As expected the decrease in percentage has an average zero value for network

ratiosnR3=[R2, 1]. The analysis revealed that for these network ratios the local

network is the same as global network most of the time. There is no differ-

ence with respect to the knowledge obtained from the simbot network for these

network ratios. The MST control network can be visualized as a tree structure

where most of the time the depth is smaller thann/2.

• The faster decrease in theLOSmodel for large simbot networks with network

ratiosnR2=[R1, R2] seems to be due to the increased difficulty of maintaining the

network fully connected in this model with respect to theRF model.

Before we move into the bandwidth metric analysis it is important to mention that

the bandwidth involved in the broadcasting of information in mobilead hocnetworks

increases exponentially with the number of nodes when simple broadcasting3 is used

3 In simple broadcasting a node retransmits all the messages that it receives.
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(Scott and Yasinsac, 2004). To reduce this complexity we have used the MST control

network to distribute the information efficiently between the simbots. The details of

the implementation are shown in Section 5.10 (page130).

Figure 9.10 presents the percentage of additional bandwidth required in the large

environment using theRFandLOSmodels. It is observed that the trends have a similar

shape and can be divided in three sections with respect to the network ratio. In the first

section and third sections the increment is linear. It is observed that for all the trends the

increase is linear for network ratios below 2/5 (first section). The linear increase from

the third section is observed for network ratios above 3/5. As previously explained for

these ratios the local network tends to be the same as the global network. Therefore

the increase is linear rather than polynomial as in the second section.

The polynomial increase in the second section is observable for simbot networks

with sizen≥14. Polynomial regression analysis on the data from the second section

for network sizesn≥14 revealed that the polynomial order was at least O(n2). For the

available data the maximum value of the polynomial order was O(n4.7) for a network

sizen=20 using theRF model. The polynomial order grows with the size of the simbot

network. Analysis of the recorded trials revealed that given a certain network ratio

in large networks there are more simbots within communication range than in small

networks. In large simbot networks a simbot receives more local level messages from

simbots that are not part of its local network. These messages only generate traffic

because the simbots do not use this information. The polynomial order is larger in

theRF model (Figure 9.10(a)) compared to theLOSmodel (Figure 9.10(b)). This is

expected because the connectivity in theLOSmodel is smaller.

In previous simulations the features extracted from the environment were ex-

changed between the simbots at the local and global levels every 5 and 20 sensing

steps4 respectively. The ratio between the local and global updates will be referred

as update ratio (Rupdate). It is important to validate the observed pattern for the addi-

tional required bandwidth when different update ratios are used. For this reason we

conducted additional simulations where the global features were exchanged every 10

and 40 sensing steps (update ratiosRupdate=2,8). Figure 9.11 presents the additional

required bandwidth for update ratiosRupdate=2,4. It is observed that the percentages

are smaller for an update ratioRupdate=2 compared toRupdate=4. This is expected

because as the update ratio is decreased the information is exchanged only at the

4 A sensing step is the time that the simbot requires to sense an area using thelow costplatform.
This process takes 1.8 seconds for the proposedlow costplatform (Section 7.7, page207).
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a) Percentage of decrease in the exploration time using theRF model

a) Percentage of decrease in the exploration time using theLOSmodel

Figure 9.9: Percentage of decrease for the exploration time in the large environment using the

(a) RF and the (b)LOSmodel for simbot networks of sizen = 2,4, ..20. The local network

ratio is the ratio between the sizes of the local network and the simbot network.

global level. Modifying the update ratio does not affect the percent of decrease in

the exploration time; however the exploration time tends to increase when the update

ratio is increased. Although the increase in exploration time is small (0.7% on average

between the values of update ratioRupdate=4, 8) it was observed that the simbots have

a tendency to build maps that contain repeated features. This is caused by the failure in

the matching of the external features with the current feature map of the simbots. The

computational cost of updating the map is increased because of the repeated features.

This issue is addressed in Chapter 10.
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b) LOSmodel

Figure 9.10: Percentage of additional bandwidth required in the large environment using (a)

theRF model and (b) theLOSmodel for simbot networks of sizen = 4,6, . . .,20. Thex axis

shows the local network in relation to the size of the team, they axis shows the percentage of

additional bandwidth required.
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a)Rupdate= 4

b) Rupdate= 2

Figure 9.11: Percentage of additional bandwidth required in the large environment for an up-

date ratio of (a)Rupdate= 4 and (b)Rupdate= 2 using theRF model for simbot networks of size

n = 2,4, ..20.

From Figures 9.10 and 9.11 it is observed that as the number of simbots used in

the simulations increases the additional bandwidth required is small (with a maximum

of 22.3% for 20 simbots using theRF model). From a practical point of view given

the current trends of wireless technology the additional bandwidth does not represent

a problem for the number of simbots used in our simulations. For larger number of

simbots the bandwidth might become a problem because the increase is above the

linear order with respect to the number of simbots. To verify how fast the bandwidth

becomes a problem we conducted additional simulations using simbot team sizes of

n=25, 30, 40 in the large environment. From Figure 9.12 it is observed that for flat

communication (nR = 1) when the number of simbots increases beyond 30 the increase

in bandwidth is large (e.g. 65% for an increase from 30 to 40 simbots). It is clear
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that a flat communication approach is not scalable because there is an accelerating

increase in the required communication bandwidth as the number of robot increases.

This increase will soon surpass the capacity of available communication technologies

as the numbers of robots increase. For large teams of simbotsn≥ 40 the hierarchic

approach has practical benefits as it will scale when small network ratios are used

nR ≤ 0.4. For instance for 40 simbots with a network rationR = 1 there is 130%

increase in the additional bandwidth, while for a network rationR = 0.4 the increase is

only 15.3%.

One of the goals of BERODE is to be suitable for large groups oflow costsmall

robots. For this type of robots it is very important to manage efficiently the consump-

tion of power everywhere possible, including transmitter power. In the hardware im-

plementation of BERODE the hierarchic communication approach can extend the au-

tonomy of the robots which is always an important consideration for mobile robots.

The use of the hierarchic approach not only will allow power consumption saving in

the hardware implementation of BERODE but more importantly it will allow the use of

BERODE for larger numbers of robots than flat communication (nR = 1) with a given

communication bandwidth.

In this section we have analysed the effect of the size of the local network. Based on

the two metrics proposed it can be seen that there is a trading between the exploration

time and the size of the local network. When the size of the local network is increased

the exploration time decreases. We identified the range of local network sizes with the

best trading. This range is a function of the network ratio and isnR=[0, min(n−0.5,

2/5)]. The threshold ratio for the exploration time isn−0.5 and the threshold for the

additional bandwidth required is 2/5.

For local networks with ratiosnR =[min(n−0.5, 2/5),1] the trading between the ex-

ploration time and the size of the local network worsens as the size of the local network

increases. In this range the percentage of decrease in the exploration time decreases in

a linear fashion as the network ratio increases. The percentage of decrease stabilizes

at zero. In the rangenR=[min(n−0.5, 2/5), 3n/5] the additional bandwidth increases

in a polynomial fashion with an order of at least O(n2). The order of the polynomial

increases as the size of the network increases. In the rangenR=[3/5,1] the additional

bandwidth increases in a linear fashion. In this range the local network is the same

as the global network most of the time. Despite the worse trading for these network

ratios (nR≥[min(n−0.5, 2/5),1]) the space is still explored faster with the largest local

network sizes.
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Figure 9.12: Percentage of additional bandwidth required in the large environment using the

RF model and theLOSmodel for simbot networks of sizen = 4,8,12,16,20,25,30,40. The

trends show the average for theRF and theLOSmodels. Thex axis shows the local network

in relation to the size of the team, they axis shows the percentage of additional bandwidth

required.
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We conclude that the best trading between exploration time and local network size

is obtained when the local network ratio is in the rangenR=[0, min(n−0.5, 2/5)]. It is

also concluded that for small team sizes (n < 40) it is better to use the largest local

network size because the exploration can be achieved faster and the additional band-

width is not much larger. For larger teams of simbots (n≥ 40) it is better to use small

local network sizes because for large network sizes (nR≥[min(n−0.5, 2/5),1) there is

an accelerating increase in the bandwidth required as the number of simbot increases.

This accelerating increase can easily surpass the capacity of available communication

technologies even for small numbers of simbots.

We suspect that the range where the trading between the exploration time and the

communication cost is best will be similar (±0.05 for the maximum value of the range)

in other types of environments such as open spaces with scattered obstacles or highly

cluttered environments. In open spaces the simbots have more freedom to move there-

fore the exploration can be speeded up. In this environment the degree of connectivity

of the network is larger than in office environments because there are fewer obsta-

cles. Although the percentage of decrease in the exploration time ratio is likely to be

larger due to the freedom of movement, the additional bandwidth is expected to in-

crease faster with respect to the local network ratio because of the higher degree of

connectivity, therefore the range in open spaces with scattered obstacles is expected

to be similar to that of the office environment. In highly cluttered environments the

exploration is slowed down because the simbots are more constrained. In this environ-

ment the degree of connectivity of the network is expected to be smaller because the

obstacles will frequently block the communication between the simbots. Although the

exploration is slowed down because of the clutter, the additional bandwidth is expected

to have a slower increase with respect to the local network ratio because of the smaller

degree of connectivity; therefore the range with the best trading in cluttered spaces is

expected to be similar to that of the office environment.

9.4.1 Minimum Percentage of Time Fully Connected for a Simbot

Network

Previous simulations from Section 9.3 revealed that for a certain local network size

there is a minimum percentage of time that a simbot network remains fully connected

regardless of the size of the network. This minimum percentage is smaller when the

updates of the beacon signal are less frequent. The beacon signal is the information
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sent by the simbots to their direct connections about their position.

This section presents simulations to validate the existence of a minimum percent-

age of time fully connected for infrequent local level updates. At the local level the

simbots send beacon signals (Tupdate) and updates of their features within the local net-

work frequently. Simbots transmit extracted features at the local and global level every

SL andSG sensing steps (SL < SG). A sensing step is the time that the simbot requires

to sense an area using thelow costplatform (Section 7.7, page207). This process takes

1.8 seconds for the proposedlow costplatform. The simbots sense the environment

once they travelled a minimum distance. Simbots that tend to remain stationary com-

municate feature updates less frequently. In previous simulations the simbots transmit

their features everySL=5 andSG=20 sensing steps. It is expected that existence of a

minimum percentage of time fully connected can be validated when the beacon signals

and local update of features are shared less frequently.

In Section 9.3 various levels of reactivity were compared. In the current simulations

the less reactive level from those simulations is used. This level performs better when

the update frequency for the beacon signals is decreased. In the simulations the size of

the simbot team isn = 10,11, . . . ,20, the size of the local networks where the trading

between exploration and communication cost is best isk = 1,2,3 for n = [10,15], and

k = 1,2,3,4 for n = [16,20]. The frequency of the beacon signals areTupdate=1, 4, 7,

10, 13, 16. The sensing steps at the local and global level areSL=5, 10, 15 andSG=20

respectively. The simulations were realized in the large environment using theRF and

LOScommunication models.

Figure 9.13 presents the percentage of time fully connected for local networks of

sizek=1 with local updateSL=15 using the a)RF and b)LOS models. This graph

presents the extreme case with respect to access to information at the local level. The

size of the local network is the minimum and the local features are updated less fre-

quently. It is observed that the simbot networks using theRF model are easier to

maintain than the networks using theLOSmodel. This confirms the findings from the

previous section.

The percent of time fully connected stabilizes at a minimum value whenTupdate<10

for theRF model and whenTupdate<7 for theLOSmodel. For the trends that have a

minimum value, the minimum value is 1.2% smaller on average asTupdateis decreased.

Figure 9.14 presents the results obtained for theRF model with local networks of sizes

k=1, 3 and local feature updatesSL=5, 15. It is observed that the existence of a mini-

mum percentage and its value is mainly determined by the beacon update rateTupdate.
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Decreasing the frequency of local feature updates diminishes the minimum percentage

of time fully connected, but it does not affect the existence of a minimum percentage.

This is expected because the main cause of disconnections in the simbot network is

outdated information about the positions of the direct connections for a simbot. Less

frequent local feature updates do not cause disconnections because the simbots whose

main task is network maintenance tend to remain stationary when there is no updated

feature information. It was observed that less frequent local feature updates increased

the exploration time and caused a decrease in the consistency of the maps. The explo-

ration time increases because the simbots tend to remain stationary for periods of time.

The maps tend to be less consistent due to the delays in the integration of features

received from the simbot network to the map built locally by the simbot. This problem

is analyzed in Chapter 8.
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Figure 9.13: Percentage of time fully connected for local networks of sizek = 1 with local

updateSL = 15 (sensing steps) using the a)RF and b)LOSmodels for update timesTupdate=

1,4,7,10,13,16.

In the simulation the simbot explores the environment travelling 0.1m and stopping

to sense the environment. The simbot travels at a speed of 0.15 m/s. and the sensing

process takes 1.8 seconds. The average speed of the exploration process isVav
∼=0.04

m/s. Based on this average speed we can estimate a maximum distance that the simbots

can move guaranteeing that the minimum percentage is kept. The update times for the
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RF andLOSmodels areTupdate= 7s andTupdate= 10s respectively. Based on these

times and the average speedVav it is determined that the maximum distances that the

simbots in BERODE-2 can move guaranteeing that the minimum percentage is kept

are dtravel = 0.28m anddtravel = 0.16m for theRF and LOS models. In scenarios

where the maintenance of connectivity is vital or the available bandwidth is limited the

designer may decide to slow down the exploration guaranteeing the maintenance of the

network. This experimental simulation provides the basis for determining the desired

exploration speed.

We conclude that BERODE-2 will rarely fail to achieve a minimum percentage of

time as a fully connected network when the distance that the simbots move between

updates is small. This applies to all the local network sizes because local networks

outside the optimal range have larger sizes of local networks therefore the amount of

knowledge obtained from the network is larger. We argue that the existence of the

minimum percentage is strengthened when more knowledge is obtained. Moreover,

this argument is supported by the simulations from Section 9.3.

9.5 The Effect of the Communication Range in the RF

Model

Previous simulations have shown that as expectedLOS communication restricts the

exploration more thanRF communication. InLOScommunication the simbots have

to spend more time maintaining and fixing the control network.

In previous simulations the communication range has been assumed to have a fixed

value. The communication range is an important feature in a multirobot system. Al-

though having robots with an effectively unlimited communication range may seem

in principle attractive it is undesirable for the purposes of scalability. The bandwidth

required increases as more robots are added to the network. Moreover when power

consumption is a constraint in the system it is desirable to restrict communication to

short distances because the amount of power required for transmitting a signal in free

space is a function of the square of the distance. In indoor environments the situation

is much worse because of the structure and the obstacles. It is therefore important to

assess the effect of the communication range in the performance of the system.

In this section we present simulations to assess the effect of the communication

range on the performance of BERODE-2. We expect to identify a trade-off between
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a)k = 1, SL = 5 b)k = 1, SL = 15

c) k = 3, SL = 5 d)k = 3, SL = 15

Figure 9.14: Percentage of time fully connected for local networks of sizek = 1,3 with lo-

cal updateSL = 5,15 (sensing steps) using theRF model. For update timesTupdate< 10 the

minimum value stabilizes with respect to the number of simbots.

the communication range and the exploration time for the simbot networks. We expect

to identify a minimum value for the communication range for which the exploration

time is the same as that of larger communication ranges.

Previous research (Burgard et al., 2006) has addressed the effect of the communi-

cation range in multirobot exploration for a centralized architecture. The robots were

not constrained to remain within communication range. The robots formed commu-

nication clusters and one agent decided which areas to explore for all the robots in

the cluster. The experiments were carried out in an office environment with three real

robots and in simulation with teams from 1 to 5 robots. The research revealed that

the exploration time is the same when the communication range is above 30% of the

diameter of the environment for all the team sizes used in their simulations (the maxi-

mum team size was five robots). The communication model assumed no interference
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from the obstacles or environmental structure. We argue that the 30% ratio between

the communication range and the diameter of the environment model does not apply

to teams larger than five robots because as more robots are added to a team the area

covered by the signals of the robots increases. The communication range necessary

to have the same exploration time is likely to decrease when the size of the team is

increased. Moreover, we argue that the communication range is not a good metric to

assess the relation between the communication range and the exploration time when a

more realistic model forRF communication is used. In ourRF model the interference

from the obstacles and the environmental structure is modelled. We propose to analyze

the effect of the communication range based on the percentage of covered area. The

percentage of covered area is the average of the percentage of the area of the envi-

ronment that a signal with a certain communication range covers. This percentage is

different for each environment because it depends on the degree of clutter present in the

environment. For the environments used in our simulations this value was calculated

by sampling the grid space of free positions with a resolution of 0.2m.

The communication ranges compared in the medium and large size environments

wereR=3.5, 5, 6.5, 8, 9.5, 11,∞ andR=3.5, 5, 6.5, 8, 9.5, 11, 12.5,∞ respectively.

Table 9.2 and Table 9.3 present the percentages of covered area for the medium and

large size environments. The areas of the medium and large environments are 192

m2 and 320m2 respectively. TheRF area is the area that the signal covers in the free

space environment. It is observed that the percentage of area covered is much smaller

than the area that the signal could cover if the interference from the obstacles was not

modelled.

The settings for the simulations are the same as those used in the simulations of

Section 8.6 (page239). The medium and large environments with theRF model were

used in these simulations. The size of the simbot team wasn = 4,6, . . . ,16 andn =

10,12, . . . ,20 in the medium and large environments respectively. The size of the local

networks wask = 1,2,3.

We expected to identify a minimum value for the area covered after which the

exploration time would be the same for the simbot network. It was expected that this

value would be smaller for larger simbot networks because as more simbots are used

in the exploration the total area covered by the simbot network is bigger.

Figure 9.15 presents the exploration time with different network sizes for the

medium environment. It is observed that the trends have a logarithmic decrease. The

decrease is larger for simbot networks of smaller sizes. It is observed that there is a
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RF range (m) 3.5 5 6.5 8 9.5 11 ∞

RF Area (m2) 28.48 78.54 132.73 201.06 283.53 380.13 ∞

Area covered (%) 8.23 14.12 24.56 35.94 52.52 65.73 100

Table 9.2: Percentage of covered area in the medium environment for variousRF communica-

tion ranges. The environment is represented as a grid space. The covered area was obtained by

sampling the free positions of the environment with a resolution of 0.2m.

RF range (m) 3.5 5 6.5 8 9.5 11 12.5 ∞

RF Area (m2) 38.48 78.54 132.73 201.06 283.52 380.13 490.78 ∞

Area covered (%) 4.51 8.22 13.45 20.13 32.13 39.14 43.12 100

Table 9.3: Percentage of covered area in the large environment for variousRF communication

ranges. The environment is represented as a grid space. The covered area was obtained by

sampling the free positions of the environment with a resolution of 0.2m.

threshold value (Tarea) for the percentage of area covered after which the exploration

time is the same.Tarea is smaller for larger simbot networks. For the sizes of the

simbot networks shown the threshold is in the rangeTarea=[25%, 40%]. Figure 9.16

presents the exploration time for the large size environment for the simbot networks

with local network sizes ofk=1, 3. It is observed that the results are very similar. In

Figure 9.16 the covered area threshold is in the rangeTarea=[25%, 40%] for a local

network sizek=1 andTarea=[20%, 35%] for a local network sizek=3.

From these figures it is observed that the thresholds for the different simbot net-

work sizes have a linear increasing trend with respect to area covered. This linear

trend is shown in the figures. We argue that these linear trends have roughly the same

slope. To prove this argument we propose a linear fitting for the points in the poly-

nomial trends for which the exploration time stabilizes. The slope for these points is

calculated using a simple genetic algorithm. To calculate the slope first a least squares

polynomial fitting for the simbot network trends was performed for all the available

data. Table 9.4 shows the polynomial fitting for the trends from Figure 9.15. For the

medium environment there are 7 polynomials per local network size while for the large

size environment there are 8 polynomials per local network size. The total number of

polynomial functions is 45.

We used a genetic algorithm because we can easily compute the average slope from

the multiple solutions of the linear fitting. In the genetic algorithm the information

encoded is the value for the slope. The fitness function is calculated as follows:
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1. For a given local network size the linear fitting function isy = mx+b. m is the

slope value from the genetic algorithm. The value ofb is determined by finding

the interception between the linear fitting function and each of the polynomial

functions for the local network size. There arel=7 andl=8 different solutions

for b = {b1, ...,bl} in the medium and large environments respectively.

2. The fitness value for a given local network size measures the tangent of the

polynomials at the interception point between the linear fitted function and the

polynomial. The fitness value results from the addition of all the tangents and is

defined as:

Fitness=
l

∑
j=1

l

∑
i=1

∣∣∣∣ fi(x j,i +∆x)− fi(x j,i−∆x)
2∆x

∣∣∣∣ (9.1)
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Figure 9.15: Exploration time for simbot networks with different communication ranges using

theRF model for the medium environment. Thex axis shows the percentage of area covered

by different communication ranges. Several trends for different sizes of simbot networks are

presented. It is observed that the trends have similar shapes. The trend labelled as “linear”

shows the threshold for the area covered after which the exploration time is the same for a

certain number of simbots.

fi(x) is theith polynomial function. The variablexi, j is the value ofx (percentage

of covered area) at the intersection point between theith polynomial function and the

linear function with slopemandb = b j . ∆x is the interval used to estimate the tangent
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No of Simbots Polynomial Regression ResidualR2

4 y = 545.11x4 - 1342.4x3 + 1173x2 - 433.83x + 248.58 0.9891

6 y = 304.33x4 - 786.62x3 + 731.49x2 - 291.16x + 189.88 0.9933

8 y = 146x4 - 428.96x3 + 455.01x2 – 206.09x + 164.55 0.9866

10 y = 576.01x4 - 1382.6x3 + 1165.6x2 - 413.42x + 160.88 0.9843

12 y = 240.32x4 - 556.7x3 + 457.03x2 - 163.09x + 124.74 0.9932

14 y = 179.91x4 - 419.42x3 + 339.23x2 - 111.57x + 105.86 0.9799

16 y = 254.07x4 - 553.56x3 + 405.1x2 - 116.78x + 100.18 0.9815

Table 9.4: Polynomial functions for the trends from Figure 7.14.x is the percentage of covered

area andy is the exploration time (min.)R2 is the residual of the least squares polynomial

fitting.

for the polynomial function. We use a value of∆x = .01. The total fitness value is the

sum of the fitness values for the different local network and environment sizes.

The value of the slope was 84.41o with an average tangent value of -0.00872 (with

standard deviation of 0.25o) at the intersection points for the polynomials. The average

value is approximately zero (stabilization value for the polynomials) and the standard

deviation is small therefore we conclude that the slope is the same for the different

local network and environment sizes. Figure 9.15 and Figure 9.16 show the slope from

the linear fitting for one of the values ofb.

It is concluded that the percentage of area covered by a simbot signal is in the range

Tarea=[25,40] where as expected for larger sizes of the simbot network the coverage

necessary to have the same exploration time for the signal decreases. This decrease

is linear with a slope of 84.41o. This finding is relevant for applications in which

the approximate size of the environment and the degree of clutter is knowna priori;

for instance in an exploration task to update an outdated map. Moreover, the simbots

could potentially adjust their communication range dynamically by estimating the per-

centage of area that their signal covers according to their currently built map. This

dynamic adjustment could be useful to improve power consumption while minimizing

the interference in communication.

Even though the value for the slope (84.41 ˚ ) is close to 90 ˚ there is a large differ-

ence in the percentage of area covered required to have the same exploration time for

different simbot network sizes.
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Figure 9.16: Exploration time for simbots networks with different communication ranges using

theRF model for the large environment for local network sizes a)k = 1 and b)k = 3. Thex

axis shows the percentage of area covered by different communication ranges. Several trends

for different sizes of simbot networks are presented. The trend labelled as “linear” shows the

threshold for the area covered after which the exploration time is the same for a certain number

of simbots.

9.6 Comparison with Fixed Simbot Networks

Previous approaches (Sweeney et al., 2002; Kannan et al., 2003) in the maintenance of

simbot networks rely on a fixed simbot network configuration. Based on this simbot

network leader-followerrelations are imposed. The simbots form a chain ofleader-

follower relations that constitute a column topology. All the simbots with one excep-

tion are follower simbots. The simbot without a leader directs the exploration while

the rest of the simbots maintain the network and if possible explore the nearby space.

These approaches have been applied successfully to small team sizes. We argue that

this type of approach relying on fixed simbot configurations can be improved for ex-

ploration purposes. We will now compare BERODE-2 against several fixed networks

to assess its advantages and disadvantages.

In BERODE-2 the simbots recalculate the MST control network either partially or

globally. It is argued that the recalculation of the network aids the exploration pro-

cess because the signal quality of the MST connections is improved. To determine the

effectiveness of this adaptability in the MST control network, we propose to compare
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the performance of the adaptive MST control network against a fixed MST control net-

work. The fixed network is calculated at the beginning of the exploration and remains

the same through all the exploration process. In the initial configuration all the simbots

are within communication range of at least another simbot, however not all the simbots

are within range of each other. The implemented fixed networks use the BERODE-2

architecture.

Three types of fixed networks are proposed for the comparison: maximum, min-

imum andk-connections connectivity. The maximum connectivity tries to create star

like topologies whereas the minimum connectivity tries to create column like topolo-

gies. Thek-connections connectivity tries to create a network in which all the simbots

havek connections.

The fixed networks are calculated using Dijkstra’s algorithm which builds an MST

(Cormen et al., 1990) of the communication network. This algorithm iteratively adds

the edge (connection) with the smallest weight that connects a visited node (simbot)

with a non-visited node. Every time an edge is added the non-visited node is labelled as

visited. The algorithm stops once all the nodes are labelled as visited. In the maximum

connectivity type the weight of an edge is the negative value of the number of added

connections. In the minimum connectivity type the weight of an edge is the number

of added connections. In thek-connections type the weight of an edge is the absolute

difference between the number of added connections andk.

The settings for the simulations are the same as those of Section 8.6 (page239).

The networks were compared using the medium and large environment from Figure

7.1 (page164) using theRF andLOSmodels. The size of the team of simbots wasn=

4, ...,16 andn= 8, ...,20 in the medium and large environments respectively. The local

network sizes werek = 2,4, ...,n/2 for each team size. Previous simulations revealed

that fork > n/2 the local network tends to be the same as the global network most of

the time. The performance for these local network sizes tends to be the same. Ten trials

were run for each combination of simbot and local network size. The QS predictive and

the pos. predictive heuristics are used to calculate the MST control networks in theRF

andLOScommunication models respectively. For the fixed networks the information

is transmitted always at the global level.

Two metrics are proposed for the comparison: the speedup factor and the percent-

age of time fully connected. The speedup factor is the ratio between the exploration

times for a single simbot network and a simbot network of a certain size. The ex-

ploration time is the time that the simbots required to build a complete map of the
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environment. As explained in Section 9.1 the exploration stops once any one robot

considers the map to be complete. The speedup factor therefore describes the scalabil-

ity of the control approach as the number of simbots in the network is increased. For a

simbot network of sizen the ideal speedup isn.

It is expected that the simbots that implement BERODE-2 (adaptive network) will

have better speedup factors than the simbots using the fixed networks. It is also ex-

pected that the percentage of time fully connected for BERODE-2 will be higher than

for the fixed networks.

Figure 9.17 – Figure 9.19 present the comparison of the speedup factor for

BERODE-2 for different local network sizes (BERODE-2k) against four fixed net-

works: maximum connectivity (MAX), minimum connectivity (MIN) andk−connections

for branching factorsk=3,5 (KC k=3 andKC=5 respectively). The average branching

factor (ABF) for the fixed networks was: 7.8 for the maximum connectivity type, 1.2

for the minimum connectivity type, 2.9 for thek-connections type fork=3 and 5.1 for

thek-connections type fork=5.

In the simulations with theLOSmodel the fixed networks frequently got stuck and

failed to finish the exploration. These trials were not considered in the results and the

trials were repeated. This situation was even worse in the large size environment where

only in a few trials the minimum connectivity type managed to build the map. This is

attributed to the larger presence of clutter in the environment in the large environment.

This increases the difficulty of the task to maintain line of sight for the communication

constraints.

The fixed networks finished the exploration in 95.2% of the trials when theRF

model was used, while finishing only in 60.2% of the trials when theLOS model.

The general success rate for the fixed networks was 70.3% BERODE-2 finished the

exploration in all the trials when theRF model was used and in 92% of the trial when

theLOSmodel was used. The general success rate was 95.6%

From Figures 9.17 to 9.19 it is observed that:

• As expected regardless of its local network size BERODE-2 has better speedup

factors than the fixed networks. The closest speedup factor for a fixed network

was 8.39% worse on average compared to BERODE-2 withk=3. This closest

factor was for the minimum connectivity type in the medium environment for

theRF model.

• Fixed networks with smaller average branching factors (ABF=1.2, 2.9) have bet-
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Figure 9.17: Comparison of the speedup factor for BERODE-2 with local network sizesk =

3,6,8 against fixed networks using theRF communication model in the medium environment.

The dashed lines are the trends for the BERODE-2 architecture. The maximum possible speed

up factor is shown as reference.

ter speedup factors than those with larger branching factors (ABF=5.1, 7.8).

• Fixed networks with small branching factors (ABF=1.2, 2.9) using theRFmodel

have a linear increase in the speedup factor with respect to the number of simbots

up to a certain number of simbots. Afterwards there is only a slight increase if

not zero increase in the worst case. For instance in Figure 9.18 for the minimum

connectivity type for more than 16 simbots the speedup factor is the same.

• In theLOSmodel the speedup factor for the fixed networks with small branching

factors tends to worsen for medium size teams (n >7). Adding more simbots

increases the time required to build the map instead of diminishing it.

• The speedup factor for fixed networks with large branching factors (ABF=5.1,

7.8) decreases as the size of the time increases for teams larger than a certain

minimum size. This size seems to depend on the communication model and the

environment configuration. In cluttered environments with aLOSmodel the size

is likely to be very small. For instance from Figure 9.19 it is observed that for

the maximum connectivity type this value isr=4.

Figure 9.20 and Figure 9.21 present the percentage of time fully connected using

theRF model in the medium and large environments. From these figures it is observed
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Figure 9.18: Comparison of the speedup factor for BERODE-2 with local network sizesk =

3,6,8 against fixed networks using theRF communication model in the large environment.

The dashed lines are the trends for the BERODE-2 architecture. The maximum possible speed

up factor is shown as reference.
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Figure 9.19: Comparison of the speedup factor for BERODE-2 with local network sizesk =

3,6,8 against fixed networks using theLOScommunication model in the medium environment.

The dashed lines are the trends for the BERODE-2 architecture. The maximum possible speed

up factor is shown as reference.
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that:

• The percentages are smaller (5.42±0.3% on average) for all the compared net-

works in the large environment with respect to the medium environment. This

is attributed to the largest presence of clutter in the large environment. In the

presence of clutter the simbots rely more on the predictive model used in the

Planning Module (Section 5.6, page102). The accurate prediction of signals

that go through obstacles is more difficult to achieve than the prediction of sig-

nals with directLOS.

• Regardless of the local network size in BERODE-2 the percentage of fully con-

nected time slowly decreases in a linear fashion as the number of simbots in-

creases until a certain simbot network size is reached. Afterwards the percent-

age of time stabilises. This observation confirms the results from the simulations

from Sections 9.3 and 9.4.1. In these simulations it was found that the minimum

percentage depends on the frequencies of the beacon and local updates (Section

9.4.1). A beacon update is the position update that the simbots send to their di-

rect connections. The local updates are the features transmitted within the local

network periodically.

• The minimum connectivity type maintains similar if not better percentages than

BERODE-2. In the medium size environment this type has the highest percent-

ages for any team size (0.78±0.2% better than BERODE-2 withk=8). In the

large environment this type maintains similar percentages to those of BERODE-

2.

• For the fixed networks the average branching factor and the percentage of time

fully connected are inversely related. This is expected because the risk of be-

coming disconnected increases when a simbot has to remain connected with

more simbots simultaneously.

• For the fixed networks there is no minimum percentage of time fully connected

as in the case of BERODE-2. However the decrease tends to be logarithmic.

From these simulations we conclude that:

• As expected BERODE-2 has a better performance than the fixed networks. The

improvement is larger in difficult scenarios for communication. Scenarios are
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difficult when the communication model isLOSconstrained or in the presence

of significant clutter as in the large size environment. In cluttered scenarios the

simbots rely more in the predictive model used in the predictive planning mod-

ule (Section 5.6, page102). The accurate prediction of signals that go through

obstacles is more difficult to achieve than the prediction of signals with direct

LOS.

• BERODE-2 has a much higher success rate (95.6% against 70.3%) finishing the

exploration task than the fixed networks.

• Fixed networks of the minimum connectivity type have good performance for

small team sizes when theRF communication model is used. The performance

is good because for medium team sizes (n≤12):

– The percentage of time fully connected is better than if not the same as

for BERODE-2. This result is not surprising because in the fixed networks

the simbots maintain all the time the same control network, whereas in

BERODE-2 when the network is modified there is a transition period where

the network might become disconnected because of information delays.

– The speedup factor is close to that of BERODE-2 (8.39±1.2% smaller on

average) in the medium environment. The speedup factor is 14.01±3.7%

smaller on average in the large environment for team sizesn≤16.
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Figure 9.20: Comparison of the percentage of time fully connected for BERODE-2 with local

network sizesk = 3,6,8 against fixed networks using theRF communication model in the

medium environment.
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Figure 9.21: Comparison of the percentage of time fully connected for BERODE-2 with local

network sizesk= 3,6,8 against fixed networks using theRFcommunication model in the large

environment.

Although not as efficient as BERODE’s adaptive networks, fixed networks with

column like control formations are a good solution for simbot networks of medium

sizes using RF technologies. These networks are suitable for indoor environments

with small clutter and might be preferred over BERODE because of their simplicity.

Our findings suggest that these networks are suitable for outdoor environments and

environments with scattered obstacles where the communication conditions are more

predictable.

9.7 Conclusions

This chapter has demonstrated in simulation the robustness and scalability properties

of BERODE-2 using theLOSandRF communication models. We cannot guarantee

that these properties will transfer to a real world implementation but our simulations

have been validated in relevant aspects for the robot sensors and the communication

models. The experiments of Chapter 7 show that our simulations are reasonable and

conservative approximations to the experimental data.

The simulations show that BERODE-2 is robust with respect to infrequent updates

at the local level. BERODE-2 is robust because the time that the simbots remain as

a fully connected network slowly decreases as the simbots receive less frequent up-

dates. Moreover, when the frequency of the updates is above a certain value there is

a minimum percentage of time that a simbot network of any size is guaranteed to re-
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main fully connected. This minimum depends on the size of the local network and

the frequency of the local updates. Chapter 8 presents simulations that demonstrate

that the frequency of the updates at the global level does not affect the robustness of

BERODE-2.

The simulations show that BERODE-2 is scalable because as more simbots are

added to the network the exploration time decreases up to a certain number of simbots.

The decrease is logarithmic at worst and confirms the findings from previous simula-

tions (Burgard et al., 2006) that suggests that for a certain size environment there is a

maximum number of simbots that can efficiently explore the environment.

BERODE-2 is scalable in terms of communication cost because there is an in-

versely proportional trade-off between the time required to build the complete map

and the network ratio. The network ratio is the ratio between the sizes of the local

network and the simbot network. For small network ratios there is a linear increase

in the bandwidth required with respect to the number of simbots. For small network

ratios the trade-off between the time required to build the map and the communication

cost is the best.

For small numbers of simbots (in our simulationsn < 40) it is better to use the

largest local network size because the exploration can be achieved faster and the in-

crease in the additional bandwidth is small. For larger teams of simbots (in our simula-

tionsn≥ 40) it is better to use small local network sizes because there is an accelerating

increase in the bandwidth required as the number of simbots increases which can easily

surpass the capacity of available communication technologies even for small numbers

of simbots.

Previous research (Sweeney et al., 2002; Kannan et al., 2003) has implemented

fixed control networks to maintain the robot network fully connected. These networks

have been applied successfully in the exploration of environments using small robot

teams. Our simulations show that BERODE-2 has a better performance than these

fixed control networks because it has better speedup5 factors than the fixed networks.

The closest speedup factor for a fixed network was 8.39±1.2% worse on average com-

pared to BERODE-2 with a local network sizek=3. Generally speaking BERODE-2

maintains the network fully connected more time than the fixed networks. 5.7% on av-

erage with respect to the best fixed network which is the minimum connectivity type.

In this fixed network the simbots tend to form column like topologies. BERODE-2

5 The speedup factor is the ratio between the exploration times for a single simbot network and a
simbot network of a certain size.
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has a much higher success rate (95.6% against 70.3%) at finishing the exploration task

than the fixed networks.

The simulations from Section 9.2 revealed that although there is only a slight in-

crease in the time required to build a complete map when the updates at the local

level are less frequent, there is a tendency to build maps with repeated features. This

is caused by failures in the matching of the external features with the current feature

map of the simbots. The computational cost of updating the map is increased because

of the repeated features. This issue is analyzed in following chapter. The following

subsection presents a summary of the main contributions of this chapter.

9.7.1 Contributions

The main contributions from this chapter are:

• The determination of the best heuristic from several proposed heuristics to calcu-

late the MST control network using theRF andLOSmodels. The QS predictive

and the Pos. predictive are the best heuristics for theRF andLOSmodels re-

spectively. These heuristics are suitable for scalability purposes because as more

simbots are added to network the time required for building the complete map

decreases. The QS heuristic has as its main quality that the movement required

by the simbots to keep the network connected is invariant with respect to the size

of the local network. This is a desirable quality when power consumption is a

constraint in the system because the simbots spend less energy. The Pos. predic-

tive heuristic is the best applicable heuristic for the LOS model. This heuristic

is sensitive to the local network size. The movement required by the simbots to

maintain the network increases when the size of the local network is decreased.

• The determination of a range of values for the size of the local network where

the trading between communication cost and exploration time is the best. This

range isnR=[0, min(n−0.5, 2/5)] and is defined as a function of the network ratio.

In this range the exploration time and the additional bandwidth are inversely pro-

portional. The additional bandwidth is the increment in bandwidth with respect

to the bandwidth for the minimum size of local network. Outside the best trading

the additional bandwidth increases in a polynomial fashion with an order of at

least O(n2) and the exploration time tends to be the same as the size of the local

network is increased. For small numbers of simbots (n < 40) it is better to use
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the largest local network size to achieve a faster exploration. For large numbers

of simbots it is better to use small local network sizes due to the fast increase in

the bandwidth required when the size of the local network is large.

• The experimental proof of the existence of a minimum percentage of time as a

fully connected network for a simbot network of any size given a certain local

network size. The minimum will rarely fail to be achieved when the distance

that the simbots move between beacon updates is small (<0.30m) with simbots

that move at an average speed of 0.15 m/s in office like environments.

• The identification of a communication range threshold whose signal covers a

minimum area in the environment for theRF model. The area covered by a

signal with a certain range depends on the clutter of the environment. Commu-

nication ranges above the threshold require the same time to build a complete

map of the environment. Based on this threshold the simbots could potentially

adapt their communication range on the run to have an efficient management of

the power consumption and avoid interference between communication signals.

Cheap communication technologies such as Bluetooth already include power

consumption management.

• The demonstration of the advantages of adaptability on the MST control network

over fixed control networks. The adaptive networks have much better speedup

factors than the fixed networks and keep the network fully connected for more

time than the fixed networks. Moreover, they have higher success rates at finish-

ing the exploration task.





Chapter 10

Map Consistency in BERODE-2

10.1 Introduction

A central requirement of the exploration task is that the maps generated by the robots

are consistent. This chapter presents simulations to analyze the consistency of the maps

built by the simulated robots in the BERODE-2 (BEhavioural ROle DEcentralized) ar-

chitecture. The purpose of the analysis is to determine if BERODE is scalable with

respect to map consistency. We use the term consistency to refer to the amount of sim-

ilarity between a pair of maps. If the robots have a large number of inconsistencies in

their maps they are less likely to achieve decentralized coordination, which is the main

goal in BERODE-2. Therefore BERODE-2 can be regarded as scalable with respect to

map consistency if the maps have the same if not better consistency as the number of

robots is increased. If map consistency imposed a scalability limit on BERODE-2 then

additional mechanisms to improve consistency, such as further exploration, would be

required to allow the decentralized coordination of the robots.

To have a more meaningful consistency analysis relevant measured aspects of the

robot sensors and communication devices have been included in the simulated models

(Chapter 7). Throughout this chapter we will refer to our simulated robots as simbots.

In BERODE-2 all the simbots remain within communication range of at least one

simbot. The simbots form a communication network that is kept as a fully connected

network by creating and updating an MST (Minimum Spanning Tree) control network.

The MST control network contains only the minimum links necessary to have a fully

connected network.

In BERODE-2 each simbot builds its own feature based map of the environment.

An EKF (Extended Kalman Filter) is used to update the estimates and uncertainty of
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the robot and features locations. The simbots start off at known locations and share

a common global coordinate system, which is the initial position of the simbot with

the smallest ID number. Having a common frame of reference allows the exchange of

extracted features (Section 5.8, page119).

Depending on their origin the features are either internal or external. Internal fea-

tures are extracted by the simbot from its raw sensor data. External features are features

that a simbot receives from other simbots in the simbot network. These features are

handled by the Map Interface Module (Section 5.8, page119). Two types of features

are received: Local and Global. Local features are used to aid navigation but they

are not integrated in the local feature map. Local features are transmitted within the

local network. The local network for a simbot is the network that contains all the sim-

bots within ak-hopdistance on the MST control network. The Global features are

integrated in the feature map and are transmitted to all the simbots.

The simbots are based on thelow costplatform proposed in Chapter 7. The plat-

form uses inexpensive sonar and infrared sensors to map the environment. The simbots

build a feature based representation of the environment. The Map Interface Module

incorporatesa priori structural knowledge (e.g. parallel walls, perpendicularity, etc.).

The maps generated by the simbots frequently contain small differences. The explo-

ration is not impaired by small differences in the simbots’ maps. Large differences

may create inconsistencies in the simbots’ maps that cause the simbots to take differ-

ent decisions. This chapter presents simulations to determine the consistency of the

maps built by different simbot network sizes. To be able to identify the types of incon-

sistencies that cause poor performance we propose to compare the feature maps of the

simbots directly and through their projected grid and topologic representations. We

expect to have consistent maps at the topologic level and small differences at the grid

level. Section 10.2 presents the metrics used in the three comparisons.

Section 10.3 presents an analysis of the scalability of BERODE-2 with respect to

map consistency. It is shown that BERODE-2 is scalable because as more simbots

are added to the simbot network the maps become more consistent. The maps are

more consistent at all the levels (feature, metric and topologic) of the map. In the

feature comparison it is observed that there are a few repeated features in the maps.

The number of repeated features increases as the number of simbots increases. It is

found that these repeated features appear in the maps because there are delays in the

integration of the external features.

This problem is analyzed in Section 10.3.1. The problem is found to be specific to
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the current implementation in which the features transmitted by the simbots are stored

in the Map Interface Module (Section 5.8, page119). This module stores, matches

and updates the recent observations of features since the last time the features were

transmitted globally. The module does not incorporate the later corrections realized by

theEKF to these features. This causes failures in the matching process. Unmatched

features are added to the map as new features, generating a surplus in the number of

features.

In Section 10.3.2 the use of anEKF based on local maps is proposed as a solution

to this problem of repeated features. The computational and communication costs of

this solution are analyzed in this section. The implementation of these local maps is

beyond the scope of this thesis and remains as a future area of research for BERODE-2.

The problem of repeated features is analyzed in Section 10.4 to determine the use-

fulness of theEKF global implementation when the global features updates are less

frequent. It is concluded that given its ease of implementation and its low additional

cost in computational terms the current globalEKF implementation is suitable for

medium simbot network sizes (n≤ 14)1. Nonetheless the implementation is not ro-

bust to infrequent updates because the number of repeated features increases when the

updates are less frequent. This is unlikely to be a problem in practice unless a low

bandwidth communication technology is chosen for the implementation of BERODE-

2.

The estimated features frequently contain temporary errors (e.g. inaccurate estima-

tion of the extremes of the lines) that are removed with map management mechanisms

(Section 8.2, page227). These temporary errors generate inconsistencies that cause

problems for the planning modules. These errors are caused by the uncertainty in the

sensor measurements. Section 10.5 presents simulations to assess the effect of this kind

of uncertainty in BERODE-2. It is concluded that the uncertainty in the positions of the

simbots increases the difficulty of the task of network maintenance. In the presence of

uncertainty the network is more likely to become disconnected. This is reflected in the

longer time required for building a map where most of the additional time is used by

the simbots in moving to positions that restore full connectivity of the network. Never-

theless the full connectivity of the network was maintained most of the time (∼=85%).

Section 10.6 presents a summary of the conclusions from the simulations.

1 In our office test environments. This number will reduce as map features increase, and vice versa.
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10.2 Metrics for Map Comparison

The exploration task requires consistency in the maps generated by the simbots. In

centralized architectures the central agent merges the partial maps generated by the

simbots therefore only a global representation of the environment is generated. In the

case of decentralized architectures each simbot maintains its own representation. De-

pending on the approach simbots exchange their representations either periodically or

when they come within range of each other. In BERODE-2 the simbots periodically

exchange their recently observed features. This type of exchange guarantees that the

observed features are used only once to update the feature based maps of the simbots.

The maps generated by the simbots are likely to contain small differences. Neverthe-

less, so long as these differences do not create inconsistencies, the exploration process

will not be impaired. Since the approach adopted here will not produce completely

consistent maps, for the assessment of system performance it is important to identify

and quantify the differences in the maps generated by the simbots. Moreover it is im-

portant to assess these differences for simbot teams of different sizes because as the

team size increases more inconsistencies may occur.

We propose to compare the final feature maps both directly and through their pro-

jected grid and topologic representations. The purpose of having three metrics for the

comparison is to identify situations where the inconsistencies in the maps cause poor

performance in BERODE. It is expected that topological inconsistencies will have a

greater impact on the performance of BERODE than small metric inconsistencies. In

the direct comparison the features from pairs of maps are matched. The percentage of

matched features is used as the measure to determine the similarity between the pairs

of maps. In the projected grid comparison the feature maps are first projected into grid

maps and then their similarity is measured by comparing their grid cells. In the topo-

logic comparison a topologic representation is obtained from the projected grid map.

The topologic map is a representation where a finite set of places are connected by

paths. Places are positions in the environment where qualitative changes occur. Two

metrics are then applied to compare these places.

10.2.1 Feature Comparison

The feature comparison is based on the analysis of the feature maps and the matching

of maps in pairs. By analysing the feature maps we can determine the relationship

between the uncertainty of the features in the maps and the number of simbots. This
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allows us to determine if there is a benefit with respect to map accuracy in the use of

more simbots. By matching pairs of maps we can determine how similar the maps

built by a team of simbots are. Ideally the maps built by the team of robots should

be identical. In practice this is not the case, however BERODE-2 can be regarded as

scalable with respect to map consistency if the maps have a high degree of similarity

(percentage of matched features) and the degree of similarity is the same if not better

when the number of simbots is increased.

The analysis of the maps consists of the calculation of the average of the uncer-

tainties for the feature parameters and the average number of observations per feature.

Four averaged uncertainties are obtained for the current feature models (two param-

eters for the line feature and two parameters for the point feature). The purpose of

the analysis is to determine the trends in the uncertainty parameters as the size of the

simbot team increases. The number of observations per feature is expected to increase

as the number of simbots increases. For clarity these values will be presented as ra-

tios with respect to the values found for the minimum size of the simbot network (1

simbot).

For the matched maps the values calculated are the percentage of matched features

and the feature surplus ratio. The percentage of matched features measures the sim-

ilarity between the maps generated by a team of simbots. The feature surplus ratio

compares the number of features for simbot teams of different sizes.

The percentage of matched features is the average of the percentages for all the

combinations of pairs of maps. Matching more than two maps by sequentially match-

ing pairs of maps is inadequate because the result is different for each sequence (the

matching process is not commutative). The result differs because the matching test

based on Mahalanobis distance uses a distance threshold (Chi-Square test) where the

matches close to the threshold return different results (Section 6.3.8, page155). As

more maps are sequentially matched and averaged, the outcome of the matches di-

verges more for different matching sequences.

Features are matched using the same criteria and thresholds as in the matching

algorithm described in Section 6.3.8 (page155). This algorithm is used to match the

extracted features from the sensors to the previously mapped features. The matching

process allows multiple matches for a feature. For instance a large line from a corridor

in one map may appear as two slightly overlapped small lines in the other map. Figure

10.1 presents an example of the results of the matching process for a pair of maps

generated by two simbots. In c) the matched and averaged map is shown while in d)
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the unmatched features from both maps are shown.

The feature surplus ratio compares the number of features for the maps generated

by simbot teams of different sizes. As the number of simbots increases the features

are observed more frequently. If these additional features fail to be matched against

previously mapped features they are incorporated in the map as new features. These

failures generate a surplus in the size of the feature map. Larger feature maps are more

computationally expensive (O(N2) whereN is the number of features in the maps).

It is therefore important to identify if there is a trend as the size of the simbot team

increases.

The feature comparison is used to determine the similarity of pairs of feature maps

based on the number of matched features. The comparison also analyzes the uncer-

tainty of the feature parameters as a function of the simbot network size.

10.2.2 Topological Comparison

A topological map is a representation of the environment where a finite set of places

are connected by paths. In our topologic map places are positions in the environment

where qualitative changes occur. Typically these places are positions where two or

more paths intersect. Dead ends are also such places. Based on these places it can be

easily determined if a place is a room, corridor etc. however this is beyond the scope

of this comparison. Topologic maps are usually represented with Voronoi2 graphs

(Choset and Nagatani, 2001). Topologic maps are useful to compare maps at a high

abstraction level. In our approach the simbots have to be able to generate consistent

maps at the topologic level otherwise the coordination between them fails. For instance

when one simbot identifies a corridor and another simbot identifies a dead end the

simbots are not able to coordinate and explore the corridor.

The topologic comparison has the following steps: projection, topologic map gen-

eration and place measurement. In the projection the feature maps are projected into

their probabilistic grid maps (Appendix C). Then the probabilistic grid map is con-

verted to a binary grid map. The binary map is the thresholded probabilistic map

where cells are either occupied or free space. The topologic map is extracted from

the binary grid map. To extract the topologic map the thinning algorithm proposed

by Wang and Zhang (1989) is used. The thinning algorithm returns a skeleton of the

grid map. The skeleton grid map is formed by the set of positions equidistant to the

2 A Voronoi graph is a set of positions equidistant to theNo closest obstacles.
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a) Map 1 b) Map 2

c) Average map d) Unmatched features

Figure 10.1: An example of the matching process for two maps a) map 1 and b) map 2, c)

shows the matched and averaged features from the matching process, d) shows the unmatched

features from both maps. In this map it is observed that some short line segments could not be

matched. These small line segments are difficult to observe in the original maps because they

are very close to larger line segments. The size of the reference grid (yellow lines) is 1m x 1m.
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n closest obstacles. Based on the skeleton map the places for the topologic map are

extracted. A place is a position on the skeleton map where more than or less than two

branches fork. Figure 10.2 presents an example of the topologic map generated from

the probabilistic grid map. The topologic places are the blue circles and the red lines

are the paths that connect these places (skeleton of the map).

In the place measurement step the maps are compared using two metrics: the av-

erage distance between places and the Hausdorff distance. The average distance is the

average metric distance between places in two maps. This distance is calculated by

matching all the places in a map to their closest place in the other map. The Hausdorff

distance is the maximum closest distance between two sets of places. More formally,

the Hausdorff distance between the sets of places A and B is defined to be

H(A,B) = max(M(A,B),M(B,A)) (10.1)

M(A,B) = max
a∈A
{min

b∈B
{d(a,b)}} (10.2)

whered(a,b) is any metric between these places.

The Hausdorff distance is widely used in computer vision for measuring shape

similarity (Lam et al., 1992). The Hausdorff distance has been used for matching

purposes in robot exploration based in topologic maps (Munoz-Gomez et al., 2004).

In our case we are only interested in using this distance as a value to measure the

difference between topologic maps. As explained in the previous section matching

more than two maps by sequentially matching pairs of maps is inadequate because

the result is different for each sequence (the matching process is not commutative).

For this reason the metrics for a team of simbots in the topologic comparison are the

average values for all the possible combinations of pairs of maps.

The topologic comparison is used to determine the consistency of the maps at a

higher abstraction level than the grid and feature comparison. The comparison mea-

sures the similarity between significant places in the environment.

10.2.3 Grid Comparison

In the grid comparison the feature maps are first projected into grid maps and then

their similarity is measured by using a grid metric. The grid metric is a value that

determines the similarity between the feature maps built by the simbots. The value

is calculated by projecting the feature map from each simbot into a consistency grid

map. The feature map is projected first into a probabilistic grid map (Appendix C).
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Figure 10.2: Topologic map of the feature map built by a simbot. The feature map is projected

into a grid map from which the topologic map is obtained using a thinning algorithm. The blue

circles represent the topologic places and the red paths are the paths that connect these places

(skeleton of the map). The size of the reference grid (yellow lines) is 1mx1m.

Then the probabilistic grid map is converted to a binary grid map. The binary map is

the thresholded probabilistic map where cells are either occupied or free space. A cell

that has a value of zero is free and a value of one if is occupied. The binary grids from

then maps (from then simbots) are added in a conjunctive grid mapg. A cell g(x,y)

in this map has then a value[0,n] that represents the number of maps in which the cell

was labelled as occupied. The valuev(x,y) of the grid cells in the consistency grid map

are calculated as

v(x,y) =

{
2∗ (n−g(x,y))/n (n/2)≤ g(x,y)

2∗g(x,y)/n (n/2) > g(x,y)
(10.3)

wherev(x,y) has a value[0,1] that represents the degree of consistency for the cell. A

value of 0 implies that in all the maps the cell has the same label whereas a value of 1

implies the largest inconsistency when half of the simbots disagree with the other half

of the simbot team. The grid metric is the averaged value for all the cells. The grid

metric is then a normalized value with respect to the number of maps and can be used

to compare the degree of consistency of the maps generated with different numbers

of simbots. Figure 10.3 presents an example of the conjunctive and consistency grid

maps generated by a group of ten simbots for the environment from Figure 7.1 (page
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161) using a grid cell resolution of 0.1m for the projection of the features. In a) the

percentage represents the portion of the simbots that labelled a cell as occupied space

while in b) the percentage represents the degree of consistency for the cells.

The grid metric compares the consistency based on the projection of feature maps

into grid maps. It is then important to verify that the metric is relatively invariant

with respect to the size of the grid cells (grid resolution). To verify this the value of

the metric was calculated using four values of resolution (0.025m, 0.05m, 0.1m and

0.2m) for the simulations from Section 9.4 (page277). Figure 10.4 presents the grid

metric values and their trend lines for the simulations that used theLOSmodel. For the

simulations with theRF model similar results were obtained. It can be observed that

the trend lines are almost parallel and that as the resolution decreases the trend lines

tend to be closer to zero. It is concluded that the grid metric is a good metric because

the resolution does not affect the trends with respect to the number of simbots. The

tendency to be closer to zero is because of the coarser resolution.

We have proposed and defined three types of comparison: grid, feature and topo-

logic for the maps built by the simbots in BERODE-2. By having three levels of

comparison the maps can be compared with different degrees of abstraction. It is then

easier to identify the type of inconsistencies that cause poor performance in BERODE-

2.

The grid comparison measures the similarity at a coarse level (grid cells). In this

comparison the similarity between the extremes of the feature lines can be quantified.

The accurate detection of the extremes has proven to be important in the performance

of BERODE-2. The feature comparison measures the uncertainty in the map as a func-

tion of the simbot network size. The topological comparison measures the similarity

between significant places in the environment. We hoped that the maps would be as

similar if not more similar when the degree of abstraction for the comparisons was

increased. This was the case in our simulations.

10.3 Map Consistency for Different Simbot Network

Sizes

In BERODE-2 each simbot builds its own feature based representation of the environ-

ment. In this section we present a simulation to analyse the consistency of the maps

built by simbot networks of different sizes. The analysis is carried out using the pro-
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100%             80%          60%      40%                    20%                 0% 

a) Conjunctive map b) Consistency grid map

Figure 10.3: An example of the a) conjunctive and b) consistency grid maps build by a group

of ten simbots for the environment from Figure 7.1. In the conjunctive map the percentage

represents the number of simbots that detected the grid cells as occupied. In the consistency

grid map the percentage represents the number of robots that agreed that a grid cell was either

occupied or free. The size of the reference grid (yellow lines) is 1mx1m.

posed types of comparison: feature based, metric and topologic. It is expected that

the maps built by bigger simbot networks will contain more repeated features because

more observations are made by these networks. The simbots incorporate more infor-

mation from different sources of uncertainty. For the metric comparison it is expected

that the maps built by bigger simbot networks will be more consistent because as more

observations are made the projected grid maps tend to be more accurate. For the topo-

logic comparison it is expected that the consistency of the maps will be the same for

the different simbot network sizes because based on the visual inspection of the maps

built by different simbot they seem to contain only small metric differences (Figure

10.1).

The settings for the simulation were the same as those of the simulation from Sec-

tion 8.6 (page239). The RF and LOS models were used in the medium and large

simulated environments (Figure 7.1, page161). The size of the simbot team wasn=4,

6, . . . , 16 in the medium environment. The size of the local networks wask=min (n0.5,
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Grid Metric for Four Resolutions
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Figure 10.4: Grid metric for four grid resolutions. The grid metric is a value that quantifies the

similarity between the grid maps of the simbots. The data from ten trials for each combination

of resolution and simbot network size (n=1, 2, . . . , 10) is shown. The linear trends are the least

square linear regression for the data from the different resolutions.

2n/5), which is the biggest size for the local network in the best trading range (Section

9.4, page277). Preliminary simulations revealed that for a simbot network of a certain

size the consistency is the same for different local network sizes. This was expected

because the local features are used only as a temporary aid for navigation and they are

not incorporated into the representation. The number of trials was 10 for each simbot

network size. The results from the figures of this section are the average results for the

RF andLOSmodels because there was no difference in the results with respect to the

communication model.

Figure 10.5 presents the uncertainty for the lineL(ϕ,φ) and pointP(x,y) features

for simbot networks in the medium environment. The uncertainty of the parameters

is shown as a ratio of the average uncertainty for the feature maps for a network ofn

simbots with respect to the minimum simbot network size (1 simbot). It is observed

that for all the parameters as more simbots are added to the simbot network the un-

certainty is smaller. This is expected because the uncertainty in the features decreases

monotonically as more observations are made. Larger simbot networks incorporate

more observations than smaller simbot networks.

From Figure 10.7(a) it is observed that the observations per feature increases with

the size of the simbot network. The graph shows the trends for the total of the features

as well as the trends for the line and point feature. Newman (1999) proved that in the
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limit for an infinite number of observations the uncertainty of the features is reduced to

the uncertainty in the initial position of the robot. In Fenwick et al.’s (2002) research it

was shown that the reduction in uncertainty is accelerated when more robots are added

to the network. This is due to the combined information from multiple robots. Our

results confirm this finding.
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Figure 10.5: Uncertainty ratio for the parameters of the a) lineL(ϕ,φ) and b) pointP(x,y)

features of the maps built by the simbot network of different sizes. The graphs show the

average results from theRF andLOSmodels for the medium environment. The vertical lines

show the standard deviation of the averaged parameters.

From Figure 10.5(a) it is observed that the ratio is bigger for the line features com-

pared to the point features. This is to be expected because a line represents a larger

portion of the environment and can be extracted from more positions than a point.

From Figure 10.5 it is observed that the decrease in the uncertainty is much bigger

for the distance to the origin parameterρ for the line feature than for other feature

parameters. This result was unexpected but is caused by the larger observation ratio for

the line features compared to the point features. The ratio for the orientation parameter

φ is smaller than the ratio for the distance to the origin parameterρ because when a line

is extracted from raw data the uncertainty is proportionally larger for the orientation

parameter. The convergence for the orientationφ is slower.

Figure 10.6 presents the percentage of matched features for different simbot net-

work sizes. It is observed that the percentages are similar with an average value of

93.65% and a standard deviation 0.56%. The map built by each simbot is updated
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Figure 10.6: Percentage of matched features for different simbot network sizes using theRF

model in the medium environment. The vertical lines show the standard deviation in the trials.

It is observed that the percentage is stable within a range of 2%.
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Figure 10.7: Ratios of a) observations per feature and b) feature surplus for different simbot

network sizes using theRF andLOSmodels in the medium environment. The trends show the

ratio for all the features (observations of line and point features), and for line and point features

alone.
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using the observations from all the simbots. Numeric differences in the feature maps

from the simbots can cause matching failures when their features are matched.

From Figure 10.7(b) it is observed that the feature surplus ratio is larger for large

simbot networks compared to small simbot networks. This is caused because in larger

simbot networks the map of a simbot contains proportionally less local observations of

the features. The integration of features from the simbot network is delayed because

the simbots transmit their extracted features periodically. These delays in the integra-

tion of the features cause failures in the matching of the external features that have a

correspondence in the current map of the simbot. These external features are added

to the map as new features. This causes the feature surplus because of the repeated

features. A solution to this problem is proposed in the next section.

Figure 10.8 presents the grid metric for different simbot network sizes in the

medium environment. It is observed that as the number of simbots increases the value

for the grid metric is smaller. This was expected because as more observations are

made the projected grid maps tend to be more accurate.

In the topologic comparison the topologic places of pairs of maps are compared

using the average and the Hausdorff distance (Section 10.3.2). The topologic map is

the skeleton of the projected grid map. The skeleton grid map is the set of positions

equidistant to theNo closest obstacles. The topologic places are positions on the skele-

ton map where more than or less than two branches fork. The average distance is the

average metric distance between places in two maps. This distance is calculated by

matching all the places in a map to their closest place in the other map. The Haus-

dorff distance is the maximum closest distance between two sets of places. Figure

10.9 presents the average and Hausdorff distances for different network sizes using the

RF model in the medium environment. The average and Hausdorff distances decrease

as the size of the simbot network increases. This was unexpected because although

the maps may contain small metric differences these differences should not generate

differences at the topologic level. It was found that frequently one or two maps built by

a team of simbots are different at the topologic level to the rest of the maps. The dis-

tances are calculated by averaging the results for all the combinations of pairs of maps.

The distances between these maps and the rest of the maps are much larger than the

average values for the distances. In small simbot networks these larger distances con-

tribute more to the average value. This is observable in Figure 10.9 where the variance

for the average values is larger for small networks compared to that of large networks.

As previously explained, to achieve decentralized coordination between the sim-
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Figure 10.8: Grid comparison metric for different simbot network sizes using theRF andLOS

models in the medium environment. Smaller values mean that the projected grid maps are more

consistent. The vertical lines show the standard deviation in the trials.

bots their maps have to be consistent enough to take congruent decisions. Therefore,

if the consistency of the maps is at least the same when more simbots are used in

BERODE-2 we can expect that the consistency of the maps will not be a limit for the

scalability of BERODE-2.

We conclude that BERODE-2 is scalable with respect to map consistency because

the maps are more consistent when the size of the simbot network is larger. The maps

are more consistent at the metric and topologic levels of the map. From the feature

comparison it was observed that: the uncertainty in the features decreases as the num-

ber of simbots increases; the percentage of matched features is similar for all the simbot

network sizes; and the number of repeated features (feature surplus ratio) increases as

the number of simbots increases. Based on the first two observations for the feature

comparison we argue that the degree of consistency at the feature level is at least the

same if not better as the number of simbots increases. As explained before the sur-

plus is generated by failures in the matching process. These failures are caused by the

delay in the integration of the information. This problem is specific to the current im-

plementation of the Map Interface Module and is discussed in detail in the following

subsection.

10.3.1 Analysis of the Current Implementation

In BERODE the simbots periodically transmit their extracted features. This causes a

delay in the integration of these external features into the local map of a simbot. In the
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Figure 10.9: a) Average and b) Hausdorff distances between the topologic places from the

topologic comparison of the maps built by different simbot network sizes using theRFandLOS

models in the medium environment. Smaller values for the distances mean that the topologic

maps are more consistent.

current implementation the external features do not incorporate the later corrections

realized by theEKF. We expected that the omission of these corrections would not

cause failures in the matching of the features. Only small differences in the parameters

of the features and their uncertainty were expected.

Figure 10.10 presents a typical example of the map building process for a simbot.

At time t1 the simbot stores two extracted lines (dotted red lines) for transmission. b) At

time t2 the features are re-observed and updated by theEKF in the map. In the storage

module the re-observed features are matched and averaged but they do not incorporate

the later correction (dotted red lines) from theEKF. The difference between the stored

lines and the corresponding lines in the local map is observed in Figure 10.10(b).

In the previous section we found a large amount of repeated features in the maps

generated by the simbots. Although the Map Interface Module (Section 8.2, page227)

implements a process that periodically identifies and removes repeated features, the

process fails to remove all the repeated features because there is not enough similarity.

The features are not similar enough because as more observations are integrated the

uncertainty of the features decreases monotonically. In the current matching process

based on the Chi-Squared criterion and the Mahalanobis distance (Section 6.3.8, page

155) when the features are more certain the difference between the parameters of the
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features needs to be smaller so that they can be matched. In the Map Interface Module

the line features are ordered with respect to their distance from the initial position. This

is used to speed up the periodic check of repeated features; however this process is still

computationally expensive because theEKF has to be updated. Moreover, the more

frequent execution of this process does not much improve the removal of the repeated

features and incurs a high computational cost.

a) t1 b) t2

Figure 10.10: An example of the map building process. a) At timet1 the simbot stores two

extracted lines (dotted red lines) for transmission. b) At timet2 the features are re-observed

and updated in the map. It is observed that the stored features do not incorporate the later

correction realized by theEKF.

We observed in the previous section that the number of repeated features was larger

for larger simbot networks. This generated a surplus in the number of features with

respect to the necessary number of features to represent the environment. We hypothe-

sised that the surplus generated by the delay in the information is specific to the current

implementation of the Map Interface Module and not associated with BERODE’s gen-

eral architecture.

To validate this hypothesis a simulation where the simbots transmit their extracted

features without delay (t=0) was conducted using the same settings from the previous

section. Figure 10.11 presents the graphs for the percentage of matched features and

the feature surplus ratio for the Map Interface Module with no delay (t=0) and with a

global update frequency (t=20). It is observed that when there is no delay (t=0) the

percentage of matched features is larger than when there is a delay (t=20). When there

is no delay the percentage of matched features is stable (97.3±0.5%) with respect

to the number of simbots. As observed in Figure 10.11(b) the feature surplus ratio
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increases as the number of simbots increases. This increase is much smaller when

there is no delay (t=0) than when there is a delay (t=20). When there is no delay there

is only a slight increase in the surplus ratio with respect to the number of simbots.

This confirms that the delay in the integration of the information generates the failure

in the matching process and causes the surplus in features. The use of local maps is

suggested as a solution to this problem. The next subsection discusses the implications

of this use of local maps in BERODE.

10.3.2 The Use of Local Maps

We argue that the implementation of anEKF based on local maps for BERODE-2 will

solve the inconsistency problem when the updates are less frequent. Previous research

(e.g., Tardos et al., 2002a; Rodriguez-Losada, 2004) has implementedEKFsbased on

local feature maps to reduce the computational cost of theEKF (Section 3.4.3, page

42). In these approaches the simbots build a local map for a subset of features, and

accumulate the pending correction, so that it can be transferred to the complete map

when required. The computational cost of theEKF is then a function of the number

of features in the local map. These techniques fuse independent local maps using

common references. Repeated features are identified and used to improve the map

estimates. Afterwards these features are removed from the map. The decision to fuse

a local map to the complete map is frequently based on a maximum number of objects

allowed for the local maps.

Losada conducted experiments with multiple real robots usingEKFsbased on local

maps (Rodriguez-Losada, 2004). Losada discovered that whena priori knowledge was

not used and a large correction was done by theEKF the maps tended to deform locally.

The robots useda priori structural knowledge (e.g. parallelism, perpendicularity) in

the local maps. The experiments showed that the robots generated maps as consistent

as the maps generated with a globalEKF.

In previous research the robots created local maps (Tardos et al., 2002a; Rodriguez-

Losada, 2004) and delayed their integration to the global map based on a size criterion.

We argue that the use of anEKF based on local maps will eliminate the feature surplus

problem of our current implementation because it has been shown that delays in the

integration of local maps to the global map do not cause feature surplus problems. The

simbots could start a new local map after the last transmission of features at the global

level. Instead of transmitting only the parameters of the features and their covariance
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Figure 10.11: a) Percent of matched features and b) feature surplus ratio for different global

update timest=0, 20 steps using theRF andLOSmodels in the medium environment.

the simbots should transmit the features and the covariance matrix of the local map.

The covariance matrix contains the information about the correlation between the fea-

tures in the local map.

A simbot that has observed and storedk features will transmit 4*k covariance val-

ues in the current implementation. If a local map approach is used the covariance

matrix will contain (4*k)2 covariance values. The increase in terms of communica-

tion is then a constant square factor. We estimate that this will increase the required

bandwidth about 10% with respect to the current bandwidth required in BERODE-2.

We don’t expect this to be a problem based on the bandwidths available in current

technologies.

As explained in the previous section the more frequent checking for repeated fea-

tures increases the computational cost and does not much diminish the number of re-

peated features.

In this research a global map was used because of its ease of implementation. This

implementation however has been found to have this drawback of repeated features.

Repeated features cause an increase of(z/N)2 in the computational cost of theEKF,

wherez is the number of repeated features andN is the number of features. The com-

putational cost of the globalEKF is O(N2) whereN is the number of features in the

map. In the simulations the features have been transmitted at the global level every 50
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seconds (20 sensing steps * 2.5 per sensing step). This transmission rate is very low

and should not be a problem in terms of bandwidth for current communication tech-

nologies. In the previous section it was observed that the surplus of features was below

15% for network sizes withn <14.We argue that due to its ease of implementation a

globalEKF is adequate for medium simbot team sizes (n<14) in environments similar

to our office test environments. This will vary depending on the number of features in

the mapped environment. In cluttered environments the limit on the team size will be

smaller than (n <14) because more features are extracted.

The use of local maps for map building is an ongoing research area and has proven

to be a time consuming task. For this reason the implementation of local maps is

beyond the scope of this thesis and remains as a future area of research for BERODE-2.

The next section analyzes the repetition problem for less frequent updates to determine

the usefulness of the current implementation.

10.4 Map Consistency for Different Global Update Fre-

quencies

Previous simulations from Section 9.4 (page277) revealed that when the global fea-

tures are shared less frequently the maps built by the simbots have a tendency to contain

repeated features. This is caused by the failure in the matching of the external features

with the current feature map of the simbots. Moreover, the simulations from the previ-

ous section revealed that the maps built by large simbot networks contain more features

compared to those built by small simbot networks. These additional features are often

repeated features.

This section presents a detailed analysis of the consistency of the maps when the

features are shared less frequently at the global level to determine the usefulness of the

current implementation. Based on previous simulations it is expected that the number

of repeated features will increase as the number of simbots increases and the feature

updates are less frequent. It is expected that the degree of consistency for the maps will

slowly degrade as the updates become less frequent. We expect to be able to determine

a range of network sizes and update frequencies for which the current implementation

is suitable given its ease of implementation.

The settings for the simulation are the same as those of the simulations from Sec-

tion 8.6 (page239). The simulations used the medium environment for theRF and
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LOS model. The size of the simbot team wasn = 2,3, ..,16. The size of the local

networks wask=min (n0.5, 2n/5), which is the biggest size for the local network in

the best trading range (Section 9.4, page277). The frequency of the feature updates

at local and global level wereSL=5 andSG=10, 20, 30, 40 sensing steps respectively.

A sensing step is the time that the simbot requires to sense an area using thelow cost

platform. This process takes 1.8 seconds for the proposedlow costplatform (Section

7.7, page207).

Figure 10.12 shows the percentage of matched features and the feature surplus

ratio. As expected the surplus ratio increases as the number of simbot increases and

the feature updates are less frequent. It is observed that as the updates become less

frequent the increase in the surplus ratio is much bigger for large simbot networks

compared to that of small simbot networks.

a) Percentage of matched features b) Feature surplus ratio

Figure 10.12: a) Percentage of matched features and b) feature surplus ratio for different global

update times SG=10, 20, 30, 40 steps using theRFandLOSmodels in the medium environment.

From Figure 10.12 (a) it is observed that the percentage of matched features de-

creases as the feature updates become less frequent. This was expected because the

corrections realized by theEKF are not applied to the features that the simbots shared

periodically causing failures in the matching process (Section 10.3.1). The amount of

failures increases when more simbots are added to the network because the simbots

incorporate proportionally more external features. This is observed in Figure 10.12(a)

where the decrease is larger for large simbot networks compared to that of smaller

simbot networks; as a consequence the surplus ratio for large network increases faster

than for small networks when the updates are less frequent. It is observed that when

the network size is smaller than 14 simbots and the global update timeSG ≤ 20 the

surplus ratio is at most 1.15. We argue that the current implementation is a good im-
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plementation in these cases (n≤ 14 andSG≤ 20) for our test environments because of

its ease of implementation and its low additional computational cost. As discussed in

the previous section, this number will reduce as map features increase, and vice versa.

Figure 10.13 shows the comparison based on the grid maps. It is observed that

the consistency of the maps decreases faster for large simbot networks than for small

networks. Similar tendencies are observed for the metrics used in the topologic com-

parison (Figure 10.14). It is observed that for the higher update frequency (SG=10) the

maps are more consistent (smaller values for the grid metric) for large simbot networks

compared to smaller networks, whereas for the smallest update frequency (SG=40) the

consistency is only slightly larger. It is observed that the slope of increase in the grid

metric for small simbot networks is very small compared to the slope of large sim-

bot networks. The decrease in the consistency at the metric and topologic levels is

attributed to the integration of the uncorrected features. The faster decrease in the

consistency for large networks is caused by the integration of a larger proportion of

uncorrected features.

Figure 10.13: Grid metric for different global update times SG=10, 20, 30, 40 steps using the

RF andLOSmodels in the medium environment.

The implementation of a Map Interface Module based on local maps has been

discussed in the previous section. It is believed that this implementation will greatly

reduce if not eliminate the problem of repeated features.

We conclude that the current implementation is suitable for simbot networksn≤ 14

and global update timesSG≤ 20 (sensing steps) given its ease of implementation and

its low additional computational cost. The limit on the size of the simbot network will

vary depending on the amount of map features. In cluttered environments the limit

will be smaller because the cost of the globalEKF is O(N2) whereN is the number of

features in the map.
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a) Average distance b) Hausdorff distance

Figure 10.14: a) Average and b) Hausdorff distances for different global update times SG=10,

20, 30, 40 steps using theRF andLOSmodels in the medium environment.

The current implementation is not robust to infrequent updates because the number

of repeated features increases when the updates are less frequent. This increment is

bigger for large simbot networks. In Section 10.3.2 we discussed the implementation

of a Map Interface Module based on local feature maps. We argue that this imple-

mentation will eliminate the inconsistency problem arising when the updates are less

frequent.

10.5 Comparison with Ideal Sensors

This section analyzes the effect of the uncertainty in the sensors on the performance

of BERODE-2. The simbots are based on thelow costplatform described in Section

7.7 (page207). The platform uses inexpensive sensors to build the environment: sonar

and infrared. The simbots build a feature based representation of the environment.

The estimated features frequently contain temporary errors that are removed by map

management mechanisms (Section 8.2, page227). For instance the estimation of the

limits of the line features is difficult to achieve with sonar sensors. Frequently the

line has an estimated length longer than the real length. These longer lengths generate

problems for the planning modules.

For instance Figure 10.16 presents a typical example of these problems for a sim-

bot network of three simbots. The Figure shows the map built by simbotR0 from the

environment from Figure 10.15 at timest1 and t2. Between timest1 and t2 the map

management process is executed (Section 8.2, page227). This process finds and re-

moves repeated lines and updates the extremes of perpendicular lines with extremes in
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close positions. The connections in the MST control network areR0−R1 andR0−R2.

R1 andR2 are Explorer simbots,R0 is a Maintainer simbot.R0 generates a reactive plan

to move towards the position * (Figure 10.15 (a)). The * position is the best position

for the current map that contains large inaccuracies in the estimated extremes of the

line L1. ∆ is the position that would have been calculated if the extremes of the line

L1 were estimated accurately. The∆ position is closer to the current position ofR0.

Moving to the∆ position would allowR1 andR2 to keep exploring the environment.

The movement ofR0 to the * caused a transition to the Pusher role forR2 because the

area was unsafe to explore due to the movement away from that area fromR0. The

time required to explore the environment is then increased.

Figure 10.15: Section of the simulated medium environment.

To assess the effect of these inconsistencies caused by the uncertainty in the mea-

surements we propose to compare the performance of BERODE-2 when there is no un-

certainty in the sensors and simbot positions. We will refer to this version of BERODE-

2 as the certain version whereas the version that integrates the uncertainty will be re-

ferred as the uncertain version. In the certain version the simbots are assumed to have

a perfect laser sensor that senses the circumference bearing with a 5o resolution. The

range is the same as that of the sonar sensors. The simbots build a probabilistic grid

map of the environment based on these measurements. The Map Interface Module

stores the measurements instead of the features. The sensing process for a position

is assumed to require the same time as the time required by thelow costplatform

(1.8sec.).

From the previous sections it was observed that the consistency of the map de-

graded as the global feature updates became less frequent. In this simulation we pro-

pose to compare the certain and uncertain versions for different update frequencies.

Two metrics are used for the comparison: the percentage of additional exploration
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time for the uncertain version with respect to the certain version; and the percentage

of time that the network remains as a fully connected network. It is expected that

the percentage of additional exploration time will be larger when the updates are less

frequent. It is also expected that the certain version will maintain the network fully

connected more time in percentage than the uncertain version.

a) t1 before map management b)t2 after map management

Figure 10.16: An example of suboptimal planning for the Maintainer simbotR0. a) The simbot

generates the optimal plan for the current feature map to the∗ position. b) The simbot moves

towards the planned position. The map management process updates the perpendicular lines

that intersect.

The settings for the simulation are the same as those of the simulations from Sec-

tion 8.6 (page239). The simulation used the medium environment for theRF andLOS

model. The size of the simbot team wasn = 2,3, ..,16. The size of the local networks

wask=min (n0.5, 2n/5), which is the largest size for the local network in the best trad-

ing range (Section 9.4, page277). The frequency of the feature updates at local and

global level wereSL=10 andSG=10, 20, 30, 40 sensing steps respectively.

Figure 10.17 presents the percentage of additional exploration time for the uncer-

tain version with respect to the certain version of BERODE-2. It is observed that as

expected the additional time increases as the global updates are less frequent. For

global timesSG ≤ 20 the additional time is similar for all the sizes of the simbot net-

works. For global timesSG > 20 the additional time increases as the size of the simbot

network increases. This is attributed to the larger degree of inconsistency in the maps

generated by large simbot networks compared to small simbot networks. The incon-

sistency problem was analyzed in the previous section.

Figure 10.18 presents the percentage of time fully connected for the uncertain and

certain versions of BERODE-2 for different global update times. From this figure it is
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Figure 10.17: Percentage of additional time required to build a map for the uncertain version

with respect to the certain version of BERODE-2 for different global update times SG=10, 20,

30, 40 steps using theRF andLOSmodels in the medium environment.

observed that:

• As expected the certain version maintains the network fully connected more time

in percentage than the uncertain version for all the global update times.

• For all the trends there is a minimum percentage that the network remains as

a fully connected network regardless of the size of the network. This validates

previous findings from Section 9.4.1 (page286) about the existence of this min-

imum for less frequent global updates.

• The minimum percentage is bigger for the certain version than for the uncertain

version. This is expected because the uncertainties introduce erroneous informa-

tion in the reactive plans used to maintain the network connected.

• For the certain version the percentage of time fully connected is the same for

the different global update times (Figure 10.19(b)). This is expected because

the simbots use local features as an aid to generate the plans to maintain the

network connected. Local features are transmitted more frequently than global

features. The factors that affect the percentage of time as a fully connected

network are the frequencies of the beacon and local feature updates (Section

9.4.1, page286). A beacon update is the position update that the simbots send

to their direct connections.
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• For the uncertain version the percentage of time fully connected tends to de-

crease when the global updates are infrequent (SG > 20). This can be observed

more clearly in Figure 10.19(b). Previous simulations (Section 9.4.1) showed

that the factors that affect the percentage are the frequencies of the beacon and

local feature updates. These results are supported by our findings for the certain

version. The decrease for the uncertain version is attributed to the larger degree

of inconsistency in the maps for infrequent global updates.

• The percentage stabilizes at the minimum value for a smaller number of simbots

in the certain version (n=11) than on the uncertain version (n=13) of BERODE-2.

This is expected because the complexity of maintaining larger simbot networks

is reduced when there is no uncertainty in the positions of the simbot.

The simulation from Section 9.4.1 showed that there is a minimum percentage of

time that a simbot network of any size remains fully connected. In this simulation the

frequency of the global update was a fixed value (SG=20) while the frequencies for the

local and beacon updates were varied. In this section the existence of the minimum

percentage was validated for different global updates. The minimum percentage exists

despite the issue with the current implemented Map Interface Module which only af-

fects the value of this minimum but does not compromise its existence. Moreover, the

simulation with the certain version confirms our theory that the minimum percentage

is independent of the frequency of the global update frequency.

We conclude that the presence of uncertainty in the positions of the simbots in-

creases the difficulty of the task of network maintenance. In the presence of uncer-

tainty the network is more likely to become disconnected. This is reflected in a longer

time required for building a map. Most of the additional time is used by the simbots

in moving to positions that restore full connectivity for the network. Nevertheless the

full connectivity of the network was maintained most of the time (∼=85%).

10.6 Conclusions

This chapter has analyzed the consistency of the maps build by the simbots in

BERODE-2 using theLOS and RF communication models. The simulations show

that BERODE-2 is scalable with respect to the consistency of the maps. As more

simbots are added to the network, the maps increase in consistency according to the

three levels of comparison: feature, metric and topologic level of the map. Newman
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(1999) proved that in the limit for an infinite number of observations the uncertainty

of the features is reduced to the uncertainty in the initial position of the robot. In

Fenwick’s (Fenwick et al., 2002) research it was shown that the reduction in uncer-

tainty is accelerated when more robots are used due to the combined information

from multiple robots. The simulation from Section 10.3 confirms this finding. The

maps built by larger simbot networks are less uncertain than the maps built by smaller

simbot networks because they integrate more observations.
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Figure 10.18: Percentage of time fully connected for the uncertain and certain versions of

BERODE-2 for different global update times SG=10, 20, 30, 40 steps using theRF andLOS

models in the medium environment.

In the feature comparison it was observed that the number of repeated features in-

creases as the size of the simbot network increases. This problem was analyzed in

Section 10.3.1 where we found that the repetition problem is specific to the current im-

plementation. In this implementation the corrections of theEKF are not incorporated

into the features that are shared with the network. We had expected that the omission
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of these corrections would not cause failures in the matching process; however this has

not proved to be the case. In Section 10.3.2 we discussed the use of local maps to solve

this problem of repeated features. Previous research (Rodriguez-Losada, 2004) has

implemented anEKF based on local maps to map environments with multiple robots.

Their simulations showed that the robots generated maps as consistent as the maps

generated with a globalEKF. The computational and communication implications of

this solution for BERODE are analyzed in this section. The use of anEKF based on

local maps enables the mapping of larger environments because the computational cost

is a function of the number of features in the local map. The use of local based maps

for theEKF is an ongoing research area and has proven to be a time consuming task.

For this reason the implementation of anEKF based on local maps is beyond the scope

of this thesis and remains as a future area of research for BERODE-2.

a) uncertain b) certain

Figure 10.19: Percent of time fully connected for a) the uncertain and b) certain versions of

BERODE-2 for different global update times SG=10, 20, 30, 40 steps using theRF andLOS

models in the medium environment.

The problem of repeated features was analyzed in Section 10.4 to determine the

usefulness of theEKF global implementation when the global features updates are

less frequent. It was concluded that the globalEKF implementation is suitable for

medium simbot network sizes (n≤ 14) in our office test environments due to its ease

of implementation and its low additional computational cost. The limit on the size of

the simbot network will vary depending on the amount of map features. In cluttered

environments the limit will be smaller because the cost of the globalEKF is O(N)

whereN is the number of features in the map.

The current implementation is not robust to infrequent updates because the number
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of repeated features increases when the updates are less frequent. For large numbers

of robots (n>14) or infrequent communications it would be wise to avoid the problem

by using the localEKF method.

The simulation from Section 10.5 assessed the effect of sensor uncertainty on

BERODE-2. It was concluded that as expected having uncertainty in the positions of

the features and the simbots increases the difficulty of the task of network maintenance.

In the presence of uncertainty the network is more likely to become disconnected. This

is reflected in a longer time required for building a map. Most of the additional time

is used by the simbots in moving to positions that restore full connectivity for the

network.

The simulation from Section 9.4.1 (page286) discovered the existence of a mini-

mum percentage of time as a fully connected network for any simbot size. The exis-

tence of the minimum percentage was validated for less frequent global updates. The

minimum percentage exists despite the robustness problem in the current implementa-

tion. This problem only affects the value of this minimum but it does not compromise

its existence. Moreover, additional simulations showed that the minimum percentage

is independent of the frequency of the global updates. This is because the main cause

of disconnections in the simbot network is outdated information about the positions of

the direct connections for a simbot. Less frequent global updates do not cause discon-

nections because the simbots whose main task is network maintenance tend to remain

stationary when there is no updated feature information. This finding is important be-

cause it proves the usefulness of the hierarchic communication approach. If necessary

the required bandwidth could be decreased by communicating the global features less

frequently without increasing the risk of having a disconnected network.

In this research a global map was used because of its ease of implementation. How-

ever this implementation has proven to be inadequate for multi-simbot exploration

when large numbers of simbots (n >14) are involved. Previous research (Rodriguez-

Losada, 2004) has shown that anEKF implementation based on local maps is adequate

for multi-robot exploration, but its implementation is beyond the scope of this thesis

and remains as a future area of research for BERODE-2. The following subsection

presents a summary of the main contributions of this chapter.

10.6.1 Contributions

The main contributions from this chapter are:
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• The validation of the scalability of BERODE-2 with respect to the consistency

of the maps. As more simbots are added to the network the maps are more

consistent at the three levels of comparison: feature, metric and topologic level

of the map.

• Analysing the surplus of unmatched features in the current implementation. For

simplification the integration of corrections from theEKF was omitted in the

features sent to the simbot network. This omission generated a surplus in the

number of features. It was shown that this surplus was not related to the general

architecture of BERODE-2 but to a specific feature of the current implementa-

tion.

• The confirmation of previous findings by Fenwick et al. (2002) which show

that the reduction in the uncertainty of the feature and robot positions is acceler-

ated with respect to the number of robots due to the combined information from

multiple robots.

• The validation of the existence of a minimum percentage of time as a fully con-

nected network for any simbot size when global updates are infrequent. This

minimum was found in Section 9.4.1 (page286). The minimum percentage ex-

ists despite the delay problem with the implemented Map Interface Module. That

only affects the value of this minimum but does not compromise its existence.

• Finding that the minimum percentage of time as a fully connected network is

independent of the global update frequency when the global features do not omit

corrections (certain version of BERODE-2).

• The assessment of the effect of sensor uncertainty on BERODE-2. Uncertainty

in the positions of the features and the simbots makes the task of keeping the

simbots in a fully connected network more difficult. The exploration time in-

creases when there is uncertainty because the network becomes disconnected

more frequently than when there no uncertainty. Time is then spent in restoring

the full connectivity of the network.
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Conclusions

This chapter begins by summarising the thesis. This is followed, in Section 11.2, by

the achievements and contributions. Section 11.3 presents the limitations of the work.

Finally, in Section 11.4, ideas on further avenues of research are discussed.

11.1 Thesis Summary

This thesis has presented a novel architecture called BERODE (BEhavioural ROle DE-

centralized) to efficiently explore and map an initially unknown environment using a

group of robots with local communication capabilities. Our strategy to achieve explo-

ration efficiency consists of the minimization of task overlapping. For this reason in

BERODE the robots are kept as a single connected and adaptable communication net-

work to guarantee the coordination between the robots. The robots coordinate their ac-

tions by assuming behaviours that depend on their direct communication connections.

This improves efficiency by allowing varying number of robots to take the Explorer

role depending on circumstances. Our simulations suggest that BERODE in practical

implementations will be robust to infrequent communication, scalable in terms of com-

munication and number of robots, and will explore the environment more efficiently

than networks that rely on fixed control networks. The implementation we have tested

has a scalability problem with respect to the amount of map features. We have shown

reasons to suppose that a modification to the implementation will greatly raise this

ceiling (Section 10.3.2, page325).

339
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11.1.1 Exploration with Multiple Robots

We began in Chapter 1 by discussing the use of groups of robots in hazardous environ-

ments. These scenarios are typically partially or completely unknown. Robots working

in these scenarios need to build a representation of the environment as they explore it

looking for potential hazards (e.g. mine removal, search and rescue, surveillance, etc.).

In these scenarios typically the communication between robots is possible only within

a limited range.

As was seen in Chapter 2, two types of approaches have been proposed to explore

an initially unknown environment: Centralized and Decentralized. These approaches

have failed to achieve robustness, scalability and efficiency simultaneously. Central-

ized approaches are not scalable because a central agent coordinates and generates

plans for all the robots. This agent gathers and distributes information frequently. As

more robots are added to the network the required communication bandwidth increases

exponentially and becomes a bottleneck. In decentralized approaches the robots fre-

quently explore areas that have been already explored by other robots because there

is no coordination in the exploration. Previous research in exploration remarks that

the advantage of having several robots is exploited more effectively when the robots

coordinate their actions. To coordinate the robots they have to remain within com-

munication range. Hence, a decentralized architecture where the robots explore the

environment in a coordinated fashion while keeping the connectivity of the commu-

nication network that they form seems to be a promising approach to integrate the

scalability and robustness from distributed architectures, and the efficiency from cen-

tralized approaches. That is the kind of architecture developed in this thesis.

11.1.2 The Feature Map Built by the Robots

An important aspect in exploration is to decide the type of map representation that the

robots are going to build. As the robots move through the environment they have to

concurrently build the representation and localize themselves within this representa-

tion. There has been plenty of research in this area which is known as Simultaneous

Localization and Mapping (SLAM).

The main motivation of this research was that our BERODE architecture should be

suitable for implementation inlow costrobots (e.g. Millibots (Navarro-Serment et al.,

1999)). Most previous research has used expensive precision sensors such as lasers to

reduce the problems that multiply as uncertainty increases. Our approach is to reduce
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uncertainty by combining cheap sensors of different types rather than using one much

more expensive sensor.Low costsmall robots are suitable for some exploration tasks

because they are expendable and teams can afford losses. We designed and built alow

costsensing platform based on sonars and infrared sensors. The platform had a cost

of around £50. We argue that these sensors currently have the best trade-off between

cost, and sensor characteristics (range and uncertainty).

In Chapter 3 we discussed the suitability of the differentSLAMapproaches for their

implementation inlow costrobots. AnEKF (Extended Kalman Filter) approach was

regarded as the most suitableSLAMapproach for building maps withlow costrobots

because its consistency and convergence properties have been proved for single and

multiple robot scenarios. The type of map that is built and updated with anEKF is

a feature based map. TheEKF approach is less computationally expensive than the

other approaches. Nevertheless its cost is still high O(N2), whereN is the number of

features. The use ofEKFsbased on local maps has been proved to reduce the cost to

O(k2), wherek is the number of features in the local map (Rodriguez-Losada, 2004).

11.1.3 The BERODE (BEhavioural ROle DEcentralized) Architec-

ture

Chapter 4 introduced the BERODE architecture and describe it in terms of the general

team goals of efficient exploration and mapping. In our architecture each robot builds

its own feature map of the environment. Chapter 5 describes the architecture from

the point of view of an individual robot. The robots periodically transmitted beacon

signals and their observed features. The beacon signals contain the estimated position

of the robot and its uncertainty. The robots incorporated feature observations of other

robots with the same process as for locally extracted features because they shared same

global Cartesian frame of reference, which was the initial position of the robot with the

smallest ID1 number. We considered that an environment was explored entirely when

any one robot considered that its feature map was complete. This occurred when the

feature map was projected into a probabilistic grid map and the size of the portions of

the environments for which there is no evidence were below a used defined threshold

We proposed to keep the robots as a single connected network to minimize task

overlapping and improve coordination. The robots are kept as a single connected com-

munication network by creating and updating an MST (Minimum Spanning Tree) con-

1 The robots have an ID number that allows them to identify each other in the network.
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trol network. The MST control network contains only the minimum necessary links

keep the communication network connected. We proposed several heuristics to calcu-

late the MST control network based on the connections of the communication network

and an abstraction heuristic.

We introduced a behavioural role approach for the robots, where the robots selected

their behaviour based on the current MST control network. The exploratory behaviour

of the robot network emerged from the interaction of the individual behaviours of the

robots. The interaction is achieved through the imposition of virtual forces derived

from the connections in the MST control network

We proposed four behavioural roles: Explorer, Maintainer, Pusher and Recoverer.

The behavioural roles balance between the tasks of exploration and network mainte-

nance. The Explorer role was focused on exploration while the rest of the roles were

focused on keeping the network connected. The number of Explorer robots changes

depending on the configuration of the environment and network topology. The non-

Explorer robots kept the communication network connected by generating short-term

plans to move to locations where the energy from the virtual forces was minimized.

We developed a novel force model were the forces are modelled asvirtual heteroge-

neous springs. We described the spring forces as heterogeneous because they were

asymmetric2 and their free spring length was a range of values rather than a single

value. The free spring length was a function of the quality of the connection and the

behavioural roles of the pair of robots that form the connection. The Explorer robots

were not directly subject to spring forces; instead these robots guided the exploration

process by generating a plan to move to the safest unexplored area in terms of com-

munication quality and moving in that direction to the limits of their communication

safety, in effect dragging the rest of the network along.

The computational cost of planning in BERODE was small because the robots

mostly generated short term plans to move towards close locations. With respect to

planning, most of the time each robot maintained a local view of its map. Only when

an Explorer robot did not found close unexplored areas it did acquired a global view

of the map to search for unexplored areas in this map.

The communication network connections change as the robots explore the envi-

ronment. Maintaining a fixed control network is then a difficult task, thus an adaptive

MST control network seems to be more suitable for these dynamic conditions. We pro-

2 Asymmetric forces are forces that can have different magnitudes and signs in the two directions of
the connection.
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posed that during the exploration the robots could recalculate the MST control network

to improve signal quality of the MST connections.

One of the important goals of this thesis is to achieve scalability with respect to the

number of robots. As more robots are added to the network the communication band-

width required increases, becoming a bottleneck for the system. We proposed a two

level approach for communication to achieve scalability, where the levels were: local

and global level. The local level for a robot was formed by the robots that were within

a k-hopdistance in the MST control network. We argued that the degree of required

coordination for a pair of robots is related to theirk-hopdistance on the MST control

network. Information is then shared frequently at the local level and less frequently at

the global level.

In Chapter 5 we presented the implementation of BERODE in individual robots.

The architecture was implemented using modules. Each module addressed a specific

task (e.g. the planning module built the path that the robot had to follow). The robots’

control architecture was the same regardless of their behavioural roles. The modules

were sequentially executed. The implementation and parameterization of some of the

modules depended on the behavioural role.

In Chapter 6 we presented the mapping module used by the robots to build the maps

in BERODE. The module implemented anEKF that built a feature map representation

of the environment. The environment was represented using line and point features. A

model to extract features from multiple viewpoints was presented.

11.1.4 The testing of BERODE in Simulation

In Chapter 7 we presented the simulator that we use to test the BERODE architec-

ture. This chapter describes theLOSandRF communication models that were used in

our simulations. We used these communication models to test BERODE in simulation

because they are the most used in implementations with multiple real robots. Experi-

ments that show that the simulated sensors and communication devices are reasonable

and conservative approximations to the experimental data were discussed.

The simulatedLOSandRF communication models modelled the delays caused by

retransmissions in theMANET (Mobile ad hocnetwork). The effect of interference

was modelled by delaying the messages a random time with a certain probability. In

the simulatedLOS model any obstacle in the direct path of the signal blocked the

entire signal. The signal strength for the simulatedRF model is determined using
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Rappaport’s model (Rappaport, 2001). In this model the signal strength depends on the

distance between the robots, the number of obstacles between them and the attenuation

caused by the obstacles. The attenuation of theRF signal for different materials was

obtained from experiments with a Bluetooth hardware device. The effects of multi

path reflections are modelled by adding Gaussian Noise (with mean zero) when there

is noLOSbetween transmitter and receiver.

To have meaningful simulations it is important to model relevant aspects of the type

of performance achieved by a real robot. Our motion model is based on parameters

obtained from experiments with a Koala robot. Our simulated robot incorporates the

veering phenomenon observed in real robots due to the uneven wheel traction.

We built an experimentallow costsensing platform based on sonars and infrared

sensors3. The simulation models for the sonar and infrared sensor model the accuracy

and obstacle detection reliability observed in tests with these hardware devices. We

tested them using different types of obstacle and materials. Our simulation models are

based on the worst case observed for the tested obstacles in comparison with our test

results. The simulation models are conservative.

We described a novel technique to combine the information from sonar and infrared

sensors. We conducted two investigations to assess the mapping module using thelow

costsensing platform. In the first investigation a real robot built a map of a corridor. In

the second investigation a simulated environment that contains an exploration loop is

used to highlight the advantage of combining sonar and infrared sensors over the use

sonar alone information. It was observed that the combined approach generated more

accurate and compact map representations of the environment than that of sonar alone

sensing. Moreover, the representations were straighter. The sonar alone approach

generated curved representations of straight lines such as corridors. We concluded that

the combination of sonar and infrared produced better estimates of the robot’s position

than sonar alone; moreover the stochastic maps are more compact and accurate.

Chapter 8 presented initial simulations to test the implementation of BERODE for

the simulatedRF andLOSmodels. The simulated robots were referred to as simbots.

The mapping module described in Chapter 6 was improved by adding mechanisms to

cope with problems present in multi-simbot scenarios (e.g. detecting simbots as ob-

stacles). The implementation of BERODE for theLOSmodel was adapted to cope

with the on/off nature of line of sight. In this implementation we incorporated obsta-

3 Our platform described in Section 7.7 (page207) uses Devantech SRF04 sonars and Sharp GPxx
infrared sensors.
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cle forces to the force model used to keep network connectivity to direct the simbots

towards open areas where the communication was less likely to be lost.

An initial simulation revealed poor performance of BERODE when exploration

was inefficient or temporarily ceased. We implemented two procedures to address this

problem. The procedures were a mechanism to exchange roles and a mechanism that

periodically checked that there was at least one Explorer robot in the network. When

there was no Explorer robot in the network a tendering mechanism was triggered.

The tendering mechanism was used to determine which candidate Explorer robot to

choose. The simulations showed that the procedures improved the efficiency in the

exploration at a cost of a small increase in the required communication bandwidth

(10% in the worst case). The improved version was used in subsequent simulations

and was referred as BERODE-2.

11.1.5 Robustness, Scalability and Efficiency of BERODE-2

In Chapter 9 we presented simulations that assessed the robustness, scalability and effi-

ciency of the improved version of BERODE. The simulations showed that BERODE-2

was robust with respect to frequency of local level transmissions because the percent-

age of time that the simbots remained as a single connected network slowly decreased

as the frequency of the local level transmission was decreased. Moreover, we found

that there is a minimum percentage of time that a simbot network of any size remains

as a single network when the distance that the simbots move between beacon signals is

small (<0.30m). The existence of this minimum percentage is not a function of the fre-

quency of transmissions at the global level. This suggests that BERODE-2 is scalable

in terms of communication because the task of network maintenance is independent of

the frequency of the transmissions at the global level.

The simulations showed that adding more simbots to BERODE-2 decreases the

exploration4 time. The decrease was logarithmic at worst and supports the findings

from previous research (Burgard et al., 2006) that suggest that there is a maximum

number of robots that can efficiently explore an environment of a certain size.

We found an inversely proportional trading between the exploration time and the

network ratio. The network ratio is the ratio between the sizes of the local network

and the entire robot network. We showed that for small network ratios the trading

between exploration time and network ratio was the best. Our simulation showed that

4 The exploration time was the time that the robots required to built a complete map of the environ-
ment. The exploration stops once any one robot has a complete map.
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BERODE-2 was more efficient, scalable and robust with respect to communications

than fixed control networks. BERODE-2 is more efficient because it requires less time

to explore the environment. BERODE-2 is more scalable because it had a much smaller

decrease in the time that the robots remain as a single connected network when the

number of robots was increased. It had a better success rate at finishing the exploration

tasks (95.6% against 70.3% in our simulated environments), which suggests that in

general it would be more robust.

11.1.6 Map Consistency of BERODE

In BERODE-2 each simbot built its own feature based map. The maps generated by

the simbots frequently contained small differences. Chapter 10 presented simulations

that analyzed the consistency of the maps built by different simbot network sizes. The

consistency of the maps was analyzed at the feature, topologic and metric level. The

simulations showed that the maps were more similar at the three levels when the num-

ber of robots was increased. Although it was expected that the maps would contain a

few repeated features, it was observed that the number of repeated features grew when

the number of simbots was increased. The increase in the number of repeated features

was found to be caused by the delay in the integration of the information.

Our analysis of the simulations revealed that the increase was specific to the cur-

rent implementation of the map building module. In this implementation the correc-

tions realized by theEKF were not integrated into the features that the simbots shared

periodically. It was concluded that given its ease of implementation and its low addi-

tional cost in computational terms the current implementation is suitable for medium

simbot network sizes (n≤ 14)5.The implementation of anEKF based on local maps

was suggested as a solution to the repetition problem. This implementation has been

shown to be robust to delays (Rodriguez-Losada, 2004). While simple in concept this

would have involved a radical reimplementation beyond the scope of this thesis. The

idea however, was tested by removing the delays in the integration of information.

This showed that the repetition problem disappears when the features do not omit the

corrections from theEKF. The additional cost in terms of communication bandwidth

for theEKF based on local map was estimated to be around 10%.

In our simulations we assessed the effect of sensor uncertainty in BERODE-2. It

was concluded that, as expected, when there was more uncertainty in the positions of

5 In our office test environments. This number will reduce as map features increase, and vice versa.
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the features and the simbots the network was more likely to become disconnected. The

robots’ use their feature maps to generate their plans. In the presence of uncertainty

the maps contained inaccuracies (e.g. inaccurate estimation of the extremes for the line

features). These inaccuracies in the maps occasionally caused bad planning decisions

that cause the disconnection of the simbot network. The simbots then required more

time to build the maps because they had first to restore the connectivity of the network

before continuing with the exploration of the environment. Nevertheless the network

was kept as a single connected network most of the time (∼=85%).

11.2 Summary of Contributions

The main contribution of this thesis is the description of a new architecture for multi-

robot exploration that is more efficient, scalable and robust with respect to commu-

nications than fixed control networks. Our simulations from Section 9.6 (page295)

compared BERODE-2 with the fixed control networks and showed that:

1. Efficiency: BERODE-2 requires less time to build a complete map of the envi-

ronment than the fixed control networks.

2. Scalable: When the number of robots was increased, the decrease in the time

that the robots remained as a single connected network was much larger for the

fixed control network than for BERODE-2. Moreover for BERODE-2 there was

a minimum time that the robots remain as a single connected network regardless

of the size of the robot network. This was not the case for the fixed control

networks.

3. Robustness: In our specific test environments BERODE-2 showed a better suc-

cess rate (95.6% against 70.3%) at finishing the exploration task than the fixed

control networks. The exploration task failed to finish when the network became

disconnected and the robots fail to re-establish the connectivity.

The distinctive features of BERODE with respect to previous fixed control network

approaches are:

• Adaptive MST (Minimum Spanning Tree) control network: We have proposed a

novel adaptive approach to keep a network of robots connected as they traverse

an environment. Most of the previous approaches have relied ona priori control

relations to keep the network fully connected.
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• Role Based Distributed Control: We proposed a novel role based approach

to achieve coordination in a decentralized fashion. The robots adopted a be-

havioural role based on the current MST control network. The behavioural roles

balance between the tasks of exploration and network maintenance.

• Heterogeneous virtual forcemodel: We proposed a novel virtual force model

to keep the robots as a single connected network. The forces were modelled as

asymmetric6 virtual springs with a range rather than a point of null force. The

magnitude of the forces depended on signal quality and the behavioural roles of

the pair of robots that formed the communication link.

• Hierarchic communication levels: We proposed a hierarchic approach for infor-

mation distribution of two levels local and global to reduce the communication

costs.

• Variable number of robots exploring the environment. In BERODE the number

of robots exploring the environment changes depending on the configuration of

the environment and network topology. In previous approaches there is only

one robot that is in charge of the exploration while the rest of the robots keep

the network connected. In some of these approaches the robots try to explore

the environment when possible; however there is only one robot that guides the

exploration. Having the possibility of several Explorer robots is shown to give a

useful increase in mapping speed.

BERODE-2 was inspired by recently proposedlow costrobot platforms such as

Millibots (Navarro-Serment et al., 1999). These platforms focused on the deployment

of large numbers of robots. Our simulations suggest BERODE-2 is more suitable for

implementation inlow costrobots than previously proposed fixed control networks.

Our simulations showed that BERODE-2 is scalable and robust with respect to

communication because:

1. The connectivity of the robot network depends only on the periodical sending

of beacon signals (Section 9.3, page270 and Section 9.4.1, page286). If bea-

con signals are frequent enough (in our specific implementation every 0.3m for

robots that travel at 0.15 m/s) in BERODE-2 the percentage of full connectivity

asymptotically approaches a high minimum (in our implementation about 80%)

6 An asymmetric force is a force that can have different magnitudes and signs in the two directions
of the connection.
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as the number of robot increases, whereas in fixed networks connectivity keeps

decreasing.

2. The percentage of time that the network remains connected depends only on

the periodical exchange of local mapping information (Section 9.4.1, page286).

This percentage depends only on the size of the local neighbourhood and the

exchange frequency at the local level.

In our simulations (Section 9.4, page277) we found that the trading between the ex-

ploration efficiency and communication cost is best when the size of the local networks

is in the range [0, min(n−0.5, 2/5)] wheren is the number of robots in the network. In

this range of the increase in communication bandwidth with respect to the number of

robots is linear. The exploration efficiency always improves when the size of the local

network is increased but at an increasingly slower rate. There is not much improve-

ment when the size of the local network is bigger than 2n/5. For large robot networks

(n≥ 40) there is an accelerating increase in the communication bandwidth space when

large local networks are used. This accelerating increase will soon surpass the capac-

ity of available communication technologies as the number of robots increases. This

suggests that BERODE could be implemented in larger robot networks because less

bandwidth is required since most of the information only needs to be transmitted lo-

cally to ensure network connectivity.

One of the important aspects to achieve multirobot coordination is the communi-

cation range. Although having robots with an effectively unlimited communication

range may seem in principle attractive it is undesirable for the purposes of scalabil-

ity and interference. The bandwidth required increases as more robots are added to

the network. Moreover when power consumption is a constraint in the system it is

desirable to restrict communication to short distances because the amount of power re-

quired for transmitting a signal in free space is a function of the square of the distance.

In indoor environments the situation is much worse because of the structure and the

obstacles.

In our simulations (Section 9.5, page289) with theRF model we identified a com-

munication range threshold above which the exploration efficiency ceases to improve

for a robot network. This finding is important because communication can be restricted

to short distances to reduce power consumption without decreasing the exploration ef-

ficiency.
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In Fenwick et al.’s (2002) research it was shown that the reduction in uncertainty

is accelerated when more robots are added to the network. This is due to the combined

information from multiple robots. Our simulations (Section 10.3, page316) confirm

this finding for our simulatedlow costrobots and showed that the consistency of the

maps increased when larger robot networks are used. This confirms our suggestion

that large teams of expendablelow costrobots can be used to produce maps which are

useful not only for the robot’s own navigation, but for human use.

We can’t conclude that these properties and findings would necessarily transfer to

a real world implementation, but we have taken steps (Chapter 7) to make our simu-

lations as reasonable and conservative in the relevant aspects. Section 11.5 discusses

details of how the BERODE architecture could be implemented using real robots.

11.3 Limitations

Our simulated environments were static with respect to communication. In real world

environments, frequently the communication conditions change over time (e.g. tempo-

rary disruption of communication due to the movement of elevators in a building). In

our simulations we decreased the frequency of communication between the robots.

The simulations showed a proportional decrease in the time that the network was

kept connected as the frequency was decreased. This suggests that the performance

of BERODE-2 degrades gracefully rather than catastrophically as the amount of tem-

porary disruptions in an environment becomes larger.

Our simulated environments did not contain dynamic obstacles. Real world en-

vironments are dynamic; however the problem of reliably building maps in dynamic

environments is still an open issue even for a single robot.

There are currently three limitations in the implementation of BERODE-2 related

to the problem of building maps. These limitations are still open issues and are:

• The problem of decision making when simbots have inconsistent maps that cause

the simbots to take different decisions. In the simulations the simbots useda pri-

ori structural knowledge (e.g. parallelism, perpendicularity) about the office-like

environment. The use of thea priori structural knowledge is optional and en-

coded in a few user defined parameters. The use of the structural knowledge

allowed the simbots to build maps that contained only small metric differences.

Preliminary simulations showed that for more than a few simbots it was difficult
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to obtain good position estimates when no structural knowledge was used. The

maps then had large inconsistencies that made it difficult to assess the perfor-

mance of BERODE.

• There is currently a limitation in the size of the environment that the simbots

can explore. The current map building module uses a global feature map that is

updated using an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF). The computational cost of the

update of the map is O(N2) whereN is the number of features in the map.EKFs

are regarded as the best performers in this area; their O(N2) computational cost

is an inevitable consequence of this approach and can be handled using local

maps.

• The current implementation of the map building module has a surplus of un-

matched features problem. This surplus increases as the number of simbots in-

creases. The implementation is suitable for medium team sizes (n <14). Our

experimental simulations suggest that the implementation of anEKF based on

local maps would solve this problem for larger team sizes.

11.4 Future Research

The BERODE architecture looks promising as a worthwhile architecture for future

research. Some future research could be conducted in simulation or reality according

to the resources available, whereas some is probably best done in real implementations.

This section is biased towards simulation, the following section describes the main

points that should be considered in a real world implementation of BERODE. Some

interesting developments for future research would be:

• Developing an adaptivevirtual force model: The implementation of BERODE

for the LOSmodel in Chapter 5 was based on the argument that the difficulty

to maintain a connection between a pair of robots was related to their Euclidean

distance. For robots that are distant any small movement in structured or clut-

tered environments could easily compromise the connection. The thresholds for

the proposedvirtual spring model were based on this argument. The imple-

mentation of an adaptive threshold approach should improve the performance

of BERODE in environments with different degrees of clutter (e.g. warehouse,

cluttered office, narrow corridor). The robots could adjust the thresholds based
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on the degree of clutter on their current map and on the reliability of their connec-

tions. For instance in a cluttered office where the communication is unreliable

the robots should have higher thresholds than in large empty halls.

• Managing the communication range to improve power consumption and mini-

mize interference: In Chapter 9 we identified a threshold for the communication

range. Robot networks with communication ranges bigger than the threshold re-

quire the same time to build a complete map of the environment. The threshold

range covers a minimum area in the environment for theRF model. The area

covered by a signal with a certain range depends on the clutter of the environ-

ment. The threshold could be used by the robots to adjust their communication

range dynamically by estimating of the percentage of area that their signal covers

according to their currently built map.

• Implementation of anEKF based on local maps. The use of local maps has been

suggested as the solution to the surplus feature problem of the current implemen-

tation. Losada (Rodriguez-Losada, 2004) has shown that anEKF based in local

maps generates maps as consistent as the maps generated with a globalEKF.

The implementation of anEKF based in local maps is time consuming. Future

research should contemplate its implementation.

• Robots sensing other robots to improve position estimations. In the current im-

plementation the robots do not integrate observations of each other to improve

their position estimations. Future research should contemplate the use of these

observations to improve the accuracy of robot position estimation, and conse-

quently the accuracy of the map.

11.5 Implementation of BERODE for Real Robots

This section describes research which would more appropriately be done in a real

implementation of BERODE. There are several research issues related to the imple-

mentation with real robots. These issues and ideas to solve them are listed as follows:

• Sensors of the same kind have important difference in performance. These dif-

ferences in performance can be reduced by performing a calibration routine at

the beginning of the exploration process. For instance, the robot sensors can be

calibrated by sensing an obstacle located at a known distance.
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• Communicationhot spotscan impair the exploratory behaviour of the team of

robots. To keep the network connected a robot moves to a location where the

signal quality is predicted to be better. A robot located close to a large enough

hot spotwill remain in this area halting the exploratory behaviour of the robot

network. Simple methods of detecting and breaking out of such traps need to be

devised and tested.

• Improve robustness to cope with the partial or total malfunction of robots in the

network. For instance a robot with a broken sensor is likely to extract false fea-

tures. The integration of these features to the map will generate inconsistencies.

Validation mechanisms should address this issue. In these mechanisms the re-

liability of the features could be associated with the number of robots that have

observed the feature.

• Improve robustness of the map building module to cope with dynamic environ-

ments. Real environments are dynamic. In the current implementation once a

feature is incorporated into the feature map it is never removed. In our simu-

lations we observed that the false detection of point features slowed down the

exploration process because the robots use the feature map to keep their con-

nections within communication range. In a real world implementation the static

world assumption should be removed. Mechanisms to remove features that have

recently been observed to be absent should be incorporated. This would allow

the implementation of BERODE in dynamic environments. The mechanism to

remove features can be computationally expensive if viewed as a purely com-

putational problem but the robots can also go and check. A designer can then

implement the most adequate solution depending on the relative costs of compu-

tation and movement for that specific robotic platform.

• The relative initial known positions. In our simulations we have assumed that the

robots start off at known locations. In a real world implementation the robots can

be launched sequentially from the same initial position. More general would be

to use the robots sensors to sense each other; the robots can be dropped at close

locations and execute an initialization routine where they determine their relative

initial locations to a high accuracy by using their numbers, close proximity, and

repetition.





Appendix A

Consistency Property of a Local MST

The property of consistency is verified formally visualizing the robot network as a

graph where the robots are the nodes and the edges are the network connections.

In general for a graphG(z,e) with z nodes,e edges has anMST=G(z,z-1) where

MST⊆ G(z,e). η is the set ofz nodes,ε is the set of thee edges andei, j represents

the edge between nodesi and j. Two nodeszi andzj whose edgeei, j /∈ ε have sub

graphsGi(zi ,ei) andG j(zj ,ej) for theirk neighbourhood whereGi(zi ,ei)⊆G(z,e) and

G j(zj ,ej)⊆G(z,e).

Theorem A.1 (K-MST Joining)

If the edgeei, j is added to the setε for anyMSTk = G(zk,zk−1) of the sub graph

Gk(zk,ek) = Gi(zi ,ei)∪G j(zj ,ej) theMSTn = MSTk∪MST
′
k whereMST

′
k = (MSTi ∪

MSTj)′ is anMST of G(z,e) only whenGi andG j share at least a common edge em

(em∈ εi ,em∈ ε j) prior to the addition ofei, j .

Proof:

MSTn is anMST of G if the number of edges inMSTn is n(εn) = z−1 prior and

after the addition of the edgeei, j . The nodesi and j with sub graphsGi(ni ,ei) and

G j(n j ,ej) haveMSTswith n(εi) = (zi−1) andn(ε j) = (zj −1) edges respectively, the

number of edges in(MSTi ∪MSTj)′ is

n(ε′k) = n(ε)−
(
n(εi)+n(ε j)−n(εi ∩ ε j)

)
(A.1)

n(ε′k) = (z−1)− (zi−1)− (zj −1)+n(εi ∩ ε j) (A.2)

n(ε′k) = z+1−zi−zj +n(εi ∩ ε j) (A.3)
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If nodes i and j haveq common edges
(
n(εi ∩ ε j) = q

)
before their edgeei, j is

added to the setε the number of nodesn(ηk) in Gk is n(ηk) = zi +zj−q andGk(zk,ek)

is a connected graph. AnyMSTk hasn(εk) = zi + zj − q− 2 edges. The number of

edges inMSTn is n(εn) = n(εk)+n(ε′k) = z−1 thereforeMSTn is anMSTof G. If the

ei, j is added to the setε the number of edges inGk(zk,ek) increases but the number of

edges in anyMSTk remains the samen(εk). Then for anyMSTk the number of edges in

MSTn is

n(εn) =
(

n(εk)+n(ε
′
k)−n(εk∩ ε

′
k)
)

(A.4)

n(εn) = (zi +zj −q−2)+
(
z+1−zi−zj +n(εi ∩ ε j)

)
−n(εk∩ ε

′
k) (A.5)

wheren(εk∩ ε′k) = 0 andn(εi ∩ ε j) = q

n(εn) = (zi +zj −q−2)+
(
z+1−zi−zj +q

)
−1 = z−1 (A.6)

ThereforeMSTnis aMSTof the graphG(z,e).

If before the edgeei, j is added to the setε the nodesi and j with graphsGi(zi ,ei) and

G j(zj ,ej) respectively do not share at least a common edge their graphs are disjoint,

thereforeMSTi ∪MSTj is not anMST of G(z,e). If the edgeei, j is added to the sub

graphGk(zk,ek) becomes a connected graph. The edgeei, j is a bridge1 of Gk. In a

MST there is only possible path between any two nodes. Then anyMSTk contains the

edgeei, j and has

n(εk) = n(εi)+n(ε j)+1 = (zi−1)+(zj −1)+1 = zi +zj −1 (A.7)

edges. Ifei, j ⊂ (MSTi ∪MSTj)′ thenn(εi ∩ ε j) = 1. Applying Eq. A.5 is proven that

MSTn is a MST of the graphG(z,e). If ei, j 6⊂ (MSTi ∪MSTj)′ then n(εi ∩ ε j) = 0.

Applying Eq. A.5 is proven thatMSTn is no longer aMSTof the graphG(z,e) because

the number of edges inMSTn is z.

1 A bridge is a vertex whose removal disconnects the graph.



Appendix B

Feature Map Projection

The Map Building Module of BERODE extracts line and point features from the sen-

sors. The planning modules of BERODE use a probabilistic grid map to plan robot

movements and to predict the signal quality of their connections. The probabilistic

grid map is built using the point and line features. The projection incorporates the

uncertainty and viewpoints of the feature. The uncertainty of the parameters is ob-

tained from theEKF in the Map Building Module. The viewpoints are positions from

which the feature was observed. These viewpoints are grouped in clusters for storage

and computational efficiency. Figure B.1 shows an example of the projection of the

uncertainty of the point and line features in the probabilistic grid map. A point feature

P(x,y) has uncertaintiesσx andσy along thex andy axis respectively. A line feature

L(ρ, φ) with a lengthd has uncertaintiesσρ andσφ. The middle point of the line has

an uncertaintyd1 = σ2
ρ along the perpendicular (p axis) to the line orientation. The

uncertainty along thep axis isd2 = (σρ +(dσφ))2 at the extremes of the line.

The probabilistic grid map is updated according to Bayes theorem. Following

Thrun’s (Thrun, 2000c) formulation a grid cellmt
xy in the mapm is updated at time

t as follows

P(mt
xy) = 1−

[
1+

P(mt
xy|zt ,xt)

1−P(mt
xy|zt ,xt)

∗
1−Ppriori (mt

xy)
Ppriori (mt

xy)
∗

P(mt−1
xy )

1−P(mt−1
xy )

]−1

(B.1)

whereP(mt−1
xy ) is the probability of a cell of being occupied before the map is up-

dated at timet. Ppriori (mt
xy) is a priori probability of a cell of being occupied. This

probability is user defined and is typically set toPpriori (mt
xy) = 0.5 in indoor environ-

ments.P(mt
xy) is the probability of a cell of being occupied after the cell is updated.

P(mt
xy|zt ,xt) is the probability of a cell of being occupied for a measurementzt taken
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Figure B.1: An example of the projection of the uncertainty of the features in a probabilistic

grid map for a a) point and a b) line feature.

from positionxt . In our projection the viewpoints are the positions and the measure-

ments contain the feature parameters and uncertainty. A feature may have been ob-

served more than once from a viewpoint because the viewpoints represent clusters of

the observations. The clusters are formed using a nearest neighbour approach. Every

time that a feature is observed from a new viewpoint a new cluster is created if the dis-

tance between the new viewpoint and the closest cluster is above a certain user defined

threshold. The Eq. B.1 is then applied a proportional number of occasions with respect

to the number of observations.

The projected grid map is built from scratch for each plan. At the beginning of the

projection all the grid cells are set toP(mt=0
xy ) = 0.5. The grid cells that lie inside the

uncertainty space of the features are updated as occupied space (P(mt
xy|zt ,xt) = Poc).

The grid cells that lie inside the free space generated by the viewpoints of a feature are

updated as free space (P(mt
xy|zt ,xt) = PF). The occupancy model for a pointP(x,y) is

Poc = PMAX− (PMAX−0.5)

(
d(P(x,y),mt

xy)
σx2 +σy2

)
(B.2)

wherePMAX is a user defined variable and is the maximum probability for a cell of

being occupied given that the measurement indicates it is occupied space. In our im-

plementationPMAX=0.8. d(P(x,y),mt
xy) is the Cartesian distance between the point

P(x,y) and the grid cellmt
xy.

Occupied Space

The occupancy model for a lineL(ρ, φ) feature is
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Poc = PMAX− (PMAX−0.5)
(

dP(L(ϕ,φ),mt
xy)

σP

)2

(B.3)

σP = σϕ +dL(mt
xy,Pc(xc,yc))∗σφ) (B.4)

wheredP(L(ϕ,φ),mt
xy) is the perpendicular distance of the grid cellmt

xy to the line

L(ϕ,φ) (p axis on Figure B.1).dL(mt
xy,Pc(xc,yc)) is the distance along the line axis (l

axis on Figure B.1) between the grid cell and the middle point of the linePc(xc,yc). σP

is then the uncertainty along thep axis.

Free Space

The free space model for a point is

PF = PMIN +(0.5−PMIN)

(
d(v(x,y),mt

xy)

d(P(x,y),v(x,y))− (σx2 +σy2)1/2

)2

(B.5)

wherev(x,y) is the position of the viewpoint.PMIN a user defined variable and is the

maximum probability for a cell of being free given that the measurement indicates it

is free space. In our implementationPMAX=0.2. Figure B.2 presents an example of the

projection of a point feature for three viewpoints.

The free space model for a line is

PF = PMIN +(0.5−PMIN)
(

dP(vav(x,y),mt
xy)

dP(L(ϕ,φ),v(x,y))−σP

)2

(B.6)

wherevav(x,y) is the average viewpoint between two successive viewpoints. The view-

points of a line are relative to thelp axis of a line. The origin of the line is the middle

point of the line. The viewpoints are stored in increasing distance from the line axis

(l axis in Figure B.1). The average viewpoints generate free space rectangular shapes

on thelp coordinated system of the line. The length of the rectangle is the difference

along the line axis between the consecutive viewpoints, while the width is the aver-

age of the coordinate in thep axis. The first and last viewpoints are also projected as

rectangular triangles where the height of the triangle is the perpendicular distance to

the line. Figure B.3 presents an example of the projection of the viewpoints of a line

feature. It is observed that the occupied space of the line has a hyperbolic shape while

the free space of the projection is comprised by rectangles and triangles.
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Figure B.2: An example of the projection of a point feature with three viewpointsv1, v2 andv3

in the probabilistic grid map.
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Figure B.3: An example of the projection of a point feature with three viewpointsv1, v2 andv3

in the probabilistic grid map.



Appendix C

The Application Level Communication

Protocol

This appendix presents the application level protocol used by the supervisor controller

in the simulator to quantify the bandwidth required for the robots in BERODE. The

protocol implements three types of communication:broadcast, acknowledged, and

request. The supervisor calculates the Bps (bytes per second) required for each robot

based on the number of messages received and their content.

C.1 The Application Level Protocol

To efficiently distribute and gather information for the robot network an application

level protocol was developed for BERODE. The protocol implements three types of

communication:broadcast, acknowledged, andrequest. In thebroadcastcommunica-

tion a robot transmits information where the confirmation of reception of the message

by the receiver robots is not required. In theacknowledgedandrequestcommunica-

tion the confirmation of reception by the receiver robots is required. Theacknowledged

communication is used by the robots to communicate local information to a group of

robots. Therequestcommunication is used to gather information from a group of

robots.

The protocol implements a message format as follows:

<T, ID, NT , MT , η, Content>

where:

T: Type of the message (brd, ack, reply-ack, req, reply-req)

ID: name of the sender node
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NT : current transmission level

MT : maximum retransmission level

η : set of nodes that have received the message.

In a broadcastcommunication the robot sends a message of thebrd type. In the

acknowledgedcommunication the sender send a message of theack type and waits

for a certain time for a confirmation of reception of the message from the destination

nodes, if after this time no confirmation is received the message is retransmitted. The

retransmission process is repeated a few times before the process gives up. Thereply-

ackmessage type is used to confirm the reception ofacknowledgedcommunications.

The requestmessage type is a message were a robot queries about properties of other

robots. This type of message can be described as a two stage process:diffusionand

gathering. At the diffusionstage areq message type querying a certain property is

sent. At thegatheringstage all the robots that received the query send their informa-

tion. The information is sent using areply-reqmessage type. At thediffusionand

gatheringstages messages are repeated a few times if necessary in the same way as in

theacknowledgedcommunications to guarantee the reception of the message.

The MST control network is used as the communication network. A nodeni that

receives a message from a noden j ignores the message ifn j is not a control connec-

tion because their connection is not part of the MST control network. The following

paragraphs describe the message sequencing algorithm for each message type.

Broadcastcommunication

For thebroadcastcommunication the source node sends an initial message of the

type

< T=brd, NS, 0,MT , η, Content>

The initial set of nodesη contains the source node and its control connections. All

the robots inη that receive the message and containNSas a control connection integrate

the information fromContent. If a robot NR that received the message has at least

one control connection not contained inη then the node adds its control connections

that are not contained inη to this list and retransmits the message updating theNT

transmission level as

< T=brd, NR, 1,MT , η, Content>

The process of receiving and retransmission of the message is repeated untilNT <

MT .

Acknowledgedcommunication

For theacknowledgedcommunication the source node sends an initial message of
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the type

< T=ack, NS, 0,MT , η, Content>

The initial set of nodesη contains the source node and its control connections. All

the robots inη that receive the message and containNSas a control connection integrate

the information fromContent. If a robot NR that received the message has at least

one control connection not contained inη then the node adds its control connections

that are not contained inη to this list and retransmits the message updating theNT

transmission level as

< T=ack, NR, 1,MT , η, Content>

This message serves as the acknowledgement message for the original sender. If

a robotNR that received the message does not contain a control connection that is not

contained inη then the robot sends an acknowledge message

< T=reply-ack, NR, 0, 1,η, acknowledgeNs >

If after a certain time the original sender does not receive the acknowledgement

from all its control connections the message is retransmitted with an enumeration value

< T=ack, NR, 1,MT , η, 2:Content>

To avoid the situation in which robots that received the original message integrate

in more than one occasions the information ofContent. The process of receiving,

acknowledge and retransmission of the message is repeated untilNT < MT .

Requestcommunication

The requestcommunication has two stages:diffusionandgathering. At the dif-

fusionstage areq message type querying a certain property is sent. At thegathering

stage all the robots that received the query send their information. For a request com-

munication the source node sends an initial message of the type

< T=req, NS, 0,MT , η, Robot Tree: Query>

The initial set of nodesη contains the source node and its control connections.

Query is the property queried andRobot Treeis the tree structure of the robots that

have to return their information where the root is the robot that originates the request.

All the robots inη that receive the message and containNS as a control connection

wait for the gathering stage to retrieve the information queried (Query) and store the

Robot List. If a robotNR that received the message has at least one control connection

not contained inη then the node adds its control connections that are not contained in

η to this list and retransmits the message updating theNT transmission level as

< T=req, NR, 1,MT , η, Robot Tree: Query>

This message serves as the acknowledgement message for the original sender. If
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a robotNR that received the message does not contain a control connection that is not

contained inη then the robot sends an acknowledge message

< T=reply-req, NR, 0, 1,η, acknowledgeNs >

If after a certain time the original sender does not receive the acknowledgement

from all its control connections the message is retransmitted with an enumeration value

< T=req, NR, 1,MT , η, 2: Robot Tree: Query>

To avoid the situation in which robots that received the original message integrate

in more than one occasions the information ofContent. The message is retransmitted

by the robots untilNT < MT . At this point the robots that are leafs in theRobot Tree

received the request and thediffusionstage finishes. Thegatheringstage begins with

the robots that are in theMT level (leafs) sending a message of the type

< T=req, NS, 0, 1,η, Query: Inf>

Where the initial set of nodesη contains the leaf node and its control connections.

All the robots inη that receive the message send an acknowledge message

< T=reply-req, NR, 0, 1,η, acknowledgeNs :Query: Inf >

As previously explained if the original sender does not received the acknowledge-

ment from all its control connections the message is retransmitted with an enumeration

value

< T=req, NS, 0, 1,η, 2: Query: Inf>

Once a robot received the messages containing the queried property from all its

children nodes (according to theRobot treestructure) the robot appends these messages

in Inf along with its property queried and retransmits the message. The process of

receiving, acknowledge and retransmission of the message at the gathering stage is

repeated untilNT < MT .



Appendix D

Algorithm for LOS prioritization for the

RF model

This appendix presents theLOSprioritization algorithms for the recalculation of the

MST control network and the Network Manager Module for the Explorer robots. As

explained in Section 8.5.2 it is better to try to maintainRF communication for con-

nections that are on line of sight because this reduces the likelihood of having robots

trapped in local minima (communicationhot spots).

D.1 Prioritization for the MST Control Network Calcula-

tion

When a robot decides to recalculate the MST control network in theRF implementa-

tion the robot gathers the information about the signal quality for the connections on

the robot network. The robot determines the connections for which there is line of

sight between the robots that form the connection using a ray tracing operation on its

projected grid map. If it is possible to build the MST control network using only the

connection withLOSthe recalculation process is called using only these connections,

otherwise all the connections are used in the recalculation.

Algorithm 4 shows the algorithm for the prioritized recalculation of the MST con-

trol network. The robots form a graphG with a set of connectionsSQ, whereSQ(i, j)

is the signal quality value for the connection between the robotsi and j. LOSconnec-

tion(i, j) is the function that determines if the connection between the robotsi and j

has a line of sight.LOSrobotis a boolean array that is used to determine if a robot has
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at least one connection with line of sight. As observed from the algorithm if there is

at least one robot with noLOSconnections the recalculation process is called using all

the connections (theSQset of connections), otherwise the process is called using the

LOSconnections (SQLOS).

Algorithm 4 Calculation of MST control network for LOS prioritization
LOSnetwork= true

for i = 1 ton do

LOSrobot[i] = f alse

end for

for i = 1 ton do

for j = i +1 ton do

if LOSconnection(i, j) is true then

LOSrobot[i] = LOSrobot[ j] = true

SQLOS(i, j) = SQ(i, j)

else

SQLOS(i, j) = ∞

end if

end for

end for

for i = 1 ton do

if LOSrobot[i] is f alsethen

LOSnetwork= f alse

end if

end for

if LOSnetworkis true then

MST← calculate Network usingSQLOS

else

MST← calculate Network usingSQ

end if

D.2 Prioritization for the Network Manager Module for

the Explorer Robots

The implementation of the Network Manager Module for the Explorer behavioural role

monitors the local network and modifies this network if it determines that it can be im-
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proved. In the prioritized version of this module the connections are pre-processed to

determine if they areLOSconnections. If there is at least oneLOSconnection with a

signal quality above theτsa f eexp threshold the module is called using theSQLOS array,

otherwise the module is called using all the set of connectionsSQ. Theτsa f eexp thresh-

old is the desired signal quality value above which the robot continues the exploration

process.

Algorithm 5 shows the algorithm used to pre-process and prioritize the connections

for a robotID. Following the notation defined in the previous section,SQis the set of

connections,SQ(i, j) is the signal quality value for the connection between the robotsi

and j, SQID is the signal quality value for the direct connections of robotID andSQLOS

is the signal quality value for the connections that have line of sight.

Algorithm 5 Communication constraint selection using LOS prioritization
SQID ← get Signal Quality for direct connections of robotID

for i = 1 ton do

if LOSconnection(ID, i) is true then

SQLOS[i] = SQID [i]

else

SQLOS[i] = 0

end if

end for

BestLOS= SQLOS[i]

for i = 1 ton do

if BestLOS< SQLOS[i] then

BestLOS= SQLOS[i]

end if

end for

if BestLOS> τsa f eexp then

Call the Network Manager Module usingSQLOS as set of connections

else

Call the Network Manager Module usingSQID as set of connections

end if
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List of Notation

Notation for the BERODE architecture

n Number of robots

k Size of the local network

ε Set of connections of the robot network

κ Set of control connections of the robot network

κi Set of control connections for roboti

φi Set of communication constraints for roboti

εi, j Connection status between robotsi and j

κi, j Signal quality between robotsi and j

Li Level of safety for roboti

wi, j Weight of the edge between roboti and j for the calculation of the MST

control network

Di, j Discomfort distance between robotsi and j

σA Attractive threshold for thevirtual springmodel

σR Repulsive threshold for thevirtual springmodel

σsa f e Safe threshold for the safety level

σprec Precautionary threshold for the safety level

kcompresion Stiffness of a compressed spring

kstretching Stiffness of a stretched spring

SQpredicted Signal quality predicted

σinc(t,σstart,σend, tstart, tend) Increasing interpolation function to obtain a value for the timet in the

time range[tstart, tend] with range values[σstart,σend]

σdec(t,σstart,σend, tstart, tend) Decreasing interpolation function to obtain a value for the timet in the

time range[tstart, tend] with range values[σstart,σend]

Z(t) State of the robot at timet

texp Expiration time associated to the Pusher role

tpusher Time that a robot remains on the Pusher role

tnetwork Time that an Explorer robot waits for signal quality improvement
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thold Time that a robot remains stationary

E(x,y) Energy for a sampled position (x, y)

U(x,y) Potential energy for a sampled position (x, y)

Y(K) Yukawa potential function for a distanceK

SQi Predicted signal quality for theith robot

SL Update time for transmissions at the local level

SG Update time for transmission at the global level

N(µ,σ) Gaussian distribution with medianµ and varianceσ

Notation for the Extended Kalman Filter

N Number of features in the feature map of the robot

x̂ State vector for the Extended Kalman Filter

C Covariance matrix for the state vector ˆx

Ci j Cross covariance between the featuresi and j

x̂(t |t−1) Predicted state at timet for x̂ given the state at timet-1

û(t) Control input at timet

x̂r Position vector for the robot

x̂m Position vector of the lastm sensing positions of the robot

x̂fi Position vector for the feature at positioni on the state vector

zi Observation of feature at positioni on the state vector

hi Observation model for the featurei

g(x̂, ẑ) Function to transform a relative measurement ˆz taken at position ˆx to the

global reference frame

hfi (x̂r , x̂fi ) Function to transform the position of the feature ˆxfi with respect to the

position of feature ˆxr

P(x,y) Point feature with Cartesian coordinates (x, y)

L(ρ,φ) Line feature with Polar coordinates(ρ,φ)
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